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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1. GENERAL 
Crystals show a large variety of shapes The shapes which crystals obtain depend on the 
chemical composition and the growth conditions It has long been realized ' that the 
anisotropy of growth rates determines the morphology of crystals A crystallographic 
orientation with a higher growth rate disappears sooner or later from the crystal form As a 
consequence, the crystal is bounded by the crystallographic faces having sufficiently low 
growth rates In this sense, crystal growth kinetics determines the growth rate, and the 
growth forms of crystals 
It is well known that the growth of crystals is a first-order phase transition taking place 
in the boundary layers between the crystal and the mother phase In this region, growth units 
are transported from the mother phase to the crystal phase Here two different kinds of 
processes occur One are the molecular processes at the interface itself The other are 
transport processes of transporting growth umts from the mother phase to the interface, and 
heat away from the interface Especially the first type of processes are to a large extent 
determined by the structure of the interface The interfacial structure will significantly 
influence growth kinetics and therefore affect the growth and the morphology of crystals 
At equilibrium or during crystal growth, an interface parameter, the step free energy 
7ΑΓ, plays a key role in growth kinetics and the morphology of the crystal This parameter is 
the free energy (per unit length) required to form a step on the crystal surface In relation to 
this parameter, the roughening transition turns out to be a very important physical 
phenomenon taking place at the crystal surface This is a phase transition occurring at the 
roughening temperature 7* If the temperature Tof the system is lower than T1, the step free 
energy is larger than zero If the temperature Τ is equal to or higher than 7*, the step free 
energy vanishes The concept of roughening transition plays an essential role in modern 
theories of crystal growth The growth kinetics depends strongly on the fact whether growth 
takes place at a temperature above or below 7* The relation between the growth rate and 
supersaturation changes from a nonlinear relation at Τ < Τ1 to a linear relation at Τ > 7* 
Normally rough crystal faces grow faster than faceted crystal faces Faceted faces with a 
higher step free energy have a higher resistance against growth Therefore, they grow much 
slower The shape of the growing crystals will be determined by the facets with the highest 
step free energies 
The roughening transition also exerts a significant influence on the equilibrium crystal 
forms Suppose that at relatively low temperatures, flat faces occur in various orientations 
It follows from the Gibbs-Wulff theorem that the equilibrium form of a crystal is bounded by 
flat faces with the lowest surface free energies The step free energy decreases with increasing 
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temperature Above the roughening temperature, cusps in the Wulff plots become blunt and 
the associated facets in the equilibrium form become curved When the temperature is above 
the roughening temperature of the faces of the most morphological importance, all facets 
disappear and only a smoothly rounded macroscopic morphology remains 
Obviously, both in studying growth kinetics and the morphology of crystals, the step free 
energy or the step energy plays a central role (In case Tis much lower than T1, the step free 
energy is equal to the step energy since the step entropy does not play a role ) The values of 
these properties depend strongly on both the internal crystal structure and external factors 
such as properties of the mother phase and growth conditions Therefore, this thesis will 
concentrate on the description of the in t erf acial properties, the relevant processes and the 
controlling factors Moreover, special attention is given to the interfacial structure since any 
change in this structure will in a subtle way affect the values of the interface parameters 
In this thesis, normal alkane or normal paraffin crystals are chosen for our investigations 
Tbs choice is made for various reasons First, from a practical point of view, normal alkanes 
are widely distributed in nature, especially in petroleum or heavy oils Studies on the 
crystallization of n—paraffin will help to solve some problems related to problems of the 
petroleum industry like the crystallization of heavy fractions of paraffins during the cooling 
off of gasoline Secondly, in the paraffin senes, the size of the molecules changes gradually 
from a few carbon atoms to a very large number It follows that the physical properties of the 
molecules will also change gradually with increasing carbon number Henceforth, the studies 
on the crystal growth of n—paraffins can bridge the gap between the world of normal 
crystallization (including only relatively small molecules) and of polymer crystallization In 
addition, the study of the paraffin senes is particularly interesting from the standpoint of 
crystal growth, since the crystals exhibit a large number of phenomena which occur only 
partially in other matenals under normal conditions These phenomena are roughening 
transitions, kinetic roughening, dendritic growth, polymorphism, different kinds of growth 
mechanisms, etc It will be shown in this thesis that the paraffin series is an ideal model 
system for studying such phenomena as mentioned above We note that the study of these 
phenomena is at present of great interest 
The following sections of this introductory chapter are intended to describe the 
framework of the theories which are relevant for the topic of this thesis This framework 
serves as a context in which my contnbutions to expenments and theories can be placed 
1.2. TRADITIONAL CELL MODELS FOR CRYSTAL-FLUID SYSTEMS 
A crystal is a set of particles (atoms, ions, molecules, etc ) which have translation^ 
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symmetry in at least three independent space directions This translations! symmetry is 
represented by a lattice The actual crystal corresponds to a particular occupation of this 
lattice by structural units In investigating crystal growth, all interactions between the 
occupied lattice points are relevant in addition to the behavior of the structural units, and 
should therefore be taken into account In fact, the space symmetry of the crystal is also 
satisfied by those bonds 
In order to describe crystal growth, we focus our attention primarily on a suitable 
formulation of the interface between the crystal and the mother phase From the point of 
view of statistical mechanics 2, the methods applied to investigate the crystal phase can also 
be extended to the fluid phase This implies that the first obvious simplification for an 
interfaaal model is to treat assemblies of structural units, which are present in the same form 
both in the crystal and m the mother phase, as the basic building units In this way, only 
those bonds which are actually formed during the crystallization process do enter the interface 
model From this standpoint, Ising models, lattice models or cells models are commonly used 
for our purpose Since all these models actually belong to the same class, they are collectively 
referred to as cell models in the present work 
The traditional cell models share a number of characteristics, summarized as follows 
(i) The whole space of the system, including both the crystal and the fluid phase, is 
partitioned into cells 
(n) These cells have equal shape and volume 
(in) Each cell is occupied either by a solid unit or a fluid unit 
(IV) Cells are connected to each other by bonds, and each cell has in total m bonds 
connecting it to neighboring cells 
In these models, each cell represents a molecule or a building unit, and the internal 
structure of the unit is irrelevant, in other words, each cell is regarded as a structureless block 
The symmetry and the bond energies connecting the cells play a crucial role It is implicitly 
assumed that the the symmetry of the mother phase is the same as that of the crystal It 
therefore follows that the whole interfacial system is approximated by a network of bonds 
similar to that of the crystal In different phases, the bond energies of the network are 
different 
Let us restrict ourselves to crystals in which short range interactions are dominant, thus 
excluding the long range Coulomb interactions from our discussions The network of 
structural units connected by the strongest bonds (or the crystal graph) was analyzed by 
Hartman and Perdok a In this analysis, the basic concept of periodic bond chain (PBC) is 
used PBCs are one—dimensional uninterrupted chains of the "strongest bonds", having the 
translational period [и Ц of the crystal structure According to the PBC theory (or the 
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Hartman-Perdok theory), crystal faces can be classified into three types. F (flat) faces, S 
(stepped) faces and К (kinked) faces. F faces are defined as faces {Ш} where at least two sets 
of connected non—parallel PBCs occur within a slice having a thickness of the interplanar 
distance ¿hki (¿ькі is corrected for the systematic extinctions of the space group in question ) 
S faces have a slice which contains only one set of parallel PBCs К faces have a slice of (Ш) 
which contains no PBC Based on the PBC analysis, the theoretical morphology of crystals 
can be derived from the crystal structure. 
We notice that an F face is parallel to a connected net of bonds F faces will undergo a 
roughening transition at the roughening temperature I*. Therefore, these faces grow slow 
below the roughening temperature 7*, due to a two-dimensional nucleation barrier Hence 
the crystallographic structure of these faces is very important for growth kinetics and 
morphology Within the framework of the PBC analysis, the nets parallel to S or К faces are 
not connected in two non—parallel directions by the strongest bonds Therefore the 
roughening transition temperatures of those faces are "zero" Because of their high growth 
rates, these faces do not play an important role during the growth process 
The theoretical morphologies of n—paraffin crystals with different structures are analyzed 
in chapter 2 based on PBC analyses. We notice that the PBC analysis is based on traditional 
cell models Within the framework of these models, the symmetry of the mother phase is 
assumed to be the same as that of the crystal. In reality, this assumption is only valid when 
the influence of the mother phase on the morphology is negligible compared with the influence 
of the crystal phase. If the influence of the mother phase is significant, the results of the PBC 
analysis can only be considered as the outcome of the morphology for which the crystal 
structure is responsible 
1.3. ROUGHENING TRANSITION 
The nature of the roughening transition can be appreciated quite simply with the use of 
the so-called solid-on-solid (SOS) model 4 (This model is a generalization of the Ismg 
model.) We assume that the crystal surface can be considered as a collection of interacting 
columns (one for each surface atom) and suppose that introducing a difference in height of one 
lattice constant between neighboring columns costs a energy J It follows that the 
Hamiltonian can be taken as 
JV=J<1> |A,-/ij|2 (1) 
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(Here the column haghts, Л,, are restricted to integer values ) Within the framework of this 
model, no overhangs are permitted and at zero temperature all columns have the same height 
(z = 0), implying that the surface is perfectly flat At unite temperatures, entropy effects 
should be included At very low temperatures any given facet is microscopically flat with only 
a few thermally excited surface vacancies or defects However, at higher temperatures more 
and more energetic fluctuations of the local height of the surface can occur leading to a 
delocahzed interface with long wavelength variations in height The lowest energy 
excitations are mono steps on the surface that form themselves into plateaus Consequently a 
loop of length L bounding a plateau has energy JL/a, where a is the lattice constant in 
directions parallel to the surface The number of possible loops of this length is equivalent to 
the number of self—avoiding random walks that return to the origin in L/ a steps If each 
column has m nearest neighbor columns, this number is m , to within a constant of order 
unity Thus, the free energy of the system is 
F=U-TS=L/a(J-T\nm) (2) 
Below the roughening temperature, 7*, L = 0 is favored whereas above this temperature, 
loops of arbitrarily large length must occur 
This roughening transition is but one example of a genene class of two—dimensional phase 
transformations that were first analyzed systematically by Kosterlitz and Thouless (KT) m 
the planar XY model 5 This kind of phase transitions is characterized by showing that the 
required singularity at the transition point is extremely weak, 
7~ехр[-Л \T-T* I " " 2 ] , as T-. T{T< P) (3) 
This implies that the roughening transition is of infinite order 
This type of roughening transition has been found experimentally for systems consisting 
of simple building units such as hep 4He crystals coexisting with its own superfluid β 
Obviously, these systems can be well described by the above mentioned cell models 
However, when complex molecular systems are under investigation, molecular configurations 
and other degrees of motional freedom are not negligible This implies that the SOS models 
simplifying a molecule into a structureless block may not be entirely adequate In this case, 
the SOS cell models can at best desenbe the statistical behavior of the center of gravity of the 
molecules This needs to be coupled with the internal motion of the molecules causing them 
to attain different molecular configurations This coupling will lead to changes m the 
interaction energies between the molecules Subsequently, questions anse as to how a 
roughening transition occurs in those complex molecular systems, and what character it will 
have. In order to answer these questions, modified models are needed. For this purpose, a 
so-called coupled Ising-SOS model (see chapter 3.4) turns out to be a promising alternative 
model which shows a very rich phase diagram of different kinds of roughening transitions. 
The subject matter of chapter 3 is the systematic investigation of the roughening 
transition of the n—paraffin system. It is shown that the system exhibits some unusual and 
fascinating critical behavior of the step free energy around the roughening temperature 7*. 
This critical behavior is associated with the problems discussed above, and may also be valid 
for other complex molecular systems. 
1.4. INTERFACIAL STRUCTURE AND MODELING 
It should be emphasized that the cell models discussed above belong to the class of 
homogeneous cell models, implying that both the crystal and the fluid phase are homogeneous 
from their bulks up to the dividing surface. Microscopically, the thermodynamic properties of 
the same type of structural units (such as bond energy, density, etc.) are constant everywhere 
in the system and do not depend on the positions of those units. 
As a matter of fact, we are interested in the interface bond energies <p\. In most cases, 
however, only the bulk properties are known. Recipes, therefore, are needed to estimate φ\ in 
terms of the bulk properties. For this purpose, Jackson (implicitly) introduced the so—called 
equivalent wetting condition 7. This implies that φ\ is equal to the bulk bond energy ФІ, 
assuming that the solid—fluid interaction energy is equal to the fluid—fluid interaction energy 
in the same direction of the cells. Obviously, such a condition is satisfied in the homogeneous 
cell models. 
However, the validity of the homogeneous cell models turns out to be questionable 
because it leads to serious discrepancies between the estimated ф\ and the experimental 
values. From the point of view of modern statistical mechanical models, those discrepancies 
can be attributed to the following surfaces effects. 
(1) Surface reconstruction. When this effect occurs, the bisection of a solid-solid bond at 
the surface is partially compensated by the strengthening of some bonds parallel to the surface 
(ЛИ) or the creation of new bonds. 
(2) Surface enrichment. The crystal units close to the surface are rearranged in such a 
way that less strong bonds and more weak bonds are broken than what would be expected 
from the bulk structure. 
(3) Surface structural phase transition. This effect mainly occurs in complex molecular 
systems. Due to the influence of fluid molecules, certain degrees of motional freedom of solid 
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molecules at the surface are released, causing an increase of molecular configurational entropy 
and a decrease of interfacial bond energies. 
(4) Adsorption of impurities or fluid units. 
(5) The ordering and the structuring of fluid units near the solid surface. This effect 
occurs in all solid—fluid interfacial systems. The presence of the solid surface restricts the 
freedom of molecular motion of the fluid units when they approach the solid surface. This 
implies that fluid units will lose some configurational, rotational and other entropy in the 
interfacial regions, resulting in a certain degree of ordering. The interfacial effects (4) and (5) 
coexist in the fluid part of the interface and the combined effects determine the influence of 
the interfacial fluid units on the interfacial bond energies. 
Obviously, the interfacial effects (l)-(3) can be approximately attributed to the 
interfacial solid phase, and (4) and (5) to the interfacial fluid phase. Actually, the solid and 
fluid structures at the interface will influence each other. The degree to which the interface 
affects the properties of the structural units depends on the distance of these units in the 
crystal or the ambient phase away from the dividing surface. This subsequently causes the 
inhomogeneity in the interfacial regions. 
In chapter 4, the interfacial regions are examined in detail, both from the points of view of 
the structure of the interface and statistical thermodynamics. (Special attention is paid to 
the interfacial bond energies φ\.) In contrast to the traditional homogeneous cell models, a 
so—called inhomogeneous interfacial cell model is developed, where the thermodynamic 
properties of the structural units are considered as a function of the distance away from the 
dividing surface. In context of the modeling, calculations based on self—consistent—field 
(SCF) theories and experiments are carried out for various systems. (The SCF theories were 
specially developed to calculate polymer interface systems. The calculation techniques can be 
to some extent used to supplant Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamic simulations for the 
investigation of interfacial systems.) As regards the interfacial structure, the ordering and 
structuring of fluid interfaces can be investigated in great detail by the SCF techniques. 
1.5. MORPHOLOGY OF CRYSTALS AND INTERFACIAL STRUCTURE (IS) 
ANALYSIS 
It can be seen from the discussions in Sec. 1.2 that in the homogeneous cell models, the 
structure and the symmetry of the crystal extend from the solid side to the fluid side. In 
reality, the structure and the symmetry of the fluid phase are not the same as that of the 
crystal phase. Under the conditions that crystals grow from or are in equilibrium with a 
solution, crystal surfaces correspond to the boundary between the crystal and the ambient 
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phase (including solute, solvent and impurities) Therefore, the structure of both the crystal 
and the ambient phase will influence the shape and the size of the crystal surface In other 
words, the internal factors of the crystals and the external factors determined by the ambient 
phase will in some way jointly determine the morphology of crystals 
Since the influence of the crystal structure on the crystal morphology can be determined 
by the PBC theory (c f discussions on the relation between the PBC theory and the 
homogeneous cell models of Sec 12), it then follows that the morphology of crystals can be 
appropriately predicted by coupling the influence of the crystal structure with that of the 
ambient phase 
In order to investigate this coupling quantitatively, in this thesis the concept of so—called 
Interfaaal Structure (IS) analysis is for the first time put forwards (see chapter 5) According 
to the IS analysis, the "effective" growth units should be identified and their concentration at 
the surface must be calculated (The "effective" growth units are those growth units at the 
surface which can be directly incorporated into the crystal without the necessity to pass 
through a conformational entropy barrier ) From an analysis, the surface dependent coupling 
factor Cv и can be obtained In association with the PBC analysis, the IS analysis may be 
appbed not only to predict but also to develop rea pes for the modification of the morphology 
of crystals 
1.6. SCOPE AND SUMMARY 
Since I joined the Laboratory of Sobd State Chemistry at the University of Nijmegen in 
September 1989, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the topic of solid-fluid 
interfaces Knowledge on solid—fluid interfaces would be of great value for basic surface 
science, industry, hightech materials and other fields Crystal growth scientists are studying 
the structure and properties at the interface between the crystal and the mother phase The 
primary reason is that the structure of the interface is directly related to the central themes of 
the science of crystal growth the roughening transition, crystal growth mechanisms, crystal 
growth kinetics and the morphology of crystals Moreover, scientists working m the field of 
industrial crystallization are interested in tailor-made additives, which are specially designed 
for modifying the growth habit of crystals, because the morphology of crystals plays an 
important role in quality control and some industrial processes To understand how the 
additives affect the morphology of crystals and to carry out molecular design for the 
additives, the knowledge about the interface is essential These are therefore the motives for 
me to take the subject of "interfaces" as the central, unifying theme of this thesis 
In chapter 2, the morphologies of n—paraffin crystals with three different structures, 
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triclinio, monoclinic and oithoihombic, have been studied The integrated Hartman—Perdok 
roughening transition theory and the Bravais—Friedel-Donnay-Нагкег (BFDH) theory were 
systematically applied to predict the morphologies of three paraffin structures 
Simultaneously, crystals of these paraffins have been grown under different conditions of 
growth in order to compare the predicted and observed morphologies In these studies, special 
attention has been paid to the influence of the roughening transition on the morphology of 
crystals Moreover, the dependence of the morphology and the dimensionless roughening 
temperatures of n—paraffin crystals on the carbon number of n—paraffin molecules have been 
analyzed taking the crystal structure into account This chapter in a sense reveals the extent 
of the role of the internal structure on the morphology of crystals 
Chapter 3 is devoted to roughening transitions which occur on the {110} faces of 
odd—paraffin crystals The critical phenomena in relation to the nature of the roughening 
transition of the n—paraffin systems are the key issues in this chapter In chapter 3 1, a novel 
type of kinetic transition the so—called "rough—flat—rough" transition occurring in the 
neighborhood of the roughening transition temperature of n—C21H44 crystals in n-hexane 
solutions is reported This kinetic transition was for the first time observed and identified 
This phenomenon can be applied to determine the particular critical behavior of the edge free 
energy in dependence on the temperature Τ around the roughening temperature T* In 
chapter 3 2, a new finding, a first—order roughening transition, is described both 
experimentally and theoretically This is followed by the description of a novel observation in 
chapter 3 3 the solvent dependent critical behavior of roughening transition of n—paraffin 
crystals There it is shown that the roughening transition of the {110} faces of n—paraffin 
crystals changes from a first-order phase transition to an infinite order phase transition if the 
solvent of n—hexane is replaced by toluene It was suggested that paraffin—like solvent 
molecules may promote a surface structural phase transition, which is coupled to the 
conventional KT type of roughening This surface structural phase transition and the 
coupling obviously result in an unconventional roughening transition in the n—paraffin 
system This exceptional surface phenomenon is interpreted in a proper way within the 
framework of the coupled Ising-SOS model in chapter 3 4 In chapter 3 5, the relation 
between the step free energy and the critical supersaturation of kinetic roughening is derived 
for various surface structures To confirm that relation, the step free energies determined 
from kinetic roughening experiments are compared with the step energies obtained from the 
roughening experiments The morphology of n—paraffin crystals under the influence of the 
roughening transition and kinetic roughening is studied experimentally in chapter 3 6 
The interfaaal structure and interfacial bond energies are the subject of chapter 4 The 
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so—called inhomogeneous cell model was developed to describe the structure and properties of 
the interface This model on one hand maintains the main characters of conventional cell 
models, on the other hand does not have the difficulty in describing the solid—fluid interface, 
which conventional cell models always encounter with The basic principles and the 
framework of this model are presented in chapters 4 1 and 4 2 To make a connection between 
bond energies in the bulk of the crystal and of the mother phase and the corresponding bond 
energies at the interface, the so—called surface characteristic scaling factor C*. is introduced 
On the basis of this factor, the interfacial properties can be directly related to the wetting 
conditions of the solid surface A further study of the density distributions and the bond 
energy distributions at the interface is presented in chapter 4 3 The relation between the 
interfacial bond energy and the attachment energy of a crystal slice (hkl) is also studied 
qualitatively in chapter 4 3 In chapter 4 4, the surface free energy of crystals consisting of 
isotropic building umts is analyzed according to the principles of thermodynamic statistics 
and the inhomogeneous cell model The surface free energy is quantitatively expressed as a 
function of the interfacial factors and the bulk properties To calculate the interfacial 
properties (such as interfacial bond energies) and to study the structure of the interfacial fluid 
phase, the self-consistent—field theory (or the Scheutjens—Fleer theory) is for the first time 
applied to crystal—fluid interfacial systems Using this calculation technique, two different 
types of systems monomer and polymer are investigated in great detail in chapters 4 5 and 
4 6, respectively In particular, the ordering of chain—like fluid molecules near the solid 
surface is examined in depth, both theoretically and experimentally in chapter 4 7 These 
results indicate that the modeling and the SCF calculations not only offer a reliable way to 
calculate the interfacial bond energies ф
г
, but also greatly improve our knowledge about the 
interface In chapter 4 8 the structure of odd and even n—paraffin molecules adsorbed on 
graphite is observed with a scanmng tunnebng microscopy Chapter 4 9 includes a systematic 
analysis of the influence of various solvents on the interfacial structure of the n—paraffin 
crystal system and on the step energy This analysis has substantially improved our 
knowledge about the basic interfacial structure of the systems of crystals in contact with 
multi—component solutions According to the calculations, the use of a mixture of two 
solvents may lead to an increase in the step energy of the system within a certain range of 
concentrations 
The attention in chapter 5 is devoted to the influence of the mother phase on the 
morphology of crystals Studies on this subject are earned out by the newly developed 
Interracial Structure (IS) analysis The principles of the IS analysis are discussed in the 
prediction of the morphology of n—paraffin crystals In this analysis, the concentration of 
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"effective" growth units having the proper configuration at the interface plays a central role 
This analysis can be applied to investigate the effect of tailor—made additives on the growth 
habit of crystals and the crystallization processes, and may offer a guideline for molecular 
design of tailor—made additives 
The influence of volume transport on the crystal growth rate is another important issue in 
crystal growth. The volume resistance against mass transport and heat transport during 
crystal growth reduces the effective driving force at the solid surface. The resistance can be 
estimated from a relation between "rough growth" and "flat growth". Within this 
framework, the so-called auxiliary straight line method is introduced in chapter 6. This 
method is applied to the n—paraffin crystal system. 
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Chapter 2 
RELATION BETWEEN STRUCTURES AND 
MORPHOLOGY OF CRYSTALS 

Chapter 2.1 
On the morphology of crystals of triclinic even 
normal alkanes: theory and observation 
Xiang—Yang Liu and Ρ Bennema 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld 1, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT—In this paper the morphology of crystals of triclinio even n—alkanes over a range 
of chain lengths with 10 < η < 36 is studied theoretically and experimentally Using the 
Buckingham potential for C-C, Η—Η and C—Η interatomic interactions between neighboring 
molecules, the overall interaction energies between n—alkane molecules are calculated Five 
types of important lateral interactions and three vertical interactions are identified from the 
structure From these, a crystal graph with primitive cell is obtained Thirteen connected 
nets corresponding to thirteen F forms, {001}, {010}, {011}, {100}, {101}, {111}, {110}, 
{111}, {ITT}, {ITO}, {121}, {122} and {120}, are derived from the crystal graph The 
dimensionless roughening transition temperatures of the F faces are calculated It follows 
that a phase diagram of the relative roughening temperature in dependence of η is obtained 
To predict the theoretical growth forms, several recipes inspired by Ising models, the 
Hartman—Perdok and the Donnay—Harker theory are applied to the n—paraffins series It 
turns out that crystals of tnclimc even η-paraffins have the shape of long flat needles and are 
bounded by large faces of the form {001} and the narrow, long side faces of {010}, with the 
small {100} faces at the top of the needle Some experiments were earned out to study the 
morphology and the roughening transition of n-C24 and η-Cíe crystals in n-hexane and other 
systems The predicted and observed results agree quite well 
J Cryst Growth (to be published) 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The prediction of the external appearance of crystals from their internal structures is of 
interest both for scientists working on the fundamentals of crystal growth and scientists 
working on the problems of industrial crystallization In recent years, new developments in 
the morphological theones allow us to carry out in depth investigations on the growth 
morphology of crystals 1_3 Conventionally the relative order of morphological importance MI 
of face (hkl) is defined as a statistical measure for the relative size or the relative frequency of 
occurrence of faces of a form {hkl} on crystals The faces with the greater MI possess a lower 
growth rate and dominate external shapes of crystals Previously, some ad hoc theories can to 
some extent be used to describe growth forms of crystals According to the principles of the 
Bravais-Fnedel—Donnay—Harker (or BFDH) theory 3, the interplanar distance of a 
crystallographic form {hkl}, ¿nhnkni, is used to determine the relative MI of faces on crystal 
forms Tbs geometrical BFDH theory can be justified by assuming that the interactions 
between growth units are proportional to the mutual distance between the growth units In 
the Hartman—Perdok theory 4 '6, a PBC (Periodic Bond Chain) analysis plays an essential 
role m search for flat (or F) faces of the crystal structure Based on the theory, the relative MI 
of F faces is determined by £ ш " and £ ш The higher £hki" (or the lower £ ш ) of the faces 
{hkl}, the higher the relative morphological importance (MI) 7 
Apart from these classical entena, the developments in statistical mechanical Ising 
models offer us a powerful tool to judge the relative MI by the calculated Ising temperature 0е 
of faces {hkl} The so-called dimensionless Ising temperature 0е is defined as a critical 
temperature at which the order—disorder transition of a connected net parallel to the {hkl} 
faces occurs ΐ'ΐ'β-u The results of computer stimulations reveal that the dimensionless 
roughening temperature f ï 0е, meaning that 0е can be used as a reasonable estimation of ? l 
This follows that if the dimensionless actual temperature 0is higher than 0е of {hkl} faces, the 
surface will grow in a rough mode without keeping in the crystallographic onentation (hkl), if 
0 is lower than 0е of {hkl} faces, the face is flat in a well-defined orientation (hkl), and has to 
grow by a layer mechanism It is assumed that the higher 0е the higher the MI Contrary to 
growth forms, equilibrium forms of crystals can be unambiguously described using the surface 
free energy of the faces {hkl}, according to the Gibbs—Wulff theorem For more details, see 
Ref 13 
The reason that we apply the morphological theones to n—alkane crystals is that as one of 
a basic family of organic crystals, normal alkanes are widely distnbuted in nature Petroleum 
or heavy oil consist to a large extent of these compounds Many studies concerning these 
compounds are earned out in relationship with problems in the petroleum industry and oil 
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transportation. Moreover, normal alkanes are considered as the first terms of polyethylene 
series. Therefore, studies on n—paraffins are sometimes regarded as the starting point of the 
studies on polymers. In this sense, the understanding of morphology of n—paraffins is very 
important for the industry. From a theoretical point of view, the study of n—paraffin series is 
particularly interesting since interactions between molecules are of the type of van der Waals 
interactions. First, interaction energies between paraffin molecules show a high degree of 
anisotropy. Furthermore, the bond energies between growth units increase with increasing 
the carbon number. This offers large possibilities for a systematical research on the growth 
and morphology of paraffin crystals. 
n—paraffins crystallize in one of four modifications, depending on the value of the number 
of С atoms in the n—paraffin chain η and on growth conditions u . These four modifications 
are triclinic, monoclinic, orthorhombic and hexagonal. The last one, which only occurs in the 
neighborhood of the melting point for the odd numbered n—paraffins from n—C9 to n—C43 and 
for the even paraffins from n—C22 to n—C44, is called a phase or rotational crystalline state 
(RCS). The other modifications are just known as 0 phase (ßr, ßu and ßo respectively). In 
our previous paper 15, we have already presented a study on the morphology of odd 
orthorhombic n—paraffins. In this paper we will limit ourselves to a study of the morphology 
and the roughening transition of triclinic even paraffins. 
This paper is arranged as follows. After briefly discussing the crystal structure and the 
bond structure of triclinic even paraffins, we will focus our attention on the roughening 
transition from the point of view of the Ising models. Later the theoretical growth and 
equilibrium forms will be derived based on different recipes. Finally, observations on the 
roughening transition and on observed growth forms of different homologue of even 
n—paraffin crystals growing under different conditions are presented. The later are compared 
with those of theories. 
Π. STRUCTURE, CRYSTAL GRAPH AND NET ANALYSIS 
A. Structure of triclinic even n—paraffins 
To our knowledge, even n—paraffins starting with n—Ce to n-C26 crystallize in the 
triclinic structure ι*·ι·-ι». Some investigations show that n—C28 can also crystallize in the 
triclinic modification 1 9 '2 0. According to the hypothesis of Nyburg ιβ, the last member of the 
series should be n—Сза· In our paper, we carry out a morphological study of the triclinic 
structure of even n—paraffins in the range from n—С ю to η—Сза-
After analyzing existing paraffin structure data, Nyburg and Potworowski 1β showed how 
the cell parameters and the crystal structures of all normal paraffins could be predicted on the 
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basis of a few key structures We will use Nyburg's method to predict all structural data of 
the trichine paraffin senes needed for this paper. The predictions aie based on the key 
structure of n—С ig3 ' 
The space group of the ßt η—paraffins is ΡI Concerning the symmetry of a even paraffin 
molecule (fulfilling 2/m), a symmetry center occurs in the center of the molecule. This 
implies that within the triclimc structure the inversion center ι coincides with the symmetry 
center of a molecule. Consequently, only one molecule occurs within one unit cell In Fig 1, 
the arrangements of η-paraffin molecules in the structure of n-CieH38 are presented as the у 
and the ζ projection. 
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FIG 1 The structure of п-СцНм in different projections (a) Half-molecule in the у 
projection, (b) Close contacts at ends of molecules (the у projection) (c) Close contacts 
illustrated for the molecular centers in the ζ projection 
In the series of tnclinic even paraffins, the cell parameters a, 6 and the angle 7 change 
only slightly as a function of η while the с axes and the a and β angle depend strongly on n. 
The cell parameters from n-Сю to n—C3« are listed in Table I. They were calculated using 
Nyburg's method. 
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TABLE I. Dimensions of the unit cell. 
a= 4.285 A 6= 4.82 A 7 = 7 2 . 7 ' 
Carbon number с (A) a{') ß{') 
14.814 
17.326 
19.845 
22.371 
24.900 
27.432 
29.966 
32.502 
35.039 
37.577 
40.116 
42.655 
45.195 
47.736 
81.41 
82.75 
83.76 
84.53 
85.15 
85.66 
86.08 
86.43 
86.73 
87.00 
87.22 
87.43 
87.61 
87.77 
65.20 
66.12 
66.28 
67.37 
67.80 
68.16 
68.45 
68.71 
68.92 
69.11 
69.27 
69.41 
69.54 
69.66 
В. Bond structure in triclinic even n-paraffins 
In order to identify connected nets from the crystal graph and to calculate Ising 
temperatures, one has to know the bonds between building units. In the case of growth of 
n—paraffin crystals from solutions, it is supposed that the growth units are the paraffin 
molecules themselves. Between n—paraffin molecules, van der Waals interactions are 
dominant. This in fact simplifies our problems considerably because van der Waals 
interactions drop drastically with the distance. Then only interactions between neighboring 
molecules need to be considered. Those between distant molecules are negligible.. To 
calculate an interaction energy between two molecules, we sum up all C-C, C-Η and H-H 
atom-atom interaction energies between the two molecules. These atom—atom interactions 
are calculated from the Buckingham potential 
n-Cio 
П-С12 
n-Cu 
и—С ie 
η-Cu 
n—C20 
П—С 32 
П-С24 
п-Сгв 
η—C-α 
η - C 30 
η—С 32 
η - C 34 
η—Сзв 
ф(г) = -А/г* + Вехр(- Cr) (1) 
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where the empirical potential parameters A, B, and С were taken from Ref 22 for С—C, H—H 
and C—H interactions, and are the same as parameter set lb of Ref 15 In tbs way, 
interaction energies between any two adjacent molecules can be calculated 
To derive the crystal graph of tnclimc paraffin crystals, we first reduce the molecules to 
centers of gravity In our case, we have chosen the inversion centers within molecules as 
centers of gravity or nodes These nodes fulfill the space group symmetry of the crystal 
structure A reference node (or molecule) in a reference unit cell is labeled as C[000] All 
other nodes can be labelled by shifting the reference node over a translation distance t, given 
by 
t= ua+ vb+ wc (2) 
where u, v, w are integers 
The following step is to connect those nodes by the mtermolecular bonds calculated 
above It has to be noted that m our investigations, we will only focus on the strongest bonds 
in the structure, which play a key role in morphology ι·3·4-β Different types of bonds 
identified from the structure are bsted in Table IIa 
As a consequence, a crystal graph is presented in Fig 2 
TABLE Па. Bonds in the structure of 
tnclimc even n—paraffins 
TABLE ПЪ The coefficients of expressions 
of bond energy in the structure 
Bonds Code 
С (OOO)-C(IOO) 
C ( 0 0 0 ) - C ( 0 1 0 ) 
C ( 0 0 0 ) - C ( - 1 1 0 ) 
C ( 0 0 0 ) - C ( 1 1 0 ) 
C ( 0 O 0 ) - C ( 0 - l l ) 
C ( 0 0 0 ) - C ( 0 0 1 ) 
C ( 0 0 0 ) - C ( - 1 0 1 ) 
C(0 0 0 ) - C ( - 2 1 0 ) 
Φί 
Φι 
* Here С ιβ the gravity center of a 
paraffin molecule 
¡Г 
0,(kcal/mol) 0,(kcal/mol) 
0 787159 
0 552933 
0 344506 
0 0664083 
0 0365624 
0 
0 
0 
-0 93711 
-0 83265 
-0 38039 
-0 15668 
-0 09874 
0 70743 
0 50391 
0 95928 
1 787589 - 0 23515 
Obviously, the whole crystal graph reflects the bond structure of tnclimc even n—paraffin 
crystals and like the system of nodes has the same symmetry as the crystal structure The 
overall " body—body " bonds a,b,c,d, and c' are the first and the second nearest naghbor 
lateral interactions between molecules, while the overall head—tail bonds g,e and f are the first 
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FIG 2. The crystal graph of the triclinie even η-paraffin structure The lateral bonds a, b, c, 
d and c' and the vertical f, g and h are indicated. 
neighbor vertical interactions between molecules. By a least square fitting, we found again as 
before for orthorhombic paraffin ' 5 that all the bond energies depend linearly on the carbon 
number n. The relation can be expressed as 
φ\(π) = φ\π+φ\. (3) 
(For the vertical bonds φ\ = 0.) The coefficients φ\ and φ\ are listed in Table lib. the 
calculated bond energies versus carbon number η are plotted m Fig. 3. 
In general, the lateral bonds are much stronger than the vertical bonds due to the high 
anisotropy of interaction energies. This is the same as orthorhombic odd paraffins15. Looking 
at the lateral bond energies presented in Table II and Fig. 3 in detail, it can be seen that the 
bond a is the strongest one in the structure, followed by b,c,d, and c'. From bond a to c', 
intermolecular interactions change from the first nearest neighbor to the second nearest 
neighbor, and the strength of bonds drops dramatically. As a result, bonds d and c' are as 
weak as vertical bonds. 
Before going further to the next section, we would like to mention two relations. We 
notice that the bond energies calculated are in fact the solid—solid bond energies φψ (i = a,b, 
..., g, respectively) referenced to the vacuum. For crystals grown from all kind of solvents 
these φψ bond energies have to be replaced by generalized bond energies φ\l, given by 
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FIG 3. Different bond energies plotted а» a function of n, the number of carbon atoms within 
parafGn chains. 
фі=Ф\{-(Ф\*+ф¥)/2. (4) 
Here superscripts sf and fi denote solid—fluid and fluid—fluid bonds, respectively. 
Another relation is the so—called proportionality relation [1]. This relation states that 
Фі- Фі- Ф - •·• = Фі• Фі • Φί · ·•· (5) 
This implies that the ratios of bond energies are fixed for a crystal in different situations. This 
assumption allows us to use the reliable overall φψ bond energies to construct the crystal 
graph, and to carry out a network analysis and to calculate Ising temperatures. It follows 
from Eq.(5) that for morphological analyses only the ratios of bonds are relevant. Note that 
in special cases, such as unusual interactions of solid units at crystal surfaces with solvents or 
impurities, the ratios can be changed for different faces. Nevertheless, in most cases the 
relative values of bond energies are roughly unchanged, then they are more important than 
the absolute values. In addition, the relative bond energies are also essential for the 
calculations of dimensionless Ising temperatures. 
To calculate the relative bond energy, we choose as a reference the strongest bond energy 
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'str and take this equal to unity. It follows for the series of triclinio even n—paraffins that 
0 s t r = $ a = l , ( $ i = Фі/Фл)- (6) 
'he values of relative bond energies of triclinic even n—paraffins are listed in Table III. 
?ABL£ Ш. The relative values of bond energies. 
»araffins #i(*10) 
a b c d c ' e f g 
i-Cio 
i-€ 12 
l-C ,4 
i-C ie 
i-C18 
I—C20 
L-C22 
L-C24 
i-C26 
1—Сгв 
L-C 30 
l-C 32 
l-C 34 
і-Сзв 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
W 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
6.7729 
6.8195 
6.8515 
6.8748 
6.8926 
6.9066 
6.9180 
6.9273 
6.9351 
6.9418 
6.9475 
6.9525 
6.9569 
6.9608 
4.4195 
4.4115 
4.4061 
4.4021 
4.3991 
4.3967 
4.3947 
4.3931 
4.3918 
4.3907 
4.3897 
4.3868 
4.3881 
4.3874 
0.7314 
0.7522 
0.7665 
0.7769 
0.7848 
0.7911 
0.7961 
0.8003 
0.8038 
0.8068 
0.8093 
0.8116 
0.8135 
0.8152 
0.3852 
0.3999 
0.4100 
0.4174 
0.4231 
0.4275 
0.4310 
0.4340 
0.4365 
0.4386 
0.4404 
0.4420 
0.4434 
0.4446 
1.0202 
0.8314 
0.7016 
0.6068 
0.5346 
0.4778 
0.4319 
0.3940 
0.3622 
0.3352 
0.3119 
0.2917 
0.2739 
0.2582 
0.7267 
0.5922 
0.4998 
0.4323 
0.3808 
0.3403 
0.3076 
0.2807 
0.2580 
0.2388 
0.2222 
0.2078 
0.1951 
0.1839 
1.3834 
1.1274 
0.9514 
0.8229 
0.7250 
0.6479 
0.5856 
0.5343 
0.4912 
0.4546 
0.4230 
0.3955 
0.3714 
0.3501 
íote: the relative bond energies $i (i = a, b , . . . , g) = фі/ф
л
. 
t can be seen directly from Table III that due to the chosen convention, the relative values of 
rertical bond energies drop rapidly with increasing n, while those of lateral bond energies 
emain unchanged or only change slightly. This is understandable as the following. As 
iforementioned, all bonds are referenced to ф
л
, and all lateral bonds (including </>
a
) depend 
inearly on n, while all vertical bonds are independent of n. This results in the change of the 
Lnisotropy in bond energies in the given paraffin series. We will come back to this in Sec.III. 
2. Network analysis 
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In order to predict the morphology of paraffin crystals and to calculate Ising 
temperatures, we have to find connected nets of the structure This can be done by 
partitioning the crystal graph as presented in Fig 2, in equal parallel nets, having no points in 
common p2 The nets must have an overall thickness of the interplanar distance dnhnkni, 
corrected by the extinction conditions of the space group of the crystal graph ll2 Since the 
space group of the tnclinic even n—paraffin structure is the simple space group PJ, having a 
primitive lattice and no screw axis and glide planes, we do not need to worry about extinction 
conditions 
The other parallel way to identify connected nets is to carry out a PBC analysis 
According to the Hartman—Perdok theory 4~r, the so—called PBCs are the uninterrupted 
chains of bonds running through the structure and having a periodicity [uvu¡\ of the lattice If 
two PBCs occurring in different crystallographic directions intersect each other, a F face is 
possible A real F face, however, corresponds to a connected net parallel to the face l'2, 
consisting of at least two sets of connected PBCs The network analysis will be started with 
the identification of PBCs. 
FIG 4 The stereographie projection of PBCs ( ) The intersections of these PBCs 
indicate 13 potential F-forms (°) 
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It can seen from the crystal graph in Fig 2 that the bond structure with space group of P; 
is very simple Each PBC contains only one bond A total of eight PBC's can be identified in 
the structure They are listed in Table IV 
The next step in the PBC analysis is to search for the real F faces One of the most easy 
ways to And F faces is to make a stereographic projection of all the PBCs 4" 7 This is shown in 
Fig 4 
In Fig 4 each point of intersecting PBCs corresponds to a potential F face Totally 13 
potential F forms are then identified (see Fig 4) It is found that all the nets which are 
parallel to those forms are connected So they are all real F forms The resulting connected 
nets, the slice thickness of the nets, the involved PBCs and the bonds contained in the PBCs 
and connected nets are summarized in Table V 
TABLE IV Identified PBCs in the tnchnic structure of n-paraffins 
PBCs Bonds 
[100] 
[010] 
[ПО] ([no]) 
[110] 
[210] ([S10]) 
[TOI] 
[Oil] 
[001] 
a 
b 
с 
d 
С 
g 
e 
f 
together with the rectangulanzed nets 
It can be seen from Fig 5 that the (001) connected net is the most complicated one Here 
bonds d cross bonds с and bonds c' cross both bonds d and bonds b In order to calculate the 
Ising temperature, the weaker bonds d and c' are omitted, and the remaining hexagonal net is 
"rectangulanzed" by splitting nodes into two nodes with a bond of infinite strength (indicated 
with a wiggled bond) connecting these two nodes | , g " 1 0 From the obtained rectangular nets 
the Ising temperatures can be calculated The other three hexagonal nets are the connected 
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TABLE V. Thirteen connected nets in the structure, along with the contained PBCs, 
bonds and thickness of the slices. 
Connected Thickness PBCs Bonds 
Nets of Slices 
(001) 
(010) 
(Oil) 
(100) 
(101) 
(111) 
(110) 
(in) 
(in) 
(ITO) 
(120) 
(122) 
(121) 
¿001 
(¿010 
¿on 
¿100 
¿101 
¿HI 
¿110 
¿in 
¿ill 
¿lío 
¿120 
¿122 
¿121 
[100] 
[010] 
[100] 
[100] 
[010] 
[010] 
[no] 
[no] 
[110] 
[110] 
[110] 
[150] 
[2T0] 
[210] 
110] 
210] 
Toi] 
on] 
001] 
TOI] 
Oïl] 
001] 
Toi] 
OTl] 
001] 
001] 
Oïl] 
TOI] 
[ITO] 
[001] 
[Oïl] 
[Toi] 
a,b,c,d,c' 
a,g,f 
a,e 
b,e,f 
b,g 
c,e,g 
c,f 
d,g 
d,e 
d,f 
c',f 
c',e 
c'.e 
Also, the 13 obtained connected nets are presented in Fig.5, 
nets (010), (100) and (111). Similarly, they also need to be rectangularized. The remaining 
connected nets are already rectangular. (In the theory only relation between points of the 
crystal graph count and not the angles between the bonds. For the theory, those nets where 
four bonds originate from all nodes are therefore "rectangular".) 
Ш. ROUGHENING TRANSITION 
In order to study under which conditions the crystal faces grow as flat or rough faces, the 
dimensionless Ising temperatures of the connected nets have to be calculated. The 
dimensionless Ising temperature of a connected net is defined as a dimensionless temperature 
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FIG.5. The thirteen connected nets of the triclinic even п-рагаГГіп structure. The 
rectangulaiized connected nets (001), (010), (100) and (111) nets are also shown in the Dgure. 
The weaker bonds d and c' are omitted in rectangularizing the (001) net. 
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TADLE VI The dimensioning lung températures of different connected nets 
Paraffins Ohki 
{001} {010} (Oil) {100} (101} (111} {110} 
n-C„ 
n-C„ 
n-C„ 
n-Cie 
n-Cn 
n-Cio 
n-C„ 
n-C„ 
n-Cj| 
n-Ci. 
П—С к 
n-Cjj 
n-C„ 
n-C» 
2 5316 
2 5381 
2 5445 
2 5445 
2 5445 
2 5510 
2 5510 
2 5510 
2 5510 
2 5510 
2 5510 
2 5510 
2 5510 
2 5510 
1 1696 
10870 
10246 
0 9756 
0 9363 
0 9042 
0 8764 
0 8525 
0 8313 
0 8130 
0 7962 
0 7813 
0 7675 
0 7553 
0 1116 
0 8562 
OBI 50 
0 7819 
0 7547 
0 7321 
0 7128 
0 6964 
0 6812 
0 6680 
0 6562 
0 6456 
0 6357 
0 6270 
0 8562 
0 7949 
0 7496 
0 7143 
0 6854 
0 6614 
0 6410 
0 6234 
0 6079 
0 5942 
0 5821 
0 5711 
0 5609 
0 5519 
0 778B 
0 7283 
0 6897 
0 6592 
0 6341 
0 6135 
0 5956 
0 5800 
0 5666 
0 5546 
0 5438 
0 5339 
0 5249 
0 5168 
0 7698 
0 6998 
0 6489 
0 6101 
0 5794 
0 5540 
0 5328 
0 5171 
0 4988 
0 4850 
0 4726 
0 4617 
0 4517 
0 4427 
0 4710 
0 4390 
04153 
0 3965 
0 3814 
0 3686 
0 3578 
0 3486 
0 3402 
0 3330 
0 3265 
0 3206 
0 3153 
0 3104 
Ml order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
TABLE VI (continued) 
ParafGns <£ki 
{111} {1ΓΓ} {HO) {121} {122} (120) 
n—С Ю 
n-Cia 
η-C H 
η-C и 
n-C,i 
n—С30 
n-Cjj 
n-C« 
η-C j« 
n-Cai 
n-C„ 
n-C„ 
n-Cj« 
n-C„ 
0 2326 
0 2106 
0 1942 
0 1815 
0 1712 
0 1628 
01556 
0 1495 
0 1442 
0 1396 
0 1354 
0 1317 
0 1284 
0 1253 
0 1970 
0 1795 
0 1665 
0 1563 
0 1480 
0 1412 
0 1354 
0 1304 
0 1261 
0 1223 
0 1189 
0 1159 
0 1132 
0 1107 
0 1654 
0 1519 
0 1417 
0 1336 
0 1271 
0 1217 
0 1171 
0 1132 
0 1097 
0 1066 
0 1039 
0 1015 
0 0992 
0 0972 
0 1786 
0 1602 
0 1465 
0 1358 
0 1274 
0 1204 
0 1145 
0 1095 
0 1051 
0 1013 
0 0980 
0O949 
0 0922 
0 0898 
0 14B7 
0 1342 
0 1234 
0 1149 
0 1082 
0 1026 
0 0979 
0 0939 
00904 
0 0873 
0 0846 
0 0821 
0 0799 
0 0780 
0 1223 
0 1112 
0 1029 
0 0963 
0 0911 
0 0868 
0 0831 
0 0799 
0 0771 
0 0747 
0 0726 
0 0706 
0 0689 
0 0673 
MI order 8 9 11/10· 10/11· 12 13 
* Note the change of the Ml order is due to the variation of energies of lateral bonds with Ihe 
carbon number, especially for sV This bond energy increases gradually from smaller than to 
larger than those of vertical bonds (See Table III and Fig 3) 
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0£kl=2fc7*/0str (7) 
where ¿is the Boltzmann constant, Ί* the absolute critical temperature, 0
s t r the bond energy 
of the strongest bond at the crystal surface. 
Using the normalized bond energies presented in Table III, the Ising temperatures for the 
series of triclinic even n—paraffins can be calculated with the formalism and computer 
program (see Refs.9 к 10). The results from n—C10 to n-C 3 6 are presented in Table VI. In 
order to compare with the other data in Sec.IV.A., the order of MI is also presented in Table 
VI. It can be seen from Table VI that except for the {001} faces the dimensionless Ising 
temperatures decreases if τι increases. This is because the relative values of the vertical bonds 
decrease (see Table III) and the corresponding nets are getting more anisotropic with 
increasing n. 
Note that in expression (7), the strongest bond in the structure is taken as a reference. 
Since this bond energy depends on the carbon number of paraffins, for different paraffins the 
reference is various. In order to compare the Ising temperature for the whole paraffin senes 
we need to have a fixed reference. For this purpose we modify the dimensionless critical 
temperature as 
oor 
010 
on 
100 
101 
i n 
110 
1-11) 
1-1-1) 
1-10) 
The Isotherm: 
actual temperature 
I I II I II I I I I I I I II I I I I II I I I I I I II ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι ι I 
13 20 25 30 35 40 
Carbon Number 
FIG.6. The modified dimensionless roughening temperatures, flhn(n) = 0ъмФтт(п)ІР, 
plotted as a function of n, the carbon number wilhin paraffin chains; an isotherm 
corresponding to a horizontal line. 
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«ы(я) = «кіЛіг(п)/р (8) 
and define a dimensionless temperature 
0=2кТ/фцг· (8a) 
where 0
s
tr(ft) is referred to as the strongest molecule—molecule bond at the solid-fluid 
interface, and 0
s t r ' is the reference value and is fixed for the whole series (Note that the 
choice of θ will be discussed later in Sec IV A ) The factor ρ is introduced to keep 0fiiu(ra) as a 
dimensionless temperature, and chosen to be equal to 1 kcal/mol In principle, 0
Ь
ц(л) can be 
evaluated by the determination of roughening temperature In our case, 0btr(n) is not 
available for the time being Here we just choose фы
г
(п) - <Pîîr(n), which is supposed to be in 
the vacuum environment, and all results are plotted in Fig 6 
In Fig 6 isotherms correspond to horizontal lines and equiv π lines to vertical lines This 
means that we have a direct relation between Ош(п) and the carbon number within the whole 
series If we use a horizontal line to refer to a certain growth condition, the 0ш(л) curves 
located above the isotherm indicate that the faces grow in a flat mode and below the isotherm 
the faces grow in a rough mode Obviously, the horizontal line refers to the boundary of flat 
and rough surfaces This is a kind of presentation of the roughening transition phase diagram 
This diagram may be used to estimate the roughening transition on surfaces of the tnchmc 
even paraffin crystals 
IV CONSTRUCTION OF THEORETICAL GROWTH AND EQUILIBRIUM FORMS 
In tbs section we will predict growth and equilibrium forms of tnchmc even n—paraffin 
crystals according to alternative recipes Contrary to the equilibrium form, which, as 
mentioned in Sec I, can be logically derived from thermodynamic principles and applied to 
tiny crystals in thermodynamic equilibrium, for crystal growth forms no unambiguous recipes 
exist In reality, forms of crystals are unique However, theoretical idealized crystal forms 
may be constructed using ad hoc recipes We notice that the ad hoc character of the recipes is 
due to the fact that qualitative relations between rate of growth and the parameters used are 
transformed in quantitative relations Nevertheless such constructed growth forms still have 
an heuristic value From analyses of growth forms obtained from different recipes valuable 
ideas on growth mechanisms in relation to thermal roughening or kinetic roughening may be 
obtained 2 3 As a comparison the following recipes are used 
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For the growth form 
(i) Ähki - £hkî (Hartman-Perdok theory іч-в-24) 
(ii) Дькі ~ (ßhkl")"1 (Hartman-Perdok theory i"*-«) 
(iii) Ähki ~ (öhkl)"1 (Ising model іч) 
(iv) Ähki " [fl£ki(n) -0\-i (Ising model) 
(ν) Ähki ~ (4ki)"1 (BFDH theory з) 
where Ähki is the relative growth rate in the orientation of {Ató}, в is associated with growth 
conditions. 
For the equilibrium form: 
(vi) Dhkl ~ dhki^hki (Gibbs-Wulff theorem ") 
where £>hid is the distance of a crystal face with the orientation (Ató) to the center of the 
crystal. 
The recipes (i)—(iii) and (v) are based on the assumptions that the higher £hkice and the 
lower Efiil (or the larger ¿hki. or the higher öfiki), the higher resistance against the surface 
integration, which leads to the lower growth rate. Recipe (1) is the most widely used and can 
be justified to some extent even quantitatively24. 
We believe that recipe (iv) is the most satisfactory from a general physical point of view. 
This is because this recipe is associated with the order-disorder phase diagram (see Fig. 6) 
where the isotherm 0 offers a boundary between rough interfaces and the flat interfaces. Flat 
faces [öfiki(ïi) — θ > 0] with the roughening temperature close to the actual temperature {i.e. 
the value of [öfiki(^) — 6] is small} have a small edge free energy. Then for those faces the 
resistance against the crystal growth is small, and the faces will grow faster. On the other 
hand, the flat faces with a large value of [0Rki(rc) - Θ] have a larger edge free energy. 
Henceforth they grow much slower and will be dominant on crystal forms. For those faces 
with a rough interfacial structure [06кі(я) — θ < 0], since the edge free energy vanishes, the 
resistance against the surface integration disappears. The growth is then mainly controlled 
by the volume diffusion. So they grow much faster than flat faces and will sooner or later 
disappear from crystal forms. We assume that faces with a negative value of [fffiki(n) - 0\ 
have such a relatively high growth rate that from a statistical point of view they do not occur 
on the growth forms if competing faces have a lower growth rate and grow as flat faces. In 
case other faces are growing as rough faces above thar roughening temperatures or are 
kinetically rough, quite different growth forms are obtained. 
A. Calculation of relevant data 
In recipes (i) and (ii) the attachment energies E%i\ and ü tk l " are needed for all the 
thirteen connected nets. According to the Hartman-Perdok theory, ¿ Ш , £hki" and EFT 
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have the relation 
£?r = ££¿Í +figli" (9) 
£^r (or Δ ί Ρ ) denotes the crystallization energy in reference to vacuum (or vapor) and is 
equal to the sum of all the bond energies 
g 
£ " = | Σ φψ = Σ φψ (10) 
total a 
Since φψ is a function of the carbon number of paraffins n, ECT depends on η This relation can 
be expressed in the same way as Eq (3) For the coefficients of the relation, the results of a 
least square regression are also listed in Table lib The slice energy Е ш " can immediately be 
calculated from the connected nets presented in Fig 5 The expressions of £ ш с е are 
summarized in Table VII 
TABLE VII The expressions of £ ш " for the thirteen connected nets 
•Eooi = Фа. + Фъ + Фс + Φά + Фс' 
£οιο е = Фа + Φζ+ φί 
Щи = Фа+ Фе 
-EloÒCe = Фъ + Фе + Φί 
üloi" = Фъ + Φζ 
Élu* = Фс + Фе+Ф% 
Я ш " =Фс+Ф( 
Ü4-ne = Φά + Φζ 
¿МИ* = Φά + Фе 
É-Пй' = Φά + Φί 
ЯпО" = Фс' + Φί 
£ ш е = ФС + Φι 
Ü ^ l " = ф
с
> + ф
ъ 
It follows that the values of (Êhki")"1 and E&{\ can be easily calculated on the basis of Eqs 
(9), (10) and the expressions listed in Table VII It shows from the calculated results that the 
same MI order as given in Table VI is obtained 
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TABLE ПІ. The values of di,l\ of the thirteen 
Paraffins 
{001} {010} {011} 
n-C|0 
п-Сц 
n-Сц 
n-C„ 
n-Сц 
n—Cjo 
n—CjJ 
H-Cî4 
П-Сц 
η-Си 
η—Cjo 
n-Cjj 
П-Сц 
n-Cj, 
0 0744 
0 0631 
0 0548 
0 0484 
0 0434 
0 0393 
0 0359 
0 0331 
0 0306 
0 0285 
0 0267 
0 0251 
0 0237 
0 0224 
0 2174 
0 2173 
0 2173 
0 2174 
0 2174 
0 2175 
0 2175 
0 2176 
0 2176 
0 2177 
0 2177 
0 2178 
0 2178 
0 2178 
0 2278 
0 2259 
0 2246 
0 2237 
0 2230 
0 2225 
0 2221 
0 2218 
0 2215 
0 2213 
0 2211 
0 2209 
0 2207 
0 2206 
MI order 1 2 3 
TABLE VIII. (continued) 
Par af G ne 
{ITI} {ITT} {110} 
η—С io 
η—С и 
η-C 14 
n-C„ 
n-Сц 
η-C JO 
n-C„ 
П-Сг< 
η—С J« 
η-Си 
n-Cjo 
n-Cu 
I-CII 
n-Cj, 
0 3731 
0 3742 
0 3753 
0 3763 
0 3772 
0 3780 
0 3787 
0,3793 
0 3799 
0 3804 
0 3808 
0 3812 
0 3815 
0 3819 
0 4109 
0 4070 
0 4042 
0 4021 
0 4005 
0 3992 
0 3982 
0 3974 
0 3966 
0 3960 
0 3955 
0 3951 
0 3947 
0 3943 
0 3853 
0 3858 
0 3861 
0 3864 
0 3866 
0 3868 
0 3869 
0 3870 
0 3871 
0 3872 
0 3873 
0 3874 
0 3876 
0 3875 
MI order 8 10 9 
connected nets 
«ii (A ') 
{100} {101} {111} {110} 
0 2664 
0 2652 
0 2643 
0 2637 
0 2632 
0 2628 
0 2625 
0 2622 
0 2619 
0 2617 
0 2616 
0 2614 
0 2613 
0 2612 
0 2464 
0 2476 
0 2487 
0 2496 
0 2504 
0 2510 
0 2516 
0 2521 
0 2526 
0 2529 
0 2533 
0 2536 
0 2539 
0 2541 
0 2771 
0 2776 
0 2780 
0 2783 
0 2786 
0 2788 
0 2790 
0 2792 
0 2793 
0 2794 
0 2795 
0 2796 
0 2797 
0 2798 
0 2965 
0 2937 
0 2917 
0 2903 
0 2891 
0 2883 
0 2878 
0 2870 
0 2865 
0 2861 
0 2858 
0 2855 
0 2852 
0 2850 
5 4 6 7 
«il (A ') 
{121} {122} {120} 
0 4328 
0 4327 
0 4326 
0 4326 
0 4325 
0 4325 
0 4325 
0 4324 
0 4324 
0 4323 
0 4324 
0 4324 
0 4323 
0 4323 
0 4317 
0 4311 
0 4308 
0 4307 
0 4306 
0 4306 
0 4306 
0 4307 
0 4307 
0 4308 
0 4308 
0 4308 
0 4309 
0 4309 
0 4465 
0 4434 
0 4413 
0 4398 
0 4387 
0 4379 
0 4372 
0 4367 
0 4362 
0 4359 
0 4356 
0 4353 
0 4351 
0 4349 
12 11 13 
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TADLE IX The value· of ¿ьц£Ш of the thirteen connected nets 
Paraffins 4n£Htt(kcalÀmol ') 
(OOI) (OIO) (Oil) (100, {101} ( I I I ) {110} 
n-Cu 
η-Cu 
n-Cl4 
n-Cn 
n-C„ 
n—С JO 
П—Cgj 
П—Cj< 
n-Cje 
n-C„ 
n-Cjo 
n—CJJ 
n-Cj4 
n-C„ 
29 179 
34 389 
39 598 
44 808 
50 017 
55 227 
60 436 
65 646 
70 855 
76 065 
81274 
86 484 
91693 
96 903 
42 519 
51 743 
60 949 
70 143 
79 328 
88 507 
97 680 
106 85 
116 02 
125 18 
134 34 
143 50 
152 66 
16182 
43 902 
53 123 
62 331 
7152B 
80 716 
89 898 
99 074 
108 25 
117 42 
126 58 
135 74 
144 91 
154 07 
163 23 
44 050 
53 557 
63 071 
π 589 
82 109 
91632 
101 16 
110 68 
120 21 
129 73 
139 26 
148 78 
158 31 
167 84 
48 631 
58 369 
68 052 
77 699 
87 322 
96 926 
106 52 
116 10 
125 67 
135 24 
144 80 
154 36 
163 92 
173 47 
46 586 
56 898 
67 198 
77 490 
87 776 
98 058 
108 34 
118 61 
128 89 
139 16 
149 43 
159 70 
169 97 
180 24 
47 460 
57 745 
68 030 
78 314 
88 594 
98 873 
109 15 
119 43 
129 70 
139 97 
150 24 
160 51 
170 78 
181 05 
MI order 1 6/7/8 9 10 13/11 11/12 12/13 
Note for an explanation of the change in the Ml order with the carbon number, see Rcf 23 
TABLE IX (continued) 
Paraffine 4klfiM(kcabAmol <) 
{111} {lTT} {HO} {121} {122} {120} 
n—С |0 
n-Cij 
n-Cn 
n—С Ц 
n-Cii 
n—С jo 
П—CJJ 
n-Cj< 
П—CJJ 
n-Cji 
n-Cjj 
n-Cjj 
n-Cj« 
D-C„ 
43 353 
52 424 
61443 
70 426 
79 385 
88 325 
97 252 
106 17 
115 08 
123 98 
132 88 
14177 
150 66 
159 54 
39 976 
48 822 
57 676 
66 534 
75 394 
84 25 
93 117 
10198 
110 84 
119 70 
128 57 
137 43 
146 29 
155 15 
43 156 
52 029 
60 898 
69 766 
78 632 
87 498 
96 363 
105 22 
114 09 
122 95 
13182 
140 68 
149 54 
15B41 
37 922 
46 025 
54 129 
62 232 
70 336 
78 440 
86 544 
94 648 
102 75 
110 86 
118 96 
127 06 
135 17 
143 27 
38 605 
46 781 
54 941 
63 098 
71230 
79 363 
87 492 
95 618 
103 74 
11186 
119 98 
128 09 
136 21 
144 32 
37 778 
45 943 
54 097 
62 243 
70 381 
78 514 
86 643 
94 769 
102 89 
111 01 
119 13 
127 25 
135 36 
143 48 
MI order 8/7 5 7/6 3/2 4 2/3 
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In Table VIII we have presented the values of dh¿i together with the MI order for the 
triclinic paraffin series, using the dimensions of elementary cells given in Table I. The values 
of ¿hki^fttl are presented in Table IX. (The values of <?6ki have already been presented in 
Table VI.) 
For recipe (iv) the choice of the dimensionless actual temperature 0 is a key problem. 
Conventionally, 9 is chosen in the following way 
' - i W ^ + W»·)]^. (11) 
TABLE X. The relative values of [0ш(я) - О]'1 of the thirteen connected nets. 
— — ^ — — » - ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ - — ^ ^ — ^ - , и • • _ . — • Л И -Ш-—^— 
Paraffins [öhki(n)- ö]~' 
{001} {010} {011} {100} {101} {111} {110} 
n-Cio 
n-C,2 
n-Cu 
η-Cu 
n - C l s 
П—С 20 
Π—Cî2 
Π—Cj4 
П-С26 
Π—С 28 
η—С 30 
Π—С 32 
η - C 34 
П-Сзб 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
-3.9602 
-11.453 
-217.04 
22.494 
13.001 
10.045 
8.6126 
7.7731 
7.2356 
6.8474 
6.5747 
6.3639 
6.2044 
6.0709 
-2.0418 
-3.8425 
-6.9862 
-13.597 
-36.595 
183.41 
33.645 
20.598 
15.8702 
13.370 
11.842 
10.808 
10.079 
9.5212 
-1.8494 
-3.2664 
-5.3664 
-8.7183 
-14.900 
-30.122 
-122.85 
89.839 
28.049 
25.961 
20.557 
17.528 
15.624 
14.265 
-1.6343 
-2.8087 
-4.4251 
-6.7452 
-10.357 
-16.842 
-31.132 
-89.839 
179.52 
52.386 
33.178 
25.422 
21.226 
18.592 
-1.6126 
-2.6496 
-3.9541 
-5.6136 
-7.8143 
-10.882 
-15.318 
-23.019 
-35.193 
-66.048 
-235.04 
202.429 
79.012 
51.790 
-1.1175 
-1.7457 
-2.4550 
-3.2442 
^1.1389 
-5.1738 
-6.343 
-7.699 
-9.2729 
-11.135 
-13.360 
-16.066 
-19.418 
-23.678 
MIorder 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Note: according to our convention [Eq.(ll)], the faces {111}, { Ш } , {HO}, {121}, {122} and 
{120} are always rough under the experimental conditions (the same as {110}). Therefore, they 
are morphologically irrelevant, and not included in this table. 
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Неге (h\ktl¡) corresponds to the weakest flat face whose Toughening temperature is slightly 
above the actual temperature T, and (АгіУг) is the rough face whose MI order is next to 
(hikih). In the case of triclinic n—paraffin crystals growing from n—hexane solutions, (h\k\l\) 
and (Л2/Ы2) correspond to the (100) and the (101) face of П-С24Н50 crystals. 
Assuming that the strongest bonds in the structure are approximately expressed as 
0str(rc) = a'η (a' is a constant), the relative values of (0fiki — 0)~l are obtained and listed in 
Table X. The faces with negative values correspond to rough faces, which, as mentioned 
above, are supposed to be absent on growth forms. 
In comparison, the Hartman—Perdok theory gives the same MI order of forms {hkl} on 
the crystals as Ising models, while the BFDH theory shows a somewhat different result. In 
equilibrium forms, the MI order of {hkl} faces is quite different from previous ones. Some 
important crystallographic faces in the growth forms become less important in the 
equilibrium forms. For an explanation, see Ref.24. 
B. Theoretical crystal forms 
In Fig. 7a constructed growth and equilibrium forms resulting from recipe (i),(ii),(iii),(v) 
and (vi) are presented for η-Cm, П-С22 and п-Сз6 respectively. Since recipe (iv) shows the 
crystal habits different from others, these habits are presented in Fig.7b independently. 
Generally speaking, the {001} faces are very dominant for all crystal forms. Moreover the 
habits of growth forms are flat and somewhat elongated in the direction of the a axis. The 
habits of crystals resulting from recipe (i) to (v) show a morphology only limited by the faces 
with higher MI order. So the {010} faces are the most important side faces, followed by the 
{100}, the {101} and the {111} faces, and in some cases the {011} and the {110} faces have 
relatively large chance to appear on the crystal growth forms. 
As shown in Fig.7 with increasing carbon number of paraffins, triclinic even paraffin 
crystals become thinner. It is because for those recipes, the anisotropy of bonding plays a key 
role. An increase in η yields more anisotropic bonding, and thus a more anisotropic growth 
form. 
The crystal habits resulting from recipe (iv) are different from the other recipes. First of 
all, the flat crystals are bounded by the larger {001} faces and are quite elongated in the [100] 
direction. This makes the crystal look like a flat needle. Regarding the side faces, the {100} 
faces are very weak compared to the {010} faces, leading to needle—like crystals. For the faces 
{100} on П-С1ВН34 crystals growing in normal conditions, 0fiiu(16) — 0 <0, meaning that for 
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(001) 
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FIG.7. Gibbs—Wulff constructions of theoretical growth forms and equilibrium forms based 
on different criteria, (a) From the first to the fifth column, the growth forms and equilibrium 
forms based on Дни - £hü, Rhki - (ßhii")"1. Яі.м ~ (Of.ki)"1, Я
Н
и ~ (4ki)"' and Д,кі ~ 
dhkiÉíki respectively are presented; the pictures in the first two rows correspond to η-C щНH, 
the second and the third to n-CjjH<e and to n-Cjjrb« respectively, (b) The growth forms 
based on Янкі ~ ["hki(t) — Щ''; the pictures from the first to fourth column correspond to 
n—С|(Нц, П-С14Н50, n—СцНл and n—C311H74 respectively; The two rows show the views in 
different directions. 
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this face the actual temperature is above its roughening temperature Therefore, as presented 
η Fig 7b the {100} faces are rounded off Secondly, we can see from Fig 7b that crystals 
become thicker with increasing the carbon number This is because in the recipe (ïv) the 
roughening transition is taken into account Then it is not the anisotropy of bonding but the 
ibsolute bond energy that plays the most important role in the description of growth forms 
From the foregoing discussions, it is known that absolute bond energies will increase with the 
carbon number This will enhance the Ising temperature of {Ш} faces, resulting in the 
hyperbolical decrease of the values of [0ш(п) - O]'1 Forthe{001} faces the value of 
[#hki(n) — flj-i doesn't change much This is because 0hki(i) » 0, and a change in 9 won't 
influence much the value of [0{Ікі(я) — Ö]"1 However, for those side faces whose roughening 
temperatures are close to the actual temperature, the value of [oíiki(n) - 0]"1 decreases 
considerably with η Consequently, the relative difference of [öfiki(ra) — 0] ' between the side 
faces and the {001} faces becomes smaller as increasing n, and habits of crystals become 
somewhat thicker 
The equilibrium forms resulting from recipe (vi) show a very rich morphology All F 
forms, except the {110} form, show up on crystals In addition, from n—С m to η—Сзб, crystals 
are always thick and the F faces of high index get quite large chance to appear on crystal 
forms 
From the general point of view, the following relation exists between the thicknesses of 
the crystals D
x
 [x represents the recipes from (1) to (vi)] DVi > Du > Dlu > Dv > D, > Д 
For an explanation, see Ref 23 
V COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS 
Similar to the situation m orthorhombic odd n—paraffin crystals grown from hexane 
solutions, we concentrate on the cases of crystals of trichnic even paraffins grown from 
n—hexane and 1—octane solutions and from the melt around the roughening temperature of the 
side faces This is because from the observed roughening temperature we can estimate the 
dimensionless actual temperature 0 We also expect drastic changes in the morphology ol 
crystals around the roughening temperature Here we just limit ourselves to the accessible 
temperature which is close to the roughening temperature of {100} faces of n—C24 and {010} 
faces of η-Cu The observations of crystal growth and growth forms were earned out in a 
thermostated double—cell system using polarizing microscopy For all details of experiments 
we refer to Refs 25 & 26 
A. Observed morphology 
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1. Observations on crystals о/п-СцНы 
Crystals of n—C24H50 grown from a n—hexane solution saturated at 8.55° С are illustrated 
in Fig. 8. At a moderate and a high relative supersaturation σ (Fig.8a), crystals are long flat 
needle like, bounded by the large faceted {001} faces and the long narrow straight {010} faces, 
along with the rounded {100} faces at the tops of crystals. At a low supersaturation (Fig. 8b) 
the faceted {001} faces are still dominant, the {010} faces become less developed, and crystals 
are bounded by relatively large rounded side faces. 
Crystals of n—C24H50 grown from i-octane solutions have the same growth habits as the 
crystals growing from n—hexane solutions. Crystals are also long flat needle like, limited by 
the faceted {001} faces and the {010} faces. If crystals grow in the solutions with 
FIG.8. Crystals of п-СгіІЬо grown from n-hexane solutions; T
s
 = 8.55* C, X = 0.01489, 
0\oo(24) < 0 < ί{ιο(24). (a) σ = 3.279 %, the long flat needle like crystals with rough {100} 
faces on the top. (b) 0 = 0.1213 %, the faceted {010} faces, but less developed 
FIG.9. A crystal of П-С24ІІ50 grown from i-octane solutions; 0m(24)< 0< i^oo(24), the long 
flat needle like crystals with faceted {100} faces on the top Ts = - 6 . 8 7 " C, σ= 2 5% 
T
s
 < -2.68° C, the {100} faces are faceted at relatively low supersaturations. The morphology 
with the faceted {100} faces are shown in Fig. 9. For the time being, we assume that the 
roughening temperature Тцкі of {100} faces for crystals grown from i—octane solutions: 
ΤΊοο(24) > - 3.0° С. This is the reason that in the last section we took 0îoo(24) as the lowest 
13 
accessible dimensionless actual temperature in our theoretical analysis. 
2. Observation on crystals nf'n Ì'V./'-M 
For n—C16H34, special attention is paid to the morphological variation of the {U1U} faces 
on the crystals, whose roughening transition is expected to be observed under the 
experimental conditions. Crystals of n—Ci6H34 grown from the melt is shown in Fig. 10a. 
Similarly, the crystals grown from n—hexane solutions are indicated in Figs.10b, с к d. 
Considering the melt to be a special case of solutions, it can be seen from Fig. 10 that if TH > 
12.12° С the crystals are above the roughening temperature of the {010} faces. At a very low 
supersaturation (< 0.1%), all side faces roughen, and only the {001} faces remain flat. The 
FIG.10. (a) Crystals of п-€|
в
Н 3 4 (> 99 %) grown from the melt, the {010} and the {100} 
faces are rounded, but remain anisotropic. 0oio(16) < 0< fföoi(16), 7/5 = 17.87'C, Δ Τ ΐ 0. (b) 
Crystals of n-СцНз« grown from the n-hexane solutions; the roughened {010} and {100} 
faces. 0Sio(16) < в < Йм(1в). T
s
 = 12.22'C, σ = 0.0759 %. (с) and (d) The crystals of 
П-С15Н34 grown from n-hexane solutions; the long flat needle like crystals with the rough 
{100} faces on the top, (f
m
(l6) < 0< 0Г
О1О(16), Ts = 9.69-C, σ = 0.6185%. 
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shape of crystals can be seen in Figs 10a, b Fig 10a shows a crystal grown from the melt It 
can be seen from Figs 10a,b that although the {010} faces roughen, crystals are still elongated 
in the [100] direction Obviously, the faces remain strongly anisotropic If T
s
 < 10 09° C, the 
crystals grow below the roughening temperature of {010} faces Similarly to crystals of 
n—C24H50, crystals of n—С(бН34 are long flat needle like and limited by the faceted {001} and 
the {010} faces, and the rounded {100} faces This can be seen from Figs 10c, d According to 
our measurements the roughening temperature of {010} faces of n—C16H34 crystals in 
n-hexane solutions Гою(16) is 11 50 ± 0 25' С 
В. Discussion 
Concerning the MI for both n—Ci6H34 and n—C54H50 crystals, in practice the order is 
given by 
MI(001) » MI(010) > MI(100) (12) 
which is in very good agreement with our predications based on entena (1)—(ív) In 
comparison of observed growth forms with our theoretical prediction, it can be seen that 
although all recipes from (1) to (v) predict flat crystals elongated in the [100] direction, recipe 
(ív) is the most successful one m the prediction of growth forms of crystals It can be seen 
from Fig 7 that the long flat needle like crystals are obtained only from recipe (ív), which is 
obviously confirmed by our observations The habits predicted from other recipes are too 
thick and too short in the [100] direction They yield too many side faces on growth forms 
The main reason for the success of recipe (ív) is that in this recipe the roughening transition, 
and experimental conditions are explicitly considered by introducing the dimensionless 
actual temperature θ 
Using expression (9), we expected that the {100} faces of П-С24Н50 crystals are the last 
faces for which we can observe the roughening transition under the experimental conditions 
Using this dimensionless actual temperature Θ, it is obtained in Table X that for n—С[вНз4 
crystals the {100} faces will roughen {corresponding to the negative value of [0ш(гс) ~~ ¿Ί"1} 
and the {010} faces are very close to the roughening temperature {corresponding to a large 
positive value of [ Oh ki( n) — 0] ~1} These are all confirmed by our experiments 
It can be seen that from previous sections, the {011} faces in the <100> zone are also very 
important Besides, there is a conflict between the showing up of {010} faces and {011} faces 
Since crystals are so thin, in the competition the {011} faces have a small chance to show up 
on the growth form Therefore, as shown in Fig 7b, we do not see the {011} faces in reality 
VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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Having predicted all structure parameters of tnchnic even paraffin series from n—Сю to 
п-Сзб by Nyburg's method, the overall van der Waals interactions between the molecules are 
calculated using the Buckingham potential Consequently the crystal graph is derived, where 
five lateral and three vertical stronger nearest neighbor bonds are identified Based on the 
crystal graph 13 connected nets are derived Using calculated bond energies quantities such 
as 0hki. £hkl and ¿hki" are calculated for tnchnic even paraffin crystals with carbon number 
from 10 to 36, and five types of growth forms and an equilibrium form are constructed We 
pay much special attention to the roughening transition and a related recipe, and the 
roughening temperature Тою f°r n—C16H34 crystals in n—hexane solutions is determined 
Comparing theoretical growth forms with real growth forms, it is found that the recipe Ähki •" 
[0Ькі(л) — Щ'1 yi^ds a very satisfactory prediction of growth habits of n—paraffin crystals 
The predicted long flat needle like crystals elongated in the [100] direction are limited by large 
the {001} faces, the long narrow {010} faces and the small {100} faces, in very good 
agreement with our observations 
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Abstract 
The morphology of crystals of monoclinic even 
n-alkanes over a chain-length range 10 <, m <, 40 
is investigated The overall van der Waals interactions 
between the paraffin molecules are calculated from the 
structure parameters using the Buckingham potential 
Subsequently, a crystal graph is obtained, from which 
12 connected nets are derived To describe the 
morphology, the Hartman-Perdok theory, the theory 
of the roughening transition and the Donnay-Harker 
theory are applied to the system The results are 
compared with each other The influence of the chain 
lengths of paraffin molecules on the lsing tempera­
tures and on the morphology is analysed Experiment­
ally, it can be seen that the predicted growth 
morphology of the crystals is in good agreement with 
the observed one In addition, the roughening 
temperature of the {110} faces, for crystals of 
n-C,,H f i and grown from n-hexane 
solutions, are determined They are about 306(3) and 
297 (5) K, respectively Morphological transitions 
around the roughening temperature are also observed 
It is found that an unusual morphological phenome­
non occurs on long-chain paraffin crystals at low 
supersaturalions This is interpreted as the influence of 
solvent adsorption at the roughened faces 
I. Introduction 
Normal alkanes or normal paraffins form a basic 
series of organic compounds that are widely 
distributed in nature Investigations of the structure, 
properties and growth habits of this class of substance 
are of great interest for various reasons (Nyburg 
& Potworowski, 1973, Broadhurst, 1962, Boistelle, 
1980, Mnyukh, 1963) η-Paraffins crystallize in 
four modifications triclmic, monoclinic, orthohombic 
and hexagonal, depending on the number of and 
parity of the number of С atoms in the paraffin 
molecule, temperature, impurities and other factors 
(Broadhurst, 1962) Even-numbered η-paraffins with 
26 <, m < 36 crystallize mainly in the monoclinic 
0021 -8898/93/020229-14Ï06 00 
phase ßM, at a temperature which is much lower than 
the melting temperature if the initial materials are 
pure enough If the initial materials contain a few per 
cent (>2%) of neighbouring members of the 
homologous series, they will crystallize in the ortho-
rhombic phase ßa In this paper, only the morphology 
of even η-paraffin crystals with a monoclinic structure 
is studied We note that for those even л-paraffins 
ranging from n-C, 0 to л-С 2 6 and from n-C 3 6 to n-C 4 0 
the tnchnic and the orthorhombic structures are the 
thermodynamically stable structures, respectively 
However, in order to allow comparison with other 
modifications of »-paraffins, our theoretical invest­
igations will include carbon numbers from m = 10 to 
m = 40 
It is known that there are some theories that can 
be employed to describe the morphological impor­
tance (MI) of a crystal face (hkl) and (he equilibrium 
and growth forms of a crystal According to the 
Gibbs-WulfT theorem (Kern, 1987), the equilibrium 
form can be described in terms of 
D
u fi5„ (1) 
(a list of symbols and abbreviations is given at the end 
of the paper) Го describe growth forms, some ad hoc 
assumptions, suggested by the Bravais-f-nedel-Don-
nay-Нагкег (BFDH) theory (Donnay & Harker, 
1937) and the Hartman-Perdok theory (Hartman, 
1987), are successful to some extent On the basis of 
the BFDH theory it is suggested that the growth rate 
of a crystallography face (hkl) may be taken to be 
inversely proportional to the interplanar distance dhU, 
corrected for the extinction conditions of the space 
group In the Hartman-Perdok theory, the concepts 
of the periodic bond chain (PBC) and the F face play 
a key role According to the theory, a crystal is bound 
by F faces It is assumed that the relative growth rate 
of an F face (hkl) is proportional to Us attachment 
energy £&',, which is related to the crystallizing energy 
L·" and the slice energy £¡¡1'" by 
(2) 
© 1993 International Union of Crystallography 
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In addition, a statistical mechanical approach based 
on the concept of the roughening transition can be 
used to analyse the morphology of crystaJs The idea 
that a crystal surface undergoes the roughening 
transition at a critical temperature, called the 
roughening temperature, results from renormalization 
theories and was inspired by computer simulations on 
the SOS Kossel model (Weeks & Gilmer. 1979; 
Gilmer & Jackson. 1977. Bcnnema & van der Eerden. 
1987) With a dimensionless temperature θ to 
characterize the roughening transition, the dimension-
less roughening temperature of face (hkl) can be 
expressed as (Bennema & van der Eerden. 1987) 
0'u 2kT' φΛ (3) 
We notice that the bond energies ψ, have the shape 
</>, = 4>f - ζίψΓ + ψ\') № 
Since only φ" can be calculated, the so-called 
proportionality condition (Bennema & van der 
Eerden. 1987) is introduced, which implies 
φ, <p
r
 (/>,. .. = φ" ψ" ψ" (5) 
From the concept of the roughening transition and 
the influence of growth kinetics, it is known that, 
during growth, rough faces grow much faster than flat 
faces. Therefore, flat faces with a higher roughening 
temperature have lower growth rates and dominate 
on crystal growth forms. 
In this paper, we consider several methods, based 
on the theories mentioned above, of describing the 
theoretical morphology of monoclinic even paraffin 
crystals The results are compared with observed ones 
In $2 the bond structure of monoclinic л-paraffins is 
discussed, the first nearest-neighbour interactions, and 
to some extent also the second-nearest bonds between 
the growth units being taken into account This 
analysis is followed by a PBC analysis In ί)3. the 
calculated Ising temperature is presented for each 
connected net. together with the relation of (У
ш
 to the 
carbon number of a paraffin molecule. In $4 both the 
theoretical growth forms and equilibrium forms are 
constructed using alternative methods In i)5 the 
experimentally observed morphology, characterized 
by crystal forms [hkl], is presented. In §6 the results 
of the theory and of the experiments are compared 
with each other. Finally, the summary and concluding 
remarks are also given in this section. 
II. Structure and PBC analysis 
Π t. Structure of monoclinic even n-paraffins 
The space group of the monoclinic structure is 
PI ι a (Shearer & Vand. 1956). Two molecules occur 
in each unit cell. In Fig. 1, the arrangement of 
molecules in the structure is shown in y and ; 
projections. In the series of monoclinic even paraffins. 
the cell parameters a and h are almost constant on 
variation of in. In contrast, the с axis and the angle 
β depend strongly on m. Using Nyburg's method 
(Nyburg & Potworowski. 1973). the cell parameters 
from л-С, 0 to л-Cto were calculated from the 
structural data of n-C16 (Shearer & Vand. 19561 
These values are listed in Table 1 
lul 
О О 
°V~'αΑ 
о о 
о о 
( г Д ^ 0 ° 
о ό 
°Чг^чЧ>-° 
сА 
0=С 
0 = Н 
(ft) 
Fig. 1 Λ paraffin molecule has a centre of symmetry that coincides 
with the centre of the structure In the crystal structure the 
molecules are tilted through a certain angle with respect to the 
molecular layers su the\ form an oblique structure {a) Projection 
along [010] of a monoclinic structure near the (ООП interface 
between two adjacent monomolecular layers [b) Projection 
normal to (001) of the CH 2 chain end groups m a monoclinic 
structure, the numbers of С atoms correspond to those of 
Fig 1(a) 
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Table 1. Dimensions of the unit cell 
u = 5 57 A. b = 742 A. 
Carbon number t (Α) β ( ) 
Table 3. The coefficients of expressions of bond 
energies in the structure 
"-C1 0 
n-C,, 
n-C,4 
л-Сіь 
л-С,, 
1-CJD 
n-C,j 
-i-C\, 
Л-Сц 
"•C¡, 
л-Cjo 
л-С„ 
"-См 
п-С,.' 
15 328 
17 862 
20 398 
22935 
25 474 
28 014 
30 554 
33 095 
35 637 
38 178 
40 720 
43 262 
45 804 
48 347 
122 86 
122 08 
121-19 
12104 
120 67 
120 37 
12012 
119 91 
119 73 
119 57 
11943 
11931 
11921 
119 11 
* This is the key structure used to derive the structure parameters 
of other paraffins. 
Table 2. Bonds m the structure of monoclinic even 
n-paraffins 
Bonds Code 
C'|000)-C(i}0) 
CfOOO)-C(IOO) 
C(OO0MT(OI0) 
C(000)-C(¿i0) 
ClOOOMTliJII 
СЮООМГІІОІ) 
C(OOOMTIOOI) 
a 
b 
с 
i 
e 
f 
я 
* Неге С is the gravity семге оГ a paraffin molecule 
II.2. Important bonds and crystal graph 
In order to carry out a PBC analysis and calculate 
Ising temperatures of connected nets, one should 
know the important bonds (or the strongest bonds) 
between growth units. In our case, these units are the 
η-paraffin molecules themselves. The mutual interac­
tions between the molecules are mainly of the van der 
Waals type and can be calculated by summing all 
the C-C, C-Η and H-Η interaction energies between 
two molecules, based on the Buckingham potential: 
<p{r)= -A'/r' + Vexpi-C'r) (6) 
For the structures of monochmc paraffins, seven 
different types of the most important bonds are 
identified and listed in Table 2. The bond structure 
can easily be seen from a so-called crystal graph 
(Bennema & van der Eerden, 1987), an example of 
which is shown in Fig. 2(a) Also, Fig. 2(b) shows how 
the nodes and bonds in different positions of the 
crystal graph are related to each other by the 
symmetry elements of the space group. 
Among the overall interactions, the interactions a, 
b, с and d are the first- and second-nearest lateral 
«4 
v, 
Ψ. 
tp.{E") =- φ'η + φ', 
4>°(kJ mol' 1 ) 
2 805210 
1 760135 
0 220753 
0.123645 
0 
0 
0 
(kJ mol ' •) 
<f>;(kJ mol"1) 
- 3 90252 
- 4 22071 
-044619 
-044313 
2 00037 
1 10079 
201557 
7 838598 -624118 
* Ε" = 2φ. + ¡l>t + q>, + 2φ4 + 1φ, + φ, + φ,. 
interactions between paraffin molecules, and the 
bonds e, ƒ and g are the first-nearest-neighbour 
vertical interactions. In general, the lateral interac­
tions are stronger than the vertical interactions. Using 
a least-squares regression, a linear relation between 
φ, and m is found: 
<p,<m) = φ°πι + φ',. (7) 
The coefficients of <p° and φ', according to (7) are listed 
in Table 3. We notice that, as in the work of Bennema 
- * - i¿ 
Fig. 2 (α) The crystal graph of monoclinic even η-paraffins: the 
centres of gravity of paraffin molecules arc associated with the 
seven types of bonds identified from the structure (i>| The nodes 
and bonds in the crystal graph are related by the symmetrical 
elements 
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Table 4. Identified PBCs m the monoclmic structures 
oj even n-parajfins 
PBCs Bonds 
CI 10] ΙΓΙ10]) 
[100] 
[010] 
[310] ([310]) 
[001] 
[112] ([1121) 
[101] 
a. a 
b 
с 
d.i 
Я 
e, f 
ƒ 
et al. (1992), for the vertical bonds, φι = 0. 
Consequently, the crystallizing energy of paraffins can 
also be expressed by (7) and the coefficients are found 
in Table 3 The calculated bond energies versus the 
carbon numbers of л-paraffins are plotted in Fig. 3. 
In the following, we can see that the large difference 
in bond strength between the lateral and vertical 
interactions results in a high degree of anisotropy of 
л-paraffin crystals. 
Π.3. Ρ ВС analysis 
The main step in the analysis leading to the 
theoretical morphology of the crystals is the 
determination of the connected nets of crystals of 
monoclmic л-paraffins. This can be done by 
partitioning the crystal graph in equal parallel 
connected nets having no points in common and 
having an overall thickness of the interplanar distance 
¿nk »k «ι· corrected by the extinction conditions of the 
space group (Hahn, 1983) This can also be obtained 
from a PBC analysis; first PBCs are identified from 
the crystal graph, then a stereographic projection of 
all these PBCs is made in search of potential F forms 
(Hartman, 1987, Bennema & van der Eerden, 1987). 
Basically, seven different PBCs are found, as 
summarized in Table 4. The stereographic projection 
of these PBCs is shown in Fig. 4, taking the structure 
»a 
- _ *ь 
• c 
... *i 
_ *e 
. . *t 
.... *t 
Carbon Number 
Fig. } Plots of the calculated bond energies lersus carbon 
numbers of n-paraffins 
Table 5 12 connected nets in the structure, together 
with the contained PBCs. honds and thicknesses of the 
slices 
Nets 
(001) 
(110) 
(111) 
(010) 
(100) 
(10Ï) 
(021) 
(201) 
(130) 
(131) 
(132) 
(13Ï) 
Thickness 
dan 
"Ίτο 
am 
<i»30 
dux 
<txu 
*.-, 
Jjni 
duo 
ä.n 
di» 
dm 
PBCs 
[001] [100] [ПО] 
[lio] [310] [зіо] 
[liO] [001] [1І2] 
[101] [líO] [112] 
[001] [100] [101] 
[010] [001] 
[010] [101] 
[100] [1121 
[010] [112] [112] 
[001] [310] 
[310] [1121 
[3Ï0][I12] 
[310] [101] 
Bonds 
a.b., i 
a. t. ¡7 
a e.J 
b g.l 
l . f f 
cj 
b.e 
C. í 
i. в 
d.e 
d.e 
d.l 
of п-С2 6Н5 4 as an example. It turns out that 12 F 
forms that occur in the stereographic projection 
correspond to the 12 nets that are fully connected 
Thus, they are all real F forms (Bennema Sc. van der 
Eerden, L987). The 12 connected nets are shown in 
Fig. 5. Table 5 summarizes these nets and gives the 
contained PBCs, bonds and thicknesses of the slices. 
HI. Ising temperature and roughening transition 
One of the most significant steps in an analysis of the 
morphology of crystals is the determination of the 
;oio) 
Fig. 4 The stereographic projection of PBCs [uiit] Intersections 
( · ) of ihese PBCs ( ) indicate potential F faces [hktl 12 F 
faces result from the projection 
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(•Hl Hill [Mill») ЦП) Щ) 
(ΠΙ) |or(13l)] 
4. . ..-
Fig. S The 12 connected nets of the 12 F shoes, together with the 'rectangulanzcd' nets of (001), (110). (IIЦ (010) and (201) To calculate 
the hing temperature, the rectangulanzation' (Bennema & van der Eerden. 1987) musi be earned out for some connected nets, such 
as (001), (110). (Ill), (010) and (201). This can be done by splitting one node into two with a bond of infinite strength (indicated by a 
wiggly line) conneciing these two nodes The reclangulanzed nets obtained share the same partition function with Ihe original ones 
and are suitable for calculation of ihe Ising temperature from a computer program Among those nets, the (ODI) nel is the strongest 
one Before rectangulanzing. Ihe weaker bonds с and i in the net, which cross with another stronger bond, need to be omitted The 
crystallographically different faces (132J and {1)1) have the same connected nets. 
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Table 6 The dimensionless Ismg temperatures θ«, of the 12 connected nets 
{001} {110} (111) (010) {021} {201} {100} {101} (130} {131} (132} (ni) 
n*Cio 
»•C|] 
n-C,i 
Ή-Ι6 
n-C1B 
" C M 
лС„ 
" С
и 
л С , 
л-С2, 
л-Сзо 
Л-Cj, 
"С, 4 
« С
и 
n-Cj, 
л-С4о 
Ml order 
3 0793 
3 0933 
3 1051 
3 1147 
3 1225 
3 1287 
3 1334 
3 1369 
3 1394 
3 1412 
3 1425 
3 1436 
3 1447 
3 1460 
3 1478 
3 1504 
1 
10736 
10008 
0 9453 
09018 
0 8667 
0 8378 
08133 
0 7921 
0 7735 
0 7569 
0 7419 
0 7283 
07161 
0 7053 
06961 
0 6885 
2 
0 9828 
09197 
08715 
0 8335 
0 8029 
0 7776 
07561 
07375 
07210 
0 7063 
0 6930 
06810 
0 6702 
06606 
0 6524 
0 6458 
3 
0 6726 
0 6329 
06019 
0 5770 
0 5565 
0 5394 
0 5247 
0 5120 
05006 
04904 
04812 
04728 
0 4652 
0 4584 
04524 
0 4474 
4 
0 5716 
0 5428 
0 5197 
0 5010 
04854 
04721 
04607 
04507 
04417 
04336 
04263 
04196 
04135 
04080 
04032 
0 3990 
5 
0 2893 
0 2530 
02274 
0 2084 
01937 
01819 
01723 
01642 
01573 
01512 
01459 
01413 
01371 
01334 
01301 
01273 
6 
01771 
01594 
01472 
01381 
01311 
01254 
01205 
01162 
01124 
0I0B9 
й 1057 
01029 
01004 
00985 
00972 
00967 
7 
01321 
0 1215 
01135 
0 1072 
01021 
00980 
00945 
00914 
00888 
00864 
00843 
00824 
00807 
00792 
00779 
00768 
8 
01237 
01127 
01043 
00977 
00924 
00879 
00842 
00809 
0 0781 
00756 
00734 
00713 
0 0695 
0 0679 
0 0665 
0 0652 
9 
0 1232 
01122 
01039 
00974 
00920 
00876 
00839 
00806 
0 0778 
00753 
00731 
00711 
0 0693 
0 0677 
00663 
00650 
10 
01232 
0 1122 
0 1039 
00974 
0 0920 
00876 
00839 
00806 
0 0778 
00753 
00731 
00711 
00693 
00677 
00664 
0 0650 
10 
00884 
00816 
00765 
00724 
00690 
00661 
00637 
00616 
00598 
00581 
00566 
00553 
00541 
00530 
00521 
00512 
11 
dimensionless Ising temperature of the connected nets 
On the one hand, it can be used as an estimate of the 
roughening temperature ^, (Bennema & van der 
Eerden 1987), on the other, it is a key factor in the 
ranking of all crystallographic faces in MI order 
As before, we assume that the dimensionless Ising 
temperature &
ш
 has the same form as the roughening 
temperature &hk, [see (3)] Here, 9^i is normalized to 
the strongest bond energy φ,„ The effective bond 
energies correspond to those in interfacial phases and 
are given by (4) If the proportionality condition, 
(5), is taken into account, the dimensionless Ising 
temperature ffj,k, of all 12 connected nets can be 
calculated The results are summarized in Table 6 
001) nel 
11-1) 
010) 
OZI) 
го-i) 
ι») 
10-1) 
130) 
іэі) (із-г) 
Carbon Nviribrr 
Fig. 6 The modified dimensionless Ising temperatures 0L/m) =• 
*"
ш
«>„Дт|/р of différent F faces plotted as a function olm. the 
number of carbon atoms in the paraffin chains An isotherm 
corresponds to a horizontal line and an equal m line to a vertical 
line The isotherm θ (the horizontal line) corresponding to a 
certain growth condition offers a boundary between rough and 
flat faces in the diagram in the case where the ^т) curves arc 
below the isotherm θ the equilibrium structures of those 
interfaces are rough If the f^m) curves are above the isotherm 
We note that variation of the carbon number of 
paraffins will influence the ratios of bond energies and 
hence the Ising temperatures 0^, This influence on 
9¡,k¡ results from variation in the amstropy of 
interactions It is also worthwhile to see the direct 
dependence of the Ising temperatures of the faces on 
the absolute bond energies or on the carbon number 
So, we modify the dimensionless critical temperature 
in the following way 
ΘΪΛΜ = 0шФ,і,И/р (8) 
As <p„Am) depends on the medium, and the values are 
mostly not available, for the time being we choose 
φ
Λ
Χπι) ^ <f>",(m) This corresponds to the vacuum 
environment The curves of 0j,tl(m) lersus carbon 
number m are plotted in Fig 6 It is a presentation of 
the roughemng-transition phase diagram (if we 
assume (Г
ш
 ~ ffjj,,) Moreover, using these conven 
tions, we can directly compare, qualitatively the 
roughening temperatures of faces within the n-paraffin 
IV. Theoretical growth and equilibrium forms 
Following Bennema et al (1992), the following six 
formulae for growth and equilibrium forms of crystals 
are used the growth forms (1) Я
ш
 = Ejü1,, (и) 
К ш ^ Е І І Г Г М н О Я ш ^ б Ъ , ) \(і ) Я
ш
 = №фп) 
— ff] ' and (ν) Rhkl ~ da}, the equilibrium form (vi) 
О
ш
 ~ <і
ш
Ем, (this approximation holds for 0 K) The 
first two formulae are inspired by the Hartman-
Perdok theory, the next two by the roughemng-
transition theory, the fifth by the BFDH theory 
and the sixth by the equilibrium-form theory 
Formulae (ìv) is associated with the order-
disorder phase diagram (see Fig 6), where the 
isotherm θ offers a boundary between rough and flat 
interfaces Those faces with rough interfacial struc-
*«o где / _ \ 
. л u.~u.».. „-•« 
XIANG YANG LIU 
Table 7 The relative values of [ ц 
(001} {1101 
л-С,» 1 
Л - C J I 
л-С1 4 I 
л-С1 6 I 
л-С,, 1 
n-CjD I 
n-C2 1 1 
л-С„ 1 
л-Си I 
л-С,, 1 
л-Cjo I 
л-Cji 1 
і-Сз. I 
л-С„ 1 
л-С3, I 
л-С4 0 I 
MI order I 
I - 2 2 1 8 
1 - 4 4 0 0 
1 - 8 4 1 6 
I - 1 8 037 
1 - 7 0 532 
I 68 271 
1 27 945 
1 19293 
I 15544 
1 13 465 
[ 12151 
1 11 247 
1 10584 
1 10072 
1 9 653 
1 9290 
1 2 
(111) 
- 1 9 3 7 
- 3 639 
- 6 367 
- 1 1 3 6 4 
- 2 3 324 
- 8 8 849 
83 287 
33 638 
22 943 
18 299 
15714 
14071 
12 930 
12 082 
11412 
10 852 
3 
{010} 
- 1 3 5 0 
- 2 257 
- 3 370 
- 4 754 
- 6 509 
- 8 796 
- 1 1 8 8 7 
- 1 6 2 7 1 
- 2 2 9 4 3 
- 3 4 272 
- 5 7 647 
- 1 3 3 903 
1093 845 
121722 
68 910 
49 423 
4 
(021} 
- 1 2 2 9 
- 2 0 1 7 
- 2 9 4 8 
- 4 0 5 4 
- 5 387 
- 7 0 1 1 
- 9 0 2 9 
- 1 1 5 9 4 
- 1 4 9 5 1 
- 1 9 521 
- 2 6 089 
- 3 6 3 1 9 
- 5 4 4 7 8 
- 9 5 823 
- 2 8 6 376 
369 751 
5 
and will disappear from crystal forms Flat faces 
[^iiiM — θ > 0], having roughening temperatures 
close to the actual temperature ¡i e the values of 
\ßhkim) — 9] a r e small} grow much faster than those 
having roughening temperatures that are much higher 
than the actual temperature Hence, the flat faces with 
ш
^т) closer to θ are less likely to appear on crystals 
In order to apply formulae (tv) successfully, the value 
of θ must be chosen properly Conventionally, we take 
the lower limit of accessible temperature in our growth 
conditions to scale 0, which is expressed as 
Face (fci^i/i) is the face whose roughening tem-
perture is just above the actual temperature, while 
face (h2k2l2) is the face with a roughening temperature just below the actual temperature For the time being 
there is no absolute roughening temperature available 
for the series of monochnic π-parafrìns Therefore we 
make an estimate from other series of л-paraffins, 
which shows that the dimensionless actual tempera­
ture is somewhere between ff¡lT (26) and θό1 0 (26) 
If we assume that bond energies have the 
form φ, =: a(m — 1) (a is a constant ), then the relative 
values of [б£м(т) — θ] " ' for the senes of n-paraffins 
with the monochnic structure are obtained These 
values are listed in Table 7 
Applying formulae (i), (u) and (vi), we need the data 
of Ем' and £¡¡", for the whole paraffin senes Each 
£¡¿'" ls е гУ e a s y t o calculate from the corresponding 
connected nets We summarize the expressions of all 
identified F slices in Table 8 and their values in Table 
9 £Jl, can be calculated immediately from (2), on the 
basis of the data in Table 9 and on E" [see (7) and 
Table 3] The results of the calculation of £¡¡1', are then 
given in Table 10 Finally, the data for (¿
и
,)"' and 
(<^UI£MI) are summarized in Tables 11 and 12, 
respectively, according to formulae (v) and (vi) 
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(ж) - ff] 
(201} 
- 0 9 8 2 
- 1 0 5 2 
- 2 038 
- 2 589 
- 3 157 
- 3 739 
- 4 336 
- 4 948 
- 5 575 
- 6 2 1 6 
- 6 873 
- 7 545 
- 8 235 
- 8 945 
- 9 678 
- 1 0 4 3 9 
"
l
 of the 12 connected nets 
(100} 
- 0 9 1 0 
- 1 3 8 8 
- 1 8 7 9 
-2.383 
- 2 899 
- 3 427 
- 3 9 6 6 
- 4 5 1 5 
- 5 073 
- 5 639 
- 6 2 1 5 
- 6 802 
- 7 4 0 2 
- 8 022 
- 8 669 
- 9 355 
(101} 
- 0 884 
- 1 3 4 6 
- 1 8 1 9 
- 2 302 
- 2 794 
- 3 294 
- 3 803 
- 4 320 
- 4 844 
- 5 376 
- 5 9 1 5 
- 6 463 
- 7 0 2 1 
- 7 588 
- 8 169 
- 8 764 
{130} 
- 0 879 
- 1 3 3 7 
- 1 8 0 4 
- 2 278 
- 2 760 
- 3 248 
- 3 742 
- 4 242 
- 4 746 
- 5 256 
- 5 772 
- 6 293 
- 6 8 2 1 
- 7 356 
- 7 899 
- B 4 5 4 
{131} 
- 0 8 7 9 
-1-336 
- 1 8 0 3 
- 2 277 
- 2 759 
- 3 247 
- 3 740 
- 4 239 
- 4 744 
- 5 254 
- 5 769 
- 6 290 
- 6 8 1 7 
- 7 3 5 1 
- 7 895 
- 8 4 4 8 
{132} 
- 0 879 
- 1 3 3 6 
- 1 8 0 3 
- 2 277 
- 2 759 
- 3 247 
- 3 740 
- 4 239 
- 4 744 
- 5 254 
- 5 769 
- 6 290 
- 6 8 1 7 
- 7 3 5 1 
- 7 895 
- 8 4 4 8 
{131} 
- 0 860 
- 1 3 0 5 
- 1 7 5 8 
- 2 217 
- 2 682 
- 3 152 
- 3 627 
- 4 106 
- 4 589 
- 5 075 
- 5 567 
- 6 0 6 2 
- 6 563 
- 7 070 
- 7 584 
- 8 106 
Table 8 The expressions of Eft" for the 12 connected 
nets 
pi« 
c001 
ГІІКГ 
'-111 
£ow 
p i e 
11101 
Eojf 
C
» l 
edict C1M 
E t , e 
Ь
І ) 2 
u l î l 
- 2φ, + φ* + φ< + 2φ
Λ 
= 4>
β
 + φ, + 
= φ
α
 + φ9 +• 
= <Ръ + <Ρ
β
 + 
- <Ρ< + Ψ, 
• Vr + <Ρ/ 
- 4>ъ + Ψ. 
= φ, + 2<ρ, 
= Фа + φ. 
= 9ê + <f>< 
= φ
έ
 + Φ, 
" Фі + ψ/ 
ν, 
<t>f 
<Pf 
We can see from the tables that the Hartman-Per-
dok theory gives the same order of morphological 
importance of {Ш} forms on crystals as the Ising 
model, which is somewhat different from the results 
from the BFDH theory For equilibrium forms, the 
MI order is changed considerably as compared with 
the MI order of growth forms Those faces which are 
very important in the growth forms become less 
important in the equilibrium forms The reason is 
given in our previous paper (Bennema et α/, 1992) 
In Fig 7, the growth and equilibrium forms 
resulting from formulae ( iH v l ) a r e presented The 
figures as indicated correspond to the crystals of the 
monochnic even л-paraffins with carbon numbers 16, 
26 and 36, respectively In general, the following 
relation holds for the crystal thickness D, D6 > D 2 > 
D 3 > Ds > D, ~ D 4 [For an explanation sec Benne­
ma et al (1992)] 
V. Experimental growth forms 
A senes of observations of the morphology of 
monochnic even n-paraffin crystals were carried out 
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Table9 The values of £&'," for the 12 connected nets (kJ mol"') 
¡001! (HO) ¡111! |010) ;02l) {201} (100) ¡LOI} {130} {131) (132) (131) 
Л-С,о 
n-C„ 
я-С1 4 
"-Cit. 
л-С,, 
я-С
: 0 
""С 12 
П-С24 
"-Cíe 
n-Cj, 
n-Cj0 
»•C,l 
n-C34 
"-CJS 
n-Cj, 
n-C„ 
Mí order 
65 028 
80 705 
96 380 
111059 
127 737 
143 414 
159 901 
174 768 
190445 
206 122 
221 800 
237 477 
253 154 
268 831 
284 508 
300 186 
1 
28 166 
33 776 
39 386 
44 997 
50 607 
56218 
61828 
67 439 
73 049 
78 659 
84 270 
89 8B0 
95 491 
101 101 
106711 
112 322 
2 
27 251 
32 861 
38 472 
44 082 
49 692 
55 303 
60913 
66 524 
72134 
77 745 
83 355 
88 965 
94 576 
100186 
105 797 
111407 
3 
1*497 
20017 
23 538 
27 058 
30 578 
34 098 
37 619 
41 139 
44 659 
48 179 
51700 
55 220 
5B740 
62 261 
65 781 
69 301 
4 
IS 381 
18901 
22 422 
25 942 
29 462 
32 982 
36 503 
40023 
43 543 
47 063 
50 584 
54 104 
57 624 
61 145 
64 665 
68 185 
5 
5 762 
6 204 
6645 
7 087 
7 528 
7 970 
8411 
8 853 
9294 
9 736 
10 177 
10 619 
11060 
11502 
11943 
12 385 
6 
3 777 
4218 
4660 
5 101 
5 543 
5 984 
6 426 
6 867 
7309 
7 750 
8 192 
8 633 
9 075 
9516 
9 958 
10 399 
7 
2 862 
3 304 
3 745 
4187 
4 628 
5070 
5511 
5 953 
6 394 
6 836 
7 277 
7719 
8160 
8 602 
9043 
9485 
8 
2 809 
3 056 
3 288 
3 551 
3 798 
4045 
4 293 
4 540 
4 787 
5 034 
5 2B2 
5 529 
5 776 
6024 
6271 
6 503 
9 
2 794 
3041 
3 288 
3 536 
3 7B3 
4030 
4 277 
4 525 
4 772 
5019 
5 267 
5 514 
5 761 
6008 
6 256 
6 503 
10 
1794 
3041 
3 288 
3 536 
3 783 
4 030 
4 277 
4 525 
4 772 
5 019 
5 267 
5514 
5 761 
6008 
6 256 
6 503 
10 
1894 
2 141 
2 389 
2 636 
2 883 
3 131 
3 378 
3 625 
3 872 
4 120 
4 367 
4614 
4 862 
5 109 
5 356 
5 603 
И 
Table 10 The relative values of E*¿¡¡ of the 12 connected nets (kJ mol ') 
rt-C,0 
n-C.j 
n-Cl4. 
»-C.» 
Л-СІІ 
«-C» 
п-С
гг 
n-C2 4 
я - С
м 
л-С2 1 
"-Cío 
n-C„ 
n-Cj4 
n-C« 
л-Cji 
n-C40 
MI order 
(001) 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7 117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
7117 
1 
{110} 
43 979 
54046 
64113 
74 180 
84 246 
94313 
104 380 
114 447 
124 513 
134 5B0 
144 647 
154714 
164 781 
174 847 
184 984 
194 981 
2 
{nil 
44 894 
54 961 
6502« 
75094 
85 161 
95 228 
105 295 
115 362 
125 428 
135 495 
145 562 
155 629 
165 965 
175 762 
185 829 
195 896 
3 
loio) 
55 648 
67 805 
79 962 
92119 
104 276 
116432 
128 589 
140 746 
152903 
165060 
177217 
189 374 
201 531 
213 688 
225 845 
238002 
4 
(021) 
56 764 
68921 
81078 
93235 
105 392 
117 548 
129705 
148 862 
154019 
166 176 
178 333 
190490 
202 647 
214 804 
226961 
239 118 
5 
(201} 
66 384 
81618 
96 854 
112090 
127 326 
142 561 
157 767 
173 033 
188 268 
203 504 
218 740 
233 975 
249 211 
264447 
279 683 
294918 
6 
(100) 
68 368 
83 604 
98 839 
114075 
129 311 
144 546 
157 782 
175018 
190 253 
205 489 
220 725 
235 961 
251 196 
266432 
281668 
296903 
7 
(101) 
69 283 
84518 
99 754 
114990 
130226 
145461 
160697 
175933 
191 16B 
206404 
221640 
236 875 
252111 
267 347 
282 582 
297 818 
8 
(130} 
69 336 
84 766 
100196 
115626 
131056 
146486 
161 915 
177 345 
192 775 
208 205 
223 635 
239 065 
254495 
269 925 
285 370 
300 785 
9 
(131} 
69 351 
84 781 
100211 
115641 
131071 
146 551 
161931 
177 361 
192 790 
208 220 
223 650 
239080 
254 510 
269 940 
285 370 
300 800 
10 
(132} 
69 351 
84 781 
100211 
115641 
131071 
146 551 
161 931 
177 361 
192 790 
208 220 
223 650 
239080 
254 510 
269 940 
285 370 
300 800 
10 
(131} 
70251 
85681 
101 111 
116541 
131970 
147400 
162830 
178 260 
193 690 
209120 
224 550 
239 980 
255410 
270840 
286 269 
301699 
11 
Table 11. The values ofdj of the 12 connected nets [(10 A)" 1 ] 
(001} {110} {111} ¡010) {021} (201) {100} (101) {130} (131) {132} {131} 
n
-C,o 
л-С,2 
л-С 1 4 
n-Ci» 
"-C„ 
n-C2z 
л-С2 2 
л-С2 4 
n-C,6 
n-C,. 
n-Cjo 
n-Cj, 
n-CJ 4 
я-Сц 
л-С„ 
л-С4 0 
Ml order 
0 776 
0661 
0 575 
0509 
0456 
0414 
0378 
0349 
0323 
0301 
0282 
0 265 
0 250 
0 237 
0 225 
0214 
1 
1527 
2511 
2 500 
2 491 
2 484 
1479 
1475 
1471 
1468 
1465 
2 463 
2461 
2 459 
2 457 
2 456 
1455 
3 
2 277 
1292 
1305 
2316 
2 326 
2 334 
2 341 
1347 
1352 
1357 
1361 
1365 
1368 
1371 
1374 
1376 
2 
2 695 
2 696 
2 695 
2 695 
1695 
2 695 
1695 
2695 
2695 
2 695 
1695 
2 695 
2 695 
1695 
2 695 
2 695 
4 
2 805 
2 775 
2 756 
1743 
1734 
2 727 
1722 
1718 
1715 
1712 
2710 
2 708 
1707 
2 706 
2 705 
1704 
5 
3 908 
3 927 
3941 
3 952 
3961 
3 969 
3 975 
3980 
3 985 
3 988 
3992 
3995 
3998 
4000 
4002 
4004 
7 
4 275 
4 238 
4211 
4 191 
4 175 
4 162 
4 151 
4 142 
4 135 
4 128 
4 123 
4118 
4114 
4 110 
4 106 
4 103 
8 
3 671 
3 709 
3 741 
3 768 
3 791 
3811 
3 828 
3 843 
3 855 
3 867 
3 877 
3 886 
3 894 
3901 
3908 
3 914 
6 
4 573 
4 565 
4 558 
4 554 
4 550 
4 547 
4 545 
4 543 
4 541 
4 540 
4 538 
4 537 
4 536 
4 505 
4 535 
4 534 
Π 
4 829 
4 771 
4 730 
4 701 
4678 
4660 
4646 
4 634 
4625 
4617 
4609 
4 603 
4 59В 
4 593 
4 589 
4 585 
12 
4441 
4 428 
4424 
4424 
4426 
4430 
4433 
4437 
4440 
4 443 
4447 
4450 
4452 
4 455 
4457 
4459 
9 
4441 
444« 
4455 
4461 
4 465 
4 470 
4473 
4476 
4479 
4 482 
4484 
4486 
4 488 
4 489 
4 491 
4492 
10 
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Table 12 The values of dhuE"ù of the 12 connected nets (kJ A mol ') 
,ooi| ,110' ; 111 ; ,010) ¡:oi 100} ί ιο·: ,ποί 131 
"C,„ 
"C|! 
«•Cu 
n-Ci» 
»c„ 
n-C2o 
л-С„ 
л Ci. 
л-С,
ъ 
»-С, 
л Cjo 
лСл 
л-С14 
»-С« 
n-Cj, 
л-С.о 
MI order 
91636 
107 762 
123 ''ββ 
139 865 
155 941 
172018 
188 094 
204 170 
220 247 
236 323 
252 400 
268 476 
284 554 
300 630 
316 706 
332 782 
1 
174 055 
215 223 
256 465 
297 754 
139 074 
380416 
421 775 
463 146 
504 526 
545 914 
587 308 
628 706 
670 108 
711 515 
752 923 
794 334 
8/9 
197 134 
239 746 
282 658 
324 174 
355 149 
408 022 
449 820 
491560 
533 255 
574 914 
616 544 
658 150 
699 736 
741306 
782 862 
824406 
10 
206 453 
251556 
296658 
341 760 
386 862 
431964 
477 067 
522 169 
567 271 
612 373 
657 475 
702 578 
747 680 
792 "82 
837 884 
882 986 
12/11 
202 360 
248 323 
294 180 
339 896 
385 515 
431056 
476 534 
521 962 
567 349 
612701 
658 245 
703 325 
748 604 
793 866 
839 113 
884 347 
Il 12 
169 860 
207 843 
245 748 
283 602 
321 421 
359 214 
396 988 
434 748 
472 496 
510235 
547967 
585 693 
623 413 
661 130 
698 843 
736 553 
7 
159 938 
197 283 
234 720 
237 216 
309 752 
347317 
384 902 
422 503 
460116 
497 739 
535 370 
573 006 
610 648 
648 295 
685 945 
723 598 
6 
188 705 
227 877 
266 650 
305 161 
343 493 
381698 
419810 
457 850 
495 816 
533 778 
571 686 
609 566 
647 422 
685 259 
723 080 
760 887 
9/8 
151611 
185 699 
219 800 
253 910 
288 025 
322144 
356 266 
390 390 
424 516 
458 623 
492 771 
526 899 
561 028 
595 158 
629 288 
663 419 
3 
143 613 
17"09 
211852 
246014 
280 184 
314 356 
38 528 
382 699 
416 867 
451 034 
485 198 
519360 
553 520 
587 678 
621 834 
655 989 
2 
156MS 
191439 
226512 
261380 
296 110 
330 738 
365 287 
199 774 
434 211 
468 610 
502 975 
537314 
571 630 
605 927 
640 208 
674 475 
45 
158210 
192 621 
226 967 
261 264 
:9< 5^7 
329 782 
364 009 
398 221 
432 421 
466616 
500 BOI 
514 981 
569 156 
603 326 
637 493 
671 636 
<4 
on crystals of п-С2 8Н з а and n-C3 2H6 6 grown Trom 
л-hexane solutions The chemicals used in our 
experiments are pure enough (n-C2 eH5 8 and n-
C 3 2 H 6 6 analytically pure, Alfa, >99~0%, л-hexane 
spectroscopically pure, Merck, >98 0%) The experi­
ments were earned out in a thermostated double-cell 
system, using polarizing microscopy For more details 
see Elwenspoek & Boerhof (1987) 
In the following we will pay special attention to the 
morphological variations of crystals of n-paraffins 
around the roughening temperature of the {110} faces 
V 1 Morphology of crystals of n-C3 2H6 6 
In agreement with the results of the theories, in all 
situations, n-paraffin crystals growing from n-hexane 
solutions are platy Only the side faces are influenced 
by supersaturations and solvents Owing to these 
influences, the shapes of the crystals may change 
drastically 
A crystal of n-CJ 2H6 6 growing from an n-hexane 
solution with the equilibrium temperature of 318 17 К 
is shown in Fig 8(a) Since the side faces of {110} and 
{010} are rounded at a temperature very close to 
the equilibrium temperature, we can say that the 
crystal grows above the roughening temperature of 
the ¡110} faces We can see from Fig 8(a) that the 
crystal is platy with an irregular hexagonal shape This 
kind of growth habit can be observed at the 
equilibrium temperature above 309 10 К If the 
equilibrium temperature of the solution is lower than 
303 70 K, crystals, in principle, grow below the 
roughening temperature of the {110} faces In this 
situation, the crystals reveal quite complex growth 
patterns At a moderate supersaturation, crystals 
limited by the large-faceted {001} faces and narrow-
faceted ¡ 110} faces grow from solutions (see Fig 8b) 
Sometimes the crystals with a rhombic shape are 
rriini^ Qt#>rl Кг, tkf- ГЛІІЛНР/І 'ΠΙΠΙ farec i F i o fi^l At α 
higher supersaturation, the {110} faces roughen 
kinelically, and these faces lose their crystallographic 
orientations in the subsequent growth process An 
example can be seen in Fig S{d) When the 
supersaturation of the solution is lowered from the 
moderate value, the rough {010} faces become larger 
and larger Simultaneously, the flat {110} faces 
become smaller and finally disappear from the growth 
form This morphological variation is shown in Fig 9 
More precise experiments for the determination of 
the roughening temperature have not been earned out 
yet However, it follows from our morphological 
observations that we can fix the roughening 
temperature of the {110} faces of л-С3 2Н6 6 crystals 
growing from an n-hexane solution in the temperature 
range 303 70 5 T*110 (32) <. 309 10 К 
V 2 Morphology ofcrystah of n-C2 eH,e 
Similarly to n-C3 2H6 6 crystals, the growth habit of 
n-C2 8H5 8 is platy The morphology of crystals 
growing from n-hexane solutions at a temperature 
above the roughening temperature of the {110} faces 
is shown in Fig 10 The crystals are bounded by 
rounded {010} faces and somewhat curved [ 110} 
faces In addition, the step patterns of the {001} faces 
are asymmetrical (Fig 10i>) This is caused by the 
symmetry of the crystals of even η-paraffins with the 
monoclinic structure This symmetry is different from 
that of paraffin crystals with the orthorhombic 
structure (Bennema et al, 1992) The growth patterns 
as shown in Fig 9 have also been observed on 
n-C2 8H5 8 crystals growing from a л-hexane solution 
with T, = 292 13 К This temperature is thought to be 
lower than T'1 1 0(28) 
The roughening temperature of the {110} faces of 
n-C2 8H5 8 crystals growing from a n-hexane solution, 
based on our observations, occurs in the range 
->Q-> 11 ^ -n 011 *• m i 14 ν 
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VL Discussion and concluding remarks 
Comparing the observed growth form with the 
theoretical growth forms in Fig. 7, we find that for 
formulae (iv) and (1) predicted growth forms agree 
quite well with observed growth forms. Both of them 
predict thin platy crystals limited by the large {001} 
faces and the narrow {110} faces. According to 
formula (i), the flat {010} faces are also expected to 
emerge on the growth form. But within our 
experimental conditions, only the roughened {010} 
faces can be observed. Here a discrepancy with 
formula (i) occurs. Therefore, it seems that formula (iv) 
gives a better result than formula (i). 
When the temperature is lower than the roughening 
temperature of the {110} Taces, the roughened 
{010} faces grow slower than the flat {110} faces at a 
n-C l6H34 n-C2sH- n-C,.H7 
Fig. 7. Gibbs-Wulff constructions of even π-paraffins with monoclinic structures based on different formulae. The three columns from 
the left to the right correspond to n-C„H
w
, (i-C,
s
HM and n-C)sH,« respectively. The sin rows are based on the formulae (iHvil, 
respectively Habits of the growth forms are plaly and dominated by the (001 ) faces, followed by thin side faces of the form {110) and 
in most cases truncated by the {010) faces. Sometimes the faces of the form of {111) have some chance to show up The increase of 
carbon number in paraffin chains makes crystals thinner eicepi for formula (iv). Formula (iv) shows a particular figure of growth forms 
•n which the crystals are only limited by the large (0011 faces and the narrow (011 ) faces. The equilibrium forms resulting from formula 
(vi) show a very neh morphology All F forms, except (132). (ІЗІ), (010) and {021}, are present on crystal forms The thickness of 
different л-paraffui crystals remains almost unchanged and F faces with high indices are very likely to occur 
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lower supersaturation (Figs. 9a and b). Then the result 
of formula (¡v) deviates from real situations in some 
cases. A similar deviation can also be seen in the 
growth of polyethylene single crystals (Toda. 1991; 
Toda. Miyaji, Ogawa & Takamizawa. 1991). Formula 
(lv) is based on the hypothesis that the rough faces 
grow much faster than the flat faces and soon 
disappear from the growth form. It works extremely 
well for η-paraffins with shorter chain lengths 
(Bennema et al.. 1992) Considering the structure of 
Fig. 8. A crystal of n-Cî2H66 growing al different equilibrium lempeiatures from ft-hexanc solutions, (al Grown from the temperature 
above the roughening temperature of the (110[ faces. 7^10; T, = 318.17K. 0 = 0.122%. The roughened (110) and ¡010] faces 
maintain some amsotropy and the crystal possesses an irregular hexagonal shape, It») and U) Grown from the temperature below the 
F | 1 0at moderate supersaturations: Τ, = 296 08 К. for Ibi β = 2.11% and for (cl β = 1.41%. The crystals are limited by the large faceted 
¡001 ; and the narrow faceted J ПО! faces, (if! Grown from the temperature below the T '
n 0 at a higher supersaturation (Τ, = 296 08 К 
/) = 5 78%). The ! 110¡ faces roughen kinetically 
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interfaces, we can see that it is much easier for 
n-hexane molecules to lie (or be adsorbed) parallel to 
and in between two solid-solid η-paraffin molecules 
at the rough surfaces (see Fig. 1 la). This implies that 
the solvent molecules can be firmly adsorbed on the 
rough surfaces. Contrary to this, n-hexane molecules 
are not so easily adsorbed firmly onto the flat {110} 
surfaces (Fig. lib), because at the flat ¡110| surfaces 
solid η-paraffin molecules pack much more tightly and 
the steps formed are very straight (Liu & Bennema. 
1992). During growth, for all orientations, the 
adsorbed /i-hexane molecules should be removed. The 
Fig. 4. Crystals of n-C J ; H i 0 growing from the temperature below Ihe T*n0 (7", = 303.70 К). With decreasing supersaturation, the faceied 
110! faces grow faster than other rough side faces and gradually disappear from the growth form, (α) β m 2.14%. (r>) β = 1.31%. 
Ftg. 10. Crystals of л-С2 8Н,я growing from n-hexane solutions. 7^  > T¡ ] 0 . (α) The crystals are bounded by the rounded ¡010} faces 
and somewhat rounded ! 110f faces. T, = 301.34 Κ. β = 0.334%. Ibi The roughened ¡ 110} faces siili maintain strong amsotropy. and 
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energy barrier for removing the adsorbed solvent units 
is higher for rough Taces than for flat faces Hence, in 
any case this process is easy for the flat ¡110} faces 
However, for the rough side faces this process becomes 
difficult when the η-paraffin chain is long and the 
temperature relatively low The reason is that in this 
case the viscosity of solutions becomes higher and the 
diffusion of paraffin molecules from the bulk to the 
interface becomes much more difficult and rate 
determining The driving Torce left at surfaces is small 
and it is very difficult to overwhelm the higher energy 
barner at the rough surfaces and to remove the firmly 
adsorbed solvent molecules from the adsorbing sites 
As a result, the flat {110} faces grow much faster than 
the rough {010} faces at a lower supersaturation 
When the driving force (the supersaturation) is large 
enough to overcome the resistance of the mass transfer 
and then to overcome the barrier, it is not difficult to 
remove the n-hexane molecules from the adsorption 
sites Then, m this case, the rough {010} faces will 
compete with the {110} faces and may grow faster 
than the flat {110} faces Thus we see that, as expected 
from formula (îv), the {110} faces are dominant on the 
growth form at a moderate supersaturation (Figs 8b 
and c) At a temperature higher than the roughening 
temperature of the {110} faces, all side faces roughen 
up So the {110} and the {010} faces are in the same 
situation The growth of these side faces is then 
controlled by volume diffusion and the anisotropy of 
the surfaces Since the diffusion condition is similar 
for the {110} and {010} faces, these faces grow at 
similar rates This explains why the crystals possess 
an irregular hexagonal shape 
(a) 
<b) 
Ш Adsorbed solvent unit 
νΔ Building unit 
Fig. 11 Schematic illustrations of the adsorption of solvent units 
at the different tvpes of interfaces (al Solvent units are adsorbed 
on a rough interface in between two building units They are 
difficult to remove from the adsorption sites ib) Solvent units are 
adsorbed on a Rat interface They are much easier to remove 
from the adsorption sites 
In conclusion, we can see from the foregoing 
sections that the order of morphological importance 
(MI) for the F faces according to our observations is 
MI,ooi' » MI'uo' ä MI oie This is in agreement with 
the theoretical predictions Apart from this formula 
(iv), predicting thin platy crystals with a rhombic 
shape, gives a better description of the growth form 
of л-paraffin crystals than other formulae The 
deviation of the growth form at a lower super-
saturation, when the temperature is lower than the 
roughening temperature of {110} faces may be due to 
stronger adsorption of n-hexane molecules on the 
rough side faces When the {110} faces roughen 
all side faces are rough Then the growth habits of the 
side faces are determined by the anisotropy of crystal 
growth and the volume diffusion 
Symbols and abbreviations 
A , S С' The empirical parameters of the Bucking­
ham potential [see (4)], taken from 
Williams (1967) for C-C, C-Η and H-H 
interactions 
С Carbon atom 
à Interplanar distance 
О
ш
 The length of the normal Ю face Mi) from 
the origin 
D
z
 The relative thickness resulting from 
different recipes, * = 1-6 correspond­
ing to recipes ( i H v 0 
£*" Attachment energy defined as the energy 
per building unit that is released when a 
new ilice is attached to a crystal surface 
E" Crystallizing energy, defined as the energy 
per building unit released when a crystal 
is formed from growth units that are 
infinitely separated from each other 
F1'" Slice energy, corresponding to a two-
dimensional crystallizing energy 
F face A crystal face parallel to a connected net 
containing at least two mutually intersect-
ing PBCs 
H Hydrogen atom 
к Boltzmann constant 
К Constant, defined by (1) 
m The number of carbon atoms in a paraffin 
chain 
PBC Periodic bond chain, defined as an 
uninterrupted path of strong bonds run­
ning through the whole structure and 
having a periodicity of [nut] of the 
lattice 
r Distance between two atoms in different 
molecules 
Г Temperature 
β Relative supersaturation or the angle 
between the a and с axes of a unit cell 
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a Specihc surface free energy 
φ Interaction energy 
$ Dimensionless temperature 
ρ Factor introduced in (7) to keep (WO 
dimensionless. here taken equal to 
1 J mol ' 
Subscripts 
hkl Crystal face (ВД 
ι Referred to different bonds 
str The strongest interaction 
Superscripts 
с Critical point of the order-disorder phase 
transition 
r Roughening transition 
ft* Fluid fluid interaction 
sf Solid-fluid interaction 
ss Solid-solid interaction 
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This p>pcr describes a Ihcorelical and experimental investigation of the growth and especially the morphology of paraffin 
crystals of the odd л-alkanes (С
п
Н
гя4.г· η # 2л) over a range of chain lengths with 15 ¿ η s 41. for growth from solution, under 
pure conditions and under the influence of additives Three strong and one weak interactions between the bodies of paraffin 
molecules in a crystal and four weak interactions between the head and the tails of the paraffin molecules are identified and the 
crystal graph is derived The elementary cell of this crystal graph is characterized by a pseudo F cell with first nearest neighbour 
interactions between the points From this crystal graph ten connected nets giving rise to eight (or nine) different F faces are 
identified Using different quantities like Е"і\,,, £(»'й|. Ising temperatures (0,CA1J,), interplanar distance, etc for the connected nets 
of paraffin crystals, growth and equilibrium forms are constructed All crystal forms show large (001), small thin faces (110) and 
often smallest faces (010) It is shown that predicted and observed morphologies, agree quite well In passing the sometimes 
dramatic change in the expected habit of crystals, caused by tailor made additives is discussed The theory of roughening transition 
is applied to paraffin and it is shown how the roughening temperature depends on л, the length of the paraffin chain An actual 
roughening temperature of 10 65±050°C is measured for faces of the form (110) of paraffin with 23 С atoms, growing from a 
slightly supersaturated solution of hexane 
1. Introduction paraffin crystals will be studied from the point of 
view of statistical mechanical surface Ising mod-
Following Jackson [I] and Burton, Cabrera els. The integrated approach: crystallography 
and Frank [2], who applied the theory of Onsager morphological Hartman-Perdok theory and sta-
[3] concerning an order-disorder phase transition ttstical mechanical Ising models, described before 
in a two-dimensional Ising model to crystal sur- [4-7] which was applied to inorganic crystals 
faces, in this paper morphology and growth of [4,8-12] and organic crystals [13-17], will now be 
0022-0248/92/W5 00 © 1992 - Elsevier Science Publishers В V All rights reserved 
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applied to orthorhombic. paraffin crystals ni 
paraffin molecules with an odd number of С 
atoms In this paper the concept of roughening 
transition plays an essential role The reasons to 
choose paraffin as model compound are (1) only 
first nearest Van der Waals bonds need to be 
taken into consideration, (n) crystals are highly 
anisotropic, this opens new possibilities to test 
Ising models, (in) morphology in dependence of 
chain length can be studied, (iv) results of this 
study can be compared with previous paraffin 
studies [18-24], (v) the practical reason to study 
the morphology of the orthorhombic paraffin 
crystals is that many of the products derived from 
crude petroleum contain л-alkane paraffins and 
these waxes can cause severe problems if they are 
allowed to crystallize Crude oil, heavy fuel, diesel 
fuel, heating oil, etc all contain significant pro­
portions of higher n-alkanes and during cold con­
ditions, such as operating a diesel vehicle during 
the winter, they can crystallize as thin, flat plates 
(orthorhombic in nature) which can gel the fuel 
and block pipes and filters, which are present in 
every system 
Paramins Esso Research Centre at Abingdon 
has carried out extensive research to develop 
additives which change the habit of these crystals 
and significantly decrease their sizes so that they 
no longer suffer the drawback mentioned above 
In the constant search to improve the additives 
and benefits to the customer, it is necessary to 
fully understand the role of the additives and 
their relationships to the morphology of the crys­
tal 
In this paper, first the paraffin structure with 
an odd number of С atoms within paraffin 
molecules is discussed in section 2 Next overall 
bonds between molecules are calculated using the 
best available Buckingham potentials for the C-C, 
H-Η and C-Η interactions In section 3, bond 
energies are treated from a thermodynamic point 
of view In section 4, the crystal graph is intro­
duced and the connected nets are derived In 
section 5, all kind of theoretical crystal forms are 
derived In section 6, predicted and observed 
morphologies are compared and the theory of 
roughening transition is compared with observed 
roughening phenomena 
2 Strutturi of orthorhoinlm systems of Imiuls 
2 1 Crystal structure and identification of bonds 
The n-alkanes С
п
Н 2 л + 2 (л г 6) crystallize in 
one of the four systems, tnclinic (n(even) < 26) 
[25], monochnic (26 < n(even) <, 36) or or­
thorhombic if not quite pure and orthorhombic 
(11 <n(odd)á43) [25] For a prediction of unit 
cells and atomic coordinates of the л-alkanes we 
refer to Nyburg and Potworowski [26], Mnyukh 
[27] and Kitaigorodski [28 29] 
This paper will be based on the structure anal­
ysis of Smith [30] of the odd paraffin C 2 3 H 4 8 
Using the approach of Nyburg et al [26], it will 
be assumed that all odd paraffins are based on 
this structure In the setting of Smith, the space 
group is Р
Ьст
 (P 21/b 21/c 21/m) (In the follow­
ing we will use the same choice of axes as Smith ) 
In table 1 the cell dimensions are given a and 
b are to a high extent independent of the chain 
length and с is linearly dependent on the chain 
length In orthorhombic structures, a subcell, 
called the H subcell, can be distinguished with 
α = 497 Â, ¿»=-7 478 À and c0 = 2 546 Á, the 
length of a C2H4 group measured along the с 
axis (see also refs [26,28,30]) 
In table 2, the extinction conditions of the 
space group are given Using these extinction 
conditions, the effective thicknesses of slices or 
connected nets to be presented in section 4 are 
given in the last column of the table 
In fig la, the structure of paraffin is presented 
in a schematic way The molecules are reduced to 
strips seen end-on, and screw axes and glide 
planes of the real paraffin structures are indi­
cated according to the international crystallo­
graphy tables (see ref [31]) A distinction is 
made between molecules lying on a high layer 
Table 1 
Basic vectors a b and с of the elementary celt il is indicated 
how с depends on the chain length л c 0 and c 0 are constants 
a - 4 97 À 
* - 7 478 À 
с = nc0 + c 0 , with c 0 =» 2 546 A c 0 » 3 75 A 
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(- -) and one layer lower ( ). The high and 
low molecules can be transformed into each other 
by the two-fold screw axes seen and one by the с 
glide planes seen end-on and other symmetry 
elements of the space group P t a n i. Molecules 
within one layer can be transformed into each 
other among others by the b glide plane perpen­
dicular to the a axis. In fig. lb, the high molecules 
I—t-
4[0Î01 
/ 3(000] 
i——+——•$• t Jr 
\ *£] 
- * -
4 r - _ 
ííoool 
1(001) 
3(1001 
._!__ _ _ _ 4 - - * - -
Ч
- - | - - ^ ~ 
ггтоо] 
г[іоі] 
— - 1/4 
ifooo] ! 
. 4 . - .л 
\ г(ооо) • 
ι/« 
t Pbcn. 
В 
Fig 1 (a) Closest packing of paraffin molecules seen end on in the directions of the с axis, molecules are reduced to strips The с 
glide planes are indicated by dashed lines and the two-fold screw axes by the obvious signs, molecules lying one layer higher by 
solid slashes and those one layer lower as dashed slashes (b) Same as (a), but molecules are reduced to points The honzontal 
bonds d', d, a, b and the vertical bonds e, f, g, g' are indicated This figure represents the crystal graph of the odd orthorhombic 
crystal structure, seen in the direction of the с axis, a and b axes are indicated The different four molecules are indicated as 1, 2, "Î 
and 4 [ULW] a. b and с axes are indicated (c) One paraffin molecule in contact with four neighbouring molecules one layer lower 
The vertical head tail bonds e, f, g and g' are indicated. 
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Table 2 
Extinction conditions of the space group Р ^
т
 of the or-
Ihorhombic odd paraffin structure and the corrected inierpla-
nar distances 
Crystal 
form 
(At/I 
(OW) 
(Л0/) 
(A*0) 
(AM) 
(oto) 
(00/) 
Extinction 
conditions 
No conditions 
k-2n 
I-In 
Mo conditions 
No conditions 
k-2n 
/ = 2л 
Thickness of 
connected net 
or slice 
^міп 
¿ІСШ) 
''іаігі 
"НЮ) 
''(Ι«» 
"Ίιι:ηι 
</(«12) 
are reduced to centres of gravity indicated with χ 
and the lateral bonds between molecules, d, d', a 
and b are indicated (cf figs la and lb) Next, the 
low molecules are reduced to centres of gravity 
indicated with · Now both in fig lb and in the 
added special figure (fig lc), the position of high 
molecules in reference to four first nearest neig-
bour low molecules, one layer lower, is presented 
In fig lb this is seen in projection from above (as 
in figs la, lb and lc) 
In fig lc, part of the real paraffin structure is 
represented, seen from an oblique angle in per­
spective Four first nearest neighbour bonds, e, g, 
g' and f, can be distinguished The crystal graph 
consisting of points (centres of gravity of 
molecules) and relations between these points 
(bonds) of the orthorhombic paraffin structure is 
represented in fig 4 This corresponds to the 
projection of this crystal graph seen in the direc­
tion of the с axis (fig lb) Looking at the crystal 
graph presented in figs lb, lc and 3, it can be 
seen how the bonds are transformed into each 
other by the symmetry operations of the space 
group 
So we have identified four types of lateral 
"body-body ' bonds, d, d', a and b, between 
molecules within a layer and four types of "verti­
cal" "head-tail" bonds, e, g, g' and f, of one 
molecule in a certain layer and four molecules in 
an adjacent layer As will be shown below in 
section 2 2, all these bonds are overall bonds 
between molecules and consist in case of the 
lateral bonds of numerous atom-atom interac­
tion potentials These overall lateral bond ener­
gies arc much higher (i e much more negative) 
Table 3 
Energy parameters 4 В and С of the Buckingham potentials used m this paper (see eq (1)) in this paper the parameter sets lb 
and 2b will be used because they yield enthalpies of evaporation in best agreemenl with measured data 
Number of 
parameter 
set 
la 
lb 
lc 
2a 
2b 
Reference 
Williams [32) 
Williams [33] 
Williams [33] 
Kitaigorodsky [29aJ, ρ 170 
Kitaigorodsky [29b] 
Type of 
interaction 
CC 
CH 
HH 
CC 
CH 
HH 
CC 
CH 
HH 
CC 
CH 
HH 
CC 
CH 
HH 
A 
(kcal mol- 'À") 
535 
139 
3ft 
568 
125 
27 3 
514 
141 
38 8 
358 
154 
57 
42153 
136 77 
43 25 
В 
(kcal mol ' ) 
74460 
9411 
4000 
83630 
8766 
2654 
69600 
9421 
4000 
42000 
42000 
42000 
30100 
30100 
30100 
с 
(À ') 
3 6 
3 67 
3 74 
36 
3 67 
174 
16 
3 67 
3 74 
3 58 
4 12 
4 86 
3 42 
4 13 
5 0 
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than the bond energies of the vertical bonds e, g, 
g' and f which in fact only consist of a few 
atom-atom interaction potentials. These weakest 
bonds, however, do play together with the lateral 
bonds an essential role in the crystal graph of 
paraffin. They determine the connectedness of 
the three-dimensional crystal graph and the con­
nected nets. 
2.2. Calculation of bond energies 
We have calculated the corresponding overall 
bond energies of the bonds, d, d', b, a, e, g, g' 
and f, to be denoted as Ф
л
, Ф
а
., Ф
ь
, Ф
л
, Ф
с
, Ф 
Φ8· and Фи respectively, for orthorhombic paraf­
fin crystals with molecules with varying chain 
lengths of 15 to 41 С atoms. 
о 
β 
г" 
•β 
С -эо-
- Ν 
о І 
ε : ^ - i o ­
ti : 
υ 
Л 
~^ 
Й-
г
°
: 
ΪΓ «1 
h) 
С -зо-
о 1) 
- 4 0 -
b 
\ ^ 
^ " • ч . 
^ ^-\ **" —^ 
•ι ^ ~ \ 
> ^ч. 
.. Φα' ''-ν \ 
Φ α ·>
 s 
* n '«. 
ФЬ
 s
s 
- — Фе s 
- - Φς' Ч 
φα s 
— *( 
го 25 30 3» «о 
Carbon Number 
10 15 го 25 30 35 «0 45 
Carbon Number 
io го зо «о м 
Carbon Number 
Fig 2 (a) Bond energies of the bond* d'. d. a. b and e. f. g. g versus η for parameter set lb (b) Same as (a) bul for parameter sel 
2b <c) Upper curve sublimation energy versus π calculated for parameter set 2h Lower curve is the same but for parameter set lb 
Middle curve is the measured sublimation curve versus л by Petinelli 
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We selected for our calculations of bond ener­
gies those published interatomic potentials of CC, 
CH and NH interactions which gave the best 
agreement with measured enthalpies of sublima­
tion (see below). In table 3, the constants A, В 
and С playing an essential role in the expression 
of the Buckingham potential Ф(г), 
Ф ( г ) - - + В е х р ( - 0 - ) , (1) 
are demonstrated. Here, r is the distance be­
tween two atoms. In this table, five different sets 
of values of Α. В and С which are used for the 
calculation of bond energies, together with the 
references, where these values at А, В and С 
come from are given (see refs. [29.32-33]). It 
follows from our calculations that set lb and set 
2b give much better results than other sets. 
Thereby, in the following, we just stick to those 
two parameters set (see section 3) Next, the 
corresponding bond energies have to be calcu­
lated using eq. (1). For the calculation of atom-
atom bond energies, the cryslallographic posi­
tions of the atoms must be known with high 
precision. 
It follows from our calculations that for the 
lateral bond energies: 
|Ф
а
.I = | * d | > |ФД[ » | Ф Ь | . (2) 
For vertical bond energies 
ΙΦ,.Ι > | Ф „ І > І Ф
С
І > І Ф , І . (3) 
Table 4a 
Lateral bond energies fulfilling the expression Ф,(л) - <Р,ил + 
Φ,' (eq. (4)). the values of Φ" and Φ' are given for lhe overall 
bond energies (in kcal/mol) 
Bond 
label 
*„• 
*„ 
*. 
*„ 
*, 
*. 
*. 
*, 
Рагагпстег set lb 
*,° 
- 0 6421 
- 0 6434 
- 0 3740 
-0.0580 
0 
0 
0 
0 
* i ' 
0.7351 
09000 
0 4718 
01082 
-048649 
-0.49716 
- 0 56727 
- 0 . Ι 8 Ι Ι 4 
Parameter set 2b 
*,° 
-0.8893 
- 0 8950 
- 0 6021 
-0.0758 
0 
0 
0 
0 
* • ' 
0 6623 
10946 
0 6482 
0 0 6 % 
-078832 
- 0 84298 
-0.84074 
-0.21589 
rhombic long chain normal alkanes 
Table 4b 
Values of JH° and ЛИ' in (he expression Jtf , u t 4n)-
JH"n + ЛН' for the experimental data of Pennelli |34|. the 
calculated data of parameter sets lb and 2b and the experi­
mental data of Mnyukh [27] 
Origin 
Pennelli (eip) 
Theoretical set lb 
Theoretical set 2b 
Mnyukh (exp) 
J f f " 
1.971 
1.71766 
2 44467 
184 
ФН' 
0 983 
- Π 4H2J7 
Π 17382 
103 
In figs. 2a and 2b, we have plotted the calculated 
bond energies from <P, to Φ8 as a function of the 
number of С atoms m a paraffin chain n, for the 
bond energies calculated with the two parameter 
sets lb and 2b respectively (table 3). It can be 
seen that the strong lateral bonds Φ
Λ
·, Φ
Λ
, Ф
а
 and 
Ф
ь
 depend linearly on n. This is not surprising 
because the number of CC. CH and HH contacts 
will increase proportionally with n. The four ver­
tical bonds e to g' are obviously primarily deter­
mined by the first nearest interactions between 
the end groups CH, of molecules, laying in two 
adjacent layers and these do not depend on the 
chain length. The overall bond energies can be 
fitted with the linear expression: 
Ф , ( л ) = Ф > + Ф,', (4) 
where i stands for bonds a to g'. The vertical 
bond energies Ф
с
 to Ф, do not depend on n. 
Hence Ф," = 0. 
In table 4a the values of slopes Ф," and Ф,' of 
eq. (4) are presented. 
3. Bond energies from a thermodynamic point of 
view 
Looking at the crystal graph figs, lb and 3. it 
can be seen that the total energy to remove a 
paraffin molecule from the bulk of the crystals is 
obtained by breaking the four lateral and the four 
vertical bonds. So the sublimation enthalpy aHs"b 
for one paraffin molecule is given by: 
AH-.fr^-tw. (5) 
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Ï*I«JI c a n be considered as ine energy to remove 
a paraffin molecule from the kink of a step at the 
surface of a Kossel-like crystal All energies are 
referenced to the absolute temperature 0 K. 
The calculated values of ΔΗ™*{η) are plotted 
in fig. 2c. The lowest curve corresponds to bond 
energies calculated with parameter set lb, the 
highest curve from parameter set 2b. In fig. 2c 
also the experimentally determined ЛЯ , и Ь (л) 
curve for odd paraffins in dependence of n, mea­
sured by Pennelli (Pennelli thesis [34]), is plotted. 
It can be seen that the experimental ЛЯ< и Ь(л) 
curve is also linear and is situated in between the 
two theoretical curves. All ΔΗ™*(η) curves can 
thus be fitted with the linear curve: 
ЛН-"
ь(п) = J W ° η + ΔΗ'. (6) 
The theoretically calculated values ΔΗ" and 
ΔΗ', obtained from a least squares fit of the 
theoretical curves and experimental values AH0 
and AH', also obtained from a least squares fit 
of (he experimental data, are given in table 4b. 
We have also added values of ΔΗ" and ΔΗ' 
determined by Mnyukh using a least squares 
method from an experimental ΔΗ^Ήη) curve 
These curves were calculated from melt en­
thalpies using a Born-Haber cycle [27]. It can he 
seen that the values of ΔΗ" and ΔΗ' of Pennelli 
and Mnyukh are very close to each other. 
For even paraffin crystals growing from a 
petroleum ether same expressions were found as 
eq. (6), but ΔΗ" and ΛΗ' are more than two 
times lower (see also ref. [35]). 
We note that from the point of view of the 
theory bond energies Φ, have the shape [4-7]: 
Φ, = Φ''-τ(Φ" + Φ"). (7) 
The bond energies Φ", Φ" and Ф,іГ are nega­
tive numbers and due to the assumed relatively 
strong negative value of Φ,Μ, Φ, is always positive 
[4-12]. Here Φ" is a bond energy referenced to 
vacuum; this corresponds to the energy of break­
ing a bond. These are bonds and bond energies 
we were talking about so far. In eq. (7), Φ" 
corresponds to the bonds a to g'; Ф,і( is the 
energy to break a solid-fluid bond of type ι and 
Ф," that of the corresponding fluid-fluid bond of 
type /. All bond energies are referenced to vac­
uum. As usual, if the morphology of crystals 
growing form the melt or solution is studied, the 
effective bond energies Ф, (eq. (7)) of bonds 
occurring at the surface are not known. There­
fore as usual the proportionality condition is in­
troduced which implies: 
Φ,-.Φ,-.Φ^. ... =\Ф?\:\Ф?\:\Ф?\: .... (8) 
Eq. (8) can be justified because the more CC, CH 
and HH contacts in the solid state between paraf­
fin molecules, the higher (the more negative) the 
bond energies Ф, will be. If, in case of two 
adjacent molecules or cells, one molecule or cell 
is replaced by a fluid cell, the number of solid 
fluid CC, CH and HH contacts will be weaker but 
may be roughly the same. A similar argument 
holds for the overall interaction between two 
fluid cells. 
4. Crystal graph and connected nets 
In order to predict the morphology of paraffin 
crystals, we have according to theory to partition 
the crystal graph presented in figs, lb and 3, in 
equal parallel connected nets Connected nets 
must have an overall thickness ot the interplanar 
distance d„h„k„h corrected for the extinction con­
torni -¿| 0001 
Fig 3 Figure of crystal graph of the odd orthorhombic 
structure This figure corresponds to fig lb The four differ-
ent molecules are again indicated as I. 2, 3 and 4 \uiw) 
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Fig. 4а. All connected neis except nets parallel to the (100) orientation belonging to crystal graph of fig. 3 are presented, together 
with their rectangulanzed versions. 
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ditions of the space group of the crystal graph considered аь a pseudo F cell It is easy to derive 
given in table 2a [5.7 17,36-40] all eight (or nine) connected nets from fig 3 as 
The crystal graph presented in fig 4 can be can be seen from tigs 4a and 4b 
.1. 
' "K / '• / 'K / X ' 
(¿001 
cut ι cut г 
(100І, 
[oui 
4 
[on] 
i[olo] Tlooil l[01l] 
q q G 
4(010] a Л 1(010) —»- 1010] 
1(010] 1(000] 1(010] 
(00!)
д
 [001], 
I 
4) » ^ Ч Л ^ · 
I I 
ι ι 
I I 
I I 
І #VVN^VtÍ « 
(100) , 
lol l ] 
[ 0 0 І Ы 0 0 І ] , , 
к к [ом] 
jflqlljx^ llooi] "~->>^ ooil ι[οπ] 
4|010| ЧІоі] 
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[oli! [0011,(001],, | 0 „ | 
t t / 
-\a\a\ 
4(000] 
2(о1о] і(осюг^^_г(ооо]_
-^
--тіооіІ 
\ \ \ 
[ooi] (ooi), [σοι) 
Fig 4b Upper left figure projection in (110) direction single connected net (100)3 and double connected nets (100), 2 consisting of 
two single nets (100)-, can be seen from aside The nets (100)*
 3 can be seen from above The rectangulanzed version of (100)-, is 
presented 
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4 1 Determination of connected nets 
The special figure of the crystal graph corre­
sponding to figs lb and lc is again presented in 
fig 3 We have now labelled the centres of gravity 
of the crystal graph following the usual conven­
tions We take four different reference points 
within the unit cell, which cannot be transformed 
into each other by translations as reference points 
These are labelled as 1[000], 2(000], 3[000] and 
4(000] respectively All other points of the crystal 
graph are indicated with l[ui>v], 2(UI W], etc, 
according to the shifts ua, lb wc in reference to 
1(000), etc Using the same labels of points in the 
graph as in connected nets, these nets can be 
identified from the crystal graph in fig 3, as 
shown in figs 4a and 4b In figs 4a and 4b, all the 
PBCs contained in the connected nets are indi­
cated 
In the connected net of (001) bonds b cross 
bonds a In order to calculate Ising temperatures 
the weak b bond is omitted and the remaining 
hexagonal net d e a net where each centre of 
gravity is a source of six bonds) is "rectan 
gulanzed" by splitting nodes into two nodes with 
a bond of infinite strength (indicated with a wig­
gled bond) connecting these two nodes As shown 
before [4-10], in this way a rectangular net is 
obtained, having the same partition function as 
the hexagonal net For a given ratio of bond 
energies, the dimensionless Ising temperature с 
can then be calculated The neglect of the weak 
bond is necessary to obtain an unambiguous value 
of с This neglect will only give a slight lowering 
of the real flc, which cannot be calculated exactly 
anyhow 
There are two alternative connected nets, hav­
ing the thickness ¿ ( U 0 ) . which are parallel to the 
face (110), Looking at fig 3, the net (110), is 
zigzagging from 1(001] to 3(1001 and 4(000] and 
back to 1(000] The alternative connected net 
(110)2, is zigzagging from again 1(001], but then 
backwards to 4(010] and 3(000], and forwards 
back to 1(000] (see fig 4a) In fig 4a the nets 
(110), and (110), are rectangulanzed In the same 
way other connected nets can be derived and 
rectangulanzed (see figs 3 and 4a) 
We note that contrary to all connected nets 
corresponding to crystallographic directions (hkl), 
determined so far, some complication occurs for 
connected nets of the (100) orientations 
In fig 4b a projection is made of the crystal 
graph of fig 3 seen in the [010] direction It can 
be seen that within the thickness dom = a, given 
by table 2, two alternative slices of connected 
nets (100), and (100)2 can be made (see the slices 
(100), and (100)2 seen from the side in fig 4b) 
These slices ''100), and (100)2 are projected in 
the [100] direction In slice (100), g bonds are 
crossing b bonds and in slice (100)2 f bonds cross 
b bonds respectively It follows from fig 4b that 
two types of cuts occur namely cut 1 and cut 2 
For cut 1, d bonds and g bonds are cut for d' and 
g' bonds of cut 2 Using the bond energies of 
tables 4a and 4b, it can be concluded that the 
difference between Ф
л
 and Ф, is just a few 
percent So, in practice, these two cuts will have 
almost the same surface energies We will assume 
in the following that both cuts have the same 
surface energies Then the whole crystal graph 
can be partitioned in equal connected nets (100)) 
Thus a halving of the thickness of (100) occurs 
(see also ref [41]) 
The nine (or eight or in total 10) connected 
nets presented in figs 4a and 4b are the only 
genuine connected nets occumng in the crystal 
graph of fig 3 
4 2 Identification of PBCs connected nets and F 
faces (periodic bond chains) 
It will be shown that an explicit use of PBCs 
[36-40] gives a powerful tool to check whether all 
possible connected nets are identified We recall 
that according to the Hartman-Perdok theory, 
PBCs (periodic bond chains) are uninterrupted 
chains of bonds having a periodicity [uiw] of the 
lattice (crystal graph) So in table S all different 
PBCs (indicated as [uvw]) are given The bonds 
occurring in each type of PBC are also given in 
this table It can be seen that in one direction 
more PBCs, containing different bonds, may oc­
cur 
In table 6, connected nets containing certain 
PBCs are given At the same time the slice thick­
ness of the nets, taking the extinction conditions 
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Table 5 
List of all identified PBCs labelled as [ши»]
г
 where r - 1, 2, 
3 4 (this indicates alternative PBGsi. and of the bonds within 
the corresponding PDCs 
(001) (Oi l ) (021) , 1 Q O i (010) 
PBC Bonds 
<110) 
1100) 
1010), 
[010), 
[οίοι, 
[001], 
[0011, 
[001], 
loo п. 
<10l> 
<01l) 
012), 
<Î12>, 
d, d' 
a 
b 
d 
d' 
g 
g' 
e 
f 
g. g' 
e. f 
e, g. e g' 
g, f. g' f 
of table 2, is given in table 6. In fig. 5, seven types 
of PBCs corresponding to the third column of 
table 6 are plotted in a schematic way as large 
circles in a stereogram. Where circles correspond-
ing to PBC directions cut each other, potential F 
faces occur. 
It can be seen that the potential F faces (311), 
(131), (201) and (021) show up It can be shown 
that these potential faces are no real F faces, 
because they are not parallel to connected nets 
All other faces are real F faces, parallel to one of 
the eight connected nets. 
( ioo) l 
Fig 5 Stereogram where PBCs [ши>], represented as large 
circles perpendicular to PBCs cut each other real connected 
nets (hkl) occur These are indicated as dots corresponding to 
normals to (AW) Potential forms (021). (201). (311) and (131) 
do not correspond to F faces 
5. Prediction of crystal growth forms and equilib­
rium forms 
5.1 Alternative recipes to construct crystal forms 
Contrary to equilibrium forms (see Kern [42]), 
there are no unambiguous logical recipes to con­
struct crystal growth forms, each crystal has a 
unique form Average idealized crystal forms, 
Table 6 
List of connected nets (/iW), (if more connected nets parallel to the face ihkl) occur, y ~ 1, 2, 3), slice thicknesses (corrected for 
extinction conditions, see table 2), PBCs which can be identified in the connected nets of first column, and bonds occurring in the 
connected nets of first column 
Connected 
nel 
Slice 
thickness 
PBCs Bonds 
(001) 
(110), 
(110), 
(100), 
(100), 
(100)j 
(101) 
(111) 
(010) 
(011) 
"(IW2) 
"(110) 
"12021 
d ( l l l ) 
<110) 
[11Ö] 
HÎ0I 
[010], 
[oio)? 
[010], 
[0101 
I1Ï0I 
[1001 
[100] 
[100] 
looil,J3 
[0011,2., 
[011] 
[011) 
[011] 
doll 
(ioi) 
[101) 
[Oil] 
[olo], . , 
[І12], 
ІП2) 
[OÍD 
[Oil] 
[Oil] 
[0Î11 
[Ιοί] 
[loi] 
[1І2], 
[П2І2 
(001),. 
ІІІЯи 
[0011,2 
d. 
d. 
d 
d 
d 
b 
g 
d 
a 
a 
d 
d 
d 
b, 
b, 
e. 
g 
d 
g, 
e. 
, a 
.g 
• g 
g. 
g' 
f 
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Fig 6 Lower half crystal forms of the odd paraffin structure for л » 39 Upper half, same crystal forms but for η - И The first 
two rows of upper and lower halves refer to calculations based on parameter ьеі lb and the next two rows below these to 
calculations with parameter set 2b (see table 3 and rets [29b 33]) The first, third, fifth and seventh rows correspond to crystals 
seen from a oblique angle the other rows to crystals seen ш the direction of the с axis The crystal (growth) forms of column I 
correspond to eq (9), of column 2 to eq (10) of column 3 to eq 11), of column 4 to cq (12) of column 5 to eq (13) and of column 
6 to eq (14) of section 2 1, respectively The Miller indices of the surviving faces are indicated in the two upper rows and diso in 
one case in the two lower rows The Miller indices of the lower half are not indicated, but are the same 
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however, can be defined In the following we will 
try the logical recipes (i)-(vi), which will be used 
to construct idealized crystal growth forms 
(ι) the rate of growth of a face Rlhk¡) is taken to 
be proportional to E,"*,, [36-40] 
R(nkl) ~~ E'hkl) (") 
(n) In the same way R{hkn is inversely propor-
tional to ( £#•£[)) [5,7,40] 
* , M I , ~ ( £ & ? , ) " С") 
(in) Rfhk¡i is inversely proportional to the Ising 
temperature 9C [5,7] 
R(h4) ~ №*/>) ( " ) 
(iv) An alternative for (in) is to make an estima­
tion of the actual dimensionless temperature θ 
and take 
*,«„- С'-») ' (12) 
If β ä 0L and Ríhkn -* », Я(>,ІД wil be negative 
and we will assume that it will not occur on the 
growth form 
(v) Я ( Л 4 ( ) is inversely proportional to dthklv the 
mterplanar distance [41] 
"(ft*/i~ (^(**;i) О') 
(vi) Construct equilibrium forms taking the dis­
tance of a face (hkl) to the origin D{hk¡i propor-
tional to the surface energy [42] 
Ц Л І І » ~ "(/i*/)^(A*/) ( '**) 
Recipe (0 (eq (13)) is the traditional way to 
construct growth forms [36-40,43,44] For a justi­
fication of the other recipes we refer to a more 
extensive publication [45] 
5 2 Dem ation of crystal growth forms from set en 
connected nets 
For the construction of growth forms accord­
ing to recipe (u) we need £ $ " , The slice energy 
£<»'ίϊι ( ' e t n e е п е г ВУ per growth unit within a 
connected net) can immediately be calculated 
from the connected nets presented jn figs 4a and 
Tabi« 7 
Expressions for E$fit for 10 Lonnectcd nets expressed ш 
bond energies Ф^ to *Pg 
jrsitcc 
L >l№t 
c ( i m u 
c
< 11») 
Ь ( 110), 
^iim 
г ч і ce 
' ' ( І І Ю І І 
jr-^Іие 
ГіІіСС C(NMI 
c ( inn 
t i l « 
c ( ( l l l l 
Bond energies 
Ф, + 4>j + Ф
а
 + Ф „ 
\(Φ
ί
 + Φ
Λ
)+Φ^-τί{Φ4 +'/>„) 
' t ^ j + ^ j ) + Ф | +-і(Ф
в
 + *
в
 J 
[(Φ
ά
 + 0 j + Φ,. + Ψ
β
 + Φ, + Ф
Г
) 
Ф
и
 + Ф
м
+ Фь + *
ь
 +
 * f 
Φ
ϋ
 + Ф„ + Ф
ь
 + Φ, *" Φ, 
ф
н
 + Ф
ь
 + Ф
г 
ф
ь
 + Ϊ ( Φ
Ι Ι
 + Φ11 ) 
ф
а
*ф
л
 + ф„ 
ф
л
 + ' ( φ , + φ . ) 
4b The expressions for E,^", are summarized in 
table 7 In case two alternative nets occur (like 
(110),
 2), the strongest net is chosen 
In fig 6, all kinds of constructed growth and 
equilibrium torms resulting from recipes (ι) to (vi) 
of section 5 1 are presented Wc have chosen as 
two extremes of the paraffins η = 15 and η = 39 
respectively The corresponding crystal torms for 
η = 15 and η = 39 are presented in the upper half 
and in the lower half of fig 6, respectively 
The crystal forms of the first and the second 
rows correspond to forms calculated from param­
eter set lb and the third and the fourth rows to 
parameter set 2b, respectively This holds tor 
both the upper and the lower half of fig 6 
The first column of fig 6 results from recipe 
(i), the second from recipe (u), the third from 
recipe (in), the fourth from recipe (iv) the fifth 
from recipe (v) and the sixth trom recipe (vi), 
respectively In each pair of columns, the upper 
figure represents the crystal form seen from the 
same arbntrary angle and the lower represents a 
crystal form seen in the direction of the с axis 
These latter figures refer to crystals laying on the 
bottom of a crystallization vessel It can be seen 
that due to the higher anisotropy, paraffin crys 
tais with a longer chain have a thinner habit The 
figures speak lor themselves The "distance" be-
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tween (001) and the side faces is better described 
by ( 0 C ) " ' than with ( £ s l , c c ) - ' (figs. 9a and 9b) 
and even better with (в с — 9)~'. This gives thin­
ner crystals (fig. 6). For a further interpretation 
of fig. 6. we refer to ref. [451. 
6. Comparison with experimental growth forms 
6.1. Paraffin crystals crystallizing from diesel fuel 
Paraffin crystals were obtained by cooling a 
sample of diesel fuel, which contains paraffins in 
the range from η « 10 to η « 30 with a cooling 
rate of r c / h . The crystals formed constitute 
approximately 2-4 wt% of the fuel. This fraction 
consists of the longest paraffin molecules. The 
crystals were filtered through silver filter paper, 
washed with kerosine and methyl ethyl ketone, at 
the same temperature and kept in a desiccator. 
The prepared sample together with the special 
holder is transferred to the liquid nitrogen cooled 
cold stage of the scanning electron microscope, 
after being coated with gold. In figs. 7a and 7b, 
two electron microscopic observations are pre­
sented. Notwithstanding the not well-defined 
growth conditions, it can be noted that the typical 
crystal forms agree with the predicted ones. It 
can be seen that crystals of higher paraffins are 
limited by large (001), (110) faces and sometimes 
(010) faces in agreement with fig. 6. These crys­
tals must be crystals with the odd orthorhombic 
structure, because it is well known that in mix­
tures, of even and odd paraffins, paraffin crystals, 
crystallize in this structure. 
6.2. Influence of tailor made additives 
In passing we just want to mention the influ­
ence of man-made tailor-made additives on the 
morphology. Searching for proper additives is very 
important for all companies producing fuels and 
has already been going on for quite some time 
[46,47]. Only for the last ten years have tailor-
made additives showing a very specific interaction 
with particular side faces as faces of the forms 
(110) or (010) been developed. To apply specific 
Fig. 7. (a) Electron-microscopic picture of paraffin crystals. 
Enlargement about 100 times, (b) Same as (a). 
tailor-made additives, a network analysis as pre­
sented above is necessary (see also refs. [48-51]). 
Fig. 8a shows the effect of the addition of a 
small amount (10~3 wt%) of an additive type A. 
This additive is an ethylene-vinylacetate copoly­
mer of 2 x ΙΟ3 Mn and approximate 35% by 
weight vinylacetate. Now the crystal growth in the 
ab plane is inhibited and it can be seen from fig. 
8a that the crystals are much thicker now. The 
(110) faces are roughened due to local blocking. 
The dramatic influence on the habit of an effec­
tive amount of additive of 5 x 10" ' wt% can be 
seen in fig. 8b. Instead of platy crystals now 
needle-like crystals limited by one half of the 
eight faces similar to the form (111) truncated by 
two small faces of the form (001) seem to de­
velop. These crystals are smaller than the nor­
mally occurring platy crystals and no longer gel 
the fuel and block filters of pipes. Only one half 
I O 
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Fig. 8- (a) Same as fig. 7. but with tailor-made additive in a 
concentration oí W5%. (b) Same lb (a), but with tailor-made 
additive concentration of 10~ЛсТс. 
of the faces which roughly correspond to four 
faces of the eight faces of the form (111} occur. 
We have no explanation for this observation. 
6.3. Roughening side faces, from a theoretical point 
of view 
In fig. 9a, с is plotted as a function of n, the 
number of С atoms per chain. This results from 
computer calculations. It can be seen from fig. 9a 
that вс increases almost linearly with η for all 
connected nets. We have drawn an horizontal 
dimensionless equi-л line in fig. 9a. Now fig. 9a 
represents a kind of phase diagram. Looking at 
the 9fhkli(n) lines of the connected nets ihkl). it 
can be noted that if ^
ІікІ)(п) - θ > 0, the con­
nected nets grow at sufficiently low supersatura-
tions as flat faces. But if {
Шг
{п) - θ < 0. they 
grow as rough faces. 
We have to face the problem that we have no 
absolute scale, so that we cannot define the abso­
lute position of an equi-rt line, corresponding to 
growth from a certain solvent, in reference to the 
dimensionless '
нкІ)(,п) lines. 
6.4. Observations of roughening temperature of 
{110} faces to paraffin crystals growing from an 
hexane solution 
In fig. 10. a paraffin crystal for η = 23 is shown. 
This crystal results from growth of a supersatu­
rated solution of hexane of less than 0.2<T- at a 
temperature of 6.14°C in a closed cell with a fixed 
compositon of paraffin and hexane. The supersat­
uration is very low and corresponds to AT = T
s
 -
r(actual) = ().()1°C. Since, as can be seen from 
the crystal, faces of the form (110) are straight, 
we may assume that the crystal grows below the 
roughening temperature of the (1101, connected 
net. 
In fig. 10b, a paraffin crystal with η = 23 is 
shown which did grow under similar conditions as 
the crystal presented in fig. 10a. The growth 
temperature was about 19.36°C. Since the faces 
(110) (and (100)) are rounded off, even the super-
saturation of AT = 0.01°C corresponding to a few 
tenths of a percent, we may conclude that con­
trary to the crystal of fig. 10a, this crystal is 
growing above the roughening temperature of the 
connected net (110),. We have carried out precise 
experiments to determine the roughening tem­
perature TR, which gives 
TR = 10.65 ± 0.50°C. (15) 
The narrow margin of eq. (15) is obtained from 
observations under which temperatures (110) 
faces are just straight or just rounded (see ret. 
[51]). Taking this value Г,",,,,, we can now draw a 
horizontal line in fig. 9a so that the horizontal 
line cuts the 0(
с
ИО)1(л) line at η = 23. Where the 
horizontal line cuts the vertical ö'lri) axis, an 
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Fig. ч (a) Dimensionless temperature 0(смг/л) for the eight connected nets in dependence of η for parameter set lb Horizontal 
line is equi -η temperature line, (b) E?*keh in dependence of η for the eight connected nets for parameter set lb. 
absolute temperature of 284 К must occur. We 
limit ourselves to the values of parameter set lb 
here and in the following. 
Now all kinds of equi-n lines for all kinds of 
real temperatures can be drawn, and it can be 
predicted from the phase diagram fig. 9a whether 
a face ihkl) will be rough or flat for a given 
temperature. This holds for odd paraffin crystals 
growing from a hexane solution. Very recently, a 
similar phenomenon was found for faces on the 
Fig. 10. (a) Paraffin crystal grown from an hexane solution below the roughening temperature of about 11°C at 6.14°C in a closed 
vessel at a supersaturation corresponding to 0.01°C. The faces {110} are straight, (b) Same as (a), but grown above the roughening 
temperature at a temperature of 19.36°C at a supersaturation of AT = O.OPC. Now the faces Í110) are rounded off. 
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even tnclimc paraffin structure [52] and the even 
monoclinic structure [S3] Recently a special kind 
ol kinetic roughening, namely a rough-flat-rough 
transition, was found [54] The theory presented 
above is also applied to fat crystals [55] It will be 
shown that the low roughening temperature (cq 
(15)) is due to an extra strong interaction between 
fluid molecules and solid molecules of hexanc j t 
the surface (work in progress) The reason is a 
good packing of fluid molecules on the solid 
surface This makes sf bonds strong and Φ ener­
gies low (cq (9)) 
6 5 Summary and conclusions 
After an analysis of the orthorhombic paraffin 
strutture for paraffin with an odd number of С 
atoms four lateral and four horizontal bonds 
were determined and calculated The crystal 
graph wjs detmed and eight or nine connected 
nets derived 
Crystal growth forms arc constructed using six 
dilfcrcnt recipes Predicted crystal growth forms 
arc compared with observed growth forms of 
crystals crystallizing from diesel fuel In passing, 
the dramatic change in habit due to tailor-made 
additives is demonstrated In the last section the 
phenomenon of roughening is analysed and ob­
served in reality It is shown that a phase diagram 
showing the flatness or roughness of faces in 
dependence on temperature and number of С 
atoms in the paraffin chain can he obtained 
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Chapter 3 
ROUPHENING TRANSITION AND KINETIC 
ROUGHENING 

Chapter 3.1 
LETTERS TO NATURE 
Rough-flat-rough transition of 
crystal surfaces 
Xiang- Yang Liu, P. Bennema & J. P. van der Eerden 
RIM Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, faculty of Science. 
University of Nijmegen. Toernootveld. 6525 ED Nijmegen The Netherlands 
ABOVE a characteristic temperature, the Tree energy required to 
Сипл a step on the surface of a growing crystal may fall to zero; 
the surface then undergoes a transition from smooth (faceted) to 
irregular (rough) growth. Here we describe studies of the growth 
of л-СцН«, crystals from л-hexane solutions close to the roughen­
ing transition. Beginning with equilibrium crystal growth at a 
temperature slightly above the roughening transition, we introduce 
progressively greater supersaturations by lowering the tem­
perature. Observations of the growth morphology reveal a transi­
tion from rough to smooth growth, followed at greater supersatur­
ations by a transition back to rough growth. To our knowledge, 
such a sequence of rough—smooth-rough crystal growth has not 
been reported before. Our measurements of the step free energy 
of the : III)} faces indicate that it vanishes discontinuously at the 
equilibrium roughening transition temperature, in contrast to the 
continuous (critica I) behaviour predicted by theoretical models1 -". 
Since Burton, Cabrera and Frank1" first applied the results 
of the theory3 of order-disorder phase transition in a two-
dimensional Ising lattice to crystal surfaces, the roughening 
phase transition and kinetic roughening have been studied in 
great detail4 2 8 Monte Carlo simulations' 2 1 0 led theoreticians 
to characterize the roughening transition as continuous transi­
tion of infinite order ('Kosterlitz-Thouless' roughening""") 
Roughening phenomena have also been observed experi­
mentally on crystal faces""2 5 According to the solid-on-solid 
(or SOS) lattice model 4 5 if the temperature approaches the 
roughening temperature T
r
 from below, the order parameter 
(the edge free energy per structural unit, ykT, where к is the 
Boltzmann constant and 7" the temperature) vanishes con­
tinuously as 
- y ~ e x p [ - a ( 7 > Г ) " " 2 ] , Таг, (1) 
{α is a coefficient depending on the system). The implication 
of equation ( 1 ) is that at T4< T, ( 7~s denotes equilibrium tem­
perature) a two-dimensional nucleation barrier exists because 
y > 0 Then we have a flat surface at equilibrium or at a small 
supersaturation σ i σ = ±μ/ RT, where Ад is the chemical poten­
tial difference between the solid and the liquid phase and R the 
gas constant). In this case only two-dimensional nucleation or 
spiral growth is possible, and the growth rate Rf is a nonlinear 
function of σ for σ<σι (о*' is a critical supersaturation\~ь~ 
When υ-^σ1·, the nucleation barrier vanishes in the supersatur-
ation enviornment, and 'kinetic roughening' occurs. The 
originally flat faces roughen kinetically, and the relation between 
/?„ and σ becomes linear" : s A relation between edge free 
energy and critical supersaturation for circular nuclei28 can be 
expressed as 
(7е = 7Гу2 (2) 
At Tj3t 7*
r
, y = 0, and the interface therefore becomes rough on 
the molecular scale and macroscopically rounded, hence, the 
crystallographic orientation of the surface is lost. This corre­
sponds to the (thermal) roughening transition it follows that 
K„ is linearly dependent on the supersaturation σ 
Here we desenbe novel roughening phenomena occurring at 
the {110} surfaces of η-paraffin crystals in n-hexane solutions, 
from which we derive the behaviour of the order parameter у 
of this system close to 7",. The л-paraffìns used in our experi-
ments are from analytically pure chemicals ( Alfa, >99 0%) and 
(110) 
/ 
50 μη 
FC 1 a Theoretical morphology of odd-numbered paraffins o-e Morpho­
logical transitions of a crystal of n-C21H44 growing from n-hexane solution ( Χ = 2 9 3 χ ΐ 0 " 2 . where X is mole fraction of solute. Γ,=*0.14Έ ( Г . * 
^ і ю й ö. Rounded {110} faces at low supersaturation: (7 = 0.326 %,σ<σ\ 
с. d. Kinetic faceting of {110} faces. rr = 0.761 and 1 30· % respectively 
σ%>σ>σ\ e. Kinetic roughening of {110} faces. <r = 2 28 % 
σ > σ\ «0.435%. 0% — 1.Ъ2 %- о. с Bright field microscopy d. e cross-
polarizing microscopy 
the n-hexane is spectroscopically pure ι March, >98.0%>. To 
obtain a well defined supersaturation in solutions of fixed com­
position, as usual we cool the solution from 7", to a certain 
value From the definition of supersaturation, it follows that for 
a regular solution the supersaturation is linearly proportional 
to the supercooling Λ Τ 
(Here A/id"4 is the molar dissolution enthalpy and Λ Τ - 7",- Γ) 
For further details of experiments, see refs 29, 30 
Crystals of η-paraffin may exist in one of four forms31 Here 
we focus our attention on odd-numbered η-paraffins which are 
orthorhombic with space group P^
m
 (ref, 32). Theoretical analv-
sis 3 0 3 3 indicates that crystals of odd n-paraffins are lozenge-
NAT1JRE VOL 356 30 APUlL 1992 
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ÌC • 
г- 30 
с 
с 
чГ-о-
20 
. / 
.·/ 
" / 
' / 
J**f 
σ (%) 
FC 2 Growth rate ff, of the (110} races о' л-С
Э1Ни growth Ггот л hexane 
solutions J T = 2 9 3 9 K 1 0 a Г,-=016Т Tm*Tlw < ^ - 0 7 2 % σ'3^ 
1 52% тъе growth rate curve is divided mo three areas [I H and ill) 
corresponding to the two normal cases IT>T area ι Γ < г areas il and 
Hit in area 1 the linear pan starts from the origin implying no nucieatron 
barrier m the growth process In areas II and ill the kinecs of growth show 
that at a critical value σ\ the original rough face changes into a flat face 
wh*ch will grow by a layer by-layer mechanism at σ > σ, the growth curve 
becomes linear again because of Kinetic roughening 
shaped (Fig l a ) Wç chose the {110) Taces of crystals of π 
С |Hi4 for our investigations 
We explore the situation where the equilibrium temperature 
is slightly higher than the roughening temperature ( 0 < 
( Τ - Tr) < 0 1 °C), and introduce supersaturations by lowering 
the temperature At equilibrium or a small supersaturation the 
interface is rough no facets in the {110} orientation develop on 
the growth form (Fig I M I f the supcrsaturation exceeds a 
criticai value ir\, however {110} facets develop (Fig \c) As 
the su pergiurati on increases further exceeding another critical 
value σ%, the faceted faces roughen lu net ι cal I у (Fig \d e) The 
two transitions are completely reproducible In the reverse pro 
cess enact I ν the same values o*c and σ\ are obtained by lowering 
σ from above σ In this rough nal-rough sequence we con 
oder rough to smooth transition occurring at u, to be the most 
important because и occurs at a temperature very close to the 
thermal roughening transition temperature and to our know! 
edge has not been observed before This faceting, developing 
onlv in a supersaturated environment, mav be called kinetic 
faceting It is different from the normal faceting which may 
occur at equilibrium 
To clanlv the rough-flat rough transition we determined 
the growth rates ol {110) faces as a function of supersaturation 
σ Figure 2 shows a tvpical example of the process ( Γ * Tt) 
The growth rate cjrve is divided imo three areas which are a 
combination of the two typical normal cases Τ ~· Tr (area I) 
and Τ < Τ tareas I I and I I I ) The kinetic data clearly demon 
strate that the development of facets on the rough faces is 
because the lates regain edge free energy (-y>0) at a certain 
iupersdturation This^irongb supports our observations presen 
ted above The two critical values of ( ^ and o*L can be determined 
b\ extrapolatina the linear parts of the curve to cut the horizontal 
line crossing the point of inflexion or independently by carefully 
observing the morphological transition4'M > The results obtained 
bv the two methods agree within experimental error In our 
experiments we mainK used the second method which offers 
an accuracy of Λο*|<0 1 % 
We know of no model that can directly explain our observa 
(tons on this complicated oraanic system II we assume that the 
SOS Kossel model is valid to some extent for the η paraffin 
>vs(em \\t can combine equations ( I I and O l and plot the tr 
curve together with the trajectories (based on equation (3)1 ol 
the svstem in the phase space of [σ Τ) starting from different 
Γ values (sec Fig 3) It can be seen from the schematic diagram 
that the phase space of ΐσ Τ) is divided into two regimes bv 
the σ curve I f crystal growth takes place under the σ curve 
faceted growth is expected above the <rt curve rough growth 
is expected We now focus on dashed line с which starts Irom 
a temperature Τ slightly above T, and cuts the σ' curve at two 
points Ισΐ and o*.) At σ
 V 4 ( e m < σ\ the growth of crvstal faces 
Г-Г
г
 (K) 
FIG 3 Schematic diagram of the phase space of (ν Γ) The solid Ime is the 
σ* curve oûtatned from trs - С ешхЛ a ( Г - Г) 1 7] by combining equations 
( l ) and(2MC-255* lÛ »
 a ^oiSOrthe dashed lines based on equation 
(3) (¿ft*** -• 6 411 heal moi) represent trajectories of the system start ng 
from different values о* Г, The phase space is dmdea by the <?c curve 
into two regimes A flat interfaces В rough interfaces Lines a and b 
represent two normal cases ( 7, <- Г and 7, -- Τ respectrveryl Line с corre 
sponda to the case of Г, slightly above Г 
270 271 272 273 274 
Temperature (K) 
FIG 4 Edge free energy-v and temperature Г for the (110| facesof η С
г 1Н4 4 
crystals in rt пеяапе solutions Г 1 1 О (21)*'27327=00ЭК 
is within the rough regime As soon as vsrtt,m s σ\, the growth 
re enters the flat regime At that point kinetic faceting occurs 
As <r
 > l l r m continues to increase to above o*
c
 growth enters the 
rough regime again resulting in kinetic roughening of the faces 
From equation (2) and the values of a L determined from our 
experiments we obtained a curve of γ against temperature for 
the [110) laces of л С , Н
и
 crystals in л hexane solutions (Fig 
4) Rather surprisingly the y( Π curve has the shape of a step 
function This result strongly suggests that the roughening transi 
nan in the л С , r l 4 л hexane system is much closer to a first 
order phase transition than to an inhniie order or 4ccond order 
'the order disorder! phase transition The occurrence of this 
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kind of roughening transition may be due to a strong coupling 
of the thermal roughening with л structural surface phase transi­
tion related io a change in the rotation states of the molecules. 
Work is in progress to investigate this. !Z 
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Chapter 3.2 
First order thermal roughening of normal alkane crystals 
Xiang-Yang Liu 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT-ln this paper a study of the critical behavior of the thermal roughening 
transition occurring at the {110} faces of odd—numbered n—paraffin crystals in n—hexane 
solution systems is presented It follows from our measurements that the edge free energy the 
order parameter of the roughening phase transition, remains constant when the temperature 
Τ is lower than the roughening temperature TT, and abruptly vanishes at Τ = T¡ ( Гг = 
273.260 К ) This critical behavior of order parameter shows the character of a first order 
phase transition, rather than the conventional infinite order phase transition of 
Kosterlitz—Thouless type To my knowledge, this is the first observation of this type of 
roughening transition on crystal surfaces An explanation of this observation is suggested in 
terms of the change of motional slate of solid molecules in theinterfacial phase 
Phys. Rev. B48, (15 JULY 1993) 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The idea that at a critical temperature, a so—called thermal roughening could occur at a 
solid—fluid surface had been suggested long ago1'3 However this phenomenon was well 
understood only when the relationship with the planar spin model (or the XY model)4"10 and 
the coulomb gas model11"12 had been established According to those models, the roughening 
transition is an infinite order phase transition The step edge free energy (per growth unit) 
ykT is the order parameter which vanishes at and above the roughening temperature Г
г 
When the temperature Г approaches Г, from below, then 7 tends to zero showing a very weak 
singularity, as 
7~ехр[-С(Г,-Г) ή τ<Τ
τ
 (1) 
This is the so—called Kosterlitz—Thouless type of roughening transition4'7 
The critical behavior of the roughening transition has been investigated by Monte Carlo 
computer simulations based on the solid on solid (SOS) Kossel model12"15 It was also 
observed experimentally on some crystals composed of simple structural units, such as 4He 
and 3He crystals16"18 It turned out that the roughening transitions occurring in those ¡osteins 
are truly of the Kosterhtz-Thouless type However, to our knowledge, no similar research has 
been carried out on crystals composed of complex structural units, such as n—paraffin 
molecules In this sense, it is worthwhile to check the critical behavior of the thermal 
roughening in those systems 
Nevertheless, the problem with this order parameter is that it is very difficult to measure 
it directly But indirect measurement is possible One of the methods is to measure the 
critical supersaturation σ*- (= Δμ<-/λΤ) at which kinetic roughening or kinetic faceting 
occurs
19
 In the case of kinetic roughening (or kinetic faceting), the originally flat (or 
roughened) faces will become rounded (or faceted) In our previous paper20, it was shown that 
for an interfacial system consisting of anisotropic structural units, the relation between the 
critical supersaturation σ« and the step free energy can be expressed as 
*-=[4ξ/(ζ»7)]7,7ν = 47?Ε/Κ24) (2) 
where the shape factor ξ = (14-77)2/(477), the anisotropic factor of interactions ( = 7y/7x -
ФуІФх (it is defined20 that 7V > 7Xl *vv and fx are the dimensionless edge free energies, and 0j 
and ф
х
 the edge energies in thp y and the 1 orientations, respectively), and the geometric 
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factor of a growth unit η = ly/lx(lya.nd /x are the dimensions of the growth units in they and χ 
directions, respectively) Note that these factors depend on the structure of solid surfaces, 
and for a given crystal surface they are fixed. It follows from Eq.(2) that for a given interfacial 
system a 0 is determined by 7 On the other hand, the edge free energy 7 can be derived from 
the measured critical supersaturation a*: As mentioned a above. -y
x
 is associated with yy by 
the anisotropic factor ζ Then in the following discussions, we only concentrate on fy 
It is the purpose of this work to investigate the critical behavior of 7 in the neighborhood 
of the roughening transition temperature Γ, for the odd—numbered paraffin crystals in 
n—hexane solutions, and compare the results with existing theories. In Sec II, we will briefly 
introduce the experimental set up and procedures. In Sec III, first the relation between 7 and 
Τ around the thermal roughening temperature and the characteristic of this roughening phase 
transition are discussed, then the cause of this particular roughening transition is given 
Finally summary and conclusions can be found in Sec IV 
Π. EXPERIMENTAL 
In Sec. I, we notice that the measurement of the critical supersaturation of kinetic 
roughening is the key issue in our experiments. To obtain a well—defined supersaturation in a 
solutions of a fixed concentration, as usual we cool the solution from the equilibrium 
temperature T
s
 to a certain value Τ From the definition of supersaturation, it follows that 
fora regular solution the supersaturation is a function of the supercooling ΛΤ(= 7\— Τ) and 
the temperature T, 
σ=[ΔΑ<ΐΐ"/(ΑΓ,Γ)]ΔΓ (3) 
(R is the gas constant.) In case that T
s
 >> Δ Γ (this holds for our experimental conditions), 
Eq.(3) can be rewritten as, 
a~(Ah^"/RTl)AT (3') 
(Here A/id l s s is the molar dissolution enthalpy ) Eq.(3') implies that σ is linearly 
proportional to ΔΓ. Therefore, to determine the critical supersaturation of kinetic 
roughening, we only need to determine the critical supercooling of the system AT^ (= Т
ъ
 — 
Tc, 7^ is the temperature in which the kinetic roughening occurs). 
Now the main experimental procedures are given as follows The n—paraffins used in our 
experiments are from analytically pure chemicals (Alfa, > 99 0%) and the n-hexane is 
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spectroscopicallj pure (Merck, > 98 0%) The chemicals were used without further 
purification 
All our observations of the growth process and the morphology of crystals were carried 
out in a double walled thermostated glass cell system of cylindrical form, using a Leitz 
transmission microscope type Divert In order to record the growth processes of crystals, a 
video camera or a photographic camera were used 
In preparing the samples, first, the materials, both n—paraffin and n—hexane, are exactly 
weighed into a cylindrical glass cell of about 60 mm diameter 4 mm height The filled cell is 
sealed at liquid N2 temperature under vacuum It is necessary to leave a gas bubble in the cell 
to compensate for volume expansions Hence the solutions stand under their own vapor 
pressure The glass cell with the solutions is thermostated in a large cell The temperature is 
measured in this cell, outside the growth cell containing the solution It can be stabilized 
better than ± 0 003 К by the thermostat (Heto, Denmark) over several hours To begin the 
experiments the temperature of the solution must be lowered to a temperature well below the 
saturation temperature ( Δ Γ - 1 Κ ) After nucleation, massive crystals are grown from the 
solution Then the temperature is raised to dissolve all the crystals except one, on which 
experiments are performed Since the volume of the remaining crystal is very small compared 
to the volume of the cell, the variation in concentration of the solution is negligible To 
measure the critical supercooling of kinetic roughening (or kinetic faceting), the 
morphological changes are observed by varying temperatures in very small intervals (in the 
neighborhood of critical points the intervals are about 0 005 ~ 0 01 K) Each temperature is 
kept constant for at least half an hour to ensure that the morphology of the crystal is stable 
At a certain temperature, due to the relative large driving force the originally flat crystal 
surfaces will microscopically roughen These surfaces lose their crystallographic orientations 
and become macroscopically rounded At that temperature the so-called kinetic roughening 
occurs and the supercooling is the critical supercooling for kinetic roughening Note that since 
the morphology of crystals is in a very subtle way influenced by kinetic roughening, the 
experimental error of measuring the critical supercooling of kinetic roughening can in 
principle be reduced to the accuracy limit of temperature control and the temperature 
measurement devices (in our case the accuracy may reach ± 0 003 K) This means that each 
datum of the critical supercooling is reproducible within the accuracy limit of our 
experimental set up Therefore this method, to my knowledge, is one of the most sensitive 
experimental methods to determine the edge free energy 
Ш. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
N-paraffin crystals have the space group symmetry Pbcm 2 1 From a theoretical analysis 
and observations 2 2, it is known that crystals of odd n—paraffins are plate—like, confined by 
large {001} faces and small narrow {110} faces In the following, we choose the {110} faces of 
Q-C21H44 crystals for our investigations This is because the roughening transition of these 
faces can be observed under normal conditions Also other members of odd—numbered 
n—paraffins, such as П-С23Н« and n—C25H52, show the same behavior as n—C21H44 
A. The edge free energy and the edge energy 
We have already seen from Eq (2) that there is a direct link between the critical 
supersaturations of kinetic roughening (or kinetic faceting) and the edge free energy This 
means that by measuring those values of 0e from a number of solution systems whose 
equilibrium temperatures are close to the thermal roughening temperature T
r
, we can obtain 
7 as a function of temperature Τ according to Eq (2) In the case of П-С21Н44 crystals grown 
from n-hexane solutions, for the {110} faces η = 6 377, ζ = 22 34 The resulting γ(Γ) 
function is shown in Fig 1 
4 00 
3 00 
7 3 00 
1 00 
0 0 0 
270 00 271 00 ¿72 00 271 00 274 00 
Temperature ( К ) 
FIG 1 Phase diagram of the edge free energy 7 and temperature Τ for the {110} faces of 
n-Cj,H«4 crystals in n-hezane solutions TT = 273 260 * 0 005 К 
It is surprisingly found from Fig 1 that in this system the edge free energy 7 is constant if Τ < 
T
r
, and vanishes discontinuously at Τ = Τ
τ
 (Τ
τ
 = 273 260 ± 0 005 К ) We notice that to due 
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to the accuracy of our experimental set up (see Sec. II), a rounded curve τ( Τ) in the critical 
region could easily be determined if the roughening transition of the Kosterlitz—Thouless type 
occurred in n—paraffin/n-hexane systems. [In the case of the (0001) face of hep 4He crystals 
whose roughening temperature is 1.28 K, the critical region is larger than 0.2 К 17.) However, 
this is not the case, because no rounding of the curve τ( Τ) is detectable. This implies that the 
change of 7 ІБ abrupt. It then follows that the curve γ(Τ) can be expressed by the step 
function at TT. Thus for the first derivative of 7 with respect to T, we obtain that 
, r-, T=TT 
$=CS(TT-T)=\ , (4) 
І0, Τφ T
r 
(here С' ~ 2.22 К - 1). According to thermodynamics, 
>Г=ф/кТ+Т$. (5) 
Here, the edge entropy s
e
<jge is written as 
Sedge = -•$• ( 6 ) 
From Eq.(4), it can be seen that the change of the edge entropy shows a singularity at the 
critical point Τ = T
r
. This clearly demonstrates that the roughening transition occurring in 
n—paraffin/n—hexane solution systems is a first order phase transition up to our experimental 
accuracy. Without doubt this first order roughening transition is very different from the 
conventional Kosterlitz—Thouless type roughening. 
Now let us compare this first order roughening transition and the conventional infinite 
order roughening transition. We may evaluate the edge energy independently by the thermal 
roughening transition and the kinetic roughening. It is shown from (4) and (6) that a
e
dge = 0 
when Τ < TT. Thus it follows from (5) that 
7« ф/(кТ). (7) 
Therefore the edge free energy (determined from kinetic roughening) is equal to the edge 
energy. For the {110} faces of П-С31Н44/П—hexane systems, it turns out that for the 
strongest edge energy, 0
s t r = 1.21 kcal/mol (= фу). 
Alternatively, the edge energy can also be deduced from T
r
 based on the SOS Kossel 
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model. According to this model, the roughening transition on the crystal surfaces {hkl} can 
be characterized by a dimensionless roughening temperature #hki, as 
0£kl = 2кТ
т
/ф
ІІТ
. (8) 
As a specific property, a given crystal surface has a certain value of 0ш- It turns out that 
once TT is determined, 0 st r can be calculated from (8). According to our calculations22, for the 
{110} faces of П-С21ІІ44 crystal/n-hexane solution systems, 0no = 0.8997. It then follows 
from (8) that 0
s
t
r
 - 1.207 kcal/mol. It is surprisingly found that this value is very close to the 
value derived from kinetic roughening. The coincidence of the two values implies that the 
actual roughening transition on the crystals takes place just in the neighborhood of the 
roughening transition of Kosterlitz—Thouless type. 
B. The surface roughening coupling with the surface structural phase transition 
From the discussion in Sec. ПІ.В, we have found that a non—Kosterlitz—Thouless type of 
roughening transition occurs in the n—paraffin crystal system. The critical temperature of of 
this special roughening is very close to that of the Kosterlitz—Thouless type of roughening. In 
the following we will discuss the interfacial structure of our system and the reason of this first 
order roughening transition, based on the available knowledge. 
First, the occurrence of this discontinuous phase transition strongly suggests that an 
abrupt change in the physical state of structural units occurs at the surface. It is most likely 
due to the sudden change of degrees of motional freedom of solid units. As we know, 
n—paraffin molecules have the zigzag chain structure. According to different crystalline 
modifications of n—paraffins23"24, n—paraffin molecules mainly exist in two states in the bulk 
solid phases: rotational and non—rotational. When temperatures are relatively low, the 
rotation of n—paraffin molecules in those solid phases (called the β phase or low temperature 
phase) is seriously restricted. Therefore the molecules remain non—rotational. We call these 
non—rotational paraffin molecules 0 molecules. When the temperature is raised to a 
transition temperature I\
r
, which is in the neighborhood of the melting point, this restriction 
disappears. Then it is supposed that η-paraffin molecules freely rotate around their 
molecular axes 23~24. [It has to be noted that in fact the α molecules are not fully rotational. 
They are molecules with defects in their molecular chains25*27.] At this moment the β solid 
phase changes into the α solid phase (or high temperature phase). We call these "rotational" 
η-paraffin molecules α molecules. 
At crystal surfaces, an independent (but similar) process may occur. In our experiments, 
η-paraffin molecules crystallize in a β phase. Therefore at a low temperature, solid paraffin 
2 
THE BULK FLUID PHASE THE BULK FLUID PHASE 
THE FLUID INTERFACE ( a LIKE FUUD MOLECULES) 
THE SOLID INTERFACE (β SOLID MOLECULES) 
THE BULK SOLID PHASE 
(β SOLID MOLECULES) 
THE FLUID INTERFACE < O LIKE FUUD MOLECULES) 
g^THE SOUP INTERFACE ( a SOUP MOLECULES)^ 
ΤΉΕ BULK SOLID PHASE 
«SOLIDMOLECULES) 
(a> (b) 
FIG.2. Schematic illustration of the solid-fluid interface between η-paraffin crystals and 
solutions, (a) T< Ttr(surf), Quid molecules in contact with β solid molecules at the interface, 
(b) T> Ttr(surf), fluid molecules in contact with α solid molecules at the interface. 
ïolecules both at surfaces and in the bulk are the β molecules. (See Fig. 2a.) When the 
împerature increases to a certain value, 1*и , which is still lower than the bulk α—β phase 
tansition temperature TiT, due to some interfacial effects (including the thermal roughening 
ffect) and the influence of n—hexane molecules, the solid paraffin molecules at surfaces will 
tart to "rotate" prior to those in the bulk. This results in a surface structural phase 
ransition (β paraffin molecules turn to a paraffin molecules). Meanwhile n—paraffin 
ïolecules in the bulk solid phase still remain as β molecules. This is illustrated schematically 
η Fig. 2b. 
One of the indirect evidences for the surface structural phase is from the Scanning 
Tunneling Microscopy (STM) images. It is shown from STM experiments28"29 that under a 
ertain condition the monolayers of paraffin molecules adsorbed at the interface between 
rganic solutions and the basal plane of graphite reveal a high degree of ordering and 
mentation similar to the solid phases. Let us consider these adsorbed paraffin molecules as 
he analogous of solid paraffin molecules at crystal surfaces. It is found from our STM 
xperiments29 that under a certain temperature, this ordered non—rotational structure of the 
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adsorbed molecules can be clearly imaged, while above tbs temperature the ordered structure 
disappears This can be attributed to the surface structural phase transition taking place in 
the adsorbed molecules at higher temperatures 
Concerning the difference of energy level between various states, it is known that the 
potential energy of solid a paraffin molecules is higher than that of solid β paraffin 
molecules23"27 It therefore follows that the energy difference between the solid α molecules 
and the fluid molecules is smaller As we know, the edge energy φ is mainly caused by the 
difference of energy levels between solid units and fluid units at the interface Hence, it turns 
out that the occurrence of the surface structural phase transition will cause a collapse of the 
edge energy from φ& (for the β type sobd surface) to φα (for the α type solid surface) 
Now the picture of the surface roughening in n—paraffin/n—hexane systems seems to 
become much clearer The roughening temperature we determined for the paraffin system 
obviously is the surface structural phase transition temperature 7t" r This surface structural 
phase transition is strongly coupled with the surface roughening If we plot "fkT/φ against the 
dimensionless temperature кТ/ф, a schematic phase diagram is obtained, as shown in Fig 3 
Τ 
Ψ 
ι 
о 
kTÎ-T/# ΥΐΙφ — . 
kTl? r f /^ kTftrf/¿<> 
FIG 3 Schematic illustration of the temperature dependence of the edge free energy At T = 
7> one shows the Kosterlitz-Thouless type roughening transition At Τ = 7ΪΪ , the surface 
structural phase transition occurs, resulting in a sudden increase of dimensionless 
temperature from кГ^/фР to кТ*"{/ф" 
Provided that the surface structural phase transition did not occur, the roughening transition 
of Kosterlitz-Thouless type would take place at 77 (or at a dimensionless temperature, 
kTr ¡φ) However, in practice when the temperature increases to the value Г = 7І" Г , 
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(probably) induced by the slight roughening, the surface structural phase transition occurs 
prior to the Kosterlitz—Thouless type of roughening This causes that the edge energy 
abruptly changes from <jß to φα It follows that the dimensionless temperature of the system 
is enhanced from one value (A;7trr /φ$) which is slightly lower than k1\ /φ, to another value 
(Jfc7lïrf/0a) which is much higher than кі^/ф (According to the SOS model, кі^/ф has a 
certain value for a given crystal surface ) It is seen from Fig 3 that the shaded region between 
the two dashed lines in the diagram is missing Correspondingly, the step like η{ Τ) curve is 
obtained 
We notice that the possibility of first order roughening transition was discussed by Fisher 
and Weeks 3 0 According to them, as a consequence of the Kosterlitz—Thouless theory, the 
roughening transition temperature is related to the "surface stiffness" in the following way 
Г
го
 = (2а т)[Г,(Т
г о
)Г
у
(7 о)]* (9) 
Here α denotes the spacing of bulk crystalline phase normal to the interface, and the surface 
stiffness 
Г
х
 = <7*-t(z) + д»а*-Чдпхдпх I - . ; (10) 
where σ5"' is the interface tension, ζ the normal of a crystalline plane with rational Miller 
indices, and η the interface normal (similarly Г
у
) It can be seen from (10) that this surface 
stiffness Г can be related to the edge free energy 7 Within this framework 30, a flat surface 
has infinite surface stiffness (the term д2аь'11дп
х
да
х
 | ¿ = '
г
 diverges exponentially in case Г < 
TV) In contrast, for a rough surface ( Τ > Г
г
), Γ ~ σβ-t ~ const due to the vanishing of 7 
As predicted by Fisher and Weeks, it is in principle possible that some other (first order) 
mechanism causes the actual roughening temperature T'
r
 to be higher than T
r o
 In this case, 
the inequality occurs 
Г
г
>(2а т ) [ Г
х
( Г
г
) Г
у
( Г
г
) Р (11) 
This is similar to our aforementioned argument that klXi /фа > кТ} ¡φ Obviously, in our 
case the first order mechanism is the surface structural phase transition This surface 
structural phase transition causes the first order change in the surface stiffness that could 
drive the first order roughening transition 
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Г . CONCLUSION 
I have discussed the roughening of surfaces on odd—numbered n—paraffin crystals. The 
roughening process is characterized by abruptly vanishing edge free energy when the 
temperature approaching the roughening temperature from below. 
This roughening transition belongs to the first order phase transition, rather than the 
infinite order which we expect from theoretical models. 
In my view the crucial difference between the practical system and those theoretical 
models is that the structural units in our system are much more complicated and anisotropic 
than those in the models. Once some degrees of freedom of interfacial molecules are changed, 
coupled with the surface roughening, the first order roughening transition may occur. 
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The Rat solid-fluid interface undergoes a roughening phase transition л (he roughening temperature 
7* The step free energy γ vanishes at T' if the temperature Τ— Τ For л-paralfin irvstals the criti­
cal behavior of r(7") in the neighborhood of Τ is solvent dependent If /t-CuHsi crystals are grown 
from л-hexane solutions the step free energy γ(Τ) of the II 10l faces vanishes discontmuouslv at Τ In 
contrast for л-CuHi] crystals grown from toluene solutions γ(Τ) vanishes continuously at Τ showing a 
Kasterlitz-Thouless type of roughening transition 
PACS nuinben M 45 -ν, 61 50 С). 64 70 DY 6β 55 Rh 
The concept of a roughening transition (or thermal 
roughening) of planar surfaces was introduced long ago 
by Burton. Cabrera, and Frank [l] using the order-
disorder phase transition of Onsager [2] It is now well 
established that this transition is of the type described by 
Kosterlitz and Thoulcss [3-6] in a different context (it is 
called in the following the KT-type roughing transition) 
Generally speaking, the roughening transition is a phase 
transition which occurs on a crystal surface at the 
roughening temperature V If the actual temperature Τ 
is equal to or larger than T. the free energy required to 
form a monostep (or the edge free energy per structure 
unit) ykT (where k is Boltzmann s constant) vanishes If 
T<V, rkT>0. This implies that below 7" a surface 
will keep its overall flatness corresponding to the orienta­
tion ( Ш ) Above V the orientation is lost and the sur­
face will become rough due to statistical fluctuations 
According to Kosterlitz and Thou less [2]. the roughen­
ing transition is a phase transition of infinite order This 
implies that the edge free energy γ vanishes continuously 
as 
Г-ехр(-а(Г-Г)-" 2]. Γ s Г (I) 
(a is j coefficient, depending on the system) This has 
been confirmed experimentally for simple crystals, such 
as ''He and JHe crystals (7-9] It is worthwhile to inves­
tigate the nature of the roughening transition in complex 
molecular systems Here we describe roughening phe­
nomena occurring at the {l І0І surfaces of п-СцНц crys­
tals growing from two different types of solutions л-
hexane and toluene solutions, from which the critical be­
havior of the dimensionless edge free energy ι around T' 
is derived 
In order to identify the character of the roughening 
transition, the critical behavior of γ(Τ) around the 
roughening temperature T' must be studied It is very 
difficult to measure γ(Τ) directly [10] Nevertheless, in­
direct measurement is possible For this purpose, there 
are some techniques available [10] They are based on 
the determination of the facet size on a equilibrium form 
(—у) [8,9] or growth rate data according to a 2D nu-
cleation growth model [4,11] However, for those tech­
niques, well-defined experimental conditions and high-
accuracy experimental results are not easy to achieve 
[10,12] In this Letter, a technique based on an estab­
lished relation between the critical supersaturation of ki­
netic roughening and the edge free energy is introduced 
to determine y ( D 
Kinetic roughening is a transition occurring in a super­
saturated environment in the case of 7" < T' In crystal 
growth, at a relatively small supersaturation o-(o-~.W 
кТ, where Λμ is the difference in chemical potential be­
tween solid and fluid particles) a crystal face with 
T,<T (T, is the equilibrium temperature of the crys­
tal-solution system) will grow by a layer-by-layer mecha­
nism (spiral growth or two-dimensional nucleation) be­
cause of the 2D nucleation barrier (γ>0) and the 
overall orientation (Αλί) is maintained When a > a' 
(a' is the critical supersaturatton). the critical size of 2D 
nuclei become so small that the 2D nucleation barrier 
vanishes due to thermal fluctuations Then the onginallv 
flat surface becomes microscopically rough The so-
called kinetic roughening occurs For crystal-solution 
systems with different Τ, (T, < 7"), kinetic roughening 
will occur at different temperatures If a' is plotted 
versus Τ in the phase space of (o- 7"). a curve of σ'(Τ) is 
obtained (see the solid line in Fig I ) This curve divides 
the phase space into two regimes If crystal growth takes 
place under the a' curve, faceted growth is expected, 
above the ac curve, rough growth is expected 
Recent surveys on the issue of kinetic roughening 
[13,14] reveal that there is a direct link between o' and 
Y According to our previous investigations [14]. for sur­
faces with an anisotropic bond structure the critical su-
persaturation is directly correlated to the edge free ener­
gy for rectangular nuclei by 
a
f
-[4i/(5 2 n)]
r
,
J
, (2) 
where the shape factor | " ( I + n ) : / 4 n , the anisotropic 
factor of interactions δ — y,/y, ( γ, and γ, are the specific 
edge free energy in χ and y directions, respectively, and 
assume that τ,> y,) and the geometric factor of a 
growth unit n— /,//, (/, and I, are the length of growth 
units in χ and y directions, respectively) Those factors 
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FIG I Schematic diagram of the phase space of (β. Τ) 
Solid line the curve σ'(7"). dashed lines trajectories 
Ів.,ша(Г)І of systems with different T, 
depend on the structure of solid surfaces It follows that 
since a' can be directly measured from experiments (the 
experimental procedures will be specified later) y can 
then be determined according to Eq (2) In other words, 
the measured curve c'(T) can be converted into *(7") 
We notice thai if T, > T". then 7—0. consequentlv 
σ'—O and the interface is macroscopicall) rounded off 
for all supersaluralions From a macroscopic point of 
view, the phenomenon of kinetic roughening is similar to 
thermal roughening The cause, however, is different 
The former is a crossover whereas the latter is a real 
phase transition 
In the experiments, we always start from solution sys­
tems with certain concentrations For a solution with a 
certain concentration, a well-defined relative supersalura-
tion a can be obtained by cooling the solution from T, to 
a lower temperature T. according to the following rela­
tion 
or 
ί ^ ^ Δ Γ (ιΓ7·,»Δ7·) О') 
RT} 
(Here AT-Τ, - 7", AAdl" is the molar dissolution enthal­
py ) This implies that the supersaturation is linearly pro­
portional to the supercooling ΔΓ In the phase space of 
(a.T), trajectories of systems aTratm(T) correspond to 
some straight lines (indicated bv those dashed lines in 
Fig I ) For a solution system with T, < T'. the kinetic 
roughening occurs at a certain temperature ΤΊζΤ, 
where о<Г1|сп,(Г) intercepts the σ' curve in the phase 
space of (a.T) (demem-o') Therefore, starting with 
solutions having different T, (such as the systems indicat­
ed by lines a.b in Fig 1). a set of data a'~T are ob­
tained, from which the curve > ( D can be determined 
Note that as discussed above, starting with a solution 
with T, > T' will normally cause no interception between 
a'(T) and atrKm{T) (sec line с in Fig I) Onls when 
the curve a' (or 7) has a sleep change around 7" and T, 
is slightly above 7". two interceptions at the a' cune by a 
Сіріеяі(Т) are possible This then results in the so-called 
kinetic "rough-flat-rough" transition (IS) 
The л-paraffìns and toluene used in our experiments 
are analytically pure chemicals (Alfa. > 99 0%. and 
Merck, > 99 9%, respectively) and the л-hexane is spec-
troscopically pure (Merck, > 98 0%) All our observa­
tions of the growth process and the morphology of crys­
tals were carried out in a double walled thermostated 
glass cell system of cylindnc form, using a Leitz trans­
mitted microscope type Divert In order to trace the 
growth of the crystals, a video camera or a microscope 
camera were employed In preparing (he samples, first, 
the materials, both л-paraffin and the solvent, are exactly 
weighed into a cylindrical glass cell of about 60 mm di­
ameter 4 mm height The filled cell is sealed at liquid N¡ 
temperature under vacuum It is necessary to leave a gas 
bubble in the cell to compensate for volume expansion 
Hence the solutions stand under their own vapor pressure 
The glass cell with the solutions is thermostated in a large 
cell of cylindrical form The temperature is measured in 
this cell, outside the growth cell containing the solution 
It can be stabilized to better than 0 005 К by the ther­
mostat (Heto. Denmark) over several hours To begin 
the experiments, the temperature of the solution must be 
lowered to a temperature well below the saturation tem­
perature (Δ7"—I Ю After nucleation. massive crystals 
arc grown from the solution. Then the temperature 
should be raised to dissolve all the crystals except one. on 
which experiments are performed Since the volume of 
the remaining crystal is very small compared to the 
volume of the cell, the variation in concentration of the 
solution is negligible To measure the critical supercool­
ing of kinetic roughening Δ 7"* ( — 7",-Г*), the morpho­
logical changes are observed by varying temperatures in 
very small intervals (in the neighborhood of critical 
points the intervals are about 0 005—0 01 K) Each tem­
perature is kept constant for at least half an hour to en­
sure that the morphology of the crystal is stable At a 
certain temperature 7Λ, due to kinetic roughening, those 
originally smooth surfaces become microscopically 
rounded if the temperature changes from Τ > Τ* to 
Τ < 7* The transition is reversible at 'T if the tempera­
ture is enhanced from a lower value (7"< T) The su­
percooling Δ7* is the critical supercooling of kinetic 
roughening A transition from the faceted growth to (he 
kinetically rough growth in the orientations i l l0l is 
shown in Fig 2 Note that since the morphology of crys­
tals is in a very subtle way influenced by kinetic roughen­
ing, the experimental error of measuring the critical su­
percooling of kinetic roughening can in principle be re­
duced to the accuracy limit of temperature control and 
the temperature measurement devices (in our case the ac­
curacy may reach ± 0 005 Ю This means that each da­
tum of the critical supercooling is reproducible within the 
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FIG. 2. The series of pictures [(a)-(d)! show the morpholog-
ical change due to kinetic roughening for the Í110l faces of an 
i-CijHji crystal grown from an л-hexane solution: T, 
»285.665 K, r=285.555 K. A crystal with the faceted II 10) 
:aces grows first at a temperature 7" above Τ (σ' < σ') (a). 
Then the temperature is rapidly decreased to another value 
Γ" <T* (o*"> <TO, and remains constant (b).ic).(d). Because 
)f kinetic roughening, the І І І 0 І faces gradually become round-
id. Γ-285.560 К, Г ' - 2 8 5 . 5 5 0 К; from (a) to (d), / - 0 . 10. 
Ì0, and 30 mm. respectively. 
accuracy limit of our experimental setup. 
The low temperature phase of odd-numbered n-
paraffins has the space group symmetry / V m (16). 
Theoretical analysis (17) shows that crystals of odd π-
jaraffins are lozenge shaped, confined by the large І 0 0 І І 
races on the top and the bottom and the narrow side faces 
}f І 1 І 0 ) . In the following we will concentrate on the 
!llO) faces. 
First we will explore the case in which Л-С25Н52 crys­
tals grow from n-hexane solutions. From Eq. (2) and the 
determined values of ac, a curve of у versus temperature 
for this system is obtained (see Fig. 3). It is found that in 
this case the value of γ remains constant with increasing 
temperature. At T~T', у vanishes abruptly. The first 
derivative of у with respect to Τ shows a singularity at 
T~T'. This indicates that a first-order roughening tran­
sition occurs, instead of an infinite-order phase transition 
as follows from Eq. ( 1 ) . For other odd л-paraffin crys­
tals, such as /1-C21H44 and п-СцНц, grown from n-
4.00 
3 00 
2.00 
1.00 
0.00 
j 
285.0 285.5 288.0 288.5 287 0 287 5 288.0 
Temperature ( Η ) 
FIG. 3. The step free energy y as a function of temperature 
Г for the II 10) faces of л-СиНи crystals in л-hexane solutions 
The y(T) curve has the shape of a step function, suggesting the 
first-order roughening transition of the system. Γίιο(25) 
= 287.635 ±0.005 К. Note that the values of у are derived 
from the experimental data a', according to Eq. (2). For the 
surfaces of I I І 0 І . Ä-26.78 and n-7 .511. 
hexane solutions, the first-order roughening transition has 
also been observed (the results will be published else-
where). 
I f an aromatic compound, toluene, is chosen as a sol-
vent, a quite different behavior of the y(T) is observed. 
In this case, the experimental method which is the same 
as the first case is applied. It follows from experiments 
that the roughening temperature T' is somehow higher 
than in the first case. Compared to the first case, it is 
found that the shape of the y(T) curve in the neighbor-
hood of Τ is totally different. Figure 4 shows the edge 
free energy у in dependence of the temperature Τ for the 
l l 10) faces of п-СцН-.г crystals in toluene solutions. It is 
clearly shown in this figure that the edge free energy γ 
286.0 288 0 290.0 292.0 294.0 298.0 298 0 300.0 
Temperature ( К ) 
FIG. 4. The step free energy of the Ì I I0 Ì faces plotted vs 
temperature for п-СмНц crystals in toluene solutions, γ van­
ishes smoothly when 7" approaches 7"' = 298.O0 K. which is con­
sistent with the conventional XV model [2-6]. The full line cor­
responds to the least-squares fit of the experimental data, ac­
cording to у - О е х р [ - а . ( 7 " ' - 7 " ) ~ " ! І ( о = 240. a - 3 . 6 2 ) 
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vanishes continuously if 7* approaches 7" from below 
Actually this is in agreement with the KT-lypc of 
roughening transition Obviously, it shows from both 
cases that the critical behavior of the roughening transi­
tion of the faces І І І0І of n-C2 iHjj crystals is solvent 
dependent This implies that л-hexane and toluene mole­
cules have a different influence on the solid surface. This 
influence determines the character of the roughening 
transition of the II І0І surfaces of paraffin crystals. We 
note that if the first-order roughening transition was quite 
unexpected, then the observed solvent-dependent critical 
behavior of the roughening transition is more surprising 
and of great theoretical and practical interest. To the 
best of our knowledge this has never been observed be­
fore 
The solvent-dependent critical behavior of surface 
roughening may be associated with a so-called surface 
structural phase transition It is well known that crystals 
of η-paraffin exhibit an α-β solid-solid phase transition 
[18.19] before melting (in fact, this corresponds to three 
successive solid-solid phase transitions (19]). In the low-
temperature phase (β phase) л-paraffin molecules are 
perfectly situated in the structural sites. When the a-0 
phase transition occurs, motions of extended paraffin 
chains with a component in the chain direction become 
active. This then causes the change of the solid-solid in­
teraction energies [19-23]. It is noted that the α-β phase 
transition temperature T" will be lowered considerably if 
a small amount of a homologue of л-paraffin is incor­
porated into the crystal structure [19-23]. This means 
that paraffinlike impurities can promote this phase transi­
tion. When л-paraffin crystals are grown from n-hexane 
solutions, л-hexane molecules cannot be incorporated into 
the crystal structure. However, those paraffinlike л-
hexane molecules can definitely affect solid paraffin mole­
cules on the surface. This may result in the occurrence of 
a surface structural phase transition (similar to the α-β 
phase transition in the bulk) al a temperature much 
lower than T". The surface structural phase transition 
has been indirectly justified by scanning tunneling mi­
croscopy experiments in the л-paraffin solution system 
(work in progress) and the l-dodecanol system [24]. We 
notice that the tendency of the KT type of roughening 
may also be one of the factors which induce the surface 
structural phase transition. (This can be seen from the 
fact that the actual roughening temperature is very close 
to the estimated roughening temperature of the KT type.) 
It follows that the coupling of the KT type of roughening 
with the surface structural phase transition results in the 
first-order roughening transition. 
Toluene molecules are not paraffinlike. In this case sol­
vent molecules have a negative influence on the solid sur­
face [25]. When л-paraffin crystals are grown from to­
luene solutions, a similar structural phase transition on 
the surface as described above cannot be promoted. 
Therefore the conventional KT-type roughening phase 
transition results. 
The first author would like to thank Shell Netherlands 
B.V. for the financial support of this work. We acknowl­
edge Dr. H. Meekes for helpful discussions and a critical 
reading of the manuscript. 
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Chapter 3.4 
Surface roughening of η-paraffin crystals and 
the coupled Ising-SOS model 
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Toernooiveld 1, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
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ABSTRACT--The equilibrium structure of the solid-fluid interface undergoes a phase 
transition from a flat mode to a rough mode if the temperature increases to a critical value 
(the so-called roughening temperature) At the roughening temperature T
r
, the free energy 
ikT required to form a step on crystal surfaces vanishes Here we describe the 
solvent—dependent critical behavior of 7(7") in the neighborhood of T(, occurring in odd 
n—paraffin crystal systems Our experiments indicate that the step free energy of the {110} 
faces of the crystals grown from paraffin—like solutions vanishes discontinuously at Г
г
, 
implying the occurrence of a first-order roughening transition When ьоте non paraffin—like 
solvents are chosen, the behavior of 7( T) is like a "Kosterhtz—Thouless" type of roughening, 
showing a continuous phase transition at Г, These unusual phenomena may be related to a 
so—called surface structural phase transition, and can be interpreted based on a coupled 
Ising-SOS model 
101 
102 
The roughening transition is a type of phase transition which takes place on the crystal 
surface at the roughening temperature TT This phase transition can be generally 
characterized by the step free energy (per structural unit) -ykT (where к is the Boltzmann 
constant, Tis the temperature) Below T
r
, due to the existence of ykT (or two-dimensional 
nucleation barrier), the crystal surface will keep its overall flatness corresponding to the 
orientation (AM) Above 7V, the step free energy vanishes and steps or kinks exist on the 
surface permanently even without screw dislocations It follows that the surface will become 
rough microscopically and its crystallographic orientation is lost 
The roughening transition has been investigated in great deal by computer simulations 
I_3
, based on the so—called solid—on—solid (SOS) interfaaal model 3 This model is a 
generalization of the Ismg model, where the crystal surface is considered as a collection of 
interacting columns The Hamiltonian of this model system can be taken as 
ЛГ=7 . Σ . I A, — Aj, » (1) 
(Here /is the step energy per unit length, and the column heights, A„ are restricted to integer 
values ) This most simple model is well understood since the relationship with the planar XY 
model has been established 4 _ 5 It follows that the roughening transition described in this 
model is of the Kosterhtz—Thouless (KT) type (or a phase transition of infinite order)9, which 
is characterized by the step free energy 7 which vanishes continuously 
7- Dexp[- a'{ TT - T) "»], as T-* TV ( Τ< TV) (2) 
(D and a' are coefficients, depending on the system) This type of roughening transition has 
been confirmed experimentally for crystals consisting of simple molecules, such as 4He and 
3He crystals 7"9 Here the question which will be discussed is how a roughening transition 
occurs in more complex molecular systems such as n—paraffin crystals 
The key step to identify the character of the roughening transition is to study the critical 
behavior of η(Τ) around the roughening temperature TV In our investigations, y(T) is 
determined using a technique based on an established relation between the critical 
supersaturation of kinetic roughening and the step free energy 7 l 0 " 
Kinetic roughening is a cross—over transition which occurs in a supersaturated 
environment when T< TT At a relatively small supersaturation α (σ = Αμ/kT, where Δμιβ 
the difference in chemical potential between solid and fluid particles), a faceted growth of a 
crystal face occurs due to a 2D nucleation barrier (Ύ > 0) In case σ > σ*- (σ< is a critical 
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supersaturation), the critical size of 2D nuclei become so small that the 2D nucleation barrier 
vanishes due to thermal fluctuation Then the originally flat surface becomes kinetically 
rough, and the so—called kinetic roughening occurs (Note that in contrast to kinetic 
roughening, the roughening transition takes place at equilibrium, and is a real phase 
transition ) In connection with the step free energy, the critical supersaturation of kinetic 
roughening σ« can be expressed as a function of -v u, by 
^ = / 7 2 (3) 
where /is a constant determined by the surface structure u This implies that 7 can be 
determined by measuring J« 
In the experiments, the supersaturation of a solution with a certain concentration can be 
obtained by cooling the solution from its equilibrium temperature T·, to a lower temperature 
T, according to the following relation і г 
(гг(ДА«і«*/Я7?)(Г
ч
-7) (4) 
(Here AW«* is the molar dissolution enthalpy R is the gas constant ) For a solution system 
with T
s
 < TV, the kinetic roughening occurs at a certain temperature Τ = 7*- ( 7^ < T¡,) where 
a = 0е This means that <r- can be obtained from measuring Δ ? (= Т
ъ
-Т-) Starting with 
solutions having different T
s
 [a set of (0е, Τ) will be obtained from each solution], a curve 
σ^Τ) is then obtained, which can be converted to γ(Γ) according to Eq (3) Since the 
morphology of crystals is affected in a subtle way by kinetic roughening, Δ V- (or 0е) can be 
determined within the accuracy limit of the temperature measurements for our experimental 
system (the uncertainty is less than 0 005K)13 For more details, see Refs 12-14 
Crystals of odd—numbered n—paraffins which are in the low temperature phase are platy 
and lozenge—shaped (See Fig 1 ) In the following, our attention will be devoted to the side 
faces {110} of n—paraffin crystals, which are grown from various solutions 
FIG 1 The morphology of odd—numbered n—paraffin 
crystals Crystals of the n-paraflins in the low 
temperature phase have the space group symmetry 
Рься
15
 Theoretical analysis and observations " indicate 
that the crystals are platy and lozenge—shaped, confined 
by the large {001} faces on the top and the bottom and 
the narrow side faces of {110} 
{ 0 0 1 } 
{ 1 1 0 } 
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First we will explore the cases that n—C25H52 crystals grow from two different types of 
solution systems (see Fig 2) It is found that for n—C25H52 crystals growing from n—hexane 
solutions (indicated by curve 1), the value of 7 remains constant with increasing temperature 
(meaning that the step entropy s = - d 7 / d Γ ~ 0) At T= TTt 7 vanishes abruptly The first 
derivative of 7 with respect to Γ shows a singularity at Τ = TT, implying the occurrence of a 
first-order roughening transition In case that toluene is chosen as the solvent, a completely 
different behavior of τ( Τ) is observed (see curve 2 in Fig 2) In this case, the step free energy 
7 decreases with increasing T, and vanishes continuously as Τ approaches TT from below 
Actually, this is in agreement with the KT—type of roughening transition (see the caption of 
Fig 2) 
6.00 
4.00 
2.00 -
0.00 -, , , 
204.4 288.4 292.4 290.4 
Temperature ( К ) 
FIG 2 The step free energy 7 as a function of temperature Τ for the {110} faces of П-С25Н52 
crystals in n-hexane and toluene solutions Curve 1 n-CjsH» crystals growing from 
n-hexane solutions The i{ T) curve has the shape of a step function, suggesting the first 
ordenng roughening transition of the system (T
r
 1 287 64 K) Curve 2 n-C2JH5i crystals 
growing from toluene solutions 7 vanishes smoothly when Τ approaches T, ~ 298 00 K, 
which is consistent with the conventional XY model The full line in curve 2 corresponds to 
the least-square Gt of the experimental data, according to Eq (2) (D~ 24 0, a' = 3 62) Note 
that the values of 7 are derived from the experimental data 0е, according to Eq (3) 
^ P w v W M M a 
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TABLE 1. The main characters of roughening transition for different odd n-paraffin 
crystals growing from various solutions 
Systems 
и—С i ι/ η—hexane 
η—Саз/n—hexane 
η—С 25/η—hexane 
n-C25/iso-octane 
n—C15/ toluene 
П-С25/І—butanol 
Г
Г
(К) 
273 25 
283 80 
287 64 
292 77 
298 00 
299 85 
Type of Roughening Transition 
First order 
First order 
First order 
First order 
Infinite order 
Infinite order 
Note, these experimental data were measured using the same experimental 
technique 
The above—mentioned results show that the critical behavior of the roughening transition 
for the faces {110} of П-С25Н52 crystals is solvent dependent This behavior turns out to be 
typical for odd n—paraffin crystals growing from various solutions In Table 1, the main 
characters of roughening transitions for n—C21H44, П-С23Н48 and n—C25H52 crystals growing 
from various solutions are summarized From these results, we can roughly classify the 
solvents in two types The solvents of type I include n—hexane and iso—octane These solvent 
molecules have an elementary molecular structure similar to solute n—paraffin molecules 
(such as the groups of CH2 and CH3) The solvents of type II include toluene and 1-butanol 
These solvent molecules have a special functional group (such as a hydroxyle group OH) or a 
large Π bond within the molecules, which makes them different from n—paraffin molecules 
Obviously, these two types of solvent molecules have a different influence on the crystal 
surface 
The cross—over from a KT—type of transition to a first—order transition cannot be 
interpreted on the basis of the simple SOS model Virtually, a molecule is simplified into a 
structureless block in the SOS model When some internal motional freedom of molecules is 
active under certain conditions, the SOS model is not adequate any more It needs to be 
coupled with the internal motion of the molecules 
We suppose that the first—order roughening transition is associated with a so—called 
surface structural phase transition, which is related to the activation of some internal 
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о СН2 or CHi 
Π Ij >v 
trans 
staggered 
(a) ( b ) 
\ 
с 
.У " 
trans 
staggered 
\ 
сн> 
gauche (-) 
staggered 
gauche (+) 
staggered 
Chain 
Defect 
( С ) ( d ) 
FIG.3. Illustration of the packing of η-paraffin molecules and different conformations of 
n-paraffjn chains in different phases, (a) In the 0 phase, η-paraffin molecules are situated 
perfectly in the structure, (b) The iraru-conformation is the only one in the 0 phase, (c) All 
the trant-, the gaucke{+)— and the jouc/ie(-)—conformation are possible in the α phase (d) 
In the a phase, interchain defects occurs in the η-paraffin molecules. 
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motional freedom of the interfacial solid molecules It is well known that bulk crystals of 
n—paraffins exhibit an α—β solid—solid phase transition at a temperature τr slightly below 
the melting temperature 17~18 In the low temperature (β or rigid phase) phase, n—paraffin 
molecules are perfectly situated on structural sites (see Fig 3a), having the most stable 
conformation the trans—conformation (see Fig 3b) When the α—β phase transition occurs, 
the rotation around C-C bonds in the paraffin chains becomes possible Then the less stable 
joucAe-conformations together with the irons—conformation become occupied (see Fig 3c) 
This leads to the formation of interchain defects of the molecules in the high temperature ( a 
or non—ngid) phase (see Fig 3d) Further, T11 will be lowered considerably if a small amount 
of neighboring homologue of η-paraffins is incorporated into the crystal structure 2 0" 2 1 This 
implies that paraffin—like impurities can promote this phase transition When n—paraffin 
crystals are grown from the solutions of type I, the solvent molecules cannot be incorporated 
in the crystal structure However, these paraffin—like solvent molecules can definitely affect 
solid paraffin molecules on the surface This may result in the occurrence of a surface 
structural phase transition (similar to the α-β phase transition in the bulk) at a temperature 
îiSrf much lower than T1 This surface structural phase transition has been indirectly 
confirmed by our scanning tunnehng microscopy (STM) experiments It is shown in our STM 
experiments that under a certain condition, the monolayers of paraffin molecules adsorbed at 
the interface between paraffin like organic solution and basal phase of graphite display a high 
degree of ordering and orientation similar to paraffins in the β crystal phase Consider these 
adsorbed paraffin molecules as analogous to solid paraffin molecules at the surface It is found 
that above a certain temperature 7Íúrf ( Tsúrf < 7*r) some changes in the molecular structure 
of the adsorbed paraffin molecules, which correspond to the α-β transition, can be imaged 
This evidently indicates the occurrence of the surface structural phase transition (work m 
progress) 
Solvent molecules of type II are not paraffin-like According to our recent investigations 
based on the self—consistent field theory 22, those solvent molecules have a negative effect on 
the solid surface They are mutually associated at the solid—fluid interface These eventually 
hinder the occurrence of the surface structural phase transition Consequently, the 
conventional KT—type of roughening occurs 
As explained above, a model that is able to capture the cross-over from KT—type of 
roughemng to a first—order roughening should at least contain degrees of freedom connected 
to the possible a-ß surface structural phase transition Let us introduce as an order 
parameter for this transition t = <U>, where U = 1 for a "rigid" molecule and t, = 0 for a 
molecule where one or more ^auc/ie-conformations are occupied We propose as (the most 
simple) model Hamiltonian 
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<ЯГ= и( Γ) Σ ¿, - Σ Ktitj 
1
 < ' J > 
+ Σ [J+Lí Ie(A1-A,) + L<ie(AJ-AI)]|A1-AJ|» (5) 
< » J > 
(details of our analysis will be published elsewhere J3) In the first term exp[- v( T)/kT\ 
designates the Boltzmann weight for finding a molecule in a rigid state When the activation 
energy for the transition from the trans- to the ^aucAe-conformation is Δ', one finds 2 3 for a 
chain of length N 
u( T) = Jtrin{[l + 2exp(- A'/kTjf-1} (6) 
The second term represents the decrease in rotational energy when two neighboring molecules 
are in the rigid state The last term finally represents the step energy which depends on the 
state of the molecule sitting at the edge, it is Jfor a non-ngid molecule but higher J+ L for a 
ngid molecule 
A qualitative analysis of this model is simple For more details, see Ref 23 The 
transformation i, = 0 5(1 4- 5,) with s, = ± 1 transforms this model to a coupled Ismg—SOS 
model in a field Á= - 0 5u(T) + 0 25qK (q is the coordinate number) A first order α-β 
transition is found at the temperature Ττ where ¿vanishes ι e u( T) = 0 bqK [The location 
of this point can be shifted to some extent by field like terms from the third term in (5) ] Let 
us now estimate the effective step energy J
e
ff from the excess free energy of an interface where 
a single, infinitely long, straight step is present At Γ < l\\¡rí the bulk of the surface is in the t 
= 1 phase, molecules at the step experience however a negative field Л— J and may therefore 
be either in the í = 0 or in the t = 1 phase In the first case the excess energy is the interface 
energy I(K) between a surface with t = 1 and a boundary line at the step with t = 0, in the 
second case the excess is L Of course the lower of the two will prevail So one has 
Je{f=Jx=J+min{L,I{K)} (7) 
for Γ < îturf For Τ > l\urf both the bulk and the edge will be in the t = 0 phase and one has 
e^ff = J Since Tsùrf will depend via Δ' on the type of solvent used, this explains our 
experimental findings a KT-type transition when T> = J\/C< liuri (Cis a constant, C = 
τ/4) but a first—order roughemng transition at Tiùrf when this inequality is reversed 
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Chapter 3.5 
о. C R Y S T A L 
G R O W T H 
Kinetic roughening in relation to the roughening transition 
in odd-numbered alkane crystals 
Xiang-Yang Liu and P. Bennema 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science. Vnu crsttv of Nijmegen. Toernooireld. 6525 ED Ni/megen, Netherlands 
In this paper kinetic roughening and thermal roughening are compared with each other in a quantitative way First a 
non-equilibrium condition recipe is introduced to describe the shape of a 2D nucleus. After defining a proper criterion for the 
occurrence of kinetic roughening, a relation between critical supersaturations oL and the edge free energy ykT is derived In 
comparison with the data of the roughening transition obtained from some n-paraffin-n-hexane solution systems, it is found that 
the relation between <rc and the edge free energies y% and yv of a rectangular nucleus on surtaces is in very good agreement with 
experimental data. 
1. Introduction 
The roughening transition and kinetic rough­
ening are two most important concepts in the 
theory of crystal surfaces and crystal growth. 
These concepts explain a lot of observed crystal 
growth phenomena [1]. First, the growth kinetics 
changes at the critical points of the roughening 
transition and kinetic roughening. Secondly, the 
roughening temperature T
r
 and the values of 
critical supersaturation rrc reflect the physical 
state of a surface. Essential relation between the 
roughening transition and kinetic roughening can 
be derived on the basis of the order parameter: 
the edge free energy (per growth unit) ykT on 
crystal surfaces {k and Τ are the Boltzmann 
constant and the absolute temperature, respec- < 
tively). According to the solid-on-solid (SOS) 
model or the XY model [1-7], y will continu­
ously vanish at T
r
 if Γ approaches TT from below. 
When crystal growth occurs at T< T
r
, a 2D nu-
cleation barrier exists since γ > 0. Then we have 
a flat surface at equilibrium or a small supersatu-
ration σ {σ = Αμ,/kT, Δμ is the chemical poten­
tial difference between the solid and the liquid 
phase). As soon as σ > σ', the nucleation barrier 
breaks down, and kinetic roughening occurs. 
In a recent survey [8], Elwenspoek and Van 
der Eerden proposed a relation between ac and 
y. Using this relation to locate T' seems in satis­
factory agreement with computer simulation re­
sults. However, for a system with highly aniso­
tropic interactions between structural units, the 
estimated values of y greatly deviate from real 
values of y. 
In this paper we attempt to derive a proper 
relation between crc and y, taking the anisotropy 
of a surface and the shape of growth units into 
account. In section 2, we will try different ap­
proaches and criteria to derive the relation be­
tween σ ς and y. In section 3, a comparison 
between theory and experiments is made, and 
finally conclusions can also be found in this sec­
tion. 
2. Two-dimensional nucleation models and ki­
netic roughening 
We first define the normalized length of an 
edge in the direction /': L\ = L,/l
r
 L, represents 
the actual length in the direction and /, the 
dimension of a structural unit in the correspond­
ing direction. According to thermodynamics, the 
0022-024β/93/$06 00 © 1993 - Elsevier Science Publishers В V. All rights reserved 
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formation of a 2D solid nucleus with a (normal­
ized) perimeter L'„(n) and a surface area S(n) in 
a solid-fluid interface will cause the change of 
Gibbs free enthalpy in the system 
AG-L'n(n)ykT-AßS(n)/s0, (1) 
where s0 is the surface area per structural unit 
and η the number of molecules per nucleus As a 
crystal, the external shape of a 2D nucleus may 
be determined by different physical factors Now 
we employ the following two recipes to describe 
the shape of a 2D nucleus 
(i) The equilibrium condition 
D. 
ΎΛ 
УЛ 
Ук/'к 
•• constant (2) 
The subscripts к, j , к, represent certain ori­
entations of edges and D is the distance from an 
edge to the center of the nucleus This condition 
in fact is the expression of the well known 
Gibbs-Wulff theorem [9,10] m the 2D space 
(и) The non-equilibnum condition 
Α/ϊ,-ο,Λ,-^/τν = constant (3) 
Note that this non-equilibrium condition recipe is 
an ad hoc presupposition, and for the first time 
introduced here in this paper It is in fact the 2D 
analogy of the ad hoc recipe used in the descrip­
tion of 3D growth forms according the 
Hartman-Perdok theory [11] In this theory it is 
assumed that Я, - £,"" In reality, many complex 
2D lattices or connected nets can be simplified to 
rectangular lattices or connected nets, based on 
certain empirical regulations We will discuss this 
issue later in section 3 1 For a rectangular lat­
tice, 2D nuclei have the rectangular shape at a 
low temperature, and gradually change to the 
elliptic shape with increasing Τ [12,13] In the 
following we will treat these two types of nuclei 
separately as two extreme cases 
2 1 The rectangular nucleus approach 
Now let us look at a solid surface with a 
rectangular lattice (see fig 1) A nucleus formed 
% 
\ 
1 
"V 
<f 
Ц 
Fig 1 Schematic drawing of a solid surface with a rectangular 
lattice 
m this surface has the rectangular shape, and 
correspondingly eq (1) is expressed as 
AG = 2kT{ytL1 + yyVy) - νχν„Δμ ( la) 
Defining the anisotropic factor of interaction en­
ergies S - Уу/ч, (assume that r y > r , ) and the 
geometric factor of a molecule v=ly/l„, the 
equilibrium condition in this case can be written 
as 
ВД = г, = «. (2a) 
and the non-equilibnum condition as 
L',/L'
r
-7,S (3a) 
Obviously, when we let TJ — 1, the non-equi-
librium condition is converted into the equilib­
rium condition Therefore in this section and the 
following sections we will focus only on the non-
equihbnum condition The corresponding conse­
quences for the equilibrium condition can be 
obtained by setting TJ « 1 in the results obtained 
from the non-equilibrium condition 
To maximize AG we now introduce a con­
straining relation g — L'„ — Tj5L'y =• 0, and a mod­
ified function F = AG + Kg Then solving the fol­
lowing simultaneous equations, 
3F/3i/, = 0, dF/dL'y-0, g-0, (4) 
we obtain the expressions for the critical size of 
the nucleus 
1/,·-7,(1 + 4)/ι?σ. L';-yy(\+v)/v, (5) 
из 
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and for the critical value of ЛС 
ЛС-(1+ )2у
у
у
ж
кТ/г,сг, (ба) 
АС*-АуЦ^кТ/а (6b) 
Here we define the shape factor f
rec
 as f
rec
 » (1 
+ T))V4TJ, and the average edge free energy y as 
у = уУ/у} —yxJ& Explicitly for structural units 
with the square or circular shape, 77-1 and 
2 2 The elliptic nucleus approach 
First we postulate that for an elliptic nucleus 
the two main axes 2a — L
x
 and 2b ~ Ly Then 
the normalized two main axes 2a' ~ LJlt and 
2b' ~ Ly/ly In this case, eq (1) is expressed 
AG-L'kTy-va'b' Λμ, (lb) 
where L' = ir[f(e' + i>') - v'a'b' ] The non-equi-
hbrium condition is given by 
a'/b' = ηδ (3b) 
a'*-yE/2 σ, 
ЛС*-7гу^
си
кТ/сг, 
Based on eq (3b), maximizing 4G with respect 
to a' yields the critical values 
(7) 
(8) 
where the shape factor f
eM - J £
2 / T ) 5 and E 
= |(1 + τ)δ) - Jr¡8 For a circular nucleus 77 - δ 
= 1, and then f
cl, = 1 
2 3 Criteria for kinetic roughening 
To determine critical points where kinetic 
roughening occurs, Elwenspoek and Van der 
Eerden [8] introduced a demarcation criterion 
AG*/kT= 1 (which we call criterion 1 here) 
This criterion implies that when thermal energy 
kT is equal to or larger than the nucleation 
barrier, the crystal grows as if у — 0, then the 
so-called kinetic roughening occurs Actually, this 
criterion is only valid for isotopie cases For 
anisotropic cases, referring to (3a) and (3b), this 
criterion should be modified as aG*/kT=-Tj6 
Table 1 
The expressions of critical supcrsaturation σΐ for kinetic 
roughening 
Models Criterion 1 Criterion 2 
The rectangular 
nucleus approach " 
The elliptic 
Dudeus approach K> 
σ
ί\\ ι -
"•f'íell 
/δτ, 
"eli 2 " 
·' Ail the expressions listed here correspond to the non equi 
libnum condition Assuming 77 - 1 these formulas dre au 
tomatically converted to those in (he equilibrium condition 
(which we call criterion 2) The isotropic case is 
involved in criterion 2 as a limiting case A quali­
tative discussion about criterion 2 will be given in 
section 3 2 In the following we will discuss the 
two criteria simultaneously Combining the ex­
pressions the eqs (6) and (8) with the two ente­
na, we consequently obtain the expressions of 
critical supersaturation for kinetic roughening, 
and summarize them in table 1 
3. Surface structure and experimental verification 
As analysed in the last section, we have al­
ready seen that the step free energy can be di­
rectly associated with the critical supersaturation 
of kinetic roughening In practice, one may ask 
which relation within the table 1 is the most 
realistic This will be discussed in this section 
31 Simplification of a complex net 
According to statistic mechanical models or 
interfacial Ising models, a flat face on a crystal 
corresponds to a connected net [1], where a two-
dimensional array of nodes are connected to each 
other by important bonds This kind of net re­
flects the bond structure of the crystal surface, 
and determines the shape of a critical nucleus In 
many cases, however, connected nets are not 
rectangular In order to simplify a complex net to 
a rectangular net, we here introduce two empiri­
cal regulations 
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Fig 2 (a) The original bond structure of the (110) surfaces of 
odd numbered π paraffin crystals (b) The simplified bond 
structure of the surfaces 
(1) Wtthm an uninterrupted strong bond chain 
(or a PBC [11]), the weakest bond will decide the 
strength of the bond chain 
(2) When a connected net contains more than 
two sets of PBC, the strongest two unparallel 
PBCs will decide the main character of the net 
Now let us consider the (110) connected nets 
of η-paraffin crystals [14] (see fig 2a) This is 
hexagonal net containing five types of bonds The 
strength of these bonds are in the order of ф'
л
 > 
Ί>Ο -*" <t>i > s * g > 4>c Following the foregoing regu­
lations, this net is simplified to a rectangular net 
consisting of only d>d and d>8 (fig 2b) Compainng 
fig 1 with fig 2b it can be seen that d)y = <j>d and 
Table 2 
The relevant factors and dimensionless edge energies for 
some η paraffin-η hexane solution systems 
η Paraffins δ π 
η-C 
n-C_ 
n-C-v 
II 22 337 6 3765 2 2630 0 10176 0 47987 
24 506 6 9439 2 3275 0 09497 0 45015 
26 777 7 5114 2 3926 0 08934 0 46233 
1
 Note that 7" is the actual temperature and under our 
experimental conditions is very close to the roughening 
temperature 
3 2 Experimental comparison and discussion 
The roughening transition of a flat crystal face 
can be characterized by a dimensionless tempera­
ture 
в Ь , - 2 * Г ' / * , (9) 
where ф
м
 is the strongest bond energy at a 
surface Since for a given face, '
ш
 is fixed [1], 
then tfi
slr and the related edge energies can be 
measured by determining the roughening temper­
ature Based on the calculated [
ю
 and the ratios 
of bond energies [14], and on the T' data deter­
mined [15,16], we now list in table 2 the edge 
energies and factors S and η for the (110) faces 
of η-Ο,,Η^, п-С
и
Н 4 в and η С ^ Н ^ crystals in 
n-hexane solutions It has to be noted that due to 
the change of degrees of freedom of surface 
structure units, the roughening transition occur­
ring in those η-paraffin systems belongs to the 
first order phase transition, other than the con­
ventional infinite order phase transition [17,18] 
According to our results [18], this first order 
phase transition is in the neighbourhood of con-
Table 3 
Companson of the estimated critical values of kinetic roughen 
Non 
",\c I 
η C 2 1 197 
η С 3 201 
л С 3 206 
equilibrium 
" г е е •> 
139 
1 18 
103 
"¿"¡и 
5219 
6059 
6972 
"¿¡12 
368 
35 6 
3 4 7 
ng with experimental data (crc in 
Equilibrium 
< l 
9 1 2 
884 
85.5 
" Г « ! 
4 14 
3 61 
3 19 
σ<5ιι 
739 
786 
835 
%) 
σ
Μ2 
33 2 
321 
3 1 2 
F »> 
<rc 
132 
1 12 
0 984 
a l
 These experimental data are corrected by considering the effect of resistances against volume transport For more details we 
refer to ref [16) 
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ventional infinite order roughening transition, 
then we can still use eq (9) to evaluate 0
s l r In 
addition, we know that in this system γ, - φ,/kT, 
since the edge entropy does not play any role 
with increasing Τ [17]. Thus using the data in 
table 2, the values of <rc estimated on the basis of 
the formulas in table 1 are given in table 3, 
together with the actual data determined from 
experiments [16] It is found that cr
r
\
c 2 under 
non-equilibrium conditions is surprisingly close to 
experimental results. This is quite reasonable, 
because when kinetic roughening occurs, the sys­
tem always diverges from equilibrium Besides, it 
can be seen from table 3 that the rectangular 
shape is favoured for nuclei of critical sizes at 
points of kinetic roughening Moreover, this re­
sult indicates that criterion 2 is the most realistic 
one for all cases Looking at (6) (and (8)) and fig 
1, we can easily see that causing kinetic roughen­
ing, critical sizes of anisotropic nuclei will be δη 
times larger than those of isotopie nuclei This 
may be because as soon as the shorter edges of 
critical anisotropic nuclei are of the same size as 
the edges of critical isotropic (cubic) nuclei, the 
thermal energy is already sufficient to cause the 
collapse of the 2D nucleation barrier of 
anisotropic surfaces This results in the transition 
from flat faces to stepped faces (rough faces) 
Therefore the critical size of anisotropic nuclei is 
δη times larger than isotropic ones. Assuming 
у
ж
у
у
 = constant, for crystals with highly aniso­
tropic interactions between building units (such 
as many organic crystals), <rc will be δ η / ί
Γ Μ 
times lower than in isotropic cases, and kinetic 
roughening is easily observed. We notice that a 
similar conclusion is drawn from the results of 
computer simulations [19]. 
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Chapter 3.6 
Detailed observations on the roughening transition 
and the influence on morphology of crystals 
Xiang—Yang Liu and Ρ Bennema 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT—The theory of roughening transition is applied to crystals of odd numbered 
n—paraffins. Based on the fact that rough faces grow faster than flat faces, a criterion, taking 
the rate of growth of faces proportional to the reciprocal difference the roughening 
temperature and the actual temperature, is proposed to predict growth forms of n—paraffin 
crystals. The constructed crystal forms have a platy, lozenge shape, and are bounded by the 
large faces {001} and the small narrow faces {110} The predicted morphology agrees well 
with the observed morphology Experimentally, the roughening transition and kinetic 
roughening were observed for the faces {110} of crystals of η-paraffins with 21 С atoms and 
23 С atoms Correspondingly, the actual roughening transition temperatures of 273 27 * 0 02 
К and 283 8 ± 0 5 К were measured for crystals of those two paraffins, respectively It follows 
that the influence of the roughening transition on the morphology of crystals was carefully 
studied As a consequence, a kinetic phenomenon, the so—called " kinetic faceting ", was 
observed in the neighborhood of the critical point 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the key parameters in studying the process of crystal growth is the growth rate of a 
face (Atí) The morphology of a crystal is determined by the relative growth rates of faces 
{hid}, in which the crystal is bounded by the slowest growing faces Both external conditions 
(e g solvents, temperature, impurities) and structural factors (e g. bond structure and 
dislocation density) determine the normal growth rate of a face (AW), and hence the external 
shape of the crystal From a point of view of the internal structure or the bond structure of a 
crystal, the classical theories, such as the Bravais—Fnedel—Donnay—Harker (BFDH) theory l 
and the Hartman—Perdok theory 2, are to some extent able to describe growth forms of 
crystals grown from the vapor However, in many cases, the morphology of crystals predicted 
by the above—mentioned theories shows some discrepancy with real crystals grown from 
solutions and from the melt3 The main reason is that the external factors are not taken into 
account. 
We note that the concept of roughening transition is a very important concept for the 
growth of crystals 4"7 It follows from the theory that faces {Ш} parallel to connected nets 7 
show a roughening phase transition at the roughening temperature 7* This implies that if 
the actual temperature Τ < 1*, the edge free energy of a step 7 is larger than zero and the 
surface will keep its overall flatness corresponding to the orientation (Ш) If Τ > 2*, 7 = 0, 
and the crystallographic orientation is lost Correspondingly, the surface will become rough 
due to statistical fluctuations In case of growth, a face with T
s
 < 7* ( T
s
 is the saturation 
temperature) will grow by a layer mechanism (spiral growth or two-dimensional nucleation) 
and the overall orientation (hkí) is maintained In contrast, a face with Ts > 7* will grow in a 
rough mode 
If the supersaturation increases, the critical size of two-dimensional nuclei becomes so 
small that the 2D nucleation barrier vanishes Again the surface becomes microscopically 
rough and macroscopically rounded This is the so—called kinetic roughening The effect is 
the same as thermal roughening The cause, however, is different Note that the roughening 
temperature is determined by the physical state of the solid—fluid interface A change of the 
roughening temperature will correspond to a change either in external factors or in internal 
factors Also, the morphology of crystals can be affected From the point of view of 
equilibrium forms, if a crystal is bounded by flat faces, the sizes of the facets shrink if the 
temperature of the crystal increases, and each facet disappears at its own roughening 
temperature So, equilibrium forms depend on the actual temperature in reference to the the 
roughening transition of facets For growth forms of crystals, a rough face grows much faster 
than a flat face 8~9 In case that competing flat faces occur, rough faces sooner or later 
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disappear from the growth form. 
Experimental studies on the roughening transition and kinetic roughening have been 
earned out on several molecular crystals, such as 3He, 4He, and some organic crystals l 0"1 6 
However detailed observations on n—paraffin crystals and precise roughening temperatures of 
the crystals have not been reported In our previous papers 1 7-", the morphology of odd 
numbered n—paraffin crystals was studied mainly from a theoretical point of view We will in 
this paper focus our attention on the phenomena of the roughening transition and the 
influence on the morphology of odd n—paraffin crystals 
This paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. 2, the theoretical morphology of crystals in 
relation to the roughening transition is analyzed, and the applicability of a recipe to be 
defined below is investigated In Sec 3, experimental procedures are introduced Section 4 
reports experimental experimental observations in detail A comparison between theoretical 
predictions and observed growth forms is made, and discussions are presented in Sec 5 
Finally, a summary and conclusions are given in Sec 6. 
Π. THE THEORETICAL GROWTH FORMS RELATED TO THE ROUGHENING 
TRANSITION 
In order to characterize the roughening transition, the following dimensionless 
temperatures are used, 
? = (2кТ/ф
ш
), (la) 
f^pkflfa) (lb) 
Here kis the Boltzmann constant and Г the temperature, фц
т
 the strongest bond energy at 
interfaces, ff the dimensionless roughening temperature for a particular surface, and 0е is the 
dimensionless order-disorder phase transition temperature of a connected net It was 
Onsager who for the first time showed that an order—disorder phase transition occur in a 
connected net 19 Recently a method was developed to calculate the F of complex nets for a 
given set of relative bond energies 7 ' l 7" 1 8 Although the character of the roughening transition 
and the order—disorder phase transition are different, it is assumed 7 that 
f~F (2) 
Therefore, 0e is used as an estimation of f 
Within the framework of interfacial cell models, the bond energies of a crystal graph 0, 
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aie defined as 
ФІ = Ф?-НФ? + Ф?) (з) 
Here the subscript i refers to the i t h interaction energy between a structure unit and its 
neighbors, superscript ss refers to a solid—solid bond, ff to a fluid—fluid bond and sf to a 
solid—fluid bond. 
We note that in expression (1), the strongest bond in the crystal structure is taken as a 
reference. For a paraffin series, this bond energy depends on the carbon number of paraffins. 
Therefore for different paraffins the reference varies. In order to compare the roughening 
temperature for the whole paraffin series, we need to fix the reference. Here we introduce a 
modified dimensionless critical temperature 0£кі(і) and a actual dimensionless temperature 
: 
Äki(n) = öhkl0str(n)M =2кТ/фи
т
 (4) 
where <0
s
tr(n) is referred to as the strongest bond at the solid—fluid interface (π is the carbon 
number of paraffins), and ф$и is the reference of bond energies and is fixed for the whole 
paraffin series. The factor ρ is introduced to keep tfhki(i) as a dimensionless temperature, and 
depends on the unit used for фц
г
{п) [for instance, in this paper φ$π(π) is expressed in kJ/mol, 
so ρ is chosen to be equal to 1 kJ/mol]. We note that фы
т
(п) for a given crystal depends 
directly on the mother phase. Then #ш(я) depends also on the environment around the 
crystal. 
It is known 7 ' 1 8 that flat faces with the roughening temperature close to the actual 
temperature {i.e. the value of [0ш(я) — tf] is small} have a small edge free energy Then the 
energy barrier for the 2—dimensional nucleation is relatively low. Consequently the resistance 
against crystal growth (or surface integration) for those faces is small, and the growth will be 
relatively fast. On the other hand, flat faces with very high roughening temperatures have 
large values of [0hki(O - Щ. The edge free energy and the resistance against growth for those 
faces are very high and the growth rate is relatively low. Henceforth they grow much slower 
and will be dominant on crystal forms. For those faces with a rough interfacial structure 
[^hki(n) — θ < 0], the resistance against surface integration disappears since the edge free 
energy vanishes. The growth is then controlled by volume diffusion. So normally they grow 
much faster than flat faces, and will sooner or later disappear from crystal forms. Based on 
this idea, we introduce a recipe, 
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Ähki~[0hki(n)-0]-', (5) 
to predict growth forms of crystals. Неге Ähki is referred to as the normal growth rate of {hkfy 
faces. That there will be a parallel relation between Ähki and [ош(п) — 0\~l is obvious. 
However, that there will be a strict proportional relation is an ad hoc assumption. We notice 
that contrary to the equilibrium form which can be logically derived from thermodynamic 
principles and applied to tiny crystals in thermodynamic equilibrium, for crystal growth 
forms no unambiguous recipes exist. In reality, growth forms of crystals are unique. 
However, theoretical idealized crystals forms may be constructed using ad hoc recipes. Such 
constructed growth forms still have an heuristic value. The recipe given by (5) is based on 
essential ideas of growth mechanisms in relation to thermal roughening. In the following it 
will be shown that notwithstanding the ad hoc character of the recipe, it works reasonably 
well. 
Note that in this recipe, a negative value of Ähki corresponds to rough growth. If this 
occurs, we will neglect such a face. It can be seen from expression (5) that for this recipe, the 
choice of θ is an essential step to predict growth forms. The value of 0 depends on external 
conditions of crystal growth. To make a choice of Θ, the following approximation is 
introduced 
i=№kii i (n)+«2k2u(n)]/2. (6) 
Here the face (hikik) is a flat face whose roughening temperature 7* is just above the actual 
temperature T. The face (hikjk) is the rough face next to the face (hikili). The flatness of 
(hik\li) and the roughness of (/12A2Í2) follow from observations. 
For odd-numbered n—paraffin crystals, seven F-forms (for the definition of F-forms or F 
faces, see Ref.2) were identified from the crystal structure 17. They are {001}, {110}, {111}, 
{010}, {Oil}, {100} and {101}. 
In our experiments, 0§ікііі(л) ~ 0iio(21), 0§2k2i2(ra) ~ 0?ц(21), for odd n—paraffin crystals 
grown from n—hexane solutions. Assuming that the strongest bond energy and the carbon 
number of paraffins have a relation of 
0str(n) s an (7) 
(0 is a constant), we evaluated the relative growth rates, Ähki (Ähki = Ähki/Ä0oi), of all F 
faces (flat faces 2) on crystals from П-С15 to П-С41. The results are presented in Table I, 
together with the morphological importance order (MI order). (A face with a lower growth 
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rate is dominant in growth forms, and of higher morphological importance ) MI is a relative 
statistic measure for the relative size or relative frequency of occurrence on growth forms 
Table I Relative growth rates of form {hkl} on orthorhombic odd n-paraffin 
crystals, and the relative morphological importance of those forms 
ParafGns fthki t 
{001} {110} {111} {010} {011} 
П—CisH32 
П—C17H36 
П—C19H40 
П—C21H44 ] 
П—C23H48 
П—C25H52 
П—C27H56 
n—СгдНво 
η—СзіНб4 I 
η—С33ІІ88 
η—С35Н72 
η—С37Н76 
η—CagHgo 
η—C41H84 
L -11 391 
ί -26 561 
L -290 47 
L 46 552 
L 24 981 
L 18 229 
L 15 122 
L 13 249 
I 12 009 
L И 150 
L 10 499 
I 10 023 
L 9 6666 
L 9 3480 
-8 3066 
-15 128 
-34 412 
-302 62 
53 278 
28 918 
21 190 
17 3599 
15 086 
13 608 
12 573 
11810 
11244 
10 780 
- 5 1666 
- 7 4611 
-10 743 
-15 929 
-24 981 
^45 251 
-130 54 
249 57 
72 439 
45 582 
34 467 
28 634 
25 025 
22 446 
- 3 0607 
^ 0 0 2 6 
- 5 073 
-6 3503 
- 7 8253 
- 9 5913 
-11 778 
-14 432 
-17 780 
-22 164 
-28 119 
-36 606 
-49 974 
-73 083 
МІІ Order 1 2 3 4 
t
 Ähkl = Ä h k l / ÄOOI 
t MI Morphological importance 
In comparison, йцо is plotted versus the carbon number in Pig 1 and the theoretical growth 
forms of П-С23, n-C 3 1 and n—C41 constructed by the Gibbs—Wulff plot according to this 
recipe are also presented in this figure 
It can be seen from Fig 1 that crystals of orthorhombic odd n—paraffins are thin plate 
hke, limited by the large faceted {001} faces and the small narrow {110} faces Apart from 
this, it can be seen that n—paraffin crystals become thicker with increasing carbon number 
This can be interpreted in the following way For a certain direction, absolute bond energies 
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50.00 
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Carbon Number 
FIGI. Relative growth rate fthki of the {110} faces versus the carbon number of n-parafCns, 
(fthki = Яькі/Яооі), and Gibbs-Wulff constructions of growth forms of orthorhombic 
n-parafCn crystals based on the criterion Яькі ~ [#hki(n) - 0)'1 
of parafßn crystals will increase with the carbon number. This will enhance the roughening 
temperature of {hid} faces, resulting in the hyperbolical decrease of [0ш(і) — 0\ ~1· It follows 
that for the {001} faces the value of [^hki(n) - 0\л doesn't change much because οξοι(η) »0. 
However for the most important side faces {110}, the roughening temperature is close to the 
actual temperature. Then a large influence on the value of [0ькі(я) — tf]"1 and on the 
morphology due to the change of the carbon number occurs. Consequently, the relative 
difference of [0hkl(fi) — Щ'1 between side faces and the {001} faces becomes smaller with 
increasing n. It follows that habits of crystals become somewhat thicker. 
Ш. EXPERIMENTS 
Observations on growth forms and the growth processes of crystals were carried out in 
double—walled thermostated glass cells of cylindric form, using a Leitz inverted transmission 
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microscope type Diavert, in bright—field and with and without crossed polarizers 
The process of crystal growth and the change of the morphology of crystals were recorded 
on a video camera or a microscope camera It is possible to control and to measure the 
temperature of the growth cell with an accuracy of * 0 003 К This accuracy is necessary since 
it was found that the roughening depends in a very sensitive way on temperature 
The solutions used m our experiments were prepared from analytical pure chemicals 
(n—paraffins Alfa, > 99 0%, n-hexane Merck, > 99 0%) The materials were weighed in a 
proper ratio according to various compositions of the solutions into a growth vessel After 
this, the vessel was sealed off 
All experiments were performed in non—stirred solutions To start the experiments, first 
the temperature of the solution is lowered to a temperature much lower than the saturation 
temperature When crystals form in the growth cell, the temperature of the solution is raised 
to a temperature above the saturation temperature to dissolve most of the crystals The 
process was repeated several times until only one crystal survives in the solution Since the 
volume of the remaining crystal is very small compared to the volume of the cell, the change 
in the concentration during the expenments is negligible To measure the roughening 
temperature, the morphological change of a crystal at equilibrium must be observed very 
carefully The temperature of the solution in the cell must be slightly below, but as close as 
possible to the saturation temperature (Δ Τ < 0 01 К) In order to determine the critical 
supersaturation of kinetic roughening σ«, the temperature is changed in very small intervals 
(0 01-0 02 K) Each temperature must be kept constant for at least half an hour to ensure 
that the morphology of the crystal will not change anymore under the experimental condition 
IV. OBSERVATIONS 
In the following, detailed observations on the roughening transition and kinetic 
roughening, and its influence on the morphology were earned out for crystals of n—C21H44 and 
n—СгэЩв grown from n—hexane solutions The results and are compared with theories Also, 
we will compare observed growth forms with the theoretical growth forms predicted according 
to (5) Since the roughening temperature of the {001} faces for paraffin crystals is much 
higher than room temperature, in the following we will focus our attention on the 
morphological changes of the {110} faces 
A. Observations on n—C2jH4e crystals 
Crystals of п-€гзгІ4в crystals were grown from solutions with saturation temperatures in 
the range of 278 15 К < T
s
 < 298 15 К According to our experiments, the roughening 
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FIG.2. Morphologies of crystals of n—C33H41 growing from n—hexane solutions above and 
below the toughening temperature; (a) and (b): T, < 7^ю(23) platy crystal limited by faceted 
{110} faces, (c) T„ > 7no(23) crystals limited by the rounded {110} faces, (a) T, = 279.29 K, 
σ= 0.1159 %, (b) T, = 282.58 Κ,σ = 0.3395 %, (с) Τ, = 292.48 Κ, σ = 0.2112 %. 
transition of the {110} faces for n—C23H48 crystals occurs at the temperature of Тш(23) = 
283.8 ± 0.5 K. The typical morphology of п-С2зН4 8 crystals in n-hexane solutions with the 
saturation temperature below Т^10(23) and above 7*цо(23) are illustrated in Fig.2. It can be 
seen from Figs. 2a,b that at a temperature below 7*ц0(23) the crystals have a platy and 
lozenge shape with the large flat {001} faces lying on the top and the bottom and the small 
narrow faceted side faces {110}. Sometimes crystals are truncated by the rounded off faces. 
(These faces disappear eventually). Above 7*цо(23) crystals are still platy, but are bounded 
by rounded side faces {110} (Fig.2c). It is obvious that although the {110} faces roughen, a 
high anisotropy in growth rates of different orientations occur. The reason is that at T
s
 > 7* a 
step of infinite length has no free energy, but a step of finite length has a positive free energy 
20. 
When a crystal grows from solutions with T
s
 < Ί1, at relatively low supersaturations 
faceted growth of the {110} faces can be expected. The development of facets during growth 
from an initially rounded seed is illustrated in Fig.3. It is shown in Fig. 3 that rough faces 
grow faster than flat faces, and indeed disappear from the growth forms. At a relatively high 
supersaturation, σ > 0e, the non-faceted growth of the {110} faces occurs again, due to 
kinetic roughening (Fig. 4). In all experiments, it was found that the region from kinetic 
I 200nm 
^И 
L26 
FIG.3. The faceting process of {110} faces on n-CJ3H4S crystals growing from n-hexane 
solution. Г, = 279.29 K, a = 0.8111 %. (a)-(d) Δί = 3 min. 
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roughening to unstable growth (cellular growth or dendritic growth) is very narrow. In most 
cases, kinetic roughening and unstable growth occur on the {110} faces simultaneously. It can 
be seen from Fig.5. that growth fronts become unstable. 
FIG.4. Kinetic roughening of {110} faces on n-C^H« crystals growing from a n-hexane 
solution. T, = 282.58 K, a = 1.585%, Γ, < 7^10(23). (a)-(d) Δί = 20 sec. 
!2S 
FIG.5. A crystal of п-СгзНЦв in n-hexane solutions. Growth fronts of side faces are getting 
unstable when {110} faces kinetically roughen; Г, = 282.58 Κ,σ = 1.585%, T
s
 < 7^ю(23). 
(a)-{d), Aí=lmin . 
В. Observations on n—C21H44 crystals 
Analogous experiments were carried out on crystals of n—C21H44 grown from n—hexane 
solutions within a range of 268.15 K-293.15 K. The {110} faces of n-C2iH44 crystals show a 
similar behavior as those of the n—СгзЩд crystals. Fig. 6 shows crystals growing below the 
roughening temperature of the {110} faces. At a low supersaturation, the crystals are platy, 
bounded by both the {001} faces and the {110} faces (see Fig. 6a). At a relatively high 
supersaturation kinetic roughening occurs on the {110} faces, accompanied by dendritic 
growth. The roughening temperature determined in our experiments if Iuo(21) — 273.27 ± 
0.01 K. 
In case crystals grow from solutions with saturation temperatures which are sufficiently 
higher than 2*цо(21) the non—faceted growth of {110} is expected. At very low 
supersaturations, growth fronts remain stable (Fig.7a) With increasing the supersaturation, 
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stable growth gradually changes to unstable growth (Figs. 7a—c). 
FIG.6. A crystal of п-СлН^ growing from a n—hexane solution with Г5 < 7^ю(21), Τ, = 
270.76 К. (a) The faceted {110} faces, σ = 1.463%. (b) Kinetic roughening and dendritic 
growth of the {110} faces, σ = 4.107%. 
In this connection, we would like to report a kinetic phenomenon, the so—called " kinetic 
faceting ". In case that crystals grow from solutions with an equilibrium temperature slightly 
higher than Ί1, first the {110} faces will grow in a rough mode at low supersaturations. When 
the supersaturation of the solution exceeds a certain value σ* the {110} faces will show what 
will be called the kinetic faceting, and if the supersaturation increases further to another value 
σ " (σ** > σ*), crystals will kinetically roughen again. This kinetic faceting is reversible. 
When the supersaturation decreases from σ*» > σ > σ* to σ < σ», the kinetically faceted faces 
will roughen again. A crystal showing kinetic faceting and the reversed process is given in 
Fig.8. 
V. DISCUSSION 
Comparing the observed morphology of odd n—paraffin crystals with theoretical 
predictions, it can be seen that by introducing the proper dimensionless actual temperature 
together with the Ising temperature, we can in a satisfactory way describe growth forms of 
crystals. Both theoretical and experimental growth forms, the crystals of n—C21H44 and 
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FIG.7. A n-CjiH4« crystal in n-hexane solution with Ts > 7^,0, Г, = 291.04 К; With 
increasing supersaturation, the roughened up {110} faces getting unstable; a) a = 0.0729 %, 
b) a = 0.2399 %, c) a = 0.4317 %. 
FIG.8. A crystal of П-С21Н44 growing from a n—hexane solution with T
s
 > 7^10(21), Ts = 
273.29 K. (a) A crystal with the roughened {110} faces, a = 0.1088% (σ < <τ·); (b) The {110} 
faces are kinetically faceted, σ = 0.8707 % (σ· < σ< σ·'); (с) The faceted {110} faces roughen 
again, σ = 0.2176 % (a < a'). 
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n-C2jH48 show a platy and lozenge shape of paraffin crystals, bounded only by the large 
{001} faces and the narrow {110} side faces 
According to our previous paper ,7, the morphology of odd n—paraffin crystals predicted 
on the basis of the Hartman—Perdok theory or the BFDH theory show thicker growth habits 
and too many side faces are present on crystals In most cases this is in conflict with the 
observations Secondly, the assumption, which the recipe is based on, that rough faces grow 
faster than flat faces is in most cases in agreement with our experimental observations (see 
Fig3) 
The reason for the successful application of the reape introduced in this paper is obvious 
First, experimental conditions are included in this reape by introducing θ Secondly the 
concept of roughening transition which gives the boundary between flat growth and rough 
growth is explicitly taken into account Both several internal and external factors which may 
affect the morphology of crystals are to a large extent considered in this approach In 
particular, experimental conditions concerning the character of the mother phase are included 
in this proposed recipe by introducing θ 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a reape used to predict growth forms of crystals was discussed, based on the 
concept of roughening transition Theoretical growth forms of odd n—paraffin crystals were 
constructed based on this recipe The agreement with observed and predicted growth forms is 
quite satisfactory Generally speaking, odd n—paraffin crystals have a lozenge shaped growth 
form, confined by the large {001} faces and the small {110} faces It follows from our 
experiments that the roughening transition temperatures of the faces {110} on crystals of 
П-С21Н44 and n—СгзЩа m n-hexane solutions are given by 7* = 273 27 ± 0 01 К and Ί* = 
283 8 ± 0 5 K, respectively In addition to normal kinetic phenomena, a so-called kinetic 
faceting was described This phenomenon is also related to the critical behavior of a special 
roughening transition occurring in the system21 
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Chapter 4 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND THE 
STRUCTURE OF SOLID-FLUID INTERFACES 

Chapter 4.1 
The equilibrium state of solid-liquid Interfaces of aliphatic compounds 
Xiang-Yang Uu and Ρ Bennema 
RIM Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Untvemty of Vymegen. Toemooiveld 
6523 ED Nijmegen. The Netherlands 
(Received 22 January 1992, accepted 18 May 1992) 
The ordering and orientation of Huid units at interfaces of the aliphatic crystal solution 
system are the theme of this paper Based on the idea that the bulk phase and the interfacial 
phase are two different phases, appropriate relations between the interfacial bond 
energies and the bulk bond energies are developed by introducing a surface scaling factor C,. 
As a description of the interfacial structure of aliphatic compounds, it is assumed that a high 
degree of ordering is stored in the interfacial fluid phase Then the so-called a molecule ap­
proach is used to estimate the values of bond energies in the interfacial phase This leads to 
the result of C,< 1, meaning that the the interfaces of η-paraffin crystals and the solutions 
will be extra wetting This is consistent with the experimental data obtained from the rough­
ening transitions occurring in several л-paraffin-n-hexane solution systems Finally, a rough­
ening phase transition diagram of the л-С
г]Н4,-л-Ьехапе system is presented, which indicates 
that the roughening temperature of a surface on a crystal is concentration dependent 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The structure of the solid-liquid interface is a central 
theme in crystal growth theories The interfacial structure 
determines the equilibrium form of a crystal (faceted or 
nonface ted) and the growth mechanism (layer growth or 
continuous growth) It is well known that there is a critical 
temperature at which the phase transition, so-called rough­
ening phase transition, occurs at the solid-fluid inter­
face l~* The roughening temperature is defined as the tem­
perature at which the edge free energy becomes zero 7 
Subsequently, the dimensionless roughening temperature 
of a face (hkl) is written as 
Here V is the absolute roughening temperature of face 
(hkl), к the Boltzmann constant, and ф,„ the strongest 
bond energy at the surface If the actual dimensionless 
temperature θ > ff¡,ki the surface grows as a rough nonfac-
eted face If θ < <У
Ш
 the surface grows as a flat surface. As 
ffhks is the specific value for a given surface (hkl), the real 
roughening temperature V depends on the structure and 
effective bond energies of the interface The solvent (and 
impurities) in interaction with the interface also strongly 
influence Y 
In order to estimate bond energies at a surface, the 
so-called equivalent wetting condition216-8 was used based 
on cell models, assuming that 
* , = * , . (2) 
where subscript "f ' refers to interactions of a unit in dif­
ferent directions, φ, is the bond energy at the interface, Φ, 
the corresponding bond energy in the bulk, which can be 
calculated from thermodynamic data of the solid-fluid sys­
tem This implies that the fluid at the interface has the 
same structure as in the bulk By introducing this condi­
tion, bonds formed at the interface are directly brought 
into relation with the bonds formed in the bulk However, 
recent theoretical and experimental investigations show 
that in most cases the equivalent wetting condition leading 
to Eq (2) is not valid " ~ " It follows from a theoretical 
analysis of a lattice gas model (or cell model) applied to 
describe a solid-fluid interface that the bond strength is in 
a subtle way influenced by the fluid structure near the 
interface ' m The latest research based on density-
functional theories (DFT) and computer simulations9 " M 
show that at the solid-fluid interface, the fluid units adja­
cent to the surface become ordered, due to fitting with the 
structure of the solid surface On the other hand, the solid 
units get somewhat more "freedom" to deform themselves 
as in a "hot" solid In general, the fluid structure of the 
interface is different from that in the bulk, and this dis­
crepancy will certainly affect bond energies at the surface 
To describe the fluid structure adjacent to the solid 
surface, some models were put forward based on density-
functional theory In these models, all differences between 
the interface and the bulk are due to variation of the den­
sity of fluid layers adjacent to the solid surface ' ' 1_2° This 
explains the discrepancy of behavior between the interfa­
cial phase and the bulk phase to a quite large extent How­
ever, since most theories and models are based on simple 
systems (such as spheres or dumbbell), the conclusions 
drawn are only qualitative For sophisticated systems as 
organic crystals, we still need special methods to describe 
the interfacial structure and give a reasonable interpreta­
tion of experimentally found bond energies at the surface 
In this paper we try to estimate the bond energies at 
the interfaces of aliphatic crystals by taking an ordered 
structure of the liquid near the crystal surface into account 
We will first develop a method on basis of regular solution 
theory to associate the interfacial structure and the bulk 
structure This, in principle, allows us to characterize the 
interfacial structure Our model for crystal-solution inter­
faces of aliphatic compounds is based on the principal con­
clusions drawn from statistical physics research on crystal 
surfaces This predicts the ordered structure in the liquid 
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layers adjacent to the surface of aliphatic crystals. The 
ordering compensates on the interaction energy differences 
between unlike units (such as solid-fluid units) and like 
units (such as solid-solid units or fluid-fluid units), result­
ing in a decrease of the step energy This paper consists of 
the following parts In Sec II, after distinguishing the bulk 
and the interface as two different phases, we derive expres­
sions of bond energies in a multicomponent medium for 
both the interfacial phase and the bulk phase Introducing 
a surface scaling factor C¡, an essential concept, called 
more or less than equivalent wetting of solid-fluid inter-
faces, is presented Section III is devoted to estimations of 
the interfacial bond energies of aliphatic compounds and of 
the characteristic surface scaling factor, based on a so-
called a molecules approach In Sec IV the theoretical 
expectation and experimental data arc compared with each 
other The influence of solution concentrations on bond 
energies at the interface are also discussed in this section 
Finally in Sec V a summary and conclusion is presented 
II. GENERAL MODEL 
To begin with this section, we will first present a fea-
ture of our model Basically we consider the fluid phase as 
two different phases the bulk fluid phase and the interfa-
cial fluid phase The interfacial fluid phase refers to the 
fluid layers adjacent to the solid surface, and the bulk fluid 
phase to the layers far from the solid surface Similarly, the 
interfacial solid phase and the bulk solid phase are defined 
Subsequently, we can reasonably infer that the bulk prop-
erties are different from the interfacial properties In order 
to discriminate the differences in bond energies, we use φ to 
stand for the bond energy in the interfacial phase, and Φ 
for that in the bulk phase In the following, we will treat 
the bulk phase and the interfacial phase separately, then 
use a certain scaling factor to associate the properties of the 
interfacial phase and those of the bulk phase. 
A. Bond energies at the Interface and In the bulk 
It can be seen from expression ( 1 ) that the roughening 
temperature V depends on the bond energies at the inter­
face We note that for the crystal-fluid interface, within the 
frame work of Ising models bond energies usually have the 
form 
where superscripts s and ƒ refer to solid and fluid, respec­
tively, and corresponding bonds sf, ff, and ш to solid-
fluid, fluid-fluid, and solid-fluid bonds, respectively, and 
ò's are the respective broken bond energies 
In the case of a crystal in thermodynamic equilibrium 
with its melt, it is very clear that "solid" refers to the 
crystalline part of the interface and "fluid" to the fluid 
part For a crystal in thermodynamic equilibrium with its 
solution, the situation becomes more complicated In this 
case, the fluid consists of a mixture of different units A and 
В A represents the solute and В the solvent units The 
mole fractions of A and В particles are given by XA and X&, 
respectively We note that the term φί/ consists of three 
different parts φήΛ, è?", èBB and the term i'f is of two 
parts of* and of" 
Using the well-known mean field or Bragg-Williams 
approximation,2'"24 it follows that the two constituents are 
distributed at random and the mixture behaves as a uni-
form liquid with average intermolccular potential 
(¥/)= Σ Σ XaX^f (4) 
α=ΛΒ β-* В 
Solid units are treated as if they have their own type of 
equilibrium liquid with the average potential 
<#Λ= Σ ХдФ? (5) 
В=.лв 
We will first assume here that the units A and В are spher­
ical and have a similar volume For rodlike units A and В 
expressions (4) and (5) are still valid This will be treated 
later in Sec III 
Combining Eqs (3), (4), and (5) yields 
Ф,=\{ф^-Ф^)+Хг
в
 φ'+Χ^-φ?) 
+Х8(65,в-ф*в) (6) 
or 
φ,=ί(Φ?Α-Φ") + ( 1 - Χ Λ Ϋ <*r+ [ 1 + (α,-\)X t] 
ΧΐΦΐ'-ύί"), (6') 
where 
*7=ΦΪ'-№ + *?') (7) 
and 
αι=(ΦΪ*-ΦΪΑ)/{φΐΒ-φ?1') (8) 
In order to analyze the effective bond energies in the 
bulk, we continue to use the Bragg-Williams approach in 
our regular solution model As usual, we assume a 
pseudocrystalline state, where the whole space is parti­
tioned in cells of equal size and shape Each cell contains 
either an A or В molecule If we now mix V4 molecules of 
a pure A "crystal" and NB molecules of a pure В "crystal," 
the free energy of mixing Д/4™" is 
(9) 
The energy change due to the mixing process is given by 
and the entropy change by 
(Δ5Γ7„) = *Ιη ¿JN'J , dO') 
where к is Boltzmann constant and, <t>° is exchange energy 
Ф ^ = Ф ; » _ І ( Ф ^ + Ф " ) (7') 
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Note that the cells are supposed to be incompressible 
blocks so that 
<A C ì ! Ì Ì )>C.Ta ' < Д / ы І ) > У.Т 
i 
According to thermodynamics 
( I D 
(12) 
(13) 
Here FA and FB are Tree energies of pure A and pure В 
liquids. Then the chemical potential of a solute unit ш the 
mixture is 
r , -(№ил\ 
It follows from Eq. ( 14) after substituting (Δ/^ϋι) given 
by Eq. (9) that 
я 
[ ^ 1 M J ) = frA\A + kT\n XA + ( 1 -ΧΛΫ Σ ΦΓ· (15) 
ι 
Note that \μ
Α
\
Α
 = IdF^/dN^
 т
 is denved for the pure 
liquid state A, and the other part is due to the mixing 
process. 
In the same way we found that for the enthalpy of the 
mixing process. 
<Δ*Γ>(*«» { 3Ν
Λ 
) - < -Хл)
г1*1-
(16) 
We will now make the connection with thermodynam­
ics of solution and phase equilibria. Along the solubility 
curve the component A in solid ( we assume that В is not 
soluble in solid A) is in equilibrium with A in the liquid 
state mixture of A and B. Then the chemical potential of A 
in the solid [μ,], is equal to that in the mixture \μ
Α
]^
Β
) for 
a given Ρ and T. Therefore, 
л 
^4и=Шл+ЬТ-\пХ
А
+и-Х
л
)г1*7 (17) 
1 
and 
[μΑ-[μ^]^ = (Α^-Α7)-Γ(^-57) 
=WAÍ.T.P)-T&S/„{T,P), ( l i ) 
where A and S denote the molar enthalpy and entropy, 
respectively, and Δλ£(Γ,/>) and &SA(T.P) arc the en­
thalpy and entropy of fusion (per structural unit) of the 
solute, respectively. Finally, we obtain the usual expression 
for solubility 
nur,- ¡^-+——+(ΐ-^)2Σ *r-
(19) 
Generally ΔΑ^(Τν) and bS^T.P1) can be calculated 
from the enthalpy and entropy of fusion at the melting 
temperature, ΔΛ7 and Δ57, by 
M/A(TJ>)=jT" Д С , < / Г + Д А ; 
and 
гт
т
 д с Δ Λ ; 
AîJ(7\/»)=J -j?dT+1A 
(20) 
(21) 
In case that solid-solid phase transition occurs, Eqs. 
(20) and (21) are rewritten as 
£j/A(T,P)= Г " Д С ^ ~ ' ^ 7 Ч - Д А ; 
+ Γ "Δ^-"<ίΓ+ΔΑΪ (22) 
f г. л е г ' ΔΑ? 
<™= к-hdT+TZ 
and 
д ^ 
\: + \
т
 -Ί-^Χ.· (23) 
where superscripts Ι, α, and β denote the liquid state, high 
temperature crystalline state (a state) and low tempera­
ture crystalline state (0 state), respectively, and T
m
 is 
melting temperature, Tlr α-β phase transition temperature, 
ΔΑ™ and ΔΑ" are the enthalpy of fusion and α-β phase 
transition enthalpy, respectively It is noted that the α-β 
phase transition is quite common in both even and odd 
R-paraffin_ crystals.2* 
If Δς,Ξ>0, Eqs. (20), (21), (22), and (23) can be 
simplified as 
ΔΑ^(Γ,?)=«ΔΑ;, 
\St(T,P)*bhyTm. 
Δ//(7ν>)»ΔΛ™ + ΔΑ';. 
(20') 
(2Γ) 
(22') 
and 
bSHT,P)^bh"i/T
m
+bh"A/T„. (23') 
In statistical thermodynamics, ΔΑ^ ( Τ,Ρ) has the form 
of 
ΔΑ^(7ΥΡ)= Σ Κ Φ ^ - Φ " ) · 
ι 
Since 
Δ Α ^ Δ ^ + ΔΑΤ", 
(24) 
(25) 
combining Eqs. (16), (19), (24), and (25), we obtain 
another expression for the solubility of regular solutions 
ΔΛ^Γ,Λ*,,) bSrA(T,P) \nXA= r= + г , kT (19') 
where 
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Δ*ΪΒ= Σ Φ, (26) 
and 
ф , = і ( Ф ^ - Ф » ) + ( 1 -Х
л
)гФ° (27) 
In order to evaluate Ф!1г from the enthalpy of dissolu­
tion of the / Д^1", we now introduce the assumption of the 
so-called proportionality condition It is stated that in go­
ing from one state to another, the absolute value of the 
potential is altered but the ratio between the value remains 
the same This implies that the form of the molecules is the 
same in the liquid state as m solid state The change in the 
potential is caused by a difference in energy levels and the 
altered structure which produces different effective poten­
tials Then the proportionality condition can be written as 
Ф,Ф,Ф
А
 = ф ^ ф ;
и
ф £ 
= ф
; / ф / / ф / / 
= Ф ; / ф / Ф І / ·, (28) 
where the subscripts ι, j , к, represent directions in the 
cells, and corresponding bond energies In the following we 
dehne a relative enthalpy of a structure by summing the 
relative bond energies m reference to the strongest bond 
tf=I*, (29) 
where Φ, = Ф"/Ф"
г
 According to the proportional condi­
tion, Η is determined by structure, nature of bonds, and 
the shape of molecules, and is independent of the other 
external factors Consequently, the strongest bond strength 
in the liquid cell of the bulk phase can be evaluated by 
^
m
=Miat(TJ>JCA)/H (30) 
It is noted that in the foregoing discussions we did not 
distinguish concentrations of solute Х
л
 in the interfacial 
phase and in the bulk phase because we assume that they 
are the same at equilibrium In fact this is an approxima­
tion 
B. Scaling factor of Interfaces 
In the description of both the bulk phase and the in­
terfacial phase, we are confronted with the fact that the 
interfacial phase is quite different from the bulk phase In 
order to link interfacial quantities to bulk quantities, a sur­
face scaling factor is introduced, 
С,=ф/Ф, (31) 
Here if we assume that the proportionality condition Eq 
(28) also holds for the interface, the factor Q should be 
the same for a certain interface Similarly, two other rele­
vant factors are defined as 
χΛΛ ,s¡ 
4 = ; Γ Τ Γ 
Φ"-Φ?' 
(32) 
<7 = [ ί ( φ ^ _ φ ^ )
 + ( 1 _ ^ ) 2 φ Π 
(33) 
According to Eqs (6'), (27), and (33), C, can be 
divided into two parts, 
where 
{ll
 + (a,~\)X„](ifB-iAB)} q = [Ϊ(Φ, - Φ Π + ( Ι - ^ ) 2 Φ Π 
(34) 
(35) 
Since we only limit ourselves to strictly regular solutions, 
m expression (33) the terms ( 1 -XAYi', and ( 1 -Хл)гФ° 
are relatively small, compared with the terms 'ііфАА — φ?5) 
and [(tfA — Q?s), respectively So we may expect that 
CfsiCfj It then follows that 
Ci^Cfl+C, (34') 
It can immediately be seen from expression (32) [or Eq 
(33)] that C? (or Cf) is (or almost) concentration inde­
pendent and characterizes the bonding conditions in the 
two phases Therefore, it can be defined as a characteristic 
surface scaling factor In expression (35), C¡ involves sur-
face bonds ifA and if', which have no corresponding 
bonds in the bulk, and this part is strongly influenced by 
the concentration of the solution and surface structure 
Nevertheless, in the paper we will call C¡ (or Cf), 
iif°—iAB), iifA-iAA) (or a,), etc , surface parame-
ters These parameters are subsequently used to character-
ize the interfacial phase in reference to the bulk phase 
From the definition of Ch we can distinguish three 
cases 
C,= l (0 
On statistical average, the bonding condition in the 
interfacial pha» is similar to that in the bulk phase, and 
the so-called equivalent wetting condition is fulfilled 
C,<\ (и) 
In this case the duid molecules, both solute and sol­
vents molecules, are quite ordered and are fitting quite well 
with the solid surface structure This compensates the 
bond energy difference between unlike units and like units 
The solid surface reveals a positive absorption effect to 
fluid units In this case the surface free energy and step free 
energy become small We classify this case the extra or 
more than equivalent wetting case 
C,>\ (in) 
and 
In this case the difference of bond energies between 
unlike units and like units in the interfacial phase is much 
greater than in the bulk The value of bond energy ex­
pressed by Eq ( 3 ) is much more positive than the corre­
sponding value in the bulk This case is known as the less 
than equivalent wetting We can expect that the two dif­
ferent kinds of units are much more separated from each 
other This is the so-called negative absorption effect, 
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caused by a repulsive effect between solid and fluid units or 
mismatch between unlike molecules in the interfaces l 0 " 
The density reduction of hard spheres at the hard sphere-
hard wall interface, due to a fluid ordering is also one of 
these reasons 
For crystals growing from a normal solution dj (or 
Cf and Cj) may be roughly the same for all faces. It fol­
lows from expressions (34), (34'), and (35) that, in gen­
eral, C, and С/ are concentration and temperature depen­
dent If due to special shapes, confirmations ot more or less 
complex molecules in subtle interactions with a crystal sur­
face (hkl) having a specific structure occurs, Cfj (or Cf) 
and C, may become strongly surface dependent Also tailor 
made additives and special solvents interacting with special 
surfaces can make C? (or Cf) and C, strongly surface de­
pendent 
III. THE INTERFACIAL PHASE COMPOSED OF 
ALIPHATIC LIKE UNITS 
In this section, we will deal with the systems consisting 
of aliphatichke or chainlike units In Sec II, we applied the 
regular solution theory to solutions of two types of mole­
cules in our analysis For the lime being these molecules 
are regarded as spheres of at least roughly the same size 
Any given configuration can be obtained from another dis­
tinct one by merely interchanging the position of a pair of 
unlike molecules This does not appreciably affect the con­
figuration of remaining molecules The theory presented 
above has to be modified if the two types of molecules have 
a significantly different size and shape However, for the 
case of the arrangement of molecules in a linear chain, the 
number of distinguishable arrangement must be indepen­
dent of the relative lengths of the two types of molecules, 
and the statistical results can be the same as the spherical 
molecules having the same size 17 If then a liquid is con­
structed out of large groups of such lines all parallel to one 
another it seems reasonable to expect the free enthalpy of 
mixing to be nearly the same as for a single linear array, or 
the same as for spherical molecules of the same size This 
must also be the case for a mixture of two paraffins having 
molecules of differing lengths, where, in principle, all mol­
ecules are arranged in parallel linear arrays Some experi­
ments reported in Ref 25 and our solubility determina­
tions showing regularly mixing behavior of л-paraffins and 
л hexane solutions strongly support the argument There­
fore, all results derived from regular solution theory can 
also be applied to л paraffin solutions 
A A highly ordered structure model 
Before considering (he interfacial phase and the bulk 
phase of «-paraffin solutions, we will review the solid 
phases and molecule behavior in the phases In the solid 
state, л paraffins may crystallize in several low temperature 
phases (/3 phases tnchnic β
τ
, monoclinic ßm, and ortho-
rhombic β J and a high temperature phase (hexagonal 
phase or a phase or rotatorv phase),24 depending on the 
panty of carbon numt>er of л-paraffins and the external 
factors In β phases, rotation of a molecule around its axis 
is stronglv restricted while in the α phase a molecule can 
η e v e n η odd RCS 
FIG 1 Symmetrv of π pdraffìn molecules (Ref 26) 
rotate freely around its axis It results in the dissimilarity of 
molecular symmetry for the β phase even paraffin mole­
cules have a 2/m symmetry, while odd paraffin molecules 
have a mm symmetry With regard to the a phase, axial 
rotation of the molecules provides them with statistical 
mean cylindrical symmetry 2 6 The symmetry of molecules 
in different phases are presented in Fig 1 In the liquid 
state, л-paraffin molecules can rotate on their axes as in the 
a phase Hence from a statistical point of view, paraffin 
molecules in the a phase and liquid state are supposed to 
be similar the long rod shape with cylindrical bvmmetry 
We now consider the interfaces of (β phase) paraffin 
crystals in thermodynamic equilibrium with their solu­
tions As mentioned before, going trom the bulk fluid phase 
to crystal surfaces configurations ot the liquid state be­
come much more ordered and oriented due to the influence 
of solid surfaces In this sense, we supposed that a kind of 
smectic order exists in the first few layers adjacent to the 
surfaces, as illustrated in Fig 2 Wnhin the framework of 
cell models, each unit of both the fluid and the solid phase 
occupies one lattice point in the interfacial phase Accord-
FIG 2 be h em ai ic illustration of ытіеаіс >rder л the interfaual phase 
The black ellipsoidal block.s represent solid units the open ones fluid 
units 
но 
X Y Uu end Ρ елпета SOIKMHJUKJ interfaces 
ν 
(S-B), 
(9 »>, 
Y 
F I G 3 Different molecular interactions at the interfaces of я paranin­
fi licitane solution system 4 and В referring to solid solute and solvent 
molecules, respectively 
ing to the analysis of η paraffin molecular behavior in dif­
ferent states, we distinguish solid and fluid paraffin mole­
cules by the symmetry resulting from statistically 
averaging over configurations Different molecular symme­
try is caused by different states of motion, which strongly 
influences the interaction energy and the configurations In 
the following we limit ourselves to a regular solution sys­
tem, where longer chain paraffins dissolve in shorter chain 
paraffins (such as л-hexane) It is supposed that no solid 
solution is formed in the solid state We assume that the 
solid paraffin molecules are the molecules with zigzag 
chains having mm or 2/m symmetry, and the solute mol­
ecules are those with the shape of cylinder having cylin­
drical symmetry Solvent molecules have different chain 
length from solute paraffin molecules Since they cannot 
enter the lattice points of paraffin crystals, they have both 
a zigzag chain symmetry and a cylindrical symmetry 
As shown in Sec II A, six types of contacts are distin­
guished at the solid fluid interface, S-S, S-A, S-B, A-A, 
Α-B, and B-B, which correspond to six types of interac­
tions Combined with our classification of the molecules, 
these contacts at the surfaces of paraffin crystals (β phase) 
are illustrated in Fig 3 In this schematic illustration, S-B 
contacts are still indicated as (S-B), and (S-B)2 
Now let us reconsider expression (33) In the expres­
sion, q involves Ιφ^-Φΐ4) and (*?*-«#") terms Nor­
mally we take solid molecules as a reference, assuming that 
they are fixed Let us look at an individual contact of S-A 
If we change the reference to a solute molecule, the solid 
molecule in comparison with the reference solute molecule 
will roíate around its molecular axis In the sense, S-A and 
A-Α contacts are not much different Hence we will assume 
that for л-paraffins-n-hexane solutions at solid-fluid inter 
faces the following approximation holds 
φ, = < J , (36) 
Concerning S-B interactions part we presume that (S-B) ι 
is almost equal to Α-B interactions, but (і"-й)2 is different 
It can be expected that 
óf^", 
and 
ai~0 
Therefore, we can rewrite expression (35) as 
(37) 
(38) 
q=(i-xA)(if'-^ 
-HI-* , )2* ," 
Ϊ") /\\«-< 
( 3 5 ) 
B. Estimation of Cf The α molecule approach 
In order to calculate C(, we need the data of C? and 
(Φ?Β—ώ?*) It is impossible to calculate such data on 
purely theoretical grounds But for particular systems 
such as aliphatic solution systems, the data can be esti­
mated from thermodynamic parameters In the following 
we will estimate (fj and (e j f — Φ?") for n-paraffin-n-
hexane solution systems 
As in the foregoing discussions, we know that n-
paraffin molecules have cylindrical symmetry both in the 
liquid state and rotatory phase (a phase) It is very rea­
sonable to presume that the solute molecules in the inter 
facial phase are similar to a molecules If a small change in 
cell parameters caused by phase transition is negligible (it 
is the case of the phase transition from the onhorhombic 
phase to the hexagonal phase), we can use α molecules to 
stand for solute molecules in the interface for our estima­
tion This method is called the a molecule approach C¡ can 
be thus calculated from the enthalpy of the a-0 phase 
transition and enthalpy of fusion Expression (32) has to 
be adjusted and gets the shape of 
с?=і^Фг-*?9>/і;і<Ф!'-Ф?в). 
i ¿ Ι ι ¿ 
= AA°-"/(AAfr-', + A / C ) . (32) 
where superscripts α, β, and / denote a state, β state, and 
liquid state, respectively In order to obtain Eq ( 32' ) we 
also assume ДС,,=0 The calculated results of thermody­
namic parameters obtained Ггот Ref 24 are given in Table 
I The uncertainty of C? for different л-paraffins may result 
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TABLE I The estimated value of C? for л-parimm based on Eq (12') 
i-Paraffin C? CÍ 
B - C „ H . . 
n-CijHa 
л-С
и
Нц 
л C„H1S 
B-C|qH^ 
Л-СцНм 
Л*Сі)Н4| 
л-С|}Нц 
л-С
ІТ
Н
н 
л-C^Hjo 
л-СлН
ы 
Л-С)5ІІ72 
0 236 
0212 
0 209 
0215 
0 2)2 
0 243 
0 24« 
0)11 
0 323 
0 323 
0 266 
0 23В 
0 239 
from experimental errors in the determination of the en­
thalpy of phase transitions 
In comparison of the three cases mentioned earlier in 
Sec II В with the results listed in Table I, it can be seen 
that our system is the case of C,< 1 (we suppose that C, 
and Cf¡ have not much difference) This shows that sur-
faces of л-paraffin crystals in contact with their regular 
solutions will be extra wetting 
The estimation of («>£ƒ — ф
а
* ) is much more question­
able In Sec III Λ we found that concerning in S-B inter­
actions only (S-B)2 are quite different from Α-B interac­
tions at the interfaces From a statistical thermodynamic 
point of view α can be said that the ratio between the 
number of rotating and fixed solvent molecules at the in­
terface is temperature dependent In the following we will 
introduce the ad hoc assumption that the solvent molecules 
at the interface have an equal chance to be in a rotation 
state and a fixed state, hence 
- l l P
u r
 - * Μ Γ 1 · (39) 
We note that the interactions between л-paraffin molecules 
are van der Waals interactions, which ore short range in­
teractions It is reasonable to assume that [ф[
и
 ' ' — φ*"] is 
approximately equal to №„"'* - ΦΪ"] (SS)B denotes the 
solid-solid interaction in À-type crystals Combining ex-
pressions (30) and (32), we thus obtain 
= - 2 Δ * £ Ci/Al solvent) (40) 
(UA¿ is the enthalpy of fusion of pure solvent) Finally, the 
estimated values of (¿^f - #*,?), along with the necessary 
data for n-paraffin-n-hexane solution system, are listed in 
Table II 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICA ЛОМ AND DISCUSSION 
Recent observations of paraffin molecules within an 
adsorption layer on a solid substrate with scanning tunnel­
ing microscope (STM) technique strongly suggest how the 
interface of paraffin crystal solution may look We refer to 
TABLE I I Results of ihe estimation of ( i ' f - *,*') for л-рагатп-л-
hexane solutions based on Eq (39) and along with necessaiy data 
Δ*4' 
(cal/mol) 
3114 
4 Я (л-hexane) Cf 
2 676 0 239 
(cal/mol) 
-301 
'ΔΛ£ of л-hexane is quoted from Ref 24 
*C? is C¡ given in Table I 
the work of McGonigal and his colleagues27 2e who have 
directly imaged n-paraffin layers adsorbed at the liquid/ 
graphite interface using STM In their investigations, two 
types of adsorbed systems were explored One system ex-
ploited the preferential adsorption of л - С ) 2 Н и from two 
liquid solvents (iso-octane and n-decane) on a freshly 
cleaved substrate of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite The 
other system studied is the adsorption of pure л-С|,Н ) 6 
melt Their results exhibited an image of the adsorbed layer 
as a two dimensional array of n-C ] 2HM molecules, which is 
similar to (he structure of solid л-С ] 2 Н м The results of the 
second system are similar We ourselves recently also carry 
out analogous experiments for the n-CijH
u
-n-hexane so­
lution system, almost the same results are obtained ( work 
in progress) All of these indicate that the adsorbed layers 
possess a high degree of two dimensional ordering Al­
though here the adsorption occurs on a graphite substrate, 
it is very reasonably to infer from this that the same or­
dered structure exists at the liquid/n-paraffin interface 
where a л-paraffin crystal is the substrate Therefore, we 
can consider it as a strong experimental support to our 
ordering model of the interfacial structure schematically 
shown in Fig 2 
In the following, we will use the roughening phase 
transition as a probe to determine the surface parameters, 
and subsequently to determine the bonding condition at 
the interfaces 
A. Experimental determination of C, 
As we indicated in Sec I, the roughening temperature 
of face (AW) is directly proportional to the bond energies 
at the interface, while the bond energies in the bulk are 
associated with dissolution enthalpy Basically we can rely 
on Eqs ( 1 ) and (30) to determine the bond energies at the 
interfaces and in the bulk experimentally, and the data for 
TABLE III Experimental results of the determination of the interfacial 
bond energies and the bulk bond energies for three л-рагатп-л hexane 
soluuons 
ΔΛ*~ _ Ф,„ n „ · 
(cal/mol) ΔΗ* (cal/mol) (K) (cal/mol) 
л-Сц/в-С 
п-Сц/п-Сі 
Л-С..ЛІ-С, 
¡8022 
16411 
I2 23Í 
2 TBI 
2 791 
2 433 
641) 
3881 
3049 
283 80 0 8496 1327 
273 23 0 8741 1242 
284 80 09763 1160 
*oAda> and 7\
кІ
 are determined in our expenmenis (Reís 29-3 0 For 
n-OjH« and л-СцНщ, ΤΉ, corresponds lo the roughening temperature 
of J U 0 ) faces for л C„H„ to {010) faces 
Ь
ДЛГ and 0tu are calculated dala. 
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TABLE IV Results of surface parameters. С, C? and (<t>sJ 
resulting from experimental data 
О 
с, 
С? (or С?) «r-o 
(cal/mol) 
я-С,,/я С
ь 
л-с ,/я-с, 
л-С ν
 с
» 
0 205 
0211 
0 250 
0235 
0 244 
0 244 
n-C¡jH4„ л-С^Н«, and /i-C,4HM in л-hexane solutions 
have been determined systematically i9~>' The results are 
listed in Table III We note that the β phase of odd paraf­
fins, я-С2]Н4,, л-С21Н44, differ from even ones (n-C16HM) 
Crystals of л-С^Н«,, and л-С21Нм belong to the ortho-
rhombic phase, while crystals of л-СщН
м
 belong to the 
tncunic phase However, if we adapt the idea that C? is 
face independent, it can be inferred that C? is independent 
of the structures The implication is that the ordering and 
orientation process m the interfacial phase is similar for 
different β structures of л-paraffins 
Using the data given in Table IH the surface scaling 
factors and other surface parameten are calculated from 
expressions (32) [or Eq (33)], (34'), (35'). and pre­
sented m Table IV Since the term (¿f,f - ф^') is quite 
solvent and temperature dependent and Г
ш
 determined 
for the three л-paraffins is not very different (sec Table 
III), in our calculation we assume that this term is con­
stant 
In comparison of experimental results with absolute 
values of C? presented in Table 1, we have found that they 
agree quite well This suggests consequently that our inter­
facial model for aliphatic crystals in equilibrium with the 
solutions is a good model for this interface Looking at 
Table IV, it can be seen that C/s for different л-paraffins 
with different structures are a bit different, but C/*s are 
almost constant, which is consistent with our expectation 
At this point, we conclude that upon using the scaling 
factor C1' the discrepancy of bond situations between the 
interfacial phase and the bulk phase is explamed ade­
quately 
The values of (¿J? - Фл',) presented boih in Table II 
and Table IV are, in principle, comparative The difference 
results from our crude approximation in which we suppose 
that in the interface, rotating solvent molecules, and fixed 
ones share the same percentage In fact, the solvent mole­
cules arc fully rotating in the bulk phase The existence of 
fixed solvent molecules is because of the adsorption of sol­
vent molecules at the interface and the restriction of other 
units on the rotation of solvent molecules in the interfacial 
phase Since our experimental temperature is higher than 
the melting point of the solvent (л-hexane), the number of 
fixed molecules should be less than the rotating ones 
Therefore, the result listed m Table II is overestimated 
Taking a general view of n-paraffin-n-hexane solution 
system, the condition of more than equivalent wetting (C, 
< 1 ) is indeed fulfilled As we have expected, it is because 
the smectic ordering and orientation of fluid units occur in 
the interfaces It makes the fluid units fit in well with the 
solid surface structures of paraffin crystals, so that step 
energies and step free energy caused by different arrange­
ments and interactions between unlike units are consider­
ably reduced 
B. Dependenc* of roughening temperature on 
concentration of solutions 
In Sec II B, we recall that C, is concentration depen­
dent Therefore, the interfacial bond energies are also con­
centration dependent Considering the direct relation be 
tween φ, and V, it will turn out that the roughening 
temperature vanes with the change of concentration in so­
lutions This is clearly indicated in Eq (41) or (4Г) 
„
 2Θ
Ά*,[Π 
;{ФХ-ФХ) + (\-Х
А
)іф^ 
C?-b[l + (a,-l)*,](<rôi-#; (41) 
2«n*. ΔΑ0"5 С? 
= +[1 + (α,-
Н 
i ) * , l « ì « - < ) 
(41 ) 
Equations (41) and (41 ' ) result from a combination of the 
Eqs (1), (6') (30), (31), (33), (34). and (35) Now let 
us apply Eq (41) or (4Г) to the n-CjHj, and л-hexane 
solution system The roughening temperature of face ( 110) 
vs mole fraction of solute is plotted in Fig 4(a), along with 
solubility curve of the system It should be noted that ap­
plying Eq (41) or (41') we assume that ЕЦ 4 ,Я^ 4 / as be­
fore7 (0)шdenotes the dimensionless Ismg temperature) It 
can be seen from Fig 4(a) that owing to the different 
shape, the two curves intercept each other at X\ and X\ 
According to the concept of roughening transition, we 
know that when the solubility curve is below the roughen­
ing transition curve, the equilibrium structure of (110) 
surface will be in flat mode, otherwise it will be in rough 
mode Therefore, in case 
Г^Х<.Х\ (42) 
(110) faces are rough, while 
X<X'X or X>X% (43) 
(110) faces should be flat Theoretically, at X\ or X\ two 
kinds of roughening transitions will occur By lowering the 
liquidus temperature, a roughening phase transition from 
the rough to the flat structure occurs at X], while a rough­
ening phase transition from the flat to the rough structure 
will happen at X\ V(X\) has been measured (see Table 
III), but it is impossible to determine Τ(XV) in our solu­
tion system The reason is that when X>X
xr
 the phase 
transition from ortborhombic structure (or Д) structure) 
to hexagonal structure (or α structure) will occur As a 
molecules are very similar to fluid molecules at the inter­
face, | φ™ — φ** I becomes very small, and the value of ψ,„, 
as well as V, will drop dramatically, which results m com­
pletely circular lateral faces " Since X\ > Xln roughening 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The interfacial bonding situation of crystals in contact 
with a saturated solution is in general different from that in 
the bulk, which can be described by the so-called surtace 
scaling factors (C, and Ö] or Cf ) For the solution system 
formed by aliphatic crystals and similar solvent, a simple 
model is set up to estimate the interfacial parameters, such 
as C? (or Cf ), (ФІА, - О and (φ™ - « O Expenmen 
tally, it turns out that for n-paraffin-n-hexane solution sys­
tem, 
C?(or C7J-0 244, 
I I l l l l (fidili I 
11 BOO -
850 0 -
rsoo -
590 0 
ЭВ0 0 • 
1900 
- -
-
— ¡titillili Cim 
— Τ Cim (001) 
- -T Cini (010) 
— Τ Cini ( n o l 
О 00 О 20 О 40 о во О ВО I 00 
х„ 
(ЬІ I I I I I · filetta· 1 
( * " - 0 ~ - 2 ° ° cal/mol, 
under normal conditions The agreement of estimated re­
sults with experimental ones confirms that the interfacial 
structures are in quasi crystalline state, the fluid units at 
the interfacial phase show a high degree of the ordering 
and orienting along the solid surface structure The simi­
larity between solid and fluid units greatly compensates the 
interaction difference 
Based on the relation between concentration and bond 
energy, a roughening phase transition diagram of n-C2jH4S 
in я-hexane solvent system was presented It shows that 
the roughening temperature directly depends on the con­
centration of solutions 
FIG 4 A roughening transition phase diagram of n-C
u
Htt-n hexane 
ystem (a) Plots of roughening temperature 7^,0 and equilibnum tern 
cerature Τ, vs mole fraction of solute (X) (b) Plots of T^, T\JOt 7oio. 
ind Γ, vj X 
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transition at T(X\) cannot be observed Anyway, a simi­
lar roughening transition from flat to rough mode, as we 
expect at T'(X\), was observed in naphthalene-pyrene sys-
tem 
In order to make a comparison, the roughening tem­
perature of face (001) and face (010) against concentra­
tion is plotted in Fig 4(b), along with that of face (110) 
and hquidus curve In the whole range of concentration, 
7*5o| is much higher than the equilibnum temperature So 
the roughening transition never takes place on the (001) 
face On the other hand. Тою u much lower than the h-
quidus temperature under normal conditions unless the 
concentration of л-С2зН4| is extremely low This is why in 
normal conditions a faceted (010) face cannot be observed 
From Eq (41) we still can find that for n-paraflin-n-
hexane systems, the variation of Т
ш
 is quite dependent on 
the value of (¿^f - φ*") because ф"
т
 is very small When 
(Ф,„ — фЩ) ~ 0, T'hki becomes concentration independent 
In concluding this part, we may indicate that Fig 4 
represent a kind of roughening phase transition diagram 
To determine the diagram, on one hand we must have 
precise roughening temperature data, on the other hand, 
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Chapter 4.2 
The relation between macroscopic quantities and the solid-fluid 
interfacial structure 
Xiang-Yang Uu and Ρ Bennema 
RIM Laboratory of Solid Stale Chemistry, faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, Toemooiveld, 
6525 ED Nijmegen. The Netherlands 
(Received 19 June 1992, accepted 14 December 1992) 
The relation between thermodynamic quantities and the interfacial structure is described on 
the basis of a layer model (or an lnhomogeneous cell model) By introducing the 
surface characteristic scaling Tactor Cf (or C°) and the surface concentration (or density) 
distribution constant K¡, thermodynamic quantities of the interfacial phase are correlated 
with the corresponding quantities of the bulk phase Relevant expressions are derived from 
basic principles of statistic thermodynamics In order to clarify the relevant consequences, 
two systems, the hard-sphere-hard-wall system and the crystal-solution system of aliphatic 
compounds, are discussed It is shown that within the framework of our model, experimental 
data are explained in a satisfactory way The character of solid-fluid interfaces is discussed, 
m terms of wetting conditions As a consequence of this approach, solid-fluid interfaces are 
classified into three typical cases the equivalent wetting case ( C * or C ° = l ) , the more than 
equivalent wetting case ( C * or C?< 1), and the less than equivalent wetting case (Cf or 
С J > 1 ) It turns out that except the equivalent wetting case, the concentration of solute (or 
the density of fluid units) in the interfacial phase will diner from that m the bulk fluid phase 
at equilibrium. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In order to study crystal growth mechanisms and to 
predict the morphology of crystals, theoretical and exper­
imental information must be available for the physical 
properties of the interface between the bulk of the crystal 
and the bulk of the fluid phase '~J Subtle changes at this 
interface may give a dramatic change in growth mecha­
nisms Also, the relative growth rates of different crystal­
lography faces under the influence of a driving force for 
crystallization are determined in a subtle way by the dif­
ferences m structures of interfaces. These relative growth 
rates of different faces determine the morphology of crys­
tals In the study of crystal growth mechanisms and mor­
phology of crystals, it is essential to predict and to under­
stand whether a given surface (hkl) is growing above or 
below its roughening temperature ' In the first case, a 
roughened rounded off surface occurs and in the second 
case a crystallographic Tace (AW) grows by a layer by layer 
mechanism In case a surface growing below its roughening 
temperature is exposed to a supersaturanon which is 
higher than a certain critical supersaturation, critical two-
dimensional nuclei get the size of a few molecules, then the 
so-called kinetic roughening occurs In this case also a 
roughened rounded off surface results Both thermal 
roughening and kinetic roughening of a face (hkl) depend 
on the physical character of interface Expressed in the 
language of Ising or cell models, it can be stated that the 
physical state of the interface depends on the bond energies 
between solid and fluid units at the interface The dimen-
sionless roughening temperature θ 'hU which determines the 
roughening transition of a face is defined as1 
в'
ш
=гкг/ф
м
 ( i ) 
Here φ
 ш
 represents the strongest bond energy at the in-
J Слеш Phye M (7) 1 Apnl 1993 0021 9606/93/075863 10S06 00 © 1993 American Institute ol Physics 5663 
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terface, A is the Boltzmann constant, and 7" is the actual 
roughening temperature In this paper, the convention is 
used that в \
кІ
 is referenced to φ
 u r
 In cell models, where 
the whole space (both the bulk and the interface) is par­
titioned in solid and fluid cells of equal size and shape, the 
energy of the ith bond is defined as 
Φ,=Φ f-J ІФ"+Ф') (2) 
In Eq (2), superscript sf refers to a solid-fluid bond en­
ergy, ss to a solid-solid, and ff to a fluid-fluid bond energy 
In order to calculate the effective bond energies φ, 
given by Eq (2) as thev occur at the interface of a crys­
tallographic face {hkl) in contact with the fluid phase, 
traditionally two ad hoc approximations1-* are introduced, 
which are (ι) the proportionality assumption and (u) the 
equivalent wetting assumption 
The proportionality assumption states that for the 
bond energies φ, occurring at the surface, the ratio of bond 
energies is the same as the ratio of the bond energies φ f 
referenced to vacuum If per structural unit has <=1, 2, ,1 
bonds in connection to neighboring units, the following 
relation holds, 
^ 1 ^ 2 Φι Φη = Φ\Φϊ Φι Фа (3) 
Then relative bond energies can in principle be calculated 
The equivalent wetting assumption was first intro­
duced by Jackson4 according to a traditional cell model 
(here we call the homogeneous cell model) This assump­
tion consists of two parts First, both the fluid and the solid 
are completely homogeneous from the bulk to the dividing 
surface (this will in the following be called the homoge­
neous phase approximation) This implies that various 
bond energies in the bulk (such as Ф", 4>f, etc ) are equiv-
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aient to the corresponding bond energies in the interfacial 
phase (such as φ", φ*, e tc ) Within this classical ap­
proach, it is assumed that the same types of cells are not 
distinguished by their positions Second, it is assumed that 
at the interface 6 f = φ " [or for a mixture of A, В types of 
molecules, φ*Λ=φΊΑ and φ5*~φλ,Β (Ref 5)] Gener­
ally, it follows from this assumption that macroscopic 
quantities of the interface equal the corresponding quanti­
ties of the bulk This implies that 
It 
І0,=ДЯ,/ОГ ДЯ„ (4) 
ι = . 1 
Here ÍJíd and №f„ denote the enthalpy of dissolution and 
melting per structural unit, respectively Using Eqs (3) 
and (4), bond energies as they occur at the surface can be 
calculated 
From research in the past on the growth and morphol­
ogy of crystals, it was found that the equivalent wetting 
assumption leading to (4) is not fulfilled According to 
investigations on the roughening transition and 3D homo­
geneous nuclcation, it was found that for metals and some 
inorganic crystals grown from their melt or solutions, the 
use of the equivalent wetting assumption underestimates 
φ , by a factor of 2 5-6 ^ 1 0 In contrast, for chain-like mol­
ecule systems, the wetting assumption overestimates φ , by 
a factor of 2 5-6 ' To remove the difficulties with the equiv­
alent wetting assumption, some alternatives" ' 2 have been 
developed In those attempts, people on one hand focused 
on the refinement of φ f in Eq (2) (or φ f and φ f* in the 
case of crystals in contact with solutions), people on the 
other hand accepted the very poor estimation of φ " and 
φ f based on the homogeneous phase approximation 
Recently much progress concerning the structure of 
crystal-fluid interfaces has been made by computer simu­
lations and density-functional theories l3~22 All results in­
dicate that the structure and macroscopic quantities, such 
as the density (or concentration) and the potential energy 
in the regions adjacent to the surface are quite different 
from those of the bulk phase This can be seen from the 
fact that in solid-fluid interfacial systems, the interfacial 
profile showing oscillations of density on the solid side 
extends to the fluid side and gradually vanishes going from 
the solid surface to the bulk fluid Correspondingly, it fol-
lowsThat potential energies (or interaction energies) of 
fluid units m the interfacial phase differ from those m the 
bulk phase In addition to this, it was observed with the 
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) technique23"25 that 
the structure of fluid л-paraffin and other organic mole­
cules within adsorption layers on a graphite substrate also 
displays a high degree of two-dimensional ordering and 
orientation, which is similar to the structure of the solid 
phase This indicates explicitly that in the description of 
the solid-fluid interface, the equivalent wetting assump­
tion, especially the homogeneous phase approximation, is 
invalid We notice that the failure of the equivalent wetting 
assumption is attributed to the relaxation or reconstruction 
of the solid layers and the ordering of the fluid layers at the 
interface Concerning Eq (2), ¿ " at the interface is dif-
ferent from the corresponding one in the bulk due to the 
relaxation or the reconstruction of interfacial solid layers 
Similarly, φ * at the interface is also different than that of 
the bulk due to the ordering of interfacial fluid layers Then 
φ '' will be influenced and consequently φ , at the interface 
differs from that in the bulk 
In view of the above-mentioned facts, it is necessary to 
have a more precise model in place of the traditional ho­
mogeneous cell model to describe the interface In our pre­
vious paper,3 we presented a first attempt to distinguish the 
interfacial bond energy (denoted by φ ) from the bulk 
bond energy (denoted by Φ) Here we will systematically 
discuss this issue from the basis of statistic thermodynamic 
principles The purpose of this paper is to relate the struc­
ture of the interface with properties in a modified cell 
model This will provide a reliable method to deduce relè 
vant interfacial quantities Trom theoretical results or from 
experimental data 
This paper is organized as follows In Sec II, we de-
velop an mhomogeneous cell model, the so-called layer 
model to describe the solid-fluid interface It can be seen 
later in our treatment that this model is much closer to 
reality than the traditional homogeneous cell model used 
by Jackson4 and Temkin 2 In the model, a simplified inter 
facial system is defined using the two-step model, and rel-
evant surface parameters are derived In Sec III, these 
results are applied to the hard-sphere-hard-wall system 
and the crystal-solution system of aliphatic compounds In 
Sec IV, three typical interfacial structures are discussed 
Finally, summary and conclusions are presented in Sec V 
II. GENERAL MODEL ANO INTERFACIAL 
QUANTITIES 
In the following treatment, only solid-liquid systems 
are concerned The obtained results may straightforwardly 
be extended to other systems In order to simplify our 
treatment, in this section we will deal with normal (unas-
sociated) liquids in contact with flat solid surfaces 
A. The layer model and relevant surface parameters 
Let us consider a solid-fluid system with a flat inter-
face parallel to a face (hkl) of a crystal (see Fig 1) In 
this system, there is a sharp boundary (the horizontal solid 
line) between the solid phase and the fluid phase The 
space above the boundary belongs to the fluid phase and 
the space below to the solid phase Now we divide the 
whole space (for both the solid and the fluid), parallel to 
the orientation (hkl), into a set of layers Every layer has 
a thickness of the interplanar distance dkkt (Actually, dhU 
corresponds to the periodicity of the density oscillation in 
the normal direction of the surface, according to density-
functional theories and computer simulations 1 3 - n ) As-
sume that each layer is a homogeneous and essential part 
of the system Then we may in principle use an indepen-
dent set of state variables to characterize the thermody-
namic equilibrium state of a layer On the other hand, for 
different layers, corresponding properties and structures 
can be different or the same, depending on the regions in 
which they are situated Here we define a single layer in the 
interfacial regions as an independent subphase because its 
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"he bulk fluid phast 
'he bulk fluid oliai« 
THE FLUID PHASE 
FIG 1 A schematic illustration for the slice model See the teit for more 
details 
structure is duTerent from other layers Those layers which 
are in infinite distances from the dividing surface and have 
the same structure are considered as a single phase. Now 
the general picture of the solid-fluid interface according to 
the layer model can be desenbed as follows- The structure 
of interfacial layers changes gradually from one to the 
other, as extending from the dividing surface to layers 
where the density gradients vanish. The same holds for the 
properties of structural units. Explicitly, we present here 
an inhomogeneous approach within the framework of a 
cell model for the interface. In this approach, all the same 
types of units are distinguished by the distance to the di­
viding plane of interfaces. Note that this local homogeneity 
within the thickness of a layer in the normal direction of 
the surface results from a cell model approximation. It 
looks somewhat different from those pictures presented by 
density-functional theories and computer simulations, in 
which the oscillation of the density occurs. Actually, in 
this layer model, we average the oscillation of the density 
(or other relative properties) over one period (а
ш
). 
In comparison with conventional descriptions, it is 
found that our description is similar to Guggenheim's 
method,26 where a new mediate phase, the interfacial 
phase, is defined in interfacial regions. However, ours is 
different from Gibbs' approach,27 which is obtained from a 
geometrical construction In Gibbs' approach, somewhere 
in the interface a plane parallel to the surface is drawn. 
This is commonly referred to as Gibbs' equimolar dividing 
surface. From Gibbs' approach, interface excess functions, 
such as the interface excess free energy, etc, are de­
fined.27-28 In this connection, we notice that in the layer 
model, interface excess functions are distributed in the lay­
ers of interfacial regions and included in those functions of 
local layers. This can be seen from the fact that thermody­
namic functions of those layers are different from the bulk. 
In order to calculate an interface excess function based on 
the layer model, one needs to integrate differences of the 
function between interfacial layers and the bulk. (A de­
tailed description on this issue will be published else­
where. ) 
Considering that many physical processes (such as the 
surface roughening) arc directly related to the physical 
state and thermodynamic properties of the first solid and 
the first fluid layer adjacent to the dividing surface, we will 
focus our attention to the regions Now we simplify a 
solid-fluid interfacial system using a two-step interface 
model in the layer space First, we need to define our sys­
tem. The fluid layer adjacent to the solid phase is defined as 
the interfacial fluid subphase Those fluid layers having 
infinite distances from the solid surface share the same 
corresponding physical properties. This implies that they 
are a homogeneous part of the system. The whole of those 
layers is therefore defined as the bulk fluid phase. Similarly, 
the interfacial solid subphase and the bulk solid phase are 
defined Basically, the bulk fluid (and the bulk solid) and 
the interfacial fluid (and the interfacial solid) are distin­
guished as different phases because they have different 
structure and macroscopic properties It has to be noted 
that once a solid surface with a certain area is given, the 
number of structural units in interfacial regions will also be 
fixed. In this sense, the interfacial phase is different from a 
normal bulk phase. 
Secondly, it can be seen from earlier discussions that in 
the layer space, there are a number of intermediate layers 
between the bulk phase and the interfacial subphase In our 
consideration, structural units in all layers are supposed to 
be in thermodynamic equilibrium It thus follows that each 
bulk phase and interfacial subphase are in mutual thermo­
dynamic equilibrium. We may then take two discontinuous 
steps in both the solid and the fluid sides to omit those 
intermediate layers and concentrate directly on the equi­
librium between the bulk phase and the interfacial sub-
phase According to thermodynamics, when thermal (7" 
= TJ), hydrostatic (P'=P'), and chemical ( μ ^ = μ ^ ) 
equilibria occur, these four phases and subphases in the 
system can coexist in stable (thermostatic) equilibrium 
the fluid bulk phaserthe fluid interfacial subphase 
^±the solid interfacial subphase 
^ t h e solid bulk phase 
Here superscript ' V denotes any one of the four phases, 
"/' one of the rest, and subscript "a" represents one of 
components coexisting in the four phases In this way, a 
solid-fluid interfacial system is simplified. 
The coexistence of the four phases and subphases in 
this simplified interfacial system is also m agreement with 
Gibbs' phase rule For a single component system, nor­
mally one can have a maximum of three coexisting phases. 
In the case of the interface, Gibbs' phase rule must, how­
ever, be modified to include the extra surface tension van-
able For this layer model, when each extra subphase is 
defined in the system, an extra independent "subdividing 
surface" may be created simultaneously This follows that 
a new independent juteurface tension term is also intro­
duced As a result, the degrees of freedom of this thermo­
dynamic system remain unchanged 
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To connect macroscopic quantities between the two 
phases, as in our previous paper/ we again introduce the 
so-called surface characteristic scaling Tactor С* (or С") 
to associate the enthalpy in the interracial phase with that 
ш the bulk phase For a crystal in contact with its melt or 
an ideal solution, this factor is expressed m the following 
way 
С? = ДЯІ/ДЯ„ (5) 
When a crystal contacts a nonideal solution, this factor is 
rewritten as 
сг=дя£/дД, (6) 
Here superscript 'Τ ' distinguishes an interfacial quantity 
from the corresponding one in the bulk phase Since the 
concentration X (or density p) of interfacial fluid phase 
also differs from that of the bulk fluid phase, we define here 
the surface concentration (or density) distribution con­
stant as the following 
K,=X'A/X4, (7) 
or for crystals in equilibrium with the melt 
K,= (p'/p,)/(p,/p
s
) (7a) 
Here subscript "A" denotes the solute, " ƒ " the fluid and 
"s" the solid state, 
(t will be seen in the following that С f (or C°) and K¡ 
are the essential factors from which all other interfacial 
quantities can be derived 
B. Thermodynamic derivation for K, 
In this section, we will denve the thermodynamic ex-
pression of Κ ι for crystal-solution systems In Sec II D, we 
will come back to crystal-melt systems 
In the bulk phase, for a saturated solution in equilib­
rium with a solid at a given temperature, the chemical 
potential of the solute is identical with that of the pure 
solid solute at that temperature For a regular solution, the 
following relation holds3 2 9 
ìnX
'
=
-RT+lC' (8) 
where ASj is the molar entropy of dissolution For the 
interfacial phase, the corresponding expression of Eq (8) 
is given by 
lnw_ ^ L ^ (Ba) 
On the other hand, for the simplified interfacial sys-
tem, the chemical potential of solute (A ) in the bulk fluid 
phase can be expressed as 
( μ ^ Μ ί ΐ = ( μ ^ Ϊ + ΐ η ^ (9) 
(μ,ι)* is the chemical potential of component A at the 
reference state (where XA is extrapolated to 1) and ex­
pressed as 
where (μ,)
Λ
 is the chemical potential of a solute molecule 
in the pure liquid stale and (μ
λ
)'
Α
 is the excess value of 
(μ,),, due to the mixing of two components in a regular 
solution For an ideal solution, (μ,)' — {pììn because 
(Р-л)\ = 0 If the exchange effect of mixing needs not be 
considered separately, Eq ( 10) is rewritten according to 
thermodynamics as 
^¿•=Hf-T Sf (11) 
Analogous functions hold for the interfacial fluid subphase 
(МІ)М*1 = (МІ>; + ІП*І. (9a) 
where 
<μϋ)3=(μί)-ι+(μΧ (10a) 
or 
( μ ' 4 ) Ϊ = ^ - Γ S'f (11a) 
In the bulk and the interface, the chemical potential of a 
solid unit can be expressed as 
ίμ
Α
)5=Η,-Τ I (12) 
and 
(μ'
Α
)5=Η'-Τ S'„ (I2a) 
respectively As discussed in Sec II A, the four phases and 
subphases are supposed to be in thermodynamic equilib­
rium with each other Then the three independent relations 
hold 
(μ'<)Μί) = (μ^)ΐ. 
( μ ^ ) Μ ί ) = ( μ ^ ) * 
(13) 
(13a) 
(13b) 
Combining Eqs. (9), (11), (9a), (lia), (12), and (12a) 
yields 
\r,(X'i/XA) = - J ¥ + ~ r (14) 
Here according to Eqs (8) and (8a), 
Ui, = [(Hlf-H's)-(Hf-H,)\=lJïa-bHd, (15) 
and 
bS' = [(.S'/-SÍ)-(S/-Ss)) = bS'd-áSd (16) 
Thus the thermodynamic expression of K¡ is given as 
Ι ΔΗ' Δ5'\ (17) 
(μ<)Ϊ=(μ<).<+(μ^. (10) 
С. Treatment based on cell models 
In this section, the simplified interface model will be 
treated on the basis of cell models, regarding the differ­
ences between the interfacial phase and the bulk phase 
Now let us first start with the canonical partition function 
0 of a condensed state system Φ of an ensemble of N 
molecules of mass m confined to a volume V has the form1 
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іпф=ЪіС-{Т) + - ΙηΩ(Γ) (18) 
The Helmholtz free energy is then given by 
F=-NkT Іп*=-ЛГ*Г In <?(T)-kT ΙηΩ(Γ). 
(19) 
where Ω(7") is referred to as the partition function for the 
configurauonal potential energy and ΟΊΤ) is defined by 
β-(Γ) = [(2π mkT)3/2/h}]Q(T), (20) 
where Q( T) denotes the partition function of a molecule 
for all the interna] (including rotational, vibrational, elec­
tronic, and nuclear spin) degrees of freedom Π(Γ) is ap­
proximately expressed as 
П(Л = { і ' е х р [ ( - е + * П / ( * П ] } л ' . (21) 
where с refers to the minimum potential energy of each 
liquid unit in the quasicrystallmc liquid and can be ex­
pressed as 
ι- I ' 
(22) 
u is the so-called free volume of a unit defined in terms of 
the harmonic oscillator model" by 
и=[*7У(2іг/п д ) ] э / 2 (23) 
(ν is the vibration frequency of solid units in an Einstein 
crystal) At sufficiently high temperatures kTyhv, the vi­
brations will be effectively classical Then for the crystal 
state, a similar form for Ω( Τ) results 
Cl
s
{T)={u
s
apl-t
s
/(kT)]y (21a) 
Comparing this formula with the strictly analogous for­
mula for the liquid, we notice that, apart from с and ν 
having different values for the liquid and the crystal, there 
is a difference of an extra term —kT in the free energy of 
the liquid. The corresponding extra term in the entropy is 
к This must be attributed to the fact that for given f and 
ν the liquid is more disordered than the crystal 
Let us now consider a mixture of two types A and В2' 
For this system, the Helmholtz free energy F
u g) is given 
by 
F{A,B) = -NAkT to&m-NJT \п(?в(Г)-кТ 
•ΙηΩ,^,^ίΓ), (19a) 
where Q"{T) is defined for each species by Eq (20) and 
П ( Г )
и л
 by 
П(Т){/ІІІ) = {»лсхрІІ-іл + кТ)ЛкТт^ 
X {IF, exp( ( -tB+kT)/(kT) ]}"' 
ft J ftjf •nV\-NABmAB/(kT)\ 
(21b) 
Here wAB is the exchanging energy due to the formation of 
A В bonds and has the usual form 
ΣΦ?. WiB = 
1 = 1 
where 
- Ό 
(24) 
(24a) 
SAB is the high temperature limit of ÑiB. In reference to 
the pure state with corresponding free energies F
л
 and F¡, 
FlA Ä) is rewritten as 
=FA+FB+HF+F" (25) 
The values of functions zYF (and ДЯ, ¿iE, AS, etc ) axe 
due to ideal mixing F" (and E", H", S", etc ) denote the 
excess values of the corresponding functions over the val-
ues given by the formulas for ideal solutions For ideal 
mixing, ¡Шг Δ£= 0, and the usual expression is obtained 
Λ ί = - Γ Δ ί 
= -kT {NA\n[(NA + NB)/NA} 
+NB\n[(NA + NB)/NB\) (26) 
Referring to Eqs (19a) and (21b), the following expres­
sions hold 
F"=NABwiB 
and 
E
 =»'*»<·-T (—äf—)ry 
¡3{ÑABwAB)\ ld(NAB AB)\ 
\ ST ) t 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
N4B can be expressed according to the Bragg-Williams 
approximation29 as 
iïAB=Nt NB/(NA+NB) (30) 
It follows from Eqs (27)-(30) that 
S"=0 (31) 
and 
F-=E"=[N4 NB/(NA+NB)] wiB (32) 
According to thermodynamics, 
IBF,. 
(Рл)и i) — °Fи в) \ 3NA 
Irev, 
 
aF. 
ψ) -'(S!) 
V / Τ c v , \ I TV4S 
l\ > τν\, \ ' r u . 
(33) 
Substituting Eqs (19), (21), (26), (29), (30), (31), and 
(32) into Eq (33) yields 
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№А)І4В) = ( Л)Л + ><Т\ПХ
А
-Г<.І-Х
А
)2 Ш,
В
. 
(33а) 
where 
( μ , 
' ~ f e ) 
= -¿7 · In Q'A(T)~kT 
[1п»
А
 + (-(
А
 + кТ)/(кТ)) (34) 
Considering Eq (21a), a similar expression of the chemi­
cal potential can be written for a solid unit as 
IPA)S= -kT In Q-
s
(T)-kT [In v
s
-e
s
/(kT) ] 
(35) 
If we take the equilibrium between the bulk solid phase and 
bulk fluid phase into account, we obtain from Eq (13b) 
that 
\nXA=-^ UeA-es) + (\-XA)*wAIÌ] 
+ {Іп[й 4 (Г)/&(Л] + 1п(0/|/»і) + 1}. (36) 
where 
&Н,,= (.€
А
-е5) + 0-ХА)г wAB 
and 
bH„=eA-es, 
ДЯ,,= Σ U ( * ^ - * f ) + ( l - ^ ) 2 Φ" 
and 
i - l ¿ 
(37) 
(38) 
(37a) 
(38a) 
&S,¡=i£m=k {ln[a,(n/ßs(n]+ln(oyi;s)-(-l} (39) 
In the case of the interfacial phase, not only interactions 
between structural units within a layer, but also those in 
two adjacent layers are taken into account Therefore they 
can be treated in the same way as in a three-dimensional 
phase For the localized interfacial fluid phase, an expres-
sion similar to Eq (35) holds 
(¿A)A = -kT l n ß ü ' t n - k T [ l n i ¿ - e y ( M · ) ] 
(35a) 
For the mobile interfacial fluid subphase, (μ'
Λ
)
Λ
 is similar 
to Eq (34) Also the corresponding functions of the inter­
facial solid subphase have the expressions analogous to 
those of the bulk solid phase Then in case that the fluid 
interface is localized, 
ln*í=-¿: [(«S-«i> + (l-*i)Vi*] 
*{Меі(П/еі(Г)]+1п(іг>і)}. (36a) 
bS'
a
=bS'„ = k {lnlßim/ßitni-i-hVX)} 
(3%) 
Otherwise for the jystem where the fluid interface is mo-
bile, \nX't and &Srd have the forms similar to Eqs (36) 
and (39), respectively 
Based on Eqs (36), (36a), (37a), and (39), we can 
give the statistical mechanical expressions of Eqs (15) and 
(16) as 
&H' (флл-ф^) + (\-Хл)г ф° 
- ¿ ( Ф ^ - Ф ^ + О - * , ) 1 (15a) 
(i f is the corresponding quantity of <t>° in the interfacial 
phase) for the systems consisting of the localized fluid in­
terface 
Δ5'=Α (1п{#(Л Qs(T)/(Çfs(T) QA(T))} 
+ ln[i>i vs/(,v's v„)]-\), (16a) 
or for the mobile fluid interface 
Δ 5 ' = * (1η{βϋ(Γ) QslTi/K&m QAT)U 
+ ίφ'
Α
 v
s
/(v'
s
 υ
Α
)\) (16b) 
C°i and CJ can also be rewritten as statistical mechan­
ical expressions according to Eqs (37a) and (38a) as 
<?= Σ ¡Sí*/"-*?)/Σ 5<*?-Ф?>. (5a) 
1=1 ' ' ι . Ι ' 
(φ?-i f*) + (l-
О
г
 <>> i/ 
(ф**-ОР)+{\-Х
л
)г ф° (6а) 
It can be seen from Eqs. (5a) and (6a) that in general C? 
is different from Cf if solutions are nomdeal For regular 
solutions, the terms {\-X'A)2 Φ "and (1-ΛΓ^)2 Φ" are 
relatively small compared to the terms \(Ф*4 — φ " ) and 
}(Ф^ — Ф^), respectively In many cases, we can thus use 
C? as a good approximation of C? 
Note that the use of these corresponding statistical me­
chanical expressions is twofold First, it can be seen from 
the foregoing discussions that these formulas may be used 
to analyze the relations of different quantities between the 
bulk phase and the interfacial phase Second, these expres­
sions can in some ways be used to estimate the correspond­
ing functions in the interfacial phase This may help to 
understand the interfacial structure We will come back to 
these in Sec IV 
D. The relations between Cf (or Cf) and other ther­
modynamic functions 
In the equilibrium condition, Eq (8) must be satisfied 
Then combining and rearranging Eqs (6), (8), and (17) 
yields 
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where 
f=txp[(bSd-C?bSd)/R) 
(40) 
(41) 
T A B L E I Solubilitv parameter* and the ratios ol Д Я / Д а , for different 
paraffins in vanous sol\ents 
According to the definition of AT, given by Eq (7), we 
immediately obtain the expression 
Х'л=/ < ^ ) с Г (42) 
Now we introduce here an empirical proportionality 
relation for a regular solution, which states that 
ді^л£,=д£>дя,,=с7 (43) 
Looking back to Sec II B, this approximation can to some 
extent be justified For mobile fluid interfaces, the statisti­
cal mechanical expression of ¡±Sd/t±Sd can be written ac-
cording to Eq (39) as 
bS',/bSd= {1п[<Й(Л/$( Τ) ] +Ιη(υ'
Λ
/υ'5) + 1}/ 
{HQÁT)/QsiT)]+\n(v„/vs)^\} 
(44) 
Normally, the terms HQÁT)/QS(T)), 1η[£#(Γ)/ 
ös(7")], \n{oA/vs), and In(vyvj) are larger than zero 
When tj¡'d < Ù.Hd (or Cf < 1 ), the differences between the 
•nterfacial solid and the interfacial fluid will be smaller 
than those between the bulk fluid and the bulk solid phase 
It follows that Ιη[£^(Γ)/β£(Γ)] and ln(t>i/ui) are also 
smaller than the corresponding terms of the bulk phases 
This means that A5¿< ¿^Similarly, when Ui'd>tJld, it 
turns also out that &S'd> &Sd On the other hand, Eq (43) 
can in an equivalent way be expressed as 
ДЛ^ДІ^дД/ЛІ,, (43a) 
This can be justified using available ^ experimental data In 
Table I, we list the ratios of Mid/bSá for several paraffins 
dissolved in vanous solvents It can be seen from the table 
that for a paraffin in different solutions, no matter how 
much the absolute ÙLHJ (and AS¿) differs, the ratio of 
&Hd/bSd is almost the same This means that the propor-
tionality relation given in Eq (43a) [or Eq (43)] is a very 
good approximation 
From Eq (43), we obtain that 
/ = 1 
It follows that 
K,= (XA)l'<-
(41a) 
(40a) 
and 
Х'
Л
=(Х
Л
)* (42a) 
Relations (40a) and (42a) can be extended to crystal 
— melt systems approximately For normal liquids, under 
normal conditions p
s
> pf This can be interpreted as the 
dissolution of "vacuum units" in melts Within the frame­
work of cell models, melts can approximately be consid­
ered as a kind of "solutions" formed by liquid units and 
"vacuum units " These vacuum units have the same vol-
/I Paraffins 
η С „Η., 
n
 C J : H 6 6 
л
-С<6Нті 
Solvents 
Heptane 
Pentane 
Pel ether 
m xylene 
Heptane 
Pentane 
Pet ether 
m xylene 
Heptane 
Pentane 
Pet ether 
m xylene 
XII,' 
( / m o l < I 0 ) 
•»7 4 
995 
99 3 
105 0 
109 7 
III 0 
109 0 
121 6 
122 7 
124 5 
128 5 
146 7 
_ 
•ai,' 
ι J mol К 
295 
ι02 
301 
319 
324 
329 
322 
362 
354 
360 
374 
430 
— — — A t f y i S , 
) К < IO ) 
3 30 
3 29 
3 30 
3 29 
3 3В 
3 37 
3 38 
3 36 
3 46 
3 46 
344 
341 
The data of à#rf and XSd are selected from Ref 32 
ume and shape as liquid units The dissolution of vacuum 
units makes ps> p¡ From a statistical mechanical point of 
view, the existence of vacuum units is due to the difference 
of the free volume between solid units and fluid units Sub-
sequently taking Х
л
 = Pf/ps, for crystal-melt systems, Eqs 
(40a) and (42a) can be rewritten in the following way 
K^(pf/psY 
and 
(p',/p's) = (pf/psr 
(40b) 
(45) 
For crystals growing below their melting point, there will 
be only a little solid deformation at surfaces Hence we 
may assume that p'
s
^p
s
, and Eq (43) is rewritten as 
(p'f/ps)^(pf/ps)^ (45a) 
It can be seen from the formulas derived in this section 
that if Cf (or Cfj) can be determined, the values of K, and 
X, (or pr) and other interfacial quantities are easily cal­
culated In reverse, if the data of Х'
л
 (or p'¡) are available, 
we may estimate C? (or C?) and other quantities, and 
subsequently infer the character of interfacial structure 
III. APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we will apply the results derived in the 
last section to two different systems From these applica-
tions, we can obtain specific information of interfaces Also 
the practical uses of derived relevant formulas will be dem-
onstrated 
A. The hard-sphere-hard-wall system 
The hard-sphere-hard-wall system is a simplified 
crystal-liquid system In this system, only the liquid phase 
consisting of hard spheres in contact with some artificially 
fixed flat wall is considered The special profile and the 
physical state of the solid surface arc not taken into ac-
count Since this system is so simple, it has been investi-
gated in more detail by computer simulations and density-
functional theories '*-2130)1 
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TABLE II The values of С? l'or some metals 
Mctab (ρ/Λ)" <3 
Pb 0984 5 17 
Sn 0 984 5 17 
Ν · 0 976 } 87 
Li 0 970 3 21 
К 0971 3 28 
Rb 0 971 3 28 
О 0986 5 77 
The data of pf and ρ, are selected from Ref 33 
Gang back to Eq (43a), substituting (p'f/p/i (p/ 
p,) for (p'r/p,), this equation can be rewritten in the fol­
lowing way 
С ? = 1 + 1 п ( ^ /
Р / ) / 1 п ( Р / / р , ) (46) 
It is known from computer simulations interpreted with 
density-functional theories" that p'f/p/ depends weakly 
on ρ f Then, within a small variation range of p//pp p'// 
ρj- can approximately be considered as a constant Hence it 
follows from Eq (46) that the value of (f¡ will depend on 
(Pf/p,) directly 
In practice, the hard-sphere-hard-wall system may be 
considered as ал approximation for metal systems Expres­
sion (46) may then be applied to this kind of systems 
From density-functional theories and computer simula­
tions,12·" it was obtained that p//p/=0 947 for metals in 
contact with the melt The values of C? are therefore esti­
mated from (pf/p
s
) for some metals, and listed in Table 
II As shown m Table II, for these metals (f¡ is about 2 5-6 
This explains the deviations between the results from the 
equivalent wetting condition and from experiments ^'° We 
notice that ш this approach, interaction energies between 
structural units axe not taken into account Therefore the 
results obtained are not very relevant A more precise and 
detailed investigation on monomer systems is now earned 
out based on self-consistent field theories The results will 
be published soon 
B. The solution-crystal systam of aliphatic 
compounds 
The equilibrium state of solid-liquid interfaces of ali­
phatic compounds have been studied to a large extent 
Looking back to (1) and (2), since SJ
u
can be calculated 
for a crystallographic orientation (hklY, ф
т
 can be ob­
tained by measuring Τ according to ( I ) Comparing ф
т 
with Ф„, which is derived from ДЯ
Л
 we concluded that 
for it-paraffins л-С1 6Нм, л-С г 1Ны, and n-C^H«, dissolved 
m the solvent of n-hexane, 
C?=0 4 6 0 - 0 410 (47) 
Therefore, for these systems, 
Х'
л
={Х
л
)от (48) 
This implies that the concentration of solute at the inter­
face is much higher than in the bulk To justify this result, 
we applied STM technique to image the adsorption layer of 
a very dilute η paraffin — n-hexane solution on a graphite 
substrate It is found that the graphite surface is to a large 
extent covered by n-paraffin molecules, not by n-hexane 
molecules which take a large percentage by volume in the 
bulk (to be published) This can be seen as independent 
experimental evidence of the positive adsorption of 
η-paraffin molecules at the surface 
IV. DISCUSSION 
In the foregoing sections, we have shown how interfa­
cial quantities are related to bulk quantities by factors Cf 
(or С?) ала К/ Once some information about interfaces is 
available, the factors and the corresponding formulas may 
be used as a systematic procedure to withdraw interfacial 
quantities, such as effective bond energies, from available 
data. This has been proven to be very successful in the 
description of many experimental results from surface 
roughening and 3D homogeneous nucleation (the results 
to be published elsewhere) 
It has already been seen in Sec II that all relevant 
results derived are based on the inhomogeneous cell model 
(or layer model) We note that essential aspects of the 
interface resulting from recent theoretical and experimen­
tal progress' ^ 2 5 has been taken into account in this model 
We notice that it may not be always strictly correct to 
assume that the thickness of fluid layers in an orientation 
(hkl) is fixed It is shown in computer simulations'1 '* that 
in some orientations, the periodicity of the density oscilla­
tion in the fluid side changes slightly with the distance 
from the solid surface However, the first fluid layers ad­
jacent to the solid surface, which are important from our 
point of view, always have almost the same periodicity as 
the solid phase with the orientation {hkl) 
We will in the following focus our attention on the 
physical interpretation of Cf (or Cf¡) and K¡ It can be seen 
from Eqs (38a), (38b), (40a), (41a), (42a), and (45a) 
that the surface characteristic scaling factor Cf (or Cf ) is 
the most important factor All relevant interfacial proper-
ties are linked to the corresponding bulk properties by this 
factor The value of Cf (or dj) determines the character of 
the interfacial phase Following previous discussion,' we 
now present the character of the interracial phase for the 
three distinct cases by Cf (or C?) 
( 1 ) The equivalent wetting condition 
C7(or C?) = l (49) 
(In addition, φ, = φ* or for a solution consisting of two 
types of molecules, i fA=φ *λ and φ *"=φ *') Then ac­
cording to Eqs (42a) and (45a), 
Χ'
Λ
=Χ
Λ
, or р'
г
=р
г
 (49a) 
In this condition, both the solid and fluid from the bulk to 
the interface are completely homogeneous, which means 
that the interfacial phase has the same structure as the bulk 
phase Then interfacial properties can be described by mac­
roscopic quantities of the bulk phase This is in fact a -very 
special case Strictly speaking, this condition is in most 
cases not valid It occurs only if in a system all opposite 
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effects are canceled mutually. Nevertheless, the equivalent 
welting condition can be considered as the thermodynamic 
reference case, from which the following two cases are 
defined: 
(2) Extra wetting or more than equivalent wetting 
C7(orC?)<l. (50) 
Since 0<.XA< 1, or 0 < pf/ps < 1, 
Χ'
Λ
>Χ
λ
, or p'f>pr (50a) 
In this case, the solid surface shows a positive adsorption 
effect to solute units in the interracial phase. Subsequently, 
solvent or other units will be repelled from the surface. 
Obviously the solution-crystal system of aliphatic com­
pounds discussed in Sec. Ill В is subject to this case. 
(3) Less than equivalent wetting 
X(orrf 
Cf(or C°)>1. 
Then 
ΧΆ<Χ+ p'f<Pf 
(51) 
(51a) 
In this case, the negative adsorption effect between solid 
and solute units occurs in the interfacial phase. In contrast, 
solvent or impurity units are preferentially adsorbed on the 
solid surface. The hard sphere-hard wall system discussed 
in Sec III A belongs to this case. 
From the treatment discussed above, we can see that 
except in the equivalent wetting condition, at equilibrium, 
the concentration of solute (or density of pure fluid units) 
in the interfacial phase will differ from that in the bulk 
fluid phase. As we mentioned in Sec. II, there are some 
intermediate layers in between the bulk phase and the in­
terfacial subphase. Therefore within the framework of the 
inhomogeneous cell model approach, the concentration (or 
density) of the fluid will gradually change from Х
л
 (or pf) 
to X'A (or p'), instead of an abrupt change. The change in 
XA (or pf) is now illustrated schematically in Figs. 2(a)-
2(c), for the three cases discussed above. A more precise 
description will be published elsewhere. 
In case the fluid phase consists of almost spherical 
particles and the interactions between solid and fluid units 
in the interfacial phase are relatively weak, due to the re­
laxation or the reconstruction of the surface, the negative 
adsorption effect analogous to the hard sphere-hard wall 
system plays an essential role. Then the case of less than 
equivalent wetting (C? or C?> 1) is expected to occur. 
This may explain the Nielsen-Söhnel plot for inorganic 
crystals.10 If the fluid consists of chain-like particles, the 
fluid ordering involves molecular orientations as well. This 
may induce complicated long range and many point effec-
tive interactions, resulting in the case of more than equiv-
alent wetting (CJ or C?< 1 ). This explains the anomalous 
roughening at low temperatures found on some organic 
chain-like molecule crystals.' 
Concerning the actual value of C? (or Cj), it can be 
calculated by density-functional methods, computer simu-
lations, and the self-consistent field theory according to 
Eqs. (42a) and (45a), or by a special model for a certain 
ХІогд) 
c;(or c t ) = i 
c;(or c?)<i 
«ОГА) 
solid fluid c;(or ct)>i 
FIG 2 A schematic drawing showing the distnbulton of fluid concen­
tration (or density) at different types of interfaces. Л is the distance from 
the interfacial fluid phase to the bulk fluid phase, (a) The equivalent 
wetting condition (or the homogeneous fluid approximation). C7 (or 
C?)«l, X'A=XA (or Pf=Pf) (b) The more than equivalent wetting 
condition; C7 (or C?) < 1. XA>XA (or p¡> pf) (c) The less lhanequiv. 
aient wetting condition, C7 ( w £?) > I. X't<XA (or p'f<Pf) 
system. It may also be determined from the roughening 
temperature or by x-ray scattering methods. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Macroscopic quantities of solid-fluid interfaces can be 
associated with those in the bulk by the surface character-
istic scaling faeton С? (or С?) and the surface concentra­
tion (or density) distribution constant Kh defined by Eqs. 
(5), (6), and (7), respectively. The expressions of these 
factors are derived for different situations from essential 
principles of statistic thermodynamics It concludes from 
our analyses that the character of solid-fluid interfaces is 
classified into three cases: the equivalent wetting, and more 
and less than equivalent wetting. Two typical systems, the 
hard-sphere-hard-wall system (correspondingly solid-
melt systems of metals) and the aliphatic compound sys­
tems, are studied. They belong to the case of less than 
equivalent wetting [Cf (or C?) > 1 and Χ'
Λ
<Χ
λ
] and of 
more than equivalent wetting [Cf (or C?) < 1 and 
X'A>X¿, respectively. 
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APPENDIX: UST OF SYMBOLS 
du,, interplanar distance of a crystal structure in the а
ыь 
C?( or 
orientation of (hkl). 
surface characteristic scaling factor defined by Eq. 
(5) [or Eq. (6)]. 
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E, internal energy 
F, helmholtz free energy 
f, factor defined by Eq (41) 
67, Gibbs ' free enthalpy 
h, Planck's constant 
H, enthalpy 
H, enthalpy per structural unit (or per mole) 
ι, interaction of a structural unit in a certain direc­
tion 
k, Boltzmann's constant. 
n, coordinate number of α structural unit 
У, number of a certain structural unit. 
P. pressure. 
R, gas constant 
У, entropy 
5, entropy per structural unit (or per mole) 
T, temperature. 
V, volume. 
v, free volume of a structural unit, defined by Eq. 
(23) 
Q", partition function of a structural unit, defined by 
Eq. (21) 
2t partition function of a structural unit for all the 
internal degrees of freedom. 
ш
лв
, exchanging energy defined by Eq (24) 
X, mole fraction 
φ, canonical partition function of an assembly 
a, relative supersaturation 
с, minimum potential energy of a structural unit. 
u, frequency of lattice vibration 
ii, chemical potential. 
p, bond energy m the interfacial phase. 
Ф, bond energy m the bulk phase 
d'hk¡, dimensionless roughening temperature of faces 
{Ш} 
fl, the partition for the configurations! potential en­
ergy 
K|, surface concentration (or density) distribution 
constant, defined by Eqs (7) and (7a). 
o, density 
Subscripts 
A, solute unit. 
i , actual condit ion. 
B, solvent unit. 
i, dissolution. 
f, fluid 
ι, interaction of a s t ructura l unit with its vicinal cells 
in a certain direction. 
m, melting. 
s t r , the strongest bond 
С solid o r saturation. 
S u p e r s c r i p t · 
A, solute unit. 
АЛ, interaction between solute units 
A B, interact ion between solute a n d solvent units 
B, solvent uni t 
ƒ , fluid 
ff, interaction between fluid units 
/, mterfacial phase 
r, roughening transit ion 
s, solid 
SA, interaction between solid and solute units 
SB, interaction between solid and solvent units. 
si, interaction between solid and fluid units 
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The solid-fluid interface: 
a comparison and further description using the layer model 
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The profiles of the concentration and the «change enthalpy at the solid-fluid interface are investigated with the framework of 
a layer model (or inhomogeneous cell model). It is shown that for systems consisting of isotropic units, concentration distributions 
in the interfacial phase obey an exponential law. This is in agreement with results obtained from other theories or computer 
simulations. Subsequently, a characteristic thickness a* (or n'd) a defined. This factor, together with the surface characteristic 
scaling factor C' and the value of bulk concentrations, will determine the shape of distribution profiles of the concentration and 
the exchange energy in the interfacial phase. As a result, it is found that this factor Ä* is associated with C'. This is employed to 
estimate С * from S" Finally, the connection between the attachment energy £ ' " and C' is discussed for different faces of a 
crystal. 
1. Introduction 
The information on the interfacial structure is 
important to study the process of crystal growth. 
Recent theoretical and experimental progress in 
this Field [1-13] makes us understand the solid-
fluid interface better than before. In order to 
associate interfacial state functions with those in 
the bulk phase, we used in our previous papers 
[14,15] the so-called layer model to establish the 
relation between macroscopic quantities and the 
interfacial structures. In this model, the whole 
space is partitioned parallel to the surface into 
layers of the same thickness d. The relations are 
established by introducing the surface character­
istic factor C* (or Cf, which is referred to the 
case that a crystal contacts its melt). The surface 
characteristic factor is defined as C* » ΑΑ|,/ΔΛ
α 
(or C, - ΔΛ^/ΔΛ„). Here ΛΛ„ (or lh
m
) is the 
dissolution (or melting) enthalpy per structural 
unit (or in the following called the exchange en­
thalpy), which is defined as the enthalpy changed 
due to bringing a structural unit from the solid 
state into the environment of solutions (or the 
0039-6028/93/106.00 φ 1993 - Elsevwr Science Publishers B.V 
melt). The superscript "i" indicates interfacial 
properties. This factor is used to scale the devia­
tion of potential energies of interfacial structural 
units from those of bulk fluid units. In this sense 
it allows us to connect the surface properties with 
the bulk properties, and moreover to obtain some 
information on the interfacial structure. Based on 
this factor, three typical cases: the equivalent 
condition (C* » 1, Χ' -ΛΟ, the more than equiv­
alent condition (С,* < 1, X'>X) and the less 
equivalent condition (C* > 1, X' < X) are distin­
guished for the equilibrium structure of inter­
faces. The equivalent wetting corresponds to the 
case that the structure and properties are homo­
geneous from the bulk up to the dividing plane 
between the solid and the fluid phase. This is a 
reference state, and occurs only in some very 
special cases. The more than equivalent wetting 
(or the less than equivalent wetting) implies that 
an adsorption (or a depletion) of solute units 
occurs at the solid surface. 
Since some surface phenomena, such as the 
roughening transition, are only concerned with 
the structure and properties of structural units in 
I.  All nghu reserved 
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the first solid and the first fluid layer, the rela­
tions between interfacial quantities and bulk 
quantities were derived from a simplified two-step 
interfacial system [15]. This simplified system is 
defined within the framework of the layer model. 
In this system, only four different "sub-phases" 
are concerned. They are the first solid layer at 
the surface, the first fluid layer adjacent to the 
solid surface, the fluid and the solid layers at an 
"infinite distance" from the surface. From such a 
simplified system, relevant conclusions can easily 
be drawn. However, to describe the whole struc­
ture of an interface, obviously this is not suffi­
cient. In fact particular properties of the first 
layers are associated with the structure in the 
intermediate layers. Those intermediate layers are 
the layers which extend from the first layer at the 
interface to the bulk phase. Therefore, when we 
consider the interface, all the intermediate layers 
must be involved. In this paper, we will pay 
special attention to the interface including all the 
intermediate layers. 
It has to be noted that the layer model is 
employed to describe the inhomogencity of inter-
facial regions. Although it is unable to give direct 
images of the local atomic structure or arrange­
ment of interfaces (especially in the directions 
normal to the surface), this model can be used to 
investigate the average of interfacial properties, 
and the interfacial structure in the direction nor­
mal to the surface. In the following we will use 
this model to describe the concentration (or den­
sity) and the potential energy distribution as func­
tions of z, the normal distance from the surface, 
for different types of interfaces. Actually the re­
sults obtained with this model reveal the average 
of distribution profiles in the interface, instead of 
oscillatory profiles in the density, resulting from 
computer simulations or density-functional theo­
ries. 
This paper is arranged as follows. In section 2. 
the profiles of the concentration and the ex­
change enthalpy are derived within the frame­
work of the layer model. The results are com­
pared with those from other theories. In section 
3, estimations and general expectations are made 
for different types of interfaces. The main results 
of our investigations are summarized in section 4. 
2. The solid-fluid interfacial structure and the 
layer model 
2.1. The profile of concentration and enthalpy 
distribution at the interface 
We first choose a Cartesian coordinate system 
as follows: the x, y axes are in the plane of the 
solid surface, the ; axis is normal to the surface 
and the origin is in the center of the first fluid 
layer adjacent to the solid surface. From the first 
fluid layer to the bulk fluid phase, the concentra­
tion of solute will change gradually from A" to 
X. In between A" and X. the concentration 
Xm(z) is a function of z, independent of χ and 
y. In case that z - 0 and <=. Xm(z)~X' and A', 
respectively. According to the layer model. z = nd 
(л ¿ 0). If we take the bulk concentration as α 
reference, then the concentration difference be­
tween the interfacial phase and the bulk phase 
ΔΑ""(2) is given by 
lXm(z)-Xm(z)-X. (1) 
Assume that for interfacial systems consisting of 
isotropic structural units, the ordered structure in 
the layer ; has a constant influence by a certain 
factor on the successive layer ; + 1. then the rate 
of Xm(z) approaching X is proportional to 
AXmiz). It follows that the derivative equation 
can be written as 
à\Xmtz) 
- ^ - - а Г ( : ) , (2) 
dz 
(a is a constant, and we will discuss its physical 
meaning later in this section). This assumption is 
based on the fact resulting from computer simu­
lations [3,4,8.9] that average profiles of the den­
sity of fluid units approach smoothly (or exponen­
tially) the density of the bulk away from the solid 
surface. (We will come back to this in section 
2.2.) For this equation, the boundary condition is 
given by 
; - » , ΔΑ""(ζ)-»0; ζ = 0. 
ДА""(0) -A"-A". (3) 
Consequently, the solution of eq. (2) is 
AA""(z) = A""(z) -X' ( A " - A " ) e x p ( - a z ) . 
( 4 ) 
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If the liquid phase m the system behaves as a 
recular solution, we have the relation [IS] 
Λ"=«Λ'\ (5) 
and here the exponent η - C* Then eq. (4) can 
be rewritten in the following way 
Xm(z)~X[l + {Xc'-l-l)exp(-"Z)] (6) 
For those systems where crystals are in contact 
with the melt, we can substitute p,/p
s
 for X and 
p™(z)/p, for Xm{z), Then the expression similar 
to (6) can be obtained as 
p,-(i) -p,{l + [(Ρ,/РУ'" - l] exp( - « ) } . 
(7) 
For simplicity, in the following discussions, we 
only concentrate on those cases of crystals in 
contact with solutions (or mixtures). The obtained 
results can straightforwardly be applied to the 
cases of crystals contacting the melt by the same 
substitution as done in eq. (7). 
Now we define the characteristic thickness of 
interfaces fi* (or n*d) as the following, at ζ - S ' 
(or nmd\ 
AA"(S*)/AJf ,(0)-e"' 
Combining (4) and (8) yields 
á ' - l / α , 0 Γ η · < ί - 1 / α . 
(8) 
(9) 
It follows that the expression (6) can be rewritten 
in the following way 
* - ( * ) -*{1 + [Xe''-1 - 1] exp(-z/fi·)} 
(6a) 
Here we can see the physical meaning of the 
coefficient a. The slope of the Xm(z) curve is 
obtained by differentiating (6) with respect to z. 
d* m (z ) 
dz 
= -ДЛ-
т(0)ехр(-г/«·)/«* (10) 
It can be seen from (10) that for ζ - 0, 
dXm{Q) 
dz 
- -bXm(0)/Sm-X(l-Xc?-l)/Sm 
(Ua) 
ζ / л 
г / л 
Fig [ The concentration (or density) distribution profile and 
the corresponding characteristic thickness n'{ — 6W / d) for 
different types of interfaces (a) C* · 5 (the less than equiva· 
lent wetting case). X - 0 970 and η ' - 3 (b) C? -0 25 (the 
more than equivalent wetting easel, ,V » 1 χ ICT; /t* - 3 5 
and for ζ -» », 
dXm(z) 
dz (Hb) 
When the concentration distribution profile of an 
interface is available, the tangent line of the 
curve at г » 0 will intercept the horizontal line 
Xm{z)~X at ζ - δ * (or n'd). Therefore, by 
drawing the two lines in the graph the character­
istic thickness can be estimated. In Tig. 1 two 
typical examples corresponding to the more than 
equivalent wetting case and the less than equiva· 
lent wetting case are given. We can see that in 
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the case of less than equivalent wetting, X' <X 
(or p\ < p,\ and the concentration (or density) of 
solute increases exponentially with the distance 
away from the surface. Correspondingly, the con-
centration of solvent in the interfacial phase de-
creases from (1 -A") to (1 -X). Profiles of the 
concentration (or density) for the interface of 
more than equivalent wetting will be the reverse. 
The concentration of solute in the interfacial 
phase decreases from X' to X, while that of 
solvent increases from (1 -X') to (1 -X) expo-
nentially. 
The profile of enthalpy (or potential energy) 
can be derived from the previous results, based 
on the relations between the concentration and 
the exchange enthalpy. The relation between the 
concentration and the exchange enthalpy of so-
lute in the intermediate layers and the bulk fluid 
is expressed for systems consisting of regular so-
lutions, by 
áh'(z)/bht*\n Xm(z)/bi X. (12) 
(See Appendix). Subsequently the enthalpy distri-
bution profile in the intermediate layers with 
respect to the bulk fluid can be obtained from (6) 
and (12). as 
AAJ(z)/AAd 
xexp( -z /a · ) ] . (13) 
It has to be noted that since the volume differ-
ence between the solid and the liquid state is 
negligible, the exchange energy is almost equal to 
the exchange enthalpy. Therefore, the exchange 
enthalpy distribution discussed above in fact is 
the exchange energy distribution. It can be seen 
from (6), (7) and (13) that profiles of the concen-
tration and the exchange energy are determined 
by the factors C* and fi* and the bulk concen-
tration X. In figs. 2 and 3, the samples of distri-
butions of the concentration, [Xm(z)-X]/X, 
and of the relative enthalpy or potential, [ΔΑπι(ζ) 
— ΔΑ]/ΔΑ, with the reduced distance from the 
surface (z/d) are given for the interface in the 
case of less than equivalent wetting (C* > 1) and 
that of more than equivalent wetting (C* < 1), 
(·) 
Z/d 
• 0 07 
- 0 BO 
• 0 30 
• 0 10 
• 0 « 
Z/d 
Fig. 2. The distributions of the relative concentrinoli (Л""(г) 
- X)/X and of the relitive enthalpy ІДЛ"(і)- ДА]/Дл. as 
the (unction of z/d for the interfaces with less than equiva­
lent wetting. (C* - 5 , л* -2-5), and the influence of bulk 
concentrations on the profiles, (a) The concentration distribu­
tion profiles, (b) The potential distribution profiles. 
respectively. In the two graphs, the influence of 
the concentration on distribution profiles is 
shown. Explicitly, for a given interfacial system (it 
is supposed that C* and л* are fixed), profiles 
of the concentration and of the exchange energy 
are different. In the case of more (or less) than 
equivalent wetting, a lower bulk concentration 
corresponds to a drastic change of the concentra­
tion in the interfacial phase. This implies that at 
low concentrations, the solid surface has a strong 
influence on the interfacial structure. We note 
that for the interfacial system shown in fig. 2a 
(С,* - 5, л* - 2.5), when X < 0.1, the concentra-
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Fig 3 The similar graph as fig 2 for an interface with more 
than equivalent wetting (C* - 0 25. л* - IS) For the cap­
tions of (a) and (b). see figs 2a and 2b 
tion of solute in the first fluid layer becomes zero 
(or \Xm(0)/X~ -1) , meaning that "the com­
plete dewetting" of solute occurs on the solid 
surface. On the other hand, the influence of the 
concentration on the exchange energy distribu­
tion is case dependent. In the case of less than 
equivalent wetting, a low bulk concentration will 
cause a sharp increase of the exchange energy 
within only a few layers adjacent to the solid 
surface. In contrast, m the more than equivalent 
wetting case, a lower bulk concentration corre­
sponds to a very smooth decay of the enthalpy 
within the interfacial phase. This implies that the 
surface excess energy caused by the lateral pres­
sure will be distributed in only a few layers in 
case the less than equivalent wetting occurs, or in 
a number of layers in case the more than equiva­
lent wetting occurs. 
Since for a given system X is always known, in 
this sense, C* and S* are the most important 
factors to decide the character of profiles To my 
knowledge, only a limited number of techniques 
are available, which can be used to determine 
those two factors. Therefore most relevant conse­
quences concerning the solid-fluid structure re­
sult from theoretical analyses and computer simu­
lations [1-13]. From our recent investigations it 
follows that a so-called self-consistent field lattice 
model theory (or the SF theory [16D can easily be 
used to calculate the factors. 
2.2. Comparison with other theories 
The relevant information about the interface 
which we know from theoretical methods, such as 
density-functional theories and correlation-func­
tion theories, and computer simulations, consists 
of profiles of the density for a certain type of 
interface. This can be seen as an oscillation of the 
distribution profile gradually vanishing at the fluid 
side of interface [3.4,8.9]. The variation of ampli­
tude of the oscillation or in some cases the aver­
age of the density profile indeed shows the expo­
nential change with increasing the distance away 
from the surface. This in fact is the physical basis 
to establish eq. (2). 
Another similar result is obtained from the SF 
theory [16], which also gives the average distribu­
tion profile at the interface. For the system con­
sisting of a mixture of polymers (with completely 
flexible C-C bonds) and monomers, the distribu­
tion profile similar to the one in fig. lb is ob­
tained from the theory. Using least square regres­
sion of the calculated data [16], it is shown in fig. 
4 that for a given polymer system ЫХт(г) - X] 
depends linearly on z/d. This is in agreement 
with (6) and (6a). (We notice that for a mixture of 
polymers and monomers, the concentration of the 
system is expressed as a volume fraction ψ. In our 
case, X ·« 1, and thus ψ ** MX Therefore using 
ψ instead of X leads to the same conclusion). 
Recently, our calculated results based on the SF 
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Fig. 4. The least-squares regression af 1п(ДГ"(г)- X] venus 
the vertical distance from the surface (z/d). for the interfa­
cci system of a flat face in contact with the mixture of 
polymer (1000 segments) and monomer. The bulk concentra­
tion of polymer (expressed by the volume fraction φ) φ - 0.1 
The data (indicated by black dots) are calculated by the 
self-consistent field theory and selected from ref. [161. It can 
be seen that ln|A"°U)- X) a linearly related to z/d This is 
in agreement with the expectation ui expression (9). 
theory indicate that for monomer systems, the 
linear relation between \iiX"(.z)-X] and z/d 
is also obtained 
It is worthwhile to mention that the surface 
free energy of the solid-fluid interface for metal 
systems has been derived on the basis of eqs. (6a) 
and (13). It turns out [22] that the calculated 
values are surprisingly close to the experimental 
data. This can be seen as a successful application 
of our model. 
3. Estimation of the interfacial structure of 
different systems 
In this section, we will first discuss the relation 
between the characteristic thickness and relevant 
uuerfacial thermodynamic properties. Then the 
relation is applied to estimate C' of solid-fluid 
interfacial systems, and qualitatively analyze C' 
in relation to different flat faces on the same 
crystal. 
From ζ - nd to ζ - (л + \)d, the ratio of con­
centration difference between the layers, accord­
ing to expression (9), are constant for a system, as 
ДЛГ-((л + l)d)/bXm(nd) =- e"1"·" - К, 
(14) 
(π* -S*/d). Obviously, К is constant, indepen­
dent of z. This is consistent with our basic as­
sumption given in the beginning of section 2.1. 
Within this framework, we postulate that the 
structure of the first fluid layer ( ζ =• 0) is also 
adapted from ал (artificial) previous layer. Then 
Χ·-Χ[1 + [Χ'(0)/Χ-1]Κ), (15) 
and 
C; - In A"/ln X 
- ι + ^ ΐ η ( ι + [* ' (0)/*- ι ]κ} . (16) 
where A"(0) is the concentration of the (artifi­
cial) layer preceding the first fluid layer. It can be 
shown below that the choice of X'(0) depends on 
the wetting condition of the interface. 
In practice, n* is weakly dependent on the 
concentration of the system. As an estimation we 
assume that л* (and consequently K) is fixed, in 
case the concentration difference is not large. By 
the way, we can sec from (16) that C' is still 
concentration dependent. 
In the following we will analyze the two differ­
ent wetting conditions, mainly for crystals in con­
tact with the melt. We assume that in the pure 
liquid state X - p
r
/p, -• 1. 
(i) The more than equivalent wetting condi­
tion: С,* (or C,) < 1 and X' > X. 
In this case, the concentration (or density) 
distribution at the fluid interface can be regarded 
as that extending from the solid interface. When 
X-*l, ХЧ0) can be considered as the concentra­
tion (or density) at the solid interface, and almost 
equals unity. Then X'(0)/X -»1, and 0 < 
\[X40)/X-l]K\-*l. Consequently eq. (16) is 
rewritten in the following way 
C; = I + ^ [X'(0)/X-I]K, (x^i). 
(17a) 
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Taking the limit of C* and assuming that 
X40)/X =· 1 1, we therefore obtain the expres­
sion of C, 
Q- \anC;-\-[X,(0)/X\K='l-l.lK. 
(17b) 
For the polymer system we discussed in section 
2.2, it is obtained from fig. 4 that n* =» 0.78. It 
follows from (17b) that in case X-* 1, C°t - 0.72. 
According to eq. (5), it was estimated from the 
calculated profiles of the concentration [16] that 
C* - 0 734. It is known from our previous paper 
[IS] that for a regular solution, C, =· C*. Indeed, 
those two results are very close to each other. 
(u) The less than equivalent wetting condition: 
C ; > 1 , and X1 <X. 
Explicitly, in this situation, ХЧ0) <X. We can 
not derive X'(0) from the solid phase. This makes 
our estimation more difficult. As an approxima­
tion, we estimate from the result of the hard 
wall-hard sphere system that for a crystal in 
equilibrium with its melt, *Ч0)/Л(~0.8О and 
/»· = 1.5 - 2 . It follows from (17a) that 
C J = l - 0 . 2 0 K / l n X, (X-l). (17c) 
For some metal systems, X - pt/p, - 0.97 [17]. 
Based on (17c), this results in C, - 4.4, which is 
in good agreement with experimental results C, 
= 2 . 5 - 6 [18-20] 
Although we know from the assumption given 
above that C* (or Cf ) can be obtained by other 
methods, the relation (5) shows the direct link 
between the interfacial structure and C*. As 
aforementioned, the structuring and ordering in 
the interfacial fluid phase is to a large extent 
induced by the excess potential field (or the lat­
eral pressure) of the solid surface. It is very 
reasonable to infer that in the case of C* < 1 or 
C* > 1 the larger the excess energies of solid 
surfaces, the larger Ι ΔΑ"™(0)Ι, and then C' is 
much smaller or much larger than unity, respec­
tively. This conclusion is very useful to analyze 
the wetting condition of different faces on a 
crystal. According to the Hartman-Perdok theory 
[21], we know that each flat solid surface has a 
certain attachment energy ££",. This is the en­
ergy released per structural unit when a new 
crystal slice attaches to the crystal surface. In 
relation to the crystallization energy £ C T (per 
structural unit), the attachment energy [21] is 
expressed as 
£ - - E f f i + £ i S · , (18) 
where Eff? is the slice energy of crystal faces 
(hkl) [21], and defined as the two-dimensional 
crystallization energy of a crystal slice with a 
thickness dhk, in the orientations of {hid}. It is 
explicit that £JJ, is proportional to the surface 
excess energy. Therefore, in case that no special 
adsorption occurs on crystal surfaces, the surface 
excess energy will promote the non-equivalent 
wetting effect. It follows that the wetting condi­
tion of those flat faces with higher attachment 
energy £JJ, will differ much more from the 
equivalent wetting condition. In other words, it 
can be concluded that C* is face dependent. 
4. Summary and conclusion 
The concentration (or density) profile and the 
exchange energy profile for the solid-fluid inter­
face are derived within the framework of the 
layer model. They show an exponential variation 
with the distance from the surface, as expressed 
by eqs. (6a) and (13). Basically, the profiles are 
determined by three essential factors, the surface 
characteristic scaling factor C*, the characteristic 
thickness δ*, and the bulk concentration of fluid 
phase ш the system. In the case of a crystal in 
contact with its melt, an approximate relation 
between C* and 5* is given by (16) This rela­
tion is used to estimate C* for different types of 
interfaces. Finally, it follows from the qualitative 
analysis that for different surfaces on a crystal the 
surface with the higher attachment energy £ '" 
corresponds to a C* which differs much more 
from unity. 
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Appendix 
Eq. (12) can be derived using statistical ther-
modynamics. In the following we start with the 
grand canonical partition function of the solid-
fluid interfactal system. 
For an open system (fixed μ, V, Τ), the grand 
canonical partition function Ξ is defined as [23] 
β ( μ . V, Τ) - Σ>(ΛΓ, У, Τ) θφ[Νμ/(*Γ)], 
(АЛ) 
where φ(Ν, У, Τ) is the canonical partition func­
tion for a closed system (fixed N, У, T). For a 
multi-component system, 
Ν-ΣΗ,. μΝ-ΣΝ,μ-,, 
ι / 
and 
ф^,У,Т)-ф([Ы,),У,Т). (A.2) 
Here the subscript ί represents different species. 
We notice that in the layer model, each slice 
which is identified by the ζ coordinate may be 
considered as an independent subphase. The cor­
responding functions and quantities must be a 
function of г. Then expression (A.1) is written as 
Ξ(μ,ν,Τ)- Σ U*([NX2)\,t,V(z),T) 
ill * 
x«p[2>,(zMz)/(*r)J. 
(A.3) 
In the following treatment the condition of fixed 
У (also Иг)) and Τ is always satisfied, for sim­
plicity, the notation of fixed У, Τ will be omitted. 
Since many distributions {N¡(z)i are possible, 
the sum in (A.3) contains many terms. It is known 
that in equilibrium E should be at its maximum. 
Therefore a standard approximation (exact for 
very large N) is to take only the maximum terms, 
corresponding to the equilibrium distribution 
(N,(z)). It thus follows that 
i n s - Σ in ф({Щг)}, z) 
+ LNXz)ßl(z)/(kT) (A.4) 
The latter is found for the following total differ-
ential 
ΣΣ 
3 1n S 
Щ7) dN,(z)-0. (A.5) 
If the variable N,(z\ N,(z),... were indepen­
dent, each independent term in (A.5) would be 
zero. However, it is not the case of the multi 
component system. Within the framework of cell 
models, for a given surface, the number of cells 
for each layer, №, is constant. Then for each 
layer in the system, there is a constraining rela­
tion which must be satisfied 
£ N ( ( Z ) - N * - 0 , z - 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 
(A.6) 
To find the maximum of the constrained func­
tion, the method of undetermined multipliers, 
due to Lagrange, is applied. Subsequently, a new 
function is defined 
ΙηΞ+Σβ(ζ) Σ * , ( ζ ) - Λ Γ (A.7) 
which is equal to In Ξ on account of (A.6). By 
differentiating this new function, we obtain 
Ш
+
^
г)
-°-
 ( Α
·
8 ) 
Combining (A.4) and (A.8) yields 
iìnè([N,(z)).z) 
W,(z) + Μ , ( ζ ) / ( Α Γ ) + 0 ( 0 - 0 . 
(A.9a) 
In our case, normally the system consists of a 
crystal in contact with a two-component solution 
(solute A and solvent B). According to the choice 
of coordinate system, the regions of ζ s 0 corre­
spond to the fluid, and Φ({Ν,(ζ)], z) = <ίι
ΑΒ
(ζ)» 
φ
Α
(ζ)Φ
Β
(ζ)Φ
Μ
(ζ). The regions of z < 0 corre-
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spond to the solid, and Φ([Ν,(ζ)), z)-<írs(z). 
Then for solid and solute units, according to 
(A_9a), we have 
a In </rs( - z ) 
+ μ 5 ( - ζ ) / ( * Γ ) + / 3 ( - ζ ) - 0 , 
(A.9b) 
•міл(0/(*Г) 
aw,(-z) 
ж
А
(г) + awA(z) 
+ 0 ( z ) - O . (A.9c) 
In equilibnum, each component has the same 
chemical potential in the different phases. This 
means that μ ^ - ζ ί - μ ^ ί ζ ) . Here we consider 
the system on the basis of regular solution theo­
ries. So each species has approximately the same 
size. Then β(ζ) for each slice must be almost the 
same Subtracting (A.9b) and (A.9c) yields 
aini» A (z) ain<» s (-z) a i n * M ( z ) 
W A ( z ) dNs(-z) MA(*) 
According to statistical thermodynamics [15,23], 
the following expression can be denved from 
(A. 10). 
kT In Xm(z)- -&hm{z) +TàSm(z), 
where 
Д*"(*)-[«л(0-«.(-*)] 
+ [ l - * m ( * ) l 4 e ( ' ) . 
Δ5·(ζ )-*{ ΐπ[β
Α
(7\ z ) / ß s ( 7 . - z ) ] 
+ ln[«A(«)/i;1(-r)] + l} 
and 
(A.11) 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
Xm(z) -NA(z)/[NA{z) + * , (*) ] · (A.14) 
When ζ-»«, (A.11) is converted to the corre­
sponding expression of the bulk phase, which is 
given by 
Following (A.12) and (A.13), it can be seen that 
for a regular solution, the expression of 
bSm(z)/lSd is given by 
bSm(z)/\Sá 
-{Ιη[0
Α
(Γ. z)/Q%(T,-z)\ 
+ l n [ t ; A ( z ) A s ( - z ) ] + l } 
χ(Ιη[β
Α
(Γ,οο)/β 5 (Τ,--)] 
+ 1 п [ с
А
( - ) / і ; , ( — ) ] + l } " ' . (A 16) 
Normally, the terms Ιη[β
Α
(Γ, z)/ßs(7",-z)]. 
ln[yA(z)/£;s(-z)], In[ßA(r,»)/ß s(T,-«)] and 
Іп[и
А
(<»)/у5(-»)] are larger than unity In case 
A*m(z)/AAd £ 1 (or lhm(z) ì Δ/iJ, 
ln[QA (Г, z ) /C s ( r . - z ) ]ä Ιη(βΑ(Γ, ») /ß s(7\ 
-«) ] and ln(iA(z)/r s(-z)]iln[i!A(«)/i s(-»)]. 
Consequently, bSm{z)/\Sa > 1. Similarly, if 
ΔΛ-ίζ) / AA„ < 1 (or AAm(z) < A/id). ASm(z) / 
\Sd < 1. Then the following relation holds for 
regular solutions 
(АЛО) bhm{z)/lhli = lSn(z)/bSi (A.17) 
We notice that a relation similar to (A 17) has 
been experimentally justified in ref [IS] Now it 
can be seen that relation (12) can be obtained 
from dividing (A.11) by (A 15) 
List of symbols 
C* (or C,) Surface characteristic scaling fac­
tor. 
кТ\й X- -ΔΑ,, + ΓΔί,,. (A.15) 
d 
ΔΑ 
к M 
Ν 
Ρ 
Q 
Δ5 
Interplanar distance of a crystal 
structure in the surface orienta­
tion. 
Enthalpy per structural unit. 
Boltzmann constant. 
The number of monomer seg­
ments of a polymer molecule 
The number of certain species 
Pressure 
The partition function of a mole­
cule for all the internal degrees 
of freedom. 
Entropy per structural unit. 
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Τ 
ν 
χ 
Λ"(0) 
υ 
μ 
α 
δ* (or n*d) 
Ρ 
Ψ 
«, 
«ΆΒ 
Temperature. 
Volume 
Molar fraction of solute. 
Molar fraction of solute in the 
artificial layer preceding the first 
fluid layer. 
The free volume per structural 
unit [23]. 
Chemical potential. 
Coefficient introduced in eq. (5). 
Characteristic thickness of inter -
faces. 
Density. 
Volume fraction of solute. 
Lattice energy per structural unit. 
which is equal to Σ^.^Φ'ί-
The change energy, defined by 
Η
Α
Β - Σ ϊ . , [ ψ 4 Α Β - ^ Α Α + 
*? B )] 
Subscripts 
d 
f 
m 
M 
s 
Superscript: 
ι 
m 
Dissolution 
Fluid. 
Melting. 
Mixing. 
Solid. 
г 
The first fluid layer in the interfacial 
phase. 
The intermediate layers in the inter-
facial phase. 
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Chapter 4.4 
The surface free energy of solid-fluid interfaces: An inhomogeneous cell 
model description 
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Many important issues in the field of crystal growth and surface science can be interpreted 
satisfactorily on the basis of the surface Tree energy of solid-fluid interfaces However, 
the values of energies are not always available either from theory or from experiment In this 
paper, starting from the grand canonical partition function, a general expression of the 
surface free energy is derived within the framework of an inhomogeneous cell model The 
results are applied to estimate surface free energies of metal-melt systems, which are 
compared with the experimental results of Turnbull. Our estimated results agree well in almost 
every case with Tumbull's results Based on our model, vanous factors which may affect 
the surface free energy are discussed 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of surface free energy plays an important 
role m surface science. Many important issues, such as 
equilibrium forms of crystals and 3D nucleation, are di­
rectly related to its value. However, for most solid-fluid 
systems, this value is very difficult to predict accurately It 
is even more difficult to obtain reliable values from exper­
iments. Conventionally, it is suggested that the surface free 
energy a is proportional to the enthalpy of melting for a 
crystal-melt system or the enthalpy of dissolution for a 
crystal-solution system' J as 
σ ι = | Δ Λ , (1) 
where ΔΛ is the molar enthalpy, s is the area per surface 
site, and ξ is a proportionality constant This is under­
standable It is known that the enthalpy of melting (or 
dissolution) results mainly from the change of bond ener­
gies in the process of the phase transition * Note that the 
energy difference due to the change of densities between 
the solid and the liquid phase is negligible compared to 
that due to the change in bonds * 
To determine the value of ξ, an ad hoc assumption (the 
so-called equivalent wetting condition) was first intro­
duced by Jackson ' This assumption implies that the 
changes of bond energies of a solid unit dissolved in a 
saturated solution or in the melt are the same as the cor­
responding values of solid-mother phase interactions of a 
solid unit at the surface. Based on this assumption, it is 
expected that for faces with the minimal surface energy 
f=r0 2 ( ± 0 03). However, the classical 3D homogeneous 
nucleation experiments of Tumbull yield £ = 0 45 for a 
large number of metal-melt systems and £ » 0 32 for some 
other metals This shows explicitly a discrepancy as com­
pared to the equivalent wetting assumption These experi­
mental results cannot be predicted from present theories 
Recent progress in experiments and theories6"20 indi­
cates that properties of solid and fluid units in the interfa­
cial regions are different from those in the bulk Results of 
computer simulations and vanous theories*"" reveal that 
concentrations (or densities) and potential energies of 
structural units in the interface are a function of the dis­
tance from the surface In our previous papers.16"1 the 
relation between interfacial quantities and bulk quantities, 
as well as the distribution profiles of these quantities, are 
derived from the layer model which is an inhomogeneous 
cell model In this paper, we attempt to apply those results 
to derive an expression for the surface free energy σ using 
basic principles of statistical thermodynamics The impli­
cations are applied to metal-melt systems 
This paper is arranged as follows In Sec II. the gen­
eral expression of surface free energy is first derived from 
the grand canonical partition function of a solid-fluid in­
terfacial system Next, analytical expressions are discussed 
under the equivalent wetting condition and the nonequiv-
aient wetting condition separately Section III is devoted to 
an estimation of ξ for metal-melt systems based on our 
model The results are compared with experimental results 
Finally discussions and conclusions are given in Sec IV 
II. GENERAL MODEL 
To describe the solid-fluid interface within the frame­
work of a layer model, we first define a Cartesian coordi­
nate system in the following way the X and Y axes are in 
the plane of the solid surface, the Ζ axis is normal to the 
surface, and the origin is in the dividing plane of the sur­
face. The dividing surface is chosen to follow the edges of 
the unit cells of the crystal structure and all points in the 
plane have a similar environment in the boundary region 
between the two phases For simplicity, we here take the 
dividing surface as a flat plane parallel to (hkl) In fact, 
this is the low temperature limit According to the layer 
model.'*•" macroscopic quantities such as the density (or 
concentration) and the enthalpy of a system are functions 
of ζ and independent of л and ν 
We notice that according to Gibbs,!l the division must 
be chosen in such a way that both the interface excess 
volume Δ И
с 1 т > and the interface excess particles ДЛ'С>1^, 
should be equal ю zero Within the framework of cell mod· 
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els, this condition is automatically fulfilled using the afore­
mentioned convention This is because Tor a solid-fluid 
interface with a given area, according to the convention the 
number of cells for each layer .Vo is constant It follows 
then that Д * ' „
г а
, = Д Л
г
г 1 с е „ = 0 This consequently leads to 
a constraining condition 
X/V,U)-/V°=0, г = 0 , ± | , і : 2 , ± 3 , . . . (2) 
where subscript ι denotes a certain species and iV,(z) is the 
corresponding number of particles of this species in the 
layer ζ 
For a solid-fluid interface, we first start with the grand 
canonical partition function of the system. According to 
our analysis, " in this slice model, the grand canonical par­
tition function Ξ for a multicomponent system is defined as 
Ξ(μ,Κ,Γ)= Σ IIWI^WlA^W.n 
all ζ 
Xexp Σ>,(ι-)μ,(ΐ)/(ΑΓ) , (3) 
where ${\N,(z)\j,V(z),T} is the canonical partition 
function for a closed subsystem at ζ {Axed 
\N,(z)\,V(z),T}, к is the Boltzmann constant, μ is the 
chemical potential, V a the volume, and Τ is the temper­
ature In the following, we omit the notation of fixed V.T 
because this condition is supposed to be always satisfied. 
In expression (3), all distributions [/V,(z)] are possible 
However, we only consider the maximum terms, since at 
equilibrium, Ξ should be at its maximum Corresponding 
to the equilibrium distribution |,V,(z)), Eq (3) can be 
rewritten as 
ΙηΞ. ; Σ íln ^ |ΛΓ,(ζ ) | , ί }+lJV,U), i , (z )/(*r ) ) 
(4) 
Before discussing the surface free energy, we need to define 
a reference state (labeled with · ) for the solid-fluid inter­
face. The homogeneous bulk state (where \z\ — œ ) is cho-
sen as the reference state. In this reference state, any sur-
face effect is not taken into account. Therefore the grand 
canonical partition function for this state is given by 
In ЕІ = Σ 1πψ[[ΛΜ1+ΣΛ>/(*Γ) (5) 
We notice that in the reference state all quantities are in­
dependent of ζ 
According to standard statistical thermodynamics, it is 
known that the Helmholtz free energy of the system is 
expressed as 
F= -ΑΓΙη Ξ . + Σ Σ [Λ\(ζ)μ,(ζ>1 (6) 
(Since the solid and liquid phases are incompressible,4 any 
change of the Helmholtz free energy between the two 
phases is equal to that of the Gibbs free enthalpy ) Thus 
the total surface free energy (aA) of the interface, defined 
as the excess free energy relative to the homogeneous bulk 
phase (the reference slate), is expressed as 
< Μ = - * ; Γ |
η
( Ξ [ , / Ξ · ) + Σ Σ [ΝΜμ.(ζ)-Νμ.\. 
• ' (7) 
where /í = ,V°í Substituting Eqs. (4) and (S) into Eq (7) 
yields 
«—
k
-L lk<iKW*)U)/0[|/v,]]) 
+ Σ WUlMiW-tf/iJA*/·)] 
+ ^ Σ ΣίΝ,ωμ,ω-Νμ.] 
= -jV& Σ ln(tfr{|/V,(z)|,z}/iK[Ar,|]) (8) 
Now consider the system which consists of a crystal (in­
dicated by subscript s) m contact with a two-component 
solution (solute A and solvent B) It is assumed in this 
system that solvent В cannot be incorporated into the crys­
tal According to the choice of the coordinate system, the 
region where z>0 belongs to the fluid and that of ζ < 0 to 
the solid Then 
<Κ|Λί,(ζ)|.ζ| = 
tf(z). z<0. (9) 
where φ, (¡=A, B, and 5, denoting component Л. B, and 
the crystal state) represents the canonical partition func­
tion of a certain species in the pure state, and 0« results 
from mixing A and В Based on cell models.' " the canon­
ical partition function φ for a certain species has the form 
и ц & = Л Г | п С ( Л + ІпП (10) 
ff IT) is defined by 
ff(T) = l(2nmkT)"1/hs]Q{T), (11) 
where Q(T) denotes the partition function of a molecule 
for all internal degrees of freedom, m is the mass of a 
structural unit, and A is Planck's constant Ω is referred to 
as the partition function for the configuration potential 
energy and for the fluid state is defined as 
П = { и « р [ ( -
е
+ * Г ) / ( А 7 ' ) ] } ' ' . (12) 
Неге * refers to the minimum potential energy per unit and 
is given by 
ί-ΐΣ*». (13) 
φ a the interaction energy in a certain direction (the sub­
script к indicates interaction energies in different direc­
tions), ν is the so-called free volume of a structural unit 
and in terms of the harmonic oscillator model' can be 
expressed as 
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u=[kT/(2wmv1)Yn-, (14) 
where ν is the frequency of vibration For the crystal state, 
at a sufficiently high temperature (kT>hv), 
« = {(., е х р [ - е / ( А Г ) ] } ' (12a) 
In addition, rli
v
 can be written according to the Bragg-
Williams approximation4 as 
In i4=S, \nH\A+N,)/N4) +N„\n[ {NA+N„)/NB\ 
-Ы
л
Х„/{Н
л
+Н
в
)ш
ів
/кТ, (15) 
where 
к 
and 
*Í=*Í4<*Í'+*") 
(15a) 
(15b) 
After substituting Eqs (10) and (15) into Eq (8), we 
obtain that 
aJ=(<7,+o-2)j, 
where 
(16) 
(16a) 
(the subscript j represents all interactions crossing the di-
viding surface) and 
°П=.\ J + " {[ΑΓ
Λ
(ί)Δ*ί(ϊ)-^Δ*ί] 
+ [ΛΓ,(ζ)ΔΑί(ζ)-ΛΓίΔΑ;] 
- * Γ Δ * „ ( ζ ) 1 π ( Λ ν *
θ
) } ώ (16b) 
Here ΔΧ
Λ
(ζ) =X
Λ
(ζ) — Χ
λ
, d is the thickness of a layer 
and \h'd (i=A or B) is the exchange energy per structural 
unit of a certain species defined as 
ΔΑ^(ζ) = [ί>(ϊ) -e i ( - ζ ) ] +*„(*) V Λ*) (17) 
(ι and Γ=Λ or B, and i=^;') This corresponds to the 
energy change due to bringing a structural unit ι (;=Λ or 
Я) from an environment of the pure crystal state into the 
solution state Obviously, for solute units (i=A ) AAj is the 
dissolution enthalpy (per structural unit) For Eq (16a), 
Ф, = ШФ?(0)-ф!;3{0)\+Х,{0)ф°{0)}+Х4(0) 
х [ * ^ 0 ) - ^ 0 ) ] + А Г , ( 0 ) [ ^ * ( 0 ) - ^ " ( 0 ) ] 
(18) 
To derive expressions ( 16), ( 16a), and ( 16b), we need 
the constraining condition (2) and the following assump­
tions 
(i) On the solid side, the difference ш the density and 
the energy between the interface and the bulk is not large 
In fact, this condition is almost satisfied when the temper­
ature is below the melting point 
(n) Some terms resulting from solute 4 may approxi 
mately cancel out those from solvent В such as 
i i i > , u > e < u > ] * , l " i 
(»<Qt)X< 
, [[«»<ζ)6ίΙ*>]** (-'ί (19) 
and 
IX<(2)4( - z ) -Х
л
4] = - [*
e
(z )e f ( - ζ ) -ATjf ?] 
(20) 
Looking at the constraining condition (2), it can be seen 
that if the surface adsorbs one component, it should repel 
the other Therefore those effects caused by A and В 
should be opposite 
It can be seen from Eq (16b) that when both the solid 
and the fluid are homogeneous up to the dividing surface, 
σ 2 = 0 This is the so-called homogeneous phase approxima· 
іюп Normally, the real structure of the solid-fluid inter­
face will differ from the homogeneous phase approxima­
tion Then а
г
ФО In the following, we will treat those two 
distinct cases separately 
A. The equivalent wetting condition 
As mentioned in Sec I, the equivalent wetting condi­
tion is introduced to estimate bond energies at solid-fluid 
interfaces The condition can be considered as two parts 
The first is the homogeneous phase approximation " It 
follows that for a certain interaction, the effective interfa-
cial bond energy is equal to the corresponding bond energy 
in the bulk ф
к
{г)^жф
к
 According to Eq (16a), σ, = 0 
Then Eq (16) can be written in the following way 
*°\ (21) 
The second part of the equivalent wetting condition can be 
expressed as ф^=ф" and φ)Β^φ** Equation (18) can 
thus be rewntten as 
Φ,-Цф^-Ф^+Х^' (18a) 
With this expression, ф) can be brought into direct relation 
with the dissolution enthalpy AAJ according to Eqs (13), 
(15a), and ( 17) This allows us to evaluate 1/φι by intro­
ducing the proportionality assumption,22 which states that 
Φΐ Φι' Φ]" =Φ, Φ,· Φι» (22) 
The implication of this assumption is that in any case the 
ratio of bond energies in different directions will be con­
stant, although the absolute bond energy in a certain di­
rection will alter in different states From this proportion­
ality assumption, we may then define a crysullographic 
factor 
Чш=£** (2£"). (23) 
where f?"kl is the so-called attachment energy of face ( Ш ) 
(defined as the energy released per structural unit when a 
crystal layer is moved from an infinite distance to attach to 
the crystal surface) and E* is the lattice energy (or subli­
mation enthalpy) of a crystal (see Refs 23 and 24) As a 
result of the homogeneous phase approximation, the sur­
face free energy can simply be written 
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<π=<7>ί=η,4/ΔΛ^, (24) 
or in comparison with Eq ( 1 ) ξ is expressed as 
S=»*u (25) 
В. Tim inhomogeneou· NuM phase approach 
As menüoned earlier, the equivalent wetting condition 
is a very rough assumption, which in most cases causes a 
large deviation of predicted values from experimental data. 
We notice that the main drawback of the equivalent wet-
ting assumption is the homogeneous phase approximation 
Actually this approximation comes from the traditional 
homogeneous cell models, where the same type of cells are 
equal in all positions 
In our inhomogeneous cell model (or the layer 
model), the same type of cells are distinguished by ζ 
Hence to deal with problems concerning the interface, this 
model does not have those difficulties which the homoge­
neous cell models always encounter Note that earlier in 
this section, it was assumed that the solid phase is almost 
homogeneous So we only consider here the inhomogeneity 
of the fluid phase 
Within the framework of the layer model, for the pro­
file of concentrations (or densities) and enthalpies in the 
interfacial phase, it was obtained" that 
XA(z)=XA{\ + D cxp[-ζAn»d))} (26) 
and 
Δ*ί(ζ)/ΔΑί= 1+r—rrln{l + Dexp[-*/( »·*))}, 
ΙΠ Л 4 
where 
D=XA-\ and X = Cf-\ 
(27) 
(2B) 
(XAD is the difference between the concentration of the 
first interfacial fluid layer and that of the bulk phase), 
Cf is the surface characteristic scaling factor,17 defined by 
0? = ΔΑί(0)/ΔΑί, (29) 
and n* is the normalized characteristic thickness of the 
interface defined in such a way that at г = n*d, [XA(z) 
-XA]/(XAD) = \/e 
Obviously σ, will now be expressed differently from 
expression (24), which is based on the homogeneous phase 
approximation From the definition of Cf. it is easily de­
rived according to this inhomogeneous fluid phase ap­
proach that 
а,і=т;
Л
иС?ДЛ2 (24a) 
Without doubt, according to Eq (16a), σ, is expressed 
more precisely by Eq (24a) than by Eq (24) because the 
dinerences of corresponding interaction energies between 
solid and fluid units are modified from the bulk phase to 
the interfacial phase by Cf We notice that in Eq (24a) 
since Σ ; 4 ; has mainly been modified by Cf, the second part 
of the equivalent wetting assumption may be regarded as J 
reasonable approximation and is adopted in expression 
(24a) 
Second, in this approach. σ
ζ
=£0 According to Eqs 
(16b), (26), and (27), 
o-j s=n*X,D[ -kT ЩХ
А
/Х
В
) +ΔΛ21D/(2 In XA) -r 1 ) 
+ ДЛ?[ ÎXÀD/2-X,)/(X, In XB) - I ]} (30) 
Finally, combining Eqs (24a) and (30) yields 
ase»M /C?AA2 + n*X4D{-kT, ЩХ^/Х,) 
+ àh^[D/[2\nXA) + l]+^hSl(XAD/2-XB)/ 
и
я
1 п Л - , ) - 1 ] } (31) 
It can be seen that Eq (24) can be included in Eq (31 ) as 
a limit case [WhenC?— l,Eq (31 ) automatically reduces 
to Eq (24) ] Similarly, ξ has the general form 
f = W 7 + n.*,,Z4-*7yAA2 Ιη(ΛΓ,ΛΤ,) 
+ [D/[2 In XA) + 1 ] + ΔΑί/ΔΑί [{XAD/2-X3)/ 
(ЛГ,1пДГ4)-1]} (25a) 
III. APPUCATION TO SOME METAL-MELT SYSTEMS 
Relations (31) and (25a) can be justified using avail­
able experimental data In this section, we will apply them 
to metal-melt systems and then compare them with the 
data from 3D homogeneous nucleation experiments 
Before applying Eqs (31) and (23a) to a crystal-melt 
system, form (25a) must first be modified As was done in 
our previous paper,17 for a crystal-melt system, we assume 
that XA=pf/p„ and abo AAf=, -ΔΑ^ Then Eq (23a) is 
rewritten as 
Pi I 
-kTJUftl 
'-КЭ/ (-экзяа-кэі 
-(•-аинм-ан·,» 
where ρ f and ρ, denote the density of the fluid and the 
solid, respectively 
Explicitly, the crystallography factor depends on the 
structure of the crystal face For faces with minimal sur­
face energy, it is expected that the lowest limit is iJM/—0 13 
(Ref 9) (we will come back on this in the next section) 
On the other hand, those results from the experiments of 
surface roughening and homogeneous nucleation reveal 
that for different faces of inorganic and metal crystals 
Cf a 2 3-6 Here, for the homogeneous nucleation, we take 
the lowest value Cf = 2 5 The choice of this value is made 
for various reasons First, this is because the crystal faces 
with the lower surface energies are of greater morpholog­
ical importance Those faces normally have smaller Cf " 
Second, the experimental data of Tumbull, which we will 
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TABLE I Relevant thermodynamic dala and the шю of interfactai 
energies 10 l he molar enlhaJpy of Гшюп Гот апоиз metal melt systems 
Mcul 
Mercury 
Tin 
Silva 
Go4d 
Copter 
Iron 
Manganese 
Cobah 
Palladium 
Nickel 
Platinum 
Bismuth 
Antimony 
Germanium 
47VO.*-' 
0 83; 
0 58 J 
0907 
0 875 
0 968 
10 
0 860 
0 955 
DBS) 
0 877 
0164 
0 4)2 
0J76 
0 4O2 
ί-
0 476 
0 393 
0 463 
0 4S6 
0 434 
044O 
0 432 
0 479 
0 4S8 
0 437 
0 433 
0 330 
0314 
0 321 
Γ 
0 33 
0418 
0 437 
0 436 
0 439 
0 443 
0480 
0 490 
0.430 
0444 
0 433 
033 
0302 
0 348 
'Reference 1 
'The data are theoretically estimated baaed on EQ (23a) 
The observed data are selected from Ref 1 
compare with our results in the following, represent lower 
bounds on the surface free energy (we will come back to 
this in Sec IV) For many metals in the neighborhood of 
the melting temperature, pf/p,=0 97-0 99 (Ref 24) Ac­
cording to theoretical results, for these systems л* = 2 
Now we substitute the data of kTJbk*„ into Eq 
(25b) and then ξ for various metal systems is obtained 
These values are listed in Table I, together with those from 
3D homogeneous nucleation experiments ' Very surpris­
ingly, our model predicts nol only the value ξ for most 
metals that f—045, but also for some metals such as bis­
muth, antimony, germanium, etc ξ—0 32 If the experi­
mental error [ ± 5 % in the measurement of the maximum 
supercooling (ΔΓ)„„ (Ref 1)] is taken into account, our 
estimations agree very well with the experimental data 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the last section, we have mentioned that the crys­
tallography factor η su depends both on the structure of a 
crystal and on the orientation of crystal faces According 
to Eq (23), it is obtained that for a simple cubic (sc) 
( 100) face л
м / = 0 167, and for a face centered cubic (fee) 
(111) face ш=0 23 It seems that those values, especially 
for a fee (111) face, are a bit larger than the value π
Μ Ι 
э 0 IS, which we chose in our estimation However, in 
most cases, the surface геіаяаіюп or the surface recon­
struction may occur This will to a large extent reduce the 
value of т/
№
 According to a modified model,16 it is esti­
mated that for a sc ( 100) and a fee ( 111 ) face, rj,,; is about 
0 125 and 0 187, respectively These values are roughly 
around our value 0 IS This is why this value is suitable for 
most metals. 
Looking at expression (25b), other effects may also 
influence the value of ξ Assume that for most metals in 
contact with the melt, at the melting point, the profile of 
the density distribution in the interfacial phase differs not 
much Then C? and л* for different metals are close to 
each other In case the value Pf/p, is almost the same, the 
main effect on | for those metals can be regarded as the 
difference in the melting entropy (Δλ„/Γ„,) Otherwise, 
Ihe value pf/p, will also have some influence on ξ This 
can be seen from the data listed in Table I 
Concerning the case of a crystal in contact with a so­
lution, it can be seen from Eq (25a) that the concentration 
of solution and the ratio of dissolution enthalpy between 
solute and solvent will also influence the value of a This 
may explain the experimental relation between a and the 
concentration of a solution " 
We notice that Turnbull's calculation for the solid-
fluid interracial surface free energy of various metals was 
based on the assumption that, at the lowest solidification 
temperature recorded, homogeneous nucleation kinetics 
were operative Then this parameter was estimated by mea­
suring the maximum supercooling of a variety of molten 
metal droplets Some authors cast doubts on Turnbull's 
assumption that homogeneous nucleation occurred in his 
droplets 2S~S' Some later experiments have suggested that 
much lower supercoolings are possible than those observed 
by Tumbull, making Turnbull's values for a too low by a 
factor of j ~ 2 2 S "" In addition, if the thickness of the solid-
fluid interface has the same order as the critical nucleus 
size, then some corrections must be applied to the homo­
geneous nucleation results This will also enhance the ac­
tual values for a (or ξ) M In this sense, Turnbull's results 
only represent the lower bounds of Ihe surface free energy 
for a variety of metals This is one of the reasons that we 
chose a lower C? in our estimations (see Sec III) To 
calculate more accurate a (or ξ) in a particular case, a 
more precise C? and n* are needed These can be done by 
computer simulations, density-functional theory calcula­
tions, and self-consistent field calculations, or measured by 
some experimental techniques 
In summary, the surface free energy of solids in con­
tact with saturated solutions is proportional to their disso­
lution enthalpy as suggested by Eq ( 1 ) The expression of 
this proportionality constant is derived within the frame­
work of a layer model, as in Eq (25a) The results are 
successfully applied to estimate the surface tension of 
metal-melt systems 
In the case of a crystal in contact with its melt, factors 
which may affect the value of the surface tension are 
mainly the surface structure and the interfacial wetting 
condition (determined by Cf and л*) In addition, the 
entropy of melting also plays an important role 
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Chapter 4.5 
Self-consistent field calculation of structure of static properties 
of the solid-fluid interface: monomer systems 
Xiang—Yang Liu 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT—A study of the interface between the crystal and the fluid phase has been 
carried out, using self-consistent field (SCF) theory calculations The results are expressed in 
terms of two mterfacial factors the surface characteristic scaling factor C*. and the 
characteristic thickness of the interface n* The mterfacial structure and mterfacial 
properties can be described employing those two factors The influence of various parameters, 
such as the bulk concentration and energy parameters, on the structure and properties of 
interfaces are discussed in terms of СЧ and n* As a consequence, the surface free energies of 
some metal systems are estimated from the calculated results They are compared with 
experimental values, and turn out to be in good agreement with them Finally, the interfacial 
bond energies for some inorganic and metal crystals are analyzed based on the calculated 
results m the context of the wetting condition 
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I INTRODUCTION 
Information on the structure of crystal surfaces can improve our understanding of a 
number of important physical processes Crystal growth is one of the processes that take 
place primarily at the crystal—fluid interface, and hence is strongly influenced by the atomic 
arrangements in this region To study the interface of crystals, monomer fluid systems are a 
good starting point Many inorganic and metal systems can be treated as monomer systems 
In other words, monomer systems represent a large number of real crystal systems Because 
these systems are relatively simple, detailed investigations on them have been carried out, 
using Monte Carlo (MC), Molecular Dynamics (MD) computer simulations 1_3 and density-
functional theories 4"7 The results obtained from those methods reveal important 
information at the interface concerning the ordering of the fluid units in the regions adjacent 
to the solid surface, surface melting etc However, it is not always easy to interpret those 
results and to associate them with measurable properties (such as the step energy at the 
surface) Also, MD and MC involve a large number of need many parameters and sometimes 
require a large computer capacity 
The same purpose may also be achieved by statistical mechanical calculations based on a 
Self—Consistent Field (SCF) theory 8"10, which provides insight into the behavior of 
structural units m înterfacial regions SCF calculations rely comparatively less on computer 
capacity than MD or MC techniques do The quality of the outcome of such calculations 
depends on how rigorously the partition function is derived In addition, the results can easily 
be interpreted within the framework of an inhomogeneous cell model developed recently 11_l4 
In the field of crystal growth, the mterfacial bond energies φ
χ
 are one of the most crucial 
parameters The values of ф^ at the surfaces {hid} determine the growth mechanism of the 
surfaces and e g the critical temperature of surface roughening (The subscript ι denotes the 
interaction between a structural unit and its neighbors in direction 1) Due to the 
inhomogeneity of the interfacial regions, the interfacial bond energy is in most cases different 
from the bond energy in the bulk 11_12 In the language of cell models u , ф
г
 can be expressed 
for a two—component (A, B) solution system as 
φ ^ ^ - φ ^ + ΙΙ-Χ^Φϊ + Α,, (1) 
ФЧ = ф
к>В-#фк,к+Ф™) (2) 
and А,= Х
к
(0)(ф\к-ф\к) + [1-Х
к
(0)](фЧа-фк*) (3) 
(the superscripts AA, BB, SS, AB, SA and SB represent solute-solute, solvent-solvent, 
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solid—solid, solute—solvent, solid-solute and solid—solvent interactions, respectively, Xk(0) 
is the concentration of the solute in the first fluid layer adjacent to the crystal phase). As an 
approximation 12, it is assumed that φ\ ~φ\ and φ\ ιφ\ . It then follows that Δ; ~ 0. 
To associate φ\ with the corresponding bond energy in the bulk ФІ [ФІ has a form similar 
to (1), with Δί = 0], a so-called surface characteristic scaling factor C% is introduced l 2. This 
factor is defined as 
С р Д Л І і я / Д Л а і и к й / Ф і (4) 
τ m m 
Here Δ/idiss = Σ φχ and Δ/idiss = Ε ФІ- According to the inhomogeneous cell model 1 1 _ l 2, O,is 
i=l i=i * 
directly correlated with the concentration in the following way 
C7plnJrA(0)/lnXA, (5) 
where X is the concentration of the solute in the bulk. Based on this surface characteristic 
scaling factor Cy, three distinct cases can be recognized for the solid surface 12: (i) the 
equivalent wetting [C*. = 1, or ^,(0) = X ]; (ii) the less than equivalent wetting [C·, > 1, or 
X (0) < X ]; (iii) the more than equivalent wetting [O. < 1, or X (0) > X ]. The equivalent 
wetting case is an artificial reference state, which happens only in some very special 
situations. Normally, the other two cases occur. The more than equivalent wetting case 
implies that the solid surface shows an adsorption of solute units. Considering the boundary 
condition of cell models, X.{z) + ^Λζ) = 1 13"14> this equivalently corresponds to a repulsion 
between the surface and solvent units. In contrast, the less than equivalent wetting case 
means that the solid surface shows a repulsion to solute units (or an adsorption to solvent 
units). 
To gain sufficient information about the structure of the crystal—fluid interface, in 
addition to СЧ, another factor, the so—called characteristic thickness of the interface π*, is 
introduced 13. This factor is defined as 
[Х
к
М-Х
к
]/[Х
к
[0)-Х
к
] = еі (6) 
at ζ = η*, (ζ is the distance away from the solid surface, and normalized by the interplanar 
spacing dhki of the crystal phase in the orientation of the surface). Within this framework, 
profiles of the concentration of solute units at the interface can be described by an exponential 
law 13 as 
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Xk(z) = Xk[l + DeM-z/n*)} (7) 
where D=X^-1 and (=C*¿-1 (7a) 
Obviously, C4and η" are the two key factors which determine the interfacial structure of 
monomer systems The roughening temperature ТУ and the surface free energy of faces {hkl} 
may in principle be estimated if these two factors are available11"14 We notice that the 
interfacial structure is commonly determined by the internal structure of crystals and the 
mother phase Any change in these regions may in a subtle way affect the morphology of 
crystals Therefore, the values of Ch and τι» are also relevant for the description of the 
morphology of crystals15 
To calculate the values of Cy and n* in certain crystallographic orientations {hkl}, the 
SCF calculation is an appropriate technique This technique allows all molecules to be freely 
distributed throughout the system In this way, the equilibrium between the interface and 
the bulk solution is automatically guaranteed It follows from the calculations that profiles of 
the density for monomer systems obey the exponential law given by (7) (This result will 
explicitly be shown in Sec III) Then C*. and π* can easily be extracted from the calculated 
results 
In this study, I use the SCF method to calculate the factors СЧ and n* in various 
conditions for monomer interfacial systems The paper is arranged as follows In Sec II, 
principles of the SCF calculation are briefly explained Section III is devoted to the 
calculations of various monomer systems An estimate of the surface free energies for some 
metals is made based on the calculated results Finally, some discussions are given in Sec IV 
Π. INHOMOGENEOUS CELL MODELS AND SCF CALCULATIONS 
Within the framework of cell models, both the solid and the fluid are divided into cells of 
equal shape and size Assume that the fluid phase consists of M + 1 layers of cells parallel to 
the surface (see Fig 1) The layer number, z, is counted from the surface and runs from 0 (the 
first fluid layer adjacent to the solid surface) to M (in the bulk solution) Every layer has L 
cells Each cell has m nearest neighbors, a fraction λ0 of these are found in the same layer and 
a fraction Α ι in each of the adjacent layers (Explicitly, A„ + 2Λ ι = 1) 
For a two—component fluid system (A, B), each cell m the fluid phase is considered to be 
occupied by a molecule (or a monomer) of type ι (ι = A or B) (This is the so-called full 
occupancy constraint) Within the framework of regular solution theories, different 
monomers are supposed to have approximately the same volume 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Π 
FIG.l. Illustration of the solid—fluid interface. The 
solid unit • liquid unit A n u i d P h a s e h a v i n e M 1аУег!5 o f c e l l s parallel to the 
surface, consists of two components A and B. Each 
l i q u i d u n i t В cell is filled with either A or В Cells in the solid 
phase are only filled with solid units 
In a mixture near a surface, a concentration gradient for every type of molecules is found 
due to spatial restrictions and mutual interactions between molecules and between molecules 
and the surface. Every individual molecule is subjected to a local potential which depends on 
the distance from the solid surface and on its chemical nature. 
In inhomogeneous cell models1 2~1 3, the chemical potential μ
χ
 is expressed for species ι as 
μ, = μ\(ζ) + kTlnX^z) = μ\ + Α 71η.Y, (8) 
where β\{ζ) and μ\ denote the standard chemical potential of species ι in layer ζ and in the 
bulk, and X-¡{z) and X\ the concentration of species ι (expressed in mole fraction) in layer ζ 
and in the bulk, respectively, Aris the Boltzmann constant, and Tis the temperature It then 
follows that 
and 
ВД - X,G¿z) 
G-,{z) =ехр[-и;(г)/АГ] 
(9) 
(9a) 
Here G\(z) is known as the weighting factor 8, and щ(г) is the (relative chemical) potential 
and is expressed according to (8) as 
Ui{z) = ß\(z)-ß\. (10) 
Explicitly, in the bulk phase (z = M), щ(М) = 0 It can be seen that in case the potential 
profiles и (ζ), и [ζ) are known, the molecular density (or concentration) profiles .Y (г), 
Χ (ζ), • • · can be calculated for every type of molecules In turn, if the molecular density 
profiles are known, the potential profiles can be directly calculated 
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The SCF theory 8"1 0 is based on a mean — field approximation within a layer This 
implies that fluctuations of the potential within the layer are neglected From this point of 
view, the potentials are assumed for solute molecules to be a linear function of the 
concentrations 
uA(z) = u'(z) + u™\z) (11) 
and
 Β
;»'(ζ) = *ΓΣχ [ < * ( * ) > - * ] (lia) 
D 
The parameter u'(z) may be interpreted as a "hard core potential", which guarantees the 
surface region to be filled by structural units Actually, it is of both enthalpic and entropie 
nature χ,„ is the Flory—Huggins interaction parameter, defined as the energy change (in 
AB 
units of kT) associated with the transfer of a molecule of type A from a liquid of pure A into a 
liquid of pure В For monomers of equal size, u'(z) is approximately the same for different 
types of monomers According to the definition of χ , it can be seen that χ = Σγ
=1 Ф^/кТ 
[Ф<[ has an expression analogous to φ\ in Eq (2)] Explicitly, ν = χ and χ = χ = О 
<Х (z)> is the average concentration of В in layer z, and is given by 
<X
u
(z)> = λ ,*„(*-1) + \0Xu(z) + ΧιΧΌ(ζ+ 1) (12) 
To include the adsorption energy, Eq (11a) is rewritten for the first fluid layer as 
u¿nt(0) = *rxlgAi + *TExAD[<*D(0)>-*B] ( l l b ) 
where χ is the Flory—Huggins parameter for the interaction of an A—monomer with surface 
sites of the adsorbent For molecules of type B, similar formulas hold In addition to Eqs 
(9)—(12), for the computation in a self—consistent manner, the boundary condition, 
Σ X,(z) = 1 (for any z) (13) 
1 
should be fulfilled This is obviously due to the full occupancy constraint 
To obtain the density (or the concentration) profiles of monomer interfacial systems, the 
SCF method is to numerically solve the nonlinear equations (9), (9a), (11) and (13) For more 
details concerning the calculations, see Refs 8—10 
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Ш RESULTS 
In this section, attention will be focused on two—component systems According to cell 
models l 2, even for crystals in contact with the melt, the fluid (and the solid) can also be 
considered as a two—component system The system consists of structural units and vacuum 
units The existence of those vacuum units is due to the free volume in the crystal and the 
fluid phase Therefore, in interfacial regions the density of structural units changes Eq (5) 
can be rewritten in this case as, 
C)=ln[MO)M(-l)]/ln(pf/ps) (5a) 
(See appendix ) Here pf and p
s
 are the density of the fluid and the solid phase, respectively, 
Pf(0) is the density of fluid units in the first fluid layer adjacent to the solid phase, and p4(—1) 
is the density of solid units in the first solid layer adjacent to the fluid phase 
A. Influence of macroscopic properties on the interfacial structure 
As mentioned in Sec I, the structure of solid—fluid interfaces can be characterized by two 
ooo 
FIG 2 The linear relation between ЩХ. — X.(z)] and the distance ζ for a monomer system 
This relation indicates that the exponential law is valid (or monomer systems, X= 0 80, χ 
= 147, X„. = 0and v , . = 147 
'
 ABS A 1 D 
IS 
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key factors: Cy and η'. On the other hand, once profiles of the density X.{z) are available, Cy 
and π* can be easily calculated. Plotting In [X — -Χ,(ζ)] versus z, a linear relation is obtained 
due to the exponential law expressed by (7) and (7a). Then Cy and 7i* can be directly 
calculated from the linear relation. An example of calculated data is shown in Fig.2. 
Note that using the SCF method to calculate X.{z), some parameters, such as Χ, χ , 
χ and ν are needed, This implies that both C4and n- are functions of those parameters. 
B S А О L 
Assuming that those parameters are related to bulk properties of interfacial systems, the 
dependence of Cy and n* on those parameters will be investigated in the following. 
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FIG 3. The relations between the two interiacial factors Cv n- and the bulk concentration of 
solute Χ χ = χ =1.47, χ s 0. (a) The surface characteristic scaling factor C·. plotted 
A AS All Ub с 
versus X Cy is almost constant for different concentrations (b) The characteristic 
thickness of interfaces n· plotted versus X n· linearly decreases with increasing X 
Let us first consider the influence of the concentration X , under the condition that these 
A 
energy parameters remain constant. In Fig 3, Cy and n* are plotted as a function of X for 
systems with χ
κ
 = xkJ¡ = 1.47, χ^ = 0. In this case Cy remains constant for various 
concentrations. Only when X -» 1, does Cy decrease slightly (see Fig.3a). A somewhat 
different relation can be found between n* and X . It can be seen from Fig.3b that the 
(characteristic) thickness of the interface decreases almost linearly with X,. The nonlinearity 
of the curve occurs when X is very close to unity, leading to w = 0. These results indicate 
that in almost the whole range of X (0—1), the thickness of the interface is influenced by the 
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concentration, but Суis not. In case X •* 1, both C4and n* have a tendency to approach zero, 
which causes the nonlinearity of the curves. From the point of view of cell models, this 
particular behavior of C*. and rv at X, -» 1 is understandable. As mentioned earlier, even in 
the case of crystals in contact with the melt, X is smaller than unity (~ p(/p
s
)- Therefore, the 
fact that X. = 1 implies that differences between the solid and the fluid phase disappear, and 
the two phases become one phase. It follows that the interface vanishes, resulting in Cy = n* 
= 0. Profiles of the density [·Χ.(ζ) — X.] plotted versus distance ζ away from the solid surface 
for systems with various bulk concentrations are given in Fig.4. This figure in fact shows the 
dependence of the interfacial profiles of the density on n*. 
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FIG 4 Profiles of the density [A' (z) - X ] plotted versus distance ζ away from the solid 
surface for systems with different bulk concentrations 
In contrast to the concentration, the influence of the energy parameters, χ , χ and 
AS' A DS 
χ , on the interfacial structure are quite complex It can be seen from Fig 5 that in case that 
X and χ remain constant, varying χ or χ independently will cause non—linear changes 
in C*. (see Fig 5a). n*, however, remains almost constant (see Fig.5b). It is shown in Fig.5a 
that with increasing χ Су is monotonically decreasing. On the other hand, an increase in 
χ will cause an increase in C*.. We notice that for most cases discussed in Fig. 5, the less 
than equivalent wetting occurs (C\ > 1). An increase in χ corresponds to a weaker 
adsorption (or a stronger repulsion) between the solid surface and solvent units. 
Subsequently, the density of solute in the first fluid layer will become higher According to 
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FIG.5 Dependence of the two interfacial factors η- and Су on ν and χ for systems with 
constant A'Á and χ
ίβ
 {Xá = 0.98, χ
ια
 = 3.5). (a) 0( plotted as a function of xm (or χ ). In 
contrast, O. will increase if χ increases (b) n- plotted as a function of χ (or χ ) TV IS 
almost constant for different У. mdy„ A i s A DS 
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FIG.6. Profiles of the density \X (z) - X ] plotted versus distance zaway from the surface for 
systems with different * B S XL = 0.98, χ^= 3.5, χ Μ = 2 7. 
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Eq.(5), this corresponds to the increase of СЧ. Alternatively, an increase in χ corresponds 
to a weaker adsorption between the solid surface and solute units In the competition with 
solvent units, X.{0) decreases accordingly This is followed by an increase in O. In Fig 6, 
profiles of the density \XÁ¿) - X \ are plotted versus distance ζ away from the surface for 
systems with different χ . Differently from Fig.4, Fig 6 (combined with Fig 5a) shows the 
influence on the solid—fluid interfacial structure of monomer systems due to the change of СЧ 
Keeping X constant, simultaneously changing χ , χ and χ will cause changes in 
both C*. and n· (see Fig.7). For simplicity, assume that χ . χ χ = α . b с (α, 6, с are 
independent constants, respectively) Then C\ and n* can be described as a function of χ 
Obviously, τι* depends linearly on χ (Fig.7a), while C*. turns out to be a non-linear function 
of χ (Fig.7b) It is interesting to see that in case the χ •* χ ' (curve 1), C\ approaches 
infinity. Referring to Eq (7), this implies a phase separation It follows that the solid surface 
and the solution can probably be separated by pure В layers In the case of crystals grown 
zo oo 
is oo -
5.00 -
0.00 
0 35 
0 00 
FIG 7 The influences on C·. and n· due to simultaneously changing χ , χ and χ. 
Assume that χ χ XlB~ л b с lì follows that О. and η* can be expressed as functions 
I B ' ο ί χ 1 Β (a) (^plotted veisusx i B, (^depends nonlineaily on x 1 B (b) n· plotted versus χ 
ir is a linear function of χ . Curve l - e = c = l , & = 0, Curve 2. α = & = 0, eiO, Curve 3. о = 
0.076, b = 0 52and c = 1, Curve4. a = 0 057,4 = 0 70 and c= 1 
from the melt, gas (or vacuum) is considered as the В component (this corresponds to a larger 
χ ). This then implies that bubbles can be easily formed on the solid surface This has 
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indeed been observed in many crystal-melt systems18-17 
Note that in Fig 7, the simple case with χ = χ - 0, χ Φ 0, is shown by curve 2 
ЧВ 
This case is comparable to the hard-sphere/hard-wall system '•" However, in the system 
ν is a variable which determines the character (or properties) of the systems In case that 
Α. В 
surface reconstruction or similar surface phenomena occur, the surface becomes additionally 
flat, and the interactions between solid and fluid units become relatively weak This can then 
be seen as an approximation (We will discuss this in detail later in Sec IV ) 
ι M 11 π 111 1111111111 I I I I 111111 I I M I I 11 ι 
0 00 0 SO 1 00 1 SO 2 00 2 50 3 00 
Ζ (η) 
FIG 8 Profiles of the density [Х
к
(г) - X¿ plotted versus distance zfor systems with different 
Χα * Α -
Ο Μ
· Χ Ι , - Χ Α » · * Β | - 0 
In comparison with Fig 4 and Fig 6, the influence on the interfacial profiles of the density 
[X(z) — X ] due to simultaneously changing C*. and n* (via a change in χ ) are shown in 
Fig 8 Because in this case, the two factors CS and n* change simultaneously, changes in the 
lnterfaaal structure are more pronounced than in the former two cases 
In spite of these effects mentioned above, the lattice structure also influences C% and τι* 
The reason is that different lattice structures have different λ ι or λ0 For different structures, 
ft and η* are listed in Table I together with Xt It can be seen from Table I that a larger Α ι 
corresponds to a large C% The interpretation can be given as follows According to the 
definition of λ ι, the surface excess energy or the adsorption energy of a surface is proportional 
to Χχ This implies that the enhancement of λ ι will lead to an increase in the number of 
adsorbed solvent units (or В units) in the first fluid layer (We note that in this case the less 
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TABLE I. Influence of different crystal structures on the surface scaling factor C*. 
and the characteristic thickness π* 
Cryst. Structure 
FC Cubic 
Hexagonal 
ВС Cubic 
SC 
{ЛЯ} 
{100} 
{001} 
{110} 
{100} 
^ U h k D 
0 333 
0.250 
0 250 
0 125 
°l 
1.88 
1.63 
163 
140 
η · 
0 303 
0 302 
0 302 
0 303 
Note. For this system, Xt = 0 98, Y = 0 267, χη<! = 1 83 and χ = 3 50 
A AS US A и 
that equivalent wetting occurs ) As a result, solute units will decrease in this region [see 
Eq.(13)], resulting in an increase of C·. \ ι (or Ao) is also different for different orientations of 
the crystal structure Therefore, analogous results can be expected. 
B. Estimation of the surface free energy of metals 
The concept of surface free energy is relevant for crystal growth Some important issues 
in this field are related to its value However, for most solid—fluid systems, this value is not 
always available either from experiment or from theory Therefore, it is important if the 
surface free energy can be estimated 
Conventionally, it is suggested that the surface free energy σ is proportional to the 
enthalpy of dissolution for a crystal-solution system w-*i, as 
(75=£A/ldiSS (14) 
where s is the area per surface and ξ a proportionality constant In case that crystals are in 
contact with the melt, Δ/yiss should be replaced by the molar enthalpy of melting Δ/im 
According to our inhomogeneous cell model 14, the coefficient ξ is expressed for crystals 
in contact with the melt, as 
¿= Λ,0£+ n-gO{-*r./AABta[(g-)/(l -g)] + (f)/ln(jj) 
-Kg^ + ig-M/Ki-jJi-a-gil + a}1 S ds) 
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where T
a
 is the melting temperature. Note that pf, p
s
 and A/in,/fcT
ra
 are bulk properties, and 
are assumed to be available. If the interfacial factors C\ and n* can be calculated and 
measured, ζ can be estimated from (15). Then σ may be directly obtained from (14). In this 
sense, if is a key factor to obtain a. 
For metal-melt systems, surface relaxation or surface reconstruction occurs quite often. 
Therefore, accurately estimating the influence of the solid phase on the interfacial fluid 
structure is difficult. This leads to some difficulties in accurately calculating C*. and n* by the 
SCF method. (Note that in SCF calculations, the solid phase is to a large extent excluded 
from direct consideration. Therefore, it is implicitly assumed in the calculations that 
properties of solid units at the surface should not differ too much from those of solid units in 
the bulk). However, we can still use simplified models to estimate the values of СЧ and n* for 
metal systems. For this purpose, it is assumed that in a simplified system, χ = χ = 0 and 
у Φ 0. This is the case described by curve 2 in Fig.7. This corresponds to the system where 
AB 
the fluid is in contact with a very flat and neutral solid surface. In fact, it is a reasonable 
approximation when the solid surface is very flat due to surface reconstruction or surface 
relaxation. 
For this kind of simplified systems, χ must be known. As mentioned earlier, in a melt 
system, fluid units are considered as component A, and vacuum units as component B. Then 
χ is directly related to the evaporation enthalpy Δ/iev, as 
TABLE Π. The proportionality constant ξ and some other relevant parameters for three 
different metal systems. 
Metalsal 
Pd 
Ag 
Cu 
Δ/levb) 
кТ
ш 
40.0 
24.2 
27.7 
*Γ./ΔΑ5' 
0.974 
0.907 
0.868 
"ι 
3.00 
1.87 
2.06 
η * 
0.314 
0.270 
0.281 
ξ(est.) 
0.762 
0.473 
0.520 
í(exp.) 
0.800d) 
0.457e) 
0.436e) 
a )
 Those metals have the fee structure 19. ThenA1 = 0.25. ¿>f/Ps = 0.98 3t. 
b )
 Reference 32. c) Reference 19. 
d )
 The experimental value of f(exp.) for Pd was determined by Stowell22. 
e)
 The experimental values of f(exp.) for Ag and Cu were determined by Turnbull19. 
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Х^гі/ДЛе /М". (16) 
Неге ν is a coefficient It is found empirically that i / ; 0 1 It follows that C·. and π· can be 
estimated from curve 2 in Fig 7a and b Consequently, the estimated values of the 
proportionality constant ¿(est ) for three metals Pd, Ag and Cu are listed in Table II, 
together with other relevant parameters In order to make a comparison, the observed values 
of £(exp ) determined from 3—dimensional homogeneous nucleation experiments by Stowell22 
and Turnbull ι ί, are also listed in this table 
It can be seen from Table II that the estimated values of ξ are in good agreement with the 
observed values, especially for the value determined by Stowell In connection with 
Turnbull's results, there are reports and comments 2 2 2 7 indicating that for various reasons, 
Turnbull's values are a bit too low (This can also be seen from my estimates ) In this sense, 
Turnbull's values represent the lowest bound of σ Considering this fact, my results are quite 
reasonable 
IV DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
It can be seen from the calculated results given in the last section that if solid—fluid 
interactions at the surface are relatively weak, the so—called less than equivalent wetting case 
will occur This has been confirmed by some experimental facts 
According to recent statistical mechanisms29, a crystal surface undergoes a roughening 
phase transition at the roughening temperature 7* If the actual temperature Tis lower than 
the roughening temperature 7*, the surface is flat on a molecular scale Otherwise, the 
surface will be rough The roughening temperature 7У for a given crystal face is directly 
related to mterfacial bond energies ф
ъ
 expressed in terms of the dimensionless roughening 
temperature в1, by 
0T = ¥^L (17) 
<Ps t г ч 
Here 0str is the strongest bond energy at the surface Note that 0* is a dimensionless quantity 
and has a certain value for a given surface Obviously, V is linearly proportional to 0
s t r 
Previously, the roughening temperature sometimes has usually been estimated based on 
the equivalent wetting condition n· 12.2e This condition implies that in Eq (17) <j>
slT\s equal to 
Ф5(г However, for many inorganic and metal systems, it turns out that the roughening 
temperature is underestimated by the equivalent wetting assumption For instance, 
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Abbaschiam and Eslamloo 2 9 indicated that faceted faces occur on Sn crystals when they grow 
from the melt This is in conflict with the obtained estimate that the rougheiung temperature 
of the strongest faces on Sn crystals is much lower that the melting point The growth of 
garnets from a PbO flux 3 0 revealed that the bond energies at the (332) faces are almost four 
times higher than those estimated by the equivalent wetting assumption Obviously for those 
systems, φ
:
 > Φ}, meaning that the less than equivalent wetting case occurs 
The presence of the less than equivalent wetting in those systems is to some extent 
attributed to surface relaxation or surface reconstruction Because of those surface effects, 
the interactions between fluid units and the solid surface become weaker Alternatively, due 
to the restriction of the solid surface, fluid units will lose some amount of entropy at 
interfacial regions The loss of entropy cannot be fully compensated by those very weak 
solid—fluid interactions at the surface It then follows that the free energy per fluid unit at the 
interface will increase, causing a decrease of the density of fluid units at interfacial regions 
This finally results in the less than equivalent wetting 
In summary, the dependence of the structure and some thermodynamic properties of 
monomer interfacial systems on various parameters was studied using SCF theory 
calculations As expected, the exponential law can be applied to this kind of systems As an 
application, the surface free energies of three metal systems were estimated, which turn out to 
be in good agreement with the experimental results 
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APPENDIX 
According to principles of statistical thermodynamics 12, the chemical potential of 
structural units is expressed for the fluid and the solid as 
μι = - к Tin Qf'( T) - kT{lnv{ + {-({ + кТ\/кТ} (Al) 
and ^ = -кШС&'{Т)-к1\[пьь-е$/кТ\, (A2) 
Q{T) = [{2rm'kT)3h/h*}Q(T) (A3) 
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where 0(Γ) denotes the partition function of a molecule for all the internal degrees of 
freedom, υ is the free volume of a molecule, e is the minimal potential energy per structural 
unit, m' is the mass of a structural unit, h is Planck's constant, and subscripts f and s 
represent the fluid and the solid phase. At equilibrium, μ\ = μ*. It follows that 
ln(v
s
/vf)=-Ahm/kT+AS'/k (A4) 
where the melting enthalpy (per structural unit) Ahm = if - £s, and AS1 = fc[ln( Qt'lQs) + 1]. 
Since \n(vs¡Vf) ~ In (pf/ps), (A4) can be rewritten as 
ln(pf/ps) - - Ahn/kT + Δ ί / * , (A5) 
where pf and p
s
 denote the density of the fluid and of the solid phase, respectively If we define 
X ~ Pf/ps, then Eq. ( A5) assumes an expression similar to the Van't Hoff equation. Referring 
to Eq.(5), X can therefore be replaced by pf/pb and ^.(0) by pf(0)/ps(—1). It then follows 
that Eq.(5) can be rewritten as Eq.(5a). 
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Chapter 4.6 
Self-consistent field calculation of structures and static properties 
of the solid-fluid interface: paraffin-like molecule systems 
Xiang—Yang Liu and Ρ Bennema 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT-The interfacial structure and mterfacial properties of solid—fluid systems were 
investigated within the framework of an inhomogeneous cell model, using self—consistent field 
(SCF) calculations For interfacial systems consisting of completely flexible chain molecules, 
profiles of the segment density of fluid molecules always vanish exponential versus distance ζ 
from the solid surface It can be shown that the structure of the solid-fluid interface can be 
characterized by two key factors the surface scaling factor O. and the characteristic thickness 
of the interface n* In contrast, the exponential law cannot be applied to interfacial systems 
consisting of molecules with somewhat rigid chains For those systems, the ordering and the 
layering of chain molecules occur at the solid—fluid interface, due to the energy and the 
entropy effect In addition to the factor C*., the structure of the solid—fluid interface of the 
system may qualitatively be related to half of the chain length of solute molecules and of 
solvent molecules Finally, the calculated values of Cz are compared with the experimental 
ones for a variety of n—paraffin systems The results are very satisfactory 
Phys Rev E,(1993) (тргсзз) 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this study, the description of the solid—fluid interface is within the framework of our 
inhomogeneous cell model developed recently1"4. The results which are obtained from 
calculations of self-consistent field (SCF) theories can be seen as applications and extensions 
of our model. The subject of the solid—fluid interface has important implications for different 
fields, such as polymer and colloid science, catalysis, crystal growth etc.. However, in this 
paper we only concentrate on those issues which may be related to the growth of crystals. In 
these cases, crystal surfaces are in contact with a solution or the melt. Following from recent 
investigations, more attention is paid to problems of the morphology and growth of 
n—paraffin crystals in solutions (or the melt)5"". First, the study of the morphology of normal 
paraffin crystals has practical implications. Many of the products derived from crude 
petroleum contain n—paraffins and these waxes can cause severe problems if they are allowed 
to crystallize. Crude oil, heavy fuel, diesel fuel, heating oil etc. all contain significant 
proportions of higher n—paraffins. If the temperature drops abruptly during the winter, these 
paraffins crystallize as thin, flat plates. Those platy paraffin crystals can gel the fuel or block 
pipes and filters, which are present in every system. To solve this problem, additives are 
developed, which change the habit of these crystals and significantly decrease their sizes so 
that they no longer suffer from the drawbacks mentioned above. Certainly, the additives 
must have a significant influence on the structure of the solid—fluid interface, and hence on 
the morphology of crystals. In this sense, to understand the influence of additives on the 
interfacial structure will be a key step for the molecular design of tailor—made additives. 
Secondly, it was found7"8 that a first—order roughening transition occurs on surfaces of 
paraffin crystals when they are grown from n—hexane solutions. In case aromatic solvents are 
chosen, the order of surface roughening may be changed from the first order to the infinite 
order9. These novel phenomena are of theoretical and practical importance, and are also 
directly related to the structure and properties of the solid—fluid interface. 
Paraffin systems are also considered as intermediate systems which bridge the gap 
between small molecule systems (i.e. monomer systems) and macromolecule systems (i.e. 
polymer systems). Therefore, a better understanding of crystal interfaces of paraffins is of 
particular practical and scientific interest for both small molecular and macromolecular 
crystals. 
Early theoretical studies on the structure and static properties of the solid—fluid interface 
treated mostly simple fluids10"18, while more recently increased attention has been focused on 
molecularly complex systems17"19. However, for complex molecule systems, such as polymers, 
molecules with flexible chain are the major subject. There are not many reports on paraffin 
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systems. 
In this study, interfacial systems of paraffin—like molecules, especially crystals in contact 
with solutions or the melt, are treated. Within the framework of the inhomogeneous cell 
model, the structure of the interface is calculated by the SCF theory of Scheutjens and Fleer et 
aL 2 0"2 3. This approach, similar to our formalisms of the solid-fluid interface1"4, is based on 
the principles of cell models. So the results obtained can easily be interpreted by our 
interfacial model. This paper will be organized as follows. We will in Sec. II briefly introduce 
the interfacial model and the principles of the SCF calculations. The results of the interfacial 
structure and detailed interpretations will be given in Sec. III. This is to gain physical insight 
of the interface of paraffin systems. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Sec. IV. 
Π. THE INTERFACIAL MODEL AND THE SCF CALCULATION 
A. The interfacial inhomogeneous cell model 
In our previous papers2-4, a so—called inhomogeneous cell model was developed to 
describe the solid-fluid interface. Within the framework of this model, the Cartesian 
coordinate system is defined in the following way: the i, y axes are in the plane of the solid 
surface, the ζ axis is normal to the surface and the origin is in the center of the first fluid layer. 
According to cell models24, the whole space is divided into cells of the same shape and size. In 
addition to this, in our inhomogeneous cell model the same type of cells (or units) are 
characterized by the distance (z) from the solid surface. This implies that the same types of 
cells will be in different environments if the distance ζ is different. It follows that physical 
properties of cells also depend on the distance z. Since the equilibrium state is taken into 
account, most or all cells are in mutual equilibrium and their chemical potentials are 
constant. Suppose that each structural unit is connected by the bonds i = 1,2,..., m to 
neighboring units. Using the language of regular solution theories3'24, the exchange bond 
energy ф
і
 (per mole) in the direction i is expressed for crystals in contact with a 
two—component solution, as 
0i(z) = \ \φΚ\ζ) - φ?(-ζ)} + [1 - Χ
κ
{ζψ φσ,{ζ) (1) 
and φ?{ζ) = φ\\ζ) -ί[ΦΪ\ζ) + Ф™Ш (la) 
where superscripts А, В and S denote solute, solvent and solid, and AA, BB, AB and SS 
denote solute-solute, solvent-solvent, solute—solvent and solid-solid interactions, 
respectively, X.{z) is the concentration of solute in layer z. The molar enthalpy of dissolution 
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in layer г is given by 
Д В Д = Σ φ,(ζ) (2) 
1= 1 
Note that φ
λ
(0) and ΔΛ<ι(0) correspond to φ
λ
(ζ) and Ahd(z) in the first interfacial layer, and 
ф
л
 and Ah<i to those in the bulk, ι e г-щ. 
In order to calculate the bond energies φι(ζ) from experimental data, the traditional 
proportionality assumption6'25 is introduced This implies that for a structural unit in a layer 
at a distance ζ away from the solid surface, the following relation is supposed to hold 
Φι(ή ΦΑΖ) · · • ΦΑΖ) · · · ΦΑΖ) = 
φψφψ···φ¥·-·φΙ* (3) 
(Here φψ represents the solid-solid bond energies of the bulk phase in the direction ι ) In 
other words, for the bond energies φι{ζ) occurring in any environment, the ratio of bond 
energies is the same as the ratio of the bond energies φ># φψ can in principle be calculated 
from a given crystal structure Then φ^ζ) may also be calculated if Ahd(z) is available 
(Normally, only Δ/id is available from solubility data ) 
As mentioned earlier, the exchange bond energy in the first interfacial fluid layer is 
important for physical processes occurring on the crystal surface In connection of 0,(0) with 
фг, a so—called surface characteristic scaling factor C*. was introduced1-2 
С$=ЛЛ,і(О)/Д/щ=0,(О)/0, (4) 
Tbs factor can be related to the concentration of solute for regular solutions as 2 
0¿~ lnXA(0)/lnJtA (4a) 
(X is the concentration of solute in the bulk, -^.(0) is that in the first fluid layer adjacent to 
the solid phase ) Actually, the factor C*. is used to characterize the solid—fluid interface 1_2 If 
C*. = 1 [X (0) = X ], the so—called equivalent wetting occurs on the solid surface Otherwise, 
if O.< 1 [JC(0) > X ], or O.> 1 [X (0) < X ], the so-called more than equivalent wetting 
case or the less than equivalent wetting case occurs, respectively The equivalent wetting 
corresponds to the case that the structure and properties of a phase are homogeneous from the 
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bulk up to the dividing plane between the solid and the fluid phase We consider this as a 
reference state, and it will occur only in some very particular cases The more than equivalent 
wetting (or the less than equivalent wetting) implies that the crystal surface shows a positive 
adsorption (or a negative adsorption) to solute units In normal cases, the non—equivalent 
wetting will occur in solid—fluid interfacial systems 
Experimentally, the factor СЧ can also be determined First, 0, may be calculated based 
on (2) and (3) 0i(O) can be determined from expenments of roughening transitions of crystal 
surfaces5"7 The roughening transition is a phase transition occurring at a crystal surface at 
the roughening temperature Τ* If the temperature Τ is lower than 7\ at equilibrium the 
crystal surface is flat on a molecular scale If Τ > 7*, the crystal surface roughens on a 
molecular scale5"7 According to the definition of the dimensionless roughening temperature, 
вБы = 2*7*/0,(О) (5) 
the roughening temperature 7* is directly related to the interfacial bond energy $i(0) Here 
ij;k l is the dimensionless roughening temperature of crystal faces {hkl}, and the value of which 
can be calculated by a computer program *, fcis the Boltzmann constant Therefore, <p\{0) can 
be determined by measuring the roughening temperature of the crystal surface 7* 
Alternatively, assuming that the step free energy is approximately equal to the step energy, 
ф
х
(0) can also be measured by fitting the data of growth rate Ä versus the supersaturation 0, 
according to a 2D nucleation growth mechanism (a Birth and Spread mechanism25), by 
Ä= A'ßV*exp{B'/ß) {A' kinetic constant) (6) 
and B'~ /[0,(O)]2 (6a) 
Here ƒ is a factor depending on the shape of nuclei, the temperature and structural parameters 
of crystal surfaces, and can be calculated for a given crystal and surface structure As soon as 
B' is obtained from expenments, #i(0) can be calculated according to (6a) On the other 
hand, in case the concentration at the interface can be calculated or measured, СЧ can also be 
obtained using (4a) In the following, it will be shown that C', can be calculated according to 
(4a) for various systems, using SCF calculations 
Concerning the structure of the solid—fluid interface, profiles of the concentration, in 
systems consisting of isotropic structural units, obey an exponential law3 This implies that 
*
А
(*) = *
А
{1 + Диср[-г/(п*<0]}, (Τ) 
L94 
D=X^-\ and (=0¿-l. (7a) 
ïere dis the interplanar thickness of the solid in the orientations {Ш} n* is the normalized 
:haracteristic thickness of the interface, which is defined in such a way that at z = nwd, [X.(z) -
X ]/(X D) = exp(— 1). Note that in this approach3, the mean—field approximation is 
Lpplied. This means that fluctuations of the density within a layer are neglected. It follows 
hat Eq.(7) represents an average profile of the density at the interface. It can be seen from 
7) that interfacial profiles of the density will be fixed if X , СЧ and nm are given. Obviously, 
lince X is always available, C\ and w are the most important ones in question. 
3. The self—consistent field theory calculation 
The SCF theory developed by Scheutjens, Fleer et al.20 is also based on a cell model. 
Similar to the above—mentioned inhomogeneous model, the space is divided in lattice layers 
parallel to the solid surface. A molecule of type i has a volume fraction φ\(ζ) in layer ζ and φ\ 
η the bulk solution. Only inhomogeneities perpendicular to the surface are considered. Since 
;he mean field approximation is applied in the calculation, fluctuations with the lattice layers 
ire also neglected. A chain molecule consists of г segments, and fills r lattice sites. In the case 
)f paraffin solutions, it is assumed that chain molecules are homogeneous (all segments of a 
nolecule are of the same type), and molecules with longer chains are solute molecules 
¡denoted by A) and molecules with shorter chains are solvent molecules (denoted by B). 
For n—paraffin crystals in contact with paraffin solutions, the exchange energy per 
segment between n—paraffin A and n—paraffin В is supposed to be zero. The interaction 
between a segment i (i = A or B) and a surface site is expressed by the Flory—Huggin 
parameter χ3\ (i = A or В). This parameter is expressed in units of ¿Tand corresponds to the 
înergy changed (per segment) due to bringing a segment i from the pure liquid state i into an 
environment of the pure solid state s. In the case of growth of paraffin crystals, substrates are 
the solid paraffins. Then, for η-paraffin crystals with the orthorhombic structure, χ$\ ~ -
1.54 + 6.0/rand for the triclinic structure χ$\ ~ —1.63 + 4.69/7- (the values of χ$\ are obtained 
Erom the enthalpy of melting29). If it is not specified, xSi is referenced to T= 298.15 K. 
Due to the energy difference between the trans conformation and the gauche 
conformation of molecular chains, there are some torsional energies t t o r in carbon chains of 
n—paraffin molecules. In the calculations, this can also be considered. For the formalisms and 
ather calculation details, see Refs.20-23. 
Ш. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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A. Molecules with completely flexible chains 
Polymer molecules are in many cases treated as flexible molecules However, under 
conditions of crystal growth, paraffin molecules are considered as somewhat rigid molecules 
In connection with polymer systems, we will first consider paraffin molecules to be flexible 
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FIG 1 The linear relation between ln[^ YAz) — X ] ind the distance zfor systems 
of С js/C; solution .V the mole fraction of solute, The lattice structure hexagonal, -p = 0 I 
Solute and solvent molecules are denoted by C
r
 and C'T, respectively Since in this case 
chain molecules are fully flexible, they can be considered as isotropic structural units 
Therefore, profiles of the concentration will obey the exponential law In Fig 1, a linear 
relation between In[X(z) — X ] and ζ for systems of C 3 6 in CJ solutions is presented [Note 
that the calculated volume fractions φ(ζ) are converted into molar fractions X.(z) ] It is 
known from last section that in this case the structure of the solid—fluid interface can be 
characterized by the two factors Oi and τι* Hence, we will in the following discuss the 
influence of the chain length and the concentration of solute molecules on those two factors 
In Fig.2, the dependence of ft and n* on the chain length of solute molecules for CJ 
solution systems are shown, respectively It can be seen from Fig 2a that C*. < 1 This means 
that the more than equivalent wetting case occurs in chain molecule systems It can also be 
seen that Cy decreases further from unity with the segment number of solute molecules In 
contrast, η* is increasing with the segment number This suggests that with increasing 
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dependence of СЧ on the concentration (b) The dependence of n· on the concentration 
System . C21 + C'¡, The lattice structure: hexagonal 
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segment number, solute molecules are more strongly adsorbed on the solid surface, and that 
the solid—fluid interface will become somewhat thicker 
For a system with given solute and given solvent, the structure of the solid—fluid interface 
can also be influenced by the bulk concentration of the solution An example of this influence 
is displayed in Fig 3 As shown in Figs 3a,b, both C*. and n* decrease with the concentration 
of solute These parallel changes of Съ and n* are different from those shown in Figs 2a,b 
The results of Fig 3 mean that when the concentration increases, solute molecules show 
stronger tendencies to be adsorbed at the solid surface However, the solid—fluid interface 
become thinner We notice that for monomer systems, only n- is influenced by the 
concentration C4is independent of X (This result will be published elsewhere ) 
In addition to Fig 3, segmental profiles of the concentration of solute [expressed by the 
volume fraction φ (ζ)} are plotted versus the distance away from the solid surface for various 
concentrations, and presented in Fig 4 
0 200 
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FIG 4 Exponential profiles of the relative segment density [φ (ζ) — ¿ ], plotted as a function 
of the distance z, for various bulk concentrations Relevant parameters the same as Fig 3 
В Molecules with rigid chains 
In the case of paraffin molecules, molecular chains are not completely flexible It follows 
that the torsional energy of С—С chains should be taken into consideration in the calculations 
<PK= 0 3 
Ψ
κ
= 0 5 
φ,= 0 7 
Ψ,= 0 9 
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This will lead to some particular results. In the following, we will first concentrate on the 
problems of the ordering and the structuring of the interface due to the rigidity of molecular 
chains. Then discussions on the wetting condition and the influence on interfacial properties 
are given later 
1. Ordering o f molecules at the interface 
The torsional energy et0T of С—С chains is due to the energy difference between the trans— 
and the gauche— conformation of molecules. This energy for normal paraffin molecules is 
about 2кТ
й
 27
. In comparison with Fig.4, the profile of the concentration of n-C2i V>(2) ш a 
n-C 6 solution (φ = 0.1, e t o r = 2 kTQ) is plotted versus distance ζ from the first fluid layer (z 
= 0). (See Fig.5). It can be seen from Fig 5 that for rigid chain molecules, since the 
anisotropy occurs in the molecular structure, the exponential law can not be applied to the 
system. Instead, φ.{ζ) shows an oscillatory decrease (cf. Figs.6 and 7). This leads to the 
concentration depletion of the solute between the first fluid layer and the layer ζ = λο where 
¥>
Α
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Α
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FIG.5. Segment density profile φ (ζ) of n-Cji molecules in a n-C4 solution plotted versus 
distance ζ from the solid surface, with the origin at the center of the Drst Quid layer adjacent 
to the solid substrate. The segment density in the bulk φ = 0.1, f'" = 2*Γ0, Г = Г0 = 
298.15 К. The lattice structure: fee. 
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It is interesting to see from our calculations that for rigid chain molecular systems, the 
position of λο (or Ama*) and the position of the first minimum of φ.{ζ) (at ζ = X
m
m) are 
directly associated with the structure of solute molecules and of solvent molecules For 
completely rigid molecular solution systems, a maximum of φ (ζ) occurs in the layer ζ = A
max 
after the first fluid layer, and Х
тлх
 corresponds to half of the change length of solute molecules 
A whereas A
rain corresponds to half of the chain length of solvent molecules In the case of 
normal alkane molecules, molecular chain are not completely rigid (elDT ζ 2 kT<>), then A
max
 is 
replaced by λο Due to the lagging of φ (ζ), it turns out for the n—paraffin solution system 
that A
min ~ λ' η A„ + 3 and А о = A' ~ A, + 3 These results are explicitly shown in Fig 6 
D D A A 
From this point of view, the structure of the solid—fluid interface explicitly depends on the 
structure of paraffin—like molecules 
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FIG 6 Segment density profiles in dependence of the structure of chain molecules The 
structure of substrates hexagonal, ρ = 0 1, <""= 2λΤ0 Curve 1 n-C2: + п-С(, Curve 2 
n-Cjj + п-Си, Curve 3 n-Cjj + n-Cs, Curve 3 n-C3j ->- n-C1 2 The positions of Amin (·) 
and those of A0 (*) are associated with the chain length of solute molecules and of solvent 
molecules, respectively 
For crystals in contact with the melt (assuming φ Ϊ pr/ps, Pf and p
s
 are the density of the 
melt and the solid2), the oscillation also does occur in profiles of the segmental density 
A since molecules of one kind exist in However, the profiles are characterized by ζ = A
mdX 
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the system. It follows that the profiles will be smoothed if the temperature increases (see 
Fig-7) 
10.0 
8.0 12.0 
Ζ (η) 
n-C 1 0: Τ = 300 К 
n-C 1 0: Τ = 400 К 
n-C 1 0: Τ = 450 К 
n-C i e : Τ = 450 К 
FIG.7. Profiles oí the relative segment density [(φ (z) - ρ
Α
), ¿A ϊ pr/ps ] for different paraffin 
melt (n-Cio, n-C[S) systems, and the dependence of the profiles for n-C10 system on the 
temperature: et0T ζ 1 kcal/mol. For η-C и systems, Г =450 К, pf/p
s
 : 0 80, Forn-Сю, T = 
300 K, 400 K, 450 K, then pf/p, - 0 9°°. ° 7 9 8 · ° 7 3 8 respectively Note that the profiles are 
characterized by ζ = A
ma
, : Λ and the ascillations are smoothed with increasing the 
temperature. The lattice structure fee. 
In order to characterize the ordering of chain molecules, a segment order parameter23 is 
defined as 
s = ( 3 < c o s 2 a > - l ) / 2 , (8) 
where ais the angle between the axis of an unit and a given direction. Here, the orientation of 
segments occurs with respect to the normal to the solid surface. For a certain species, the 
order parameter s(z) is a function of z. In the case of a chain molecule, we use l(z), which is 
the ensemble average over all segments of the molecule, to characterize the ordering of this 
molecule. It is explicit that in case that all bonds of the molecule are completely parallel to 
the surface, the order parameter is — 0.5 If all of the bonds are perpendicular to the surface, 
s(z) = 1. On the other hand, a random distribution of bonds will result in the order parameter 
5(2) = 0 23. It follows that at the solid surface, the order parameter should be very close to -
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0 5 if molecules are highly ordered (parallel to the surface) In Fig 8, the values of s(z) are 
given as a function of z, for a Cie/Cj solution system with different torsional energies of 
molecular chains etor It can be seen first that in any case, both solute and solvent molecules 
are preferentially adsorbed parallel to the solid surface in the first fluid layer After the first 
fluid layer, the order parameter is increasing considerably, meaning that the degree of 
ordering is drastically reduced In spite of this, chains with various torsional energies show a 
different behavior Comparing with rigid chain molecules (ftor > 0 ), molecules with 
completely flexible chains (e tor = 0 ) are less ordered, and in this case there is almost no 
difference between long chain molecules and short chain molecules (see Fig 8a) As a result, 
loops occur in those adsorbed flexible molecular chains This can be seen from Fig 8a that a 
positive peak occurs in the second fluid layer With increasing torsional energy etor, chain 
molecules are more preferentially adsorbed parallel to the solid surface Also, longer chain 
molecules are more ordered than short chain molecules These results can be seen from Figs 
8b—d, which correspond to 6tor = 1,2 and 3, respectively The negative s(z) in the successive 
interfaaal fluid layers after the first fluid layer, suggests that a low degree of ordering, which 
may be related to the oblique packing of molecules, still occurs in these regions It is noted 
that in case that etor > 2kT(¡, the ordering parameter l(z) becomes almost zero at z~ \\ ~ Ai + 
3 (ι = A or B), for both solute and solvent molecules This implies that the parallel ordering 
of molecules almost completely vanishes in the layer 
The ordering of rigid chain molecules and the oscillation of the segmental density are 
attributed to the energy and the (negative) entropy effect For the arrangement of rigid 
molecules, m the solid—fluid interface two opposite trends compete with each other To 
achieve the maximum adsorption energy, chain molecules are strongly adsorbed and ordered 
on the solid surface On the other hand, to gain the maximum conformational entropy, 
molecules tend to be oriented randomly In the regions near the surface [z < A} (or λ, for 
completely rigid chain molecules)], the number of orientations is restricted This will cause 
the loss of the conformational entropy for chain molecules Then chain molecules would 
rather avoid the solid surface Obviously, those two effects become more pronounced when 
molecules become longer In the first fluid layer, the adsorption is the dominant effect, and 
solute (or longer) molecules are adsorbed strongly on the solid surface for energie reasons In 
order to release the maximum adsorption energy per molecule, most fluid molecules are 
oriented in directions parallel to the surface In the successive liquid layers, the adsorption 
energy decreases considerably The entropy effect then becomes relatively important As a 
consequence, solute (or longer chain) molecules are repelled from these regions Instead, those 
layers are preferentially filled with solvent (or shorter chain) molecules At ζ = X
mm
 ~ A ' (or 
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FIG.8. The average order parameter Ί(ζ) of molecules as a function of ζ for crystals in contact 
with a n-Cie/n-C
e
 solution, φ = 0.1. Molecules in the first fluid layer {z = 0) are highly 
ordered in case that «<« > 0. It follows that degree of the ordering drops drastically in the 
successive layers after the first fluid layers, (a)-(d) correspond to different t,0'. respectively 
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A ) the entropy effect of solvent molecules vanishes, and all conformations all possible Then 
the space can be filled the best with solvent molecules This causes a substantial depletion of 
solute molecules. Similarly, the entropy effect of solute molecules vanishes at ζ = A0 (or AmdX) 
; A ' (or A ), resulting in an increase of ψΑζ) Chain conformations in interfacial regions and 
the relation to the energy and the entropy effect for the completely rigid chain molecular 
system are illustrated in Fig 9 
FIG 9. Schematic illustration of chain conformations and in relation to the energy and the 
entropy effect at the surface In the first Quid layer, the energy effect is dominant Between 
the first fluid layer and the layer ζ = λ, the entropy effect becomes important In the layer ζ > 
Λ, the entropy effect almost vanishes For more explanations, see the text λ: half of the 
chain length of molecules 
2 influences o f various factors on the inter facial structure and properties 
As was shown in last section, the exponential law is not valid for the description of the 
interfacial structure of rigid chain molecule systems However, Cy is still a key factor for 
understanding the solid—fluid interface, because the wetting condition and interfacial 
properties can in principle be described by this factor 
It can be seen from in Fig.10 that the change of the surface scaling factor СЧ as a function 
of the segment number of chain molecules (or the carbon number of n—paraffin molecules) is 
shown, in the case that the solvent is given, (n—Ce is chosen as the solvent in this case) In 
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FIG 10 The relation between the surface characteristic scaling factor O. and the carbon 
number of paraffin molecules This lattice structure: hexagonal For the given solvent 
(п-Сц), the dependence of Cjon the chain length of solute molecules 
FIG. 11. The dependence of the surface scaling factor Cj on the bulk concentration of 
solutions φ The lattice structure, hexagonal. The curve of O. has a parabolic shape with 
the maximum at ψ : 0 5. 
2Ü5 
general, the value of Cy decreases as the segment number increases When the segment 
number becomes relatively large, Cy changes slowly This is because with increasing carbon 
number, the difference between neighboring homologous of paraffin become smaller 
In spite of the segment number of molecules, the bulk concentration will also influence 
Cy Fig.11 displays a relation between Cy and the concentration of solute. As can be seen, the 
dependence of Cy on the concentration is very weak Unlike flexible chain molecular systems 
presented in Fig 3, the calculated Ο'ΙφΑ curve for somewhat rigid chain molecular systems 
can be fitted perfectly well with a parabolic curve with the maximum at ψ ~ 0 5. 
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FIG 12 The dependence of the surface scaling factor C·. on the temperature for the system of 
η-C js/n-C i] solutions The lattice structure, fee 
The influence of the temperature on Cy is similar to the energy For a given interfacial 
system, raising the temperature corresponds to increasing the influence of the entropy This 
will reduce the effect of adsorption energy Also, molecular chains become more flexible at a 
higher temperature because in this case the thermal energy may compensate the torsional 
energy. It follows that the adsorption of solute molecules on the solid surface becomes less 
pronounced. It can be seen from Fig. 12 that with increasing temperature, Cy increases 
correspondingly As expected, at higher temperatures profiles of the segment density of 
paraffins molecules have a character similar lo that of flexible chain molecules 
In addition to other effects, crystal structures also influence Cy In order to make a 
comparison between different structures, we will first define an orientation factor of crystal 
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surfaces £hki 
According to the Hartman-Perdok theory 6'25, we know that each flat crystal surface has 
a certain attachment energy £ft£f This is the energy released per structural unit when a new 
crystal slice is attached to the crystal surface In relation to the crystallization energy (per 
structural unit), the attachment energy is expressed as 
B* = Eti\+E№" (9) 
where £ft£fce is the slice energy of crystal surfaces {hkl}6·25 It can also be defined as the 2D 
crystallization energy of a crystal slice with a thickness ¿hkl for orientations {Ш} Within 
tbs framework, the orientation factor of crystal surfaces {hkl} £i,ki is defined as 
&ki = £SÌÌ/(2№) (10) 
6iki1 S approximately proportional to the surface excess energy or the adsorption energy for a 
given system, and used to characterize the arusotropy of bond energies of crystal structures 
For different crystal structures, £hki will be different It follows that for a given set of energy 
parameters and the bulk concentration, Cy will also be different Table I shows that different 
structures affect C% in the case of n—C21 crystals in n—C6 solutions (φ = 0 1) It is explicit 
that for those crystal structures, £hki plays a key role in determination of the value of C*. For 
a given crystal structure, different crystal surfaces may also have different £hki Then a 
TABLE I. Influence of different crystal structures on the surface scaling factor C*, for 
the system of n—C21 crystal m n—Ce solutions 
Cryst Structure {hkl} £hkif &¿ 
0 416 
0 485 
0 485 
0 573 
Note For this system, φ = 0 1, f'° s 2 kT0, χ. .= -1 269 and χ = - 0 594 
Л Ъл Ыі 
t The orientation factor £hki is referred to crystals consisting of monomer units 
FC Cubic 
Hexagonal 
ВС Cubic 
Simple Cubic 
{100} 
{001} 
{110} 
{100} 
0 333 
0 250 
0 250 
0 125 
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similar influence can be expected It can be seen from Table I that a larger Çhki (or a larger 
££jjf ) corresponds to a lower C*. This can be interpreted as follows As mentioned above, the 
surface excess energy or the adsorption energy of a crystal surface is proportional to Щ£\ or 
£hki Henceforth, the enhancement of £hki (or Efâ[) will lead to the increase of the number of 
preferentially adsorbed molecules in the first fluid layer adjacent to the solid phase Since for 
paraffin systems the more than equivalent wetting occurs (C% < 1), solute molecules are the 
preferentially adsorbed molecules It therefore follows from Eq (4) that СЧ will decreases 
further from unity 
C. Comparison with experimental data 
We know from the foregoing discussions that СЧ can be evaluated from the calculated 
φ (0) and the ψ However, from an experimental point of view, C\ can also be determined 
As was mentioned in Sec II A For the bulk phase the exchange energy in direction ι for the 
bulk phase ф
л
 can be calculated from the dissolution enthalpy Δ/ι,ι,,,,, based on Eqs (2) and 
(3) On the other hand, the corresponding value at the interface 0,(0) can precisely be 
measured from surface roughening experiments according to Eq (5) or obtained from the 
kinetic data of crystals growth kinetics according to Eqs (6) and (6a) C\ is then obtained 
from Eq (4) As a comparison, we list in Table II the calculated and experimental values of 
Cbfor various paraffin systems, together with other relevant data 
TABLE Π Calculated and experimental values of the surface scaling factor C% for 
various paraffin solution systems 
Solutions 
n—Сгі/п—Cj 
и—С25/П—С β 
π—Сіб/n—Ce 
п-Сзб/Pet etht 
V 
0100 
0100 
0 820 
0 100 
*Ά(°) 
0 519 
0 579 
0 911 
~0 489 
C^cal ) 
0 406 
0 382 
0 457 
~0 440 
Cfiexp ) 
0 414t 
0 373t 
0 460t 
0 457tt 
* tpk is the bulk concentration in which OÁexy ) was determined 
t Pet eth (petroleum ether) is a mixture of different components In our 
calculations, an average is made for several n—paraffin solution systems 
t C4(exp) determined according to Eqs (4) and (5) 
tt CVexp) calculated according to Eqs (4), (6) and (6a), based on the data 
quoted from Ref 29 
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It is interesting to see that although different experimental methods are used to measure 
C*. for various systems, the calculated values of Cy agree well in every case with the 
experimental ones It can also be seen from the above mentioned discussions that C\ is 
directly associated with the whole interfacial structure Any change of C*. corresponds to a 
certain change in the interfacial structure Therefore, as a key factor, C*. plays an important 
role to characterize the interfacial structure From this point of view our results are quite 
con vina ng 
Another important issue described earlier is the ordering of paraffin molecules in the first 
fluid layer This has also been justified by experiments It is known from recent scanning 
tunneling microscopic (STM) experiments28 that once paraffin solutions are applied to a 
graphite substrate, highly ordered mono—molecular layers occur at the graphite surface This 
is consistent with our calculated results (see Fig 8c) We notice that investigations on the 
ordered structure of paraffins at the solid—fluid interface can offer physical insight to the 
molecule behavior at the interface This will help us to understand the influence of solvents 
and impurities on the morphology of crystals, which leads to the molecular design of 
tailor-made additives Without doubt, further investigations from theoretical and 
experimental points of views are needed We expect that more significant progress can be 
made in the near future 
Г SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The structure and some thermodynamic properties of the solid—fluid interface were 
investigated using the SCF calculations For systems of completely flexible chain molecules, 
the exponential law is valid, and the structure of the interface can be characterized by two key 
factors C*f and n· For somewhat rigid chain molecule systems, the ordering and the layering 
of molecules at the interface become a crucial issue The oscillation of segmental density 
profiles has the one—to—one relation with the chain length of molecules In addition to C% the 
interfacial structure of rigid molecule systems is determined in a qualitative way by A ' and 
А' С*, determines the wetting condition at the solid surface, while A' and A' may 
characterize the oscillation of profiles of the segmental density When the structure of 
molecules in interfacial systems are changed, the oscillation in densities and the values of СЧ 
will be altered accordingly Moreover, Cy depends directly on bulk properties, such as the 
bulk concentration and χ 5 „ and also on the crystal structure or orientations of crystal 
surfaces 
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Chapter 4.7 
Ordering of paraffin-like molecules at the solid-fluid interface 
Xiang—Yang Liua, Ρ Bennemaa, С Meijerb and M S Couto·1 
a
 RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
b
 Department of Physical and Cottoid Chemistry, Wageningen Agricultural University, 
Dreijenplem 6, 6703 HB Wageningen, the Netherlands 
ABSTRACT—Structures of the liquid molecules at the solid-fluid interface for paraffin-like 
molecule solution systems are studied via calculations of self—consistent field lattice models 
Periodic oscillations of the segmental density are directly associated with the length ol 
molecular chains Molecules in the first and sometimes the second liquid layers lie 
preferentially parallel to the surface, due to interfacial effects Comparisons between the 
calculated data and the results obtained from surface roughening experiments are made foi 
several n—paraffin systems 
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The structure and physical properties of solid—fluid interfaces are of both fundamental 
and technological interest in different areas This subject has been studied from experimental 
and theoretical points of view '-· Early theoretical studies of interfacial systems were mainly 
concentrated on solid substrates in contact with simple fluids l~4 Recently attention is 
focused on solid—fluid systems of complex molecules 5"B 
In this study, we will use self-consistent field lattice model calculations 9~13 to investigate 
the ordering trends of fluid units at the solid-fluid interface In addition, the influence on 
some interfacial properties of chain—like molecule systems will be investigated In this paper, 
we will mainly focus on paraffin molecule systems The results obtained are compared with 
images of interfaces by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and with especially 
experimental data of the roughening phase transition 
In the calculations of lattice models, paraffin molecules are described as chain-like 
molecules formed by segments of the same size, which are connected to each other (Each 
segment represents a CH2 or a terminal CH3 group) The system is homogeneous on a 
segmental scale, meaning that the Bragg—Williams (or mean field) approximation is applied 
in the calculations This implies that regularly spaced oscillations (or fluctuations) in the 
dimension of one segment7 were neglected Instead, the average of oscillatory profiles are 
obtained in our calculations Moreover, the system consists of paraffin solutions in contact 
with paraffin solid substrates If not specified, the orientations of static substrates are set in 
the orientation of (001) of the hexagonal lattice [The reason is that the {110} surfaces of odd 
n—paraffin crystals have a pseudo—hexagonal structure, and the graphite substrates used later 
in our experiments have also this structure ] Since in the system van der Waals interactions 
are dominant, only the nearest neighbor interactions need to be considered For solutions 
consisting of two different n—paraffins, those with a longer carbon chain are regarded as the 
solute (denoted by A), and those with a shorter carbon chain as the solvent (denoted by B) 
The exchange energy per segment between n—paraffin A and n—paraffin В is supposed to be 
zero (This is the so-called good solution approximation ) The interaction energy between a 
segment of a molecule 1 (1 = A or B) and a surface site is expressed by the Flory—Huggins 
parameter χ31 (ι = A or B) This corresponds to the energy change (per segment) (in units of 
kT kis the Boltzmann constant, Tis the temperature) due to bringing a segment of molecule 1 
from the pure liquid state 1 into an environment of the pure solid state s In the case of crystal 
growth, the substrates are solid paraffins For orthorhombic n—paraffin crystals, \Si~ — l 54 
+ 6 О/л к Here η is the carbon number of a paraffin molecule, and χ5ί is referred to Τ = 
298 15 К 
The calculations were earned out on the basis of formalisms first developed by 
Scheutjens, Fleer et al (the so-called SF theory 9 _ 1 2) This theory is based on an 
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nhomogeneous cell model, where the same type of units (or cells) are characterized by the 
iistance (z) to the solid surface Within the framework of this theory, all cells in each layer 
>hould be filled with either solute units or solvents units It then follows that the interfacial 
¡tructure and profiles of the density in the direction perpendicular to the solid surface can in 
principle be calculated on the basis of the SF theory For further details, see Refs 9—12,15 
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FIG 1 (a) Segment density profiles φί{ζ) of n—C21 molecules in η-Ce solutions for different 
torsional energies of molecular chains c'°, plotted versus distance ζ from the solid surface, 
with the origin at the center of the first fluid layer adjacent to the solid substrate The 
segment density in the bulk φι = 0 1, Τ = T<¡ = 298 15 К (b) Segment density profiles of 
η-C» m η—С и solutions for different temperatures e">r= 2kT0, φα = 0 1 
Segmental density profiles [expressed by the volume fraction φκ(ζ)] of n—C21 m η—C% 
solutions, for different torsional energies of molecular chains ftor, plotted versus distance ζ (ζ 
is normalized by the interplanar distance ¿hkl) from the first fluid layer (z = Û) adjacent to 
the solid surface, are displayed in Fig la Two different profiles of the segmental density can 
easily be distinguished, according to two torsional energies etor = 0 and etor = 100 kTo ( Го = 
298 15 К) Those two energies correspond to two extreme cases molecules with completely 
flexible chains and molecules with completely rigid chains It can be seen that for completely 
flexible chains the segmental density profile of the solute shows an exponential decay with 
distance ζ away from the solid surface However, for molecules with completely rigid chains, 
an oscillatory decreasing behavior is shown The density of segments of solute molecules 
drops drastically after the first fluid layer It follows that a depletion of solute occurs between 
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roughly the second fluid layer and the first maximum of the profile (cf. Fig.2) When the 
torsional energy e t o r is reduced from e t o r = ΙΟΟλΤΌ to ftor = 0, the oscillatory profile of the 
segmental density is gradually replaced by the exponential profile. In case e t o r < ΙλΓο, the 
oscillation can hardly be identified from the profiles. In the case of normal alkanes, the 
torsional energy due to the energy difference between the trans conformation and the gauche 
conformation is about 2 kTo1β. Therefore the oscillation profile could be recognized according 
to Fig.la. On the other hand, for a system having all energy parameters fixed, the oscillatory 
profiles will change into exponential profiles if the temperature increases. (See Fig, lb). 
Nevertheless, the profiles show a characteristic behavior. For a system consisting of 
completely rigid chain molecules, if the solute or the solvent is given, the position of the first 
minimum (z= A
ra
i
n
) or the first maximum (z = A
max
) of curve <pk(z) remains almost constant. 
When the chain length of solute (or solvent) molecules is changed, A
max
 (or A
ra
i
n
) will be 
changed correspondingly This is explicitly shown in Fig 2. 
o.oe 
0.02 
40.0 
FIG 2. Segment density profiles in dependence of the structure of chain molecules The 
structure of substrates· hexagonal; <pt = 0.1 Curves 1,2: п-Сл + n-Ct, Curves 3,4: n-CJ 0 + 
n-C12; Curves 5,6· п-Сц + n-C,3, Curves 1,3,5: f " ' = 100 kT0, Curves 2,4,6 <"»= 2*70 For 
completely rigid chain molecule systems (('»= 100 iT0), the positions of the urn minimum 
and the first maximum of the profiles correspond to half of the chain length of solvent 
molecules and of solute molecules, respectively. 
In the case of normal alkane molecules, the molecular chains are not completely rigid ( £ t o r 
2kT0). Then the maximum and the minimum at curve φκ(ζ) are smoothed. However, 
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eminent change in the segment density can still be recognized at ζ ~ Ama* and ζ - A
mln 
although some lag occurs We can see from both Fig 1 and Fig 2 that A
min corresponds to 
half of the chain length of solvent molecules, and \
πΛΧ
 to half of the chain length of solute 
molecules This implies that the profiles depend on the structure of the chain—like molecules 
at the solid-fluid interface 
The reason for the oscillation of segmental density can be interpreted as follows In the 
sohd-fluid interface, rigid molecules show two opposite trends which are competing with each 
other To achieve the maximum adsorption energy, chain molecules show a strong tendency 
to be adsorbed and ordered on the solid surface (We call this the energy effect.) On the other 
hand, to gain a maximum entropy, chain molecules tend to be oriented randomly In the 
regions near the surface (ζ < Α,, λ! is half of the length of chain molecule ι, ι = A or B), the 
number of orientations is restricted This will cause the loss of entropies of interfacial fluid 
molecules (such as the conformational, the rotational, the translational entropy etc ) 
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FIG 3 The average order parameter \£\ of molecules as a function of ζ for crystals ID contact 
with paraffin solutions (""= 2 kTo, φι = 0 1 (a) The order parameter i(z) of solute and 
solvent molecules for a n-C»/n-C« solution, (b) The order parameter s(z) of solute 
molecules for paraffins η-C ю, η-C м and n-Cj« in η-C
 ( solutions Molecules in the first fluid 
layer (2 = 0) are highly ordered The degree of the ordenng drops drastically in the successive 
layers after the first fluid layers In case ζ = Αι (ι = A or В), s(z) = 0, corresponding to the 
vanishing of the ordering 
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Henceforth, from the entropy point of view, chain—like molecules would rather avoid the solid 
surface. (We call this the entropy effect, and this effect vanishes at z= A¡ ) Obviously, these 
two effects become more pronounced with increasing the length of molecules. In the first fluid 
layer the adsorption is the dominant effect, and solute (or longer chain) molecules adsorb 
strongly on the solid surface for energy reasons. In order to release the maximum adsorption 
energy per molecule, most fluid molecules are oriented in the directions parallel to the 
surface.(We will in later discussions come back to this issue). In the successive liquid layers, 
the entropy effect becomes more important. Consequently, solute (or longer chain) molecules 
are repelled from these regions. Instead, those layers are preferentially filled with solvent (or 
shorter chain) molecules whose entropy effect is less pronounced. At ζ = A
n
i
n
 = AB, the 
entropy effect for solvent molecules vanishes, and the space will be filled very well with 
solvent molecules. Then the density of solute molecules is substantially decreased. Similarly, 
at ζ = A
max
 = AA due to the vanishing of the entropy effect of the solute molecules, <¿>A(Z) 
increases remarkably after the first fluid layer. 
As is known e, the order parameter, s = (3<cos20> —1)/2, can be used to characterize the 
orientation of polymers or chain-like molecules with respect to a given direction; 0 is the 
angle between the longitudinal axis of a segmental unit and a given direction. In our cases, 
the orientation of segmental units occurs with respect to the normal to the solid surface. Here 
the order parameter s(z) is a function of ζ for a certain species. Obviously, in case that 
molecules are completely parallel to the surface, s(z) = -1/2. A random bond distribution 
will result for an order parameter s(z) = 0 12. To compare the ordering occurring in different 
interfacial layers, we use the value of l(z) to characterize the molecule in the layer z. S(z) is 
the ensemble average of s(z) over the segments of molecule i (i = A or B). Now, the order 
parameter of solute and solvent molecules for a system of п-Сгз/п-Св solutions is calculated 
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 and plotted as a function of z, in Fig.3a. As was expected, it can be seen that first, both 
solute and solvent molecules are adsorbed parallel to the surface. After the first interfacial 
fluid layer, the value of Ί(ζ) increases considerably, indicating that the degree of ordering 
decreases drastically. This result can also be seen in both Fig.l and Fig.2 where φκ{ζ) drops 
sharply after the first fluid layer. The implication is that in spite of the parallel "compact" 
structure of the first interfacial layer, molecules tend to be obliquely packed in other 
interfacial layers. A similar result was obtained by molecular dynamics simulations 7. In 
general, the solute molecules are more ordered than the solvent molecules. 
We note that this ordered structure of the first interfacial layer appears to be a general 
phenomenon of chain—like molecules, and is justified both from computer simulations7 and 
experimentsl7"1B. As a demonstration, we present in Fig.4 a picture of highly ordered 
mono—molecular layers of п-Си molecules adsorbed on a graphite substrate, imaged by 
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STM. It is interesting to note that these ordered adsorbed paraffin molecules are limited to 
the first and sometimes the second mono—molecular layers19. This is consistent with the 
results given in Fig.3. (Note that for the time being, the ordering of n—paraffins in the plane 
parallel to the surface can not be taken into account in our calculations.) 
In addition, it is shown in Fig.3b that in case that the chain length of solute molecules 
increases from n—Сю to n-C36, the distance from the solid surface to the fluid layer where 
paraffin chains distribute randomly [s(z) a 0] increases correspondingly. Compared with 
Fig.3a, it is explicit that at ζ ~ λ\ (i = A or B) paraffin molecules show a random packing. 
Obviously, this is due to the vanishing of the entropy effect. These results are consistent with 
Fig.2. 
FIG.4. STM image of raono-iayers of n-C2jH<8 molecules adsorbed on a graphite substrate 
from a n-C,jH 2 S solution, showing that those n—СгзН^ molecules form highly ordered arrays 
within molecular layers parallel to the graphite surface. Τ s 294 K, the scan area is 6.3nm « 
5.5 nm. 
In the context of interfacial properties, it is of interest to see how bond energies are 
influenced by the interfacial structure. This can be characterized by a so—called surface 
scaling factor O, (= ¡f>j/$¡) 8'20· In the language of Ising models 8'17, the interfacial exchange 
bond energy φ (per molecule) in direction j is expressed for a two—component system, as 
Фі*НФі -Φι) + [1-Л(0)]»*у (1) 
and фо=ф? - K * f + tfB), (la) 
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where superscripts AA, BB, AB and ss denote solute—solute, solvent—solvent, solute—solvent 
and solid-solid interactions, respectively, XA(0) denotes the mole fraction of solute molecules 
in the first fluid layer. The value of φ·} can be determined by measuring the roughening 
temperature T r of a crystal surface 2 0"2i, according to the relation 
&=2кТ*Іф1. (2) 
{θ1 is the dimensionless roughening temperature, and can be calculated for a given crystal 
surface20"21.) Alternatively, the corresponding value in the bulk phase (denoted by <i>j) can be 
evaluated from the data of the dissolution enthalpy Δ/idiss (= Σψ
Μ
 * j , τη in the coordinate 
number) 1 7 , 2 1. Then the ratio of Су = ф]/Ф} can be determined from experiments22-24. For 
П-С21, n—C23 and П-С25 paraffin crystals grown from n—hexane solutions, the results of C*. 
(exp.) are given in Table I. 
On the other hand, this ratio is directly related to the segment density profiles of the 
solute20. Therefore, it can also be obtained from the SF theory calculations, based on the 
following relation20, 
Ot = фі/Ф} ~ 1η*Α(0)/1ηΛ. (3) 
Here Xk is the corresponding value in the bulk. The corresponding calculated values of 
CM cal.) for those three paraffin systems are also listed in Table I. 
TABLE I. Calculated and experimental values of the surface scaling factor Cy for 
various paraffin solution systems. 
Solutions 
n—Сгі/п—С 6 
η—Сгз/п—Ce 
η—С25/П—Ce 
φι t 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
*л(0) 
0.519 
0.543 
0.579 
0¿cai.) 
0.406 
0.392 
0.382 
O/exp.)} 
0.414 
0.401 
0.372 
t φκ is the bulk concentration under experimental conditions22~24. 
X References 8,19, 22-24. 
It can be seen that the experimental and calculated results agree in a quantitative way 
with each other. We notice from the aforementioned discussions that the density of paraffin 
Errata 
Page 183 and page 206: 
The orientation factor (Л
п
к1 °r £hkl) of the {100} faces for sc structure listed in 
Table I should be 0.167, not 0.125. 
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molecules in the first fluid layer are associated with the interfacial structure of systems (see 
Fig 1) Therefore, it can be concluded from Table I that our calculations are quite convincing 
The results presented above reveal the ordered structure of alkanes at the solid—fluid 
interface This gives physical insight to the molecular behavior at the interface, and offers a 
better understanding of the influence of solvents on the morphology of crystals Some 
progress has been made in this respect, and the results will be published elsewhere It is noted 
that the molecule-dependent oscillatory profiles for chain-like molecular systems is, to the 
best of our knowledge, identified for the first time by our calculations This result is relevant 
for the interpretation of the phenomena concerning a first order roughening transition and the 
solvent dependent critical behavior of surface roughening, which occur on alkane crystals25"27 
Without doubt, further investigations are needed We hope that our results will attract more 
attention to this issue both from the experimental and theoretical points of views 
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Chapter 4.8 
Scanning tunneling microscopy studies on n-alkane molecules 
adsorbed on graphite 
M. Couto, X.Y. Liu, H. Meekes, and P. Bennema 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 
ABSTRACT—The adsorption of n—alkanes on graphite has been studied by scanning 
tunneling microscopy. These molecules can form very well ordered layers on the graphite 
surface. It was observed that the degree of ordering is dependent on the sample temperature. 
A model for the structure of the adsorbed layer and a possible explanation for the temperature 
effects are given. 
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Studies of odd—numbered n—alkane crystals in n—hexane solution have shown a first 
order roughening transition occurring at the {110} faces of these crystals1'2. It was suggested 
that the unusual first order character of this transition is due to changes in the motional state 
of the crystal molecules at the crystal-solution interface. Above a critical temperature the 
surface molecules of the crystal start to rotate around their molecular axes. This makes the 
energy difference between the surface molecules of the crystal and the solution molecules very 
small, which causes the collapse of the edge free energy, leading to the roughening of the 
crystal faces. 
Recently there have been reports on scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies of 
n-alkane molecules absorbed on the surface of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)3"e, 
showing that these molecules can form ordered arrays with the molecules parallel to the 
surface of the HOPG. 
In this letter we report on the use of the technique of STM to give some evidence of the 
effect of temperature on n—alkanes adsorbed on a HOPG surface. The systems studied were 
the n-alkanes ranging from 17 to 27 carbon atoms. 
The samples were prepared taking advantage of the fact that in a solution of different 
n—alkanes in contact with graphite, the n—alkanes with a higher number of carbon atoms are 
adsorbed more preferentially than those with a lower number of carbon atomes7, The solution 
consisted of the n—alkane of interest dissolved in n-dodecane as a saturated solution at room 
temperature. A small amount of this solution was then applied to a freshly cleaved HOPG 
surface. The measurements were carried out at a temperature of 2ГС, unless specified 
differently. 
The STM was home-built and is similar to that described by Hottenhuis et al.8. For our 
experiments the electrochemical cell on the lower part of the STM was replaced by a small 
teflon cell containing the HOPG and the solution. The tips used were mechanically sharpened 
Pt—Ir wires with a diameter of 0.5 mm. The tunneling voltage was 0.5 V (sample positive) 
and the tunneling current was 200 pA. Lower voltages resulted in a decrease of resolution for 
the molecules, bringing the HOPG atoms into resolution. Higher voltages resulted in an 
increase in noise level. All the images were taken in constant current mode. 
Normally several attempts were necessary before we could observe the ordered layers. 
This can be explained by the fact that the ordered n-alkane molecules do not cover the 
HOPG surface entirely but form islands separated by a distance larger than the scan range of 
out STM (1 /mi), making it difficult to locate them. 
With our STM it was impossible to find the exact location of the C-atoms with respect to 
the graphite lattice, due to drift. It nevertheless was relatively easy to observe that the 
molecules are aligned along the crystallographic axes of the graphite unit cell. 
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For the solutions of n—alkanes ranging form 17 to 22 carbon atoms we could not observe 
any ordered layer on the HOPG surface. An explanation for this is that at the temperature of 
2ГС the molecules are too mobile on the surface. This either makes an ordering of the 
molecules impossible or makes it easier for the tip to push the molecules away during the scan, 
disturbing the ordered layer. 
FIG.l. STM atmospheric image of n—C19H40 molecules adsorbed on HOPG. The 
molecules are adsorbed parallel to the HOPG surface. The scan area is 12.5 nm χ 12.4 nm. 
Experiments with n—C19H40, however, showed that after leaving the solution in contact 
with the HOPG for one moth an ordered layer could be imaged after removing the solution 
and cleaving the HOPG. During this time some n—C19H40 could diffuse in between the 
graphite layers and adsorb in some areas. Fig.l shows an STM image obtained for this 
material. The molecules are very well ordered in rows, with their long axis perpendicular to 
the direction of these rows and parallel to the HOPG surface. These ordered layers extended 
without defects for more than 50 nm χ 50 nm. The measured distance between two molecules 
in a row is 0.42 nm and the distance between two rows is 2.24 nm. 
Fig.2 shows a STM image of adsorbed n—C23H48 obtained in solution. This n—alkane 
presents the same degree of ordering as observed for η—019Η4ο. It can be seen that across the 
rows the molecules are shifted vertically by half of the distance between two molecules in a 
row. The distance between two molecules is 0.40 nm and the width of the rows is 2.57 nm. 
Fig.3 shows another region of the same sample were we can see the boundary between an 
ordered region and a region were no molecular ordering could be imaged. For this region 
either there are no adsorbed molecules or the molecules are adsorbed perpendicular to the 
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FIG.2. STM solution image of η—C23H48 molecules. The shift of the molecules across the 
rows can be seen. The scan area is 6.3 nm χ 5.5 nm. 
surface, making the imaging process more difficult. 
FIG.3. n—C23H48 solution at a domain boundary. No resolution was achieved in the right 
side of this area. The image size is 12.5 nm χ 11.1 nm. 
n—C27H56 also showed the same ordering as observed for the materials above. For this 
material it was found that in a region of a step on the HOP G surface the direction of the rows 
of molecules on the lower terrace is rotated 120° in relation to the direction of the rows on the 
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upper terrace. The measured molecular distance is 0.38 nm and the width of the rows is 3.27 
nm. Fig.4 shows a high magnification of some П-С27Н56 molecules. For this material it was 
possible to achieve resolution of the individual CH? groups. 
FIG.4. STM solution image of η—C27H56 molecules. The zigzag of dots along the 
molecules are the individuals CH2 groups. The scan size is 0.8 nm χ 0.8 nm. 
Fig.5 shows two proposed models for the adsorbed layer. In Fig.5(a) the plane of the 
carbon atoms in the molecule is perpendicular to the HOPG surface and in Fig.5(b) it is 
parallel. Both structures are different from the crystallographic planes of the bulk of the 
n-alkane crystal. For the molecules adsorbed in the way shown in Fig.5(a) the higher CH2 
groups will be imaged differently and the molecule will appear as a series of clearest dots 
which number is half of that of the carbon atoms in the molecule. For both orientations the 
molecules should be compressed by a small amount along their long axis to let the length of 
0.251 nm of the С—С—С zigzag match with the length of 0.246 nm between the center of two 
adjacent hexagons on the HOPG surface7. For П-С23Н48 all the measurements showed the 
molecules oriented in the way shown in Fig.5(a). This can be seen on the video screen but 
unfortunately is difficult to observe in Fig.2. For η-Ο 1 9Η 4 0 and П-С27Н56 both orientations 
were found in different areas of the same sample. The measured intermolecular distances of 
n—C19H40 and n—C27H56 agree very well with the expected molecular length of 2.26 nm and 
3.26 nm respectively. The length of n—СгзН« was measured as being 0.19 nm shorter than 
expected. We attribute this to a temperature effect. At the temperature at which the 
measurements were realized the formation of defects, like kinks, in n—alkane molecules can be 
favoured9, shortening the molecules. An indication for this can be found in Fig.2, where the 
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molecules in a row seem to have slightly different lengths 
( a ) 
FIG 5 Proposed models for the adsorbed layer (a) The molecules are perpendicular to the 
HOPG surface (b) The molecules are parallel to the HOPG surface In both cases the 
spacing between to molecules in a row is 0 425 nm 
Another attempt was make to image n—C23H48 and n—C24H50 at a temperature of 28° С 
None of these compounds could be imaged at this temperature This suggests that at some 
temperature between 2Г С and 28° С the molecules become too mobile on the HOPG surface, 
making it impossible to image them with the STM This can be attributed, again, to the 
formation of defects on the molecules If the number of these defects increases very much, the 
number of carbon atoms in contact with the HOPG surface decreases Two effects can then 
occur First, the molecules can still be adsorbed to the HOPG surface making an ordered 
array but the adsorption is so weak that during the scan the STM tip pushes the molecules 
away and no resolution is achieved Second, the adsorption can be so weak that n—alkane 
molecules will mix with solvent molecules no longer making an ordered array and we have a 
disordered layer 
New experiments are being prepared to study the effect of temperature in a specific 
n—alkane and to find a transition from an ordered to disordered arrangement Controlling the 
temperature of the solution during the measurements will make it possible to find at which 
temperature the molecules can no longer be imaged 
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In conclusion, we could see that temperature effects play an important role in the 
adsorption and ordering of n—alkane molecules on the HOPG surfaces, leading from a 
complete ordering of the molecules to a complete disordering 
One of the authors, M Couto, is indebted to CAPES (Coordenaçào de Aperfeiçoamento 
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Chapter 4.9 
Influence of solvents on properties and the structure of 
crystal-solution interfaces of normal alkanes 
Xiang-Yang Liu and J Faber 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT—The step energy and the interfacial structure of the {110} faces of n-paraffin 
crystals growing from various solutions are studied, using experimental and Self—Consistent 
Field (SCF) calculation techniques The step energy is determined mutually by the 
interfacial structure and the bulk properties of the solution Its value can be measured from 
thermal roughening experiments or theoretically calculated by SCF techniques in terms of the 
surface scaling factor C% The results obtained from the two techniques turn out to be in good 
agreement The interfacial fluid structure of the n—paraffin crystals in different solutions is 
identified by means of SCF calculations The ordering and structuring occurring in the 
interfacial region change explicitly, depending on the molecular structures and properties of 
the solvent Subsequently, a ternary system, ι e the n—CjsHsî/butanol/n—hexane solution, is 
studied It turns out that, when the segmental density of the solute is kept constant, mixing a 
small amount of one solvent with the other will lead to an increase in the step energy Finally, 
the influence of the solvent molecules on the interfacial parameters and on the roughening 
transition is discussed 
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I INTRODUCTION 
The kinetic mechanism of crystal growth depends directly on interfacial properties, such 
as the step energy φ and the step free energy 7 ^ Τ (kb is the Boltzmann constant, Τ the 
temperature) Changes in those properties drastically affect the kinetic mechanism of crystal 
growth For a flat face, if the temperature Tis lower than a critical temperature, so—called 
roughening temperature 7*, the step free energy 7 > 0 A face becomes flat as a consequence 
of the two-dimensional nucleation barrier, at relatively low supersaturation σ (σ = Δμ/À^T, 
Δμ denotes the difference of the chemical potential between the solid and the fluid phase) 
The crystal face grows in a layer—by—layer mechamsm and the growth rate is a nonlinear 
function of σ In case that the supersaturation σ is larger than a critical supersaturation ac), 
the nucleation barrier which controls the growth of flat crystal faces can be overwhelmed by 
the chemical potential difference Growth units can be directly incorporated into the crystal 
face Thus the so—called kinetic roughening occurs, and the surface becomes kinetically 
rough Then the growth rate depends linearly on the supersaturation a If Τ > 7*, the 
so—called roughening transition occurs The step free energy vanishes This implies that the 
reversible work to create a step is zero, and so thermal fluctuations produce a large number of 
steps on the crystal face Then each position at the surface is a kink position The surface is 
rough at equilibrium, and the growth rate follows the Wilson—Frenkel law1 
Without doubt, the value of 7 and the critical behavior of y(T) near the roughening 
transition temperature are directly related to the structure of the solid—fluid interface 
According to the XY model 2 4, the roughening transition is of infinite order This is the 
so—called Kosterhtz-Thouless type of roughening transition The existence of this type of 
roughening transition has been confirmed by computer simulations 1 , s"6, and by experiments 
carried out on some simple crystal systems 7"9 However, this model seems inadequate for 
some complex crystal systems like the n—paraffin crystal systems In the case of odd 
n—paraffin crystals growing from toluene solutions, it is found 10 12 that 7( T) vanishes 
continuously at 7Y, indicating the onset of infinite order phase transition However, when the 
n—paraffin crystals grow from n—hexane solutions, -y(T) vanishes discontinuously at T1, 
indicating the occurrence of a first order roughening transition rather than the 
Kosterhtz-Thouless type of roughening transition Obviously, different solvents can exert a 
significantly different influence on the solid-fluid structure, hence on the critical behavior of 
the roughening transition 
The roughening temperature 7* for a given crystal face is directly related to the 
interfacial bond energies φ
χ
, expressed in terms of the dimensionless temperature 0e, as 
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fr = 2kbT'/4>stT. (1) 
Неге (^ str is the strongest bond energy (or the edge energy) at the surface. We notice that fr is 
a specific property and has a certain value for a given surface. Therefore, T* depends directly 
on the value of <p
stT. In the language of cell models
 13
"
15
, the interfacial bond energy <p\ in 
direction i is expressed for a two—component (A,B) solution system as 
Фі = Кф\к-ф5а + {1-Х
к
(0))ЧЧ + ^ (2) 
ФЧ = Ф\*-КФікк + Ф™) (з) 
and A i = X A (O)(0 i S A -0 i A A ) + [ l - ^ A ( O ) ] ( ^ D - ^ D ) (4) 
(Here superscripts AA, BB, SS, AB, SA and SB represent solute—solute, solvent-solvent, 
solid—solid, solute—solvent, solid—solute and solid-solvent interactions, respectively, ^,(0) is 
the concentration of the solute in the first fluid layer adjacent to the crystal phase.) 
In the framework of theories of regular solutions 13, and models of the solid—Quid interface 
M
, the value of ф\ is determined by (i) the enthalpy of dissolution (or of melting) of systems; 
(ii) interfacial structures. In the case of crystals growing from solution, the enthalpy of 
dissolution characterizes the bulk properties of the solution and the mixing between solute 
and solvent molecules. If the exchange energy W [= Ef
=1 Φσ; Φσ having an expression 
similar to Eq.(3)] is very small (or equal to zero), solute molecules can mix very well with 
solvent molecules. As a consequence, that the molar enthalpy of dissolution Δ/id iss is very 
close to the molar enthalpy of melting Δ/іщ. (A/I<HSS = Σγ=1 ФІ; ФІ is expressed similarly to 
Eq.(2), presuming that Δι = 0 and ХЛ0) = X., where X is the concentration in the bulk.) In 
contrast, if Δ/idiss is much larger than ahm (meaning that W is larger), the mixing between 
solute and solvent molecules is poor. Then the solubility of the crystal has a very low value. 
Generally speaking, the interfacial bond energy φ\ is a function of Δ/idiss-
In spite of this, the structure of the interface will certainly affect the value of φ\. 
According to recent progress based on density—functional theories, computer simulations and 
experiments , e 2 î , the fluid units in interfacial regions possess a certain degree of ordering. 
The solid units near the surface undergo a certain degree of deformation resulting in surface 
reconstruction or surface relaxation. In general, the interfacial structure is different from that 
of the bulk. It then follows that interfacial properties, such as X,(0), φ\ , φ\ , φ\ , etc. are 
different from those in the bulk (Χ , φψ, Φ λ Α , Φ°η, etc.). (Note that here φ represents the 
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bond energy at the interface, Φ the bond energy in the bulk) In order to associate mterfacial 
properties with those of the bulk phase, a so-called surface scaling factor C4is introduced 14"15 
Of= Ε ^ Γ Ε Φ , Γ ' Ϊ ^ / Φ , (5a) 
(Here we assume that Δ, s 0 ) This factor can be associated with the concentration (or the 
density) of solute in different regions M in the following way 
C p In j y o ) / In * A (5b) 
Based on this factor, three distinct cases can be identified for crystal surfaces 1 4 _ l 5 
(ι) equivalent wetting, Cj = 1, or ^.(0) = X., (и) less than equivalent wetting, O, > 1, or 
X (0) < X , (ш) more than equivalent wetting, C*¿ < 1, or *A(0) > Xk The equivalent 
wetting case is an artificial reference state It is realized in some very special situations 
Normally, the other two cases occur The more than equivalent wetting case implies that the 
crystal surface shows a preferred adsorption of solute units Due to the boundary condition of 
cell models which implies that X.{z) + ΧΛΖ) = ! > t n i s condition corresponds to a repulsion of 
solvent units at the surface On the other hand, the less than equivalent wetting case means 
that the crystal surface shows a preferred adsorption of solvent units (and a depletion of solute 
units) 
Looking at Eq (5a) Φ, can be directly related to Д/^,
ІЬ
 by means of the proportionality 
condition 5 This condition implies that from one state to another, the absolute value of the 
bond energy is altered, but the ratio between the values remains the same It then follows 
that 
Ф, = (Ф?/2£cr) д л а « , E" = ì j Ф\* (6) 
It can be seen from Eqs (5a) and (6) that 
ф1={*^/2Е«)С^Ііаі^ (7) 
Obviously, Φ^/2£^Γ is constant for a given crystal structure, and can easily be calculated As 
anticipated previously, φ
χ
 is determined by C4and Д/щ
иа
 Here СЧ characterizes the wetting 
condition of the solid-surface, and is determined by the interfacial structure 
Now, the influence of the enthalpy of dissolution and interfacial structure on φ
λ
 is clearly 
demonstrated m Eq (7) We notice that both ДЛа
И5 and O. are associated with the 
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properties and the shape of the solvent molecules It can be said that solvents have a decisive 
influence on the interfacial bond energy #,, and thus on some important physical processes, 
such as the roughening transition [see Eq (1)] 
In this paper, we will investigate the influence of solvents on the structure of solid—fluid 
interfaces, with special attention on the step (free) energy for n—paraffin crystal systems 
The problem will be dealt with from both experimental and theoretical points of view The 
fluid interfacial structure is calculated based on self-consistent field (SCF) theories 2 4"2 7, thus 
some calculated results will be compared with experimental results Note that concerning the 
solvent influence on the surface structure and the surface roughening, a number of 
investigations on other organic crystals have been carried out Two interesting examples are 
naphthalene crystals and biphenyl crystals growing from various solutions 2 e" 2 9 Therefore, it 
is worthwhile to include those systems in our discussions 
Π. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
It has already been seen from Eq (7) that if C*. is available, then this factor for a given 
crystal structure, together with Ah^iss and structural parameters, can be used to estimate 0, 
Vice verse, if φ
λ
 is available, СЧ can be calculated Thus some information concerning the 
interface can be obtained In this section, we will first determine ф^ and Ah¿^s 
experimentally Then ф
х
 and Δ/idiss will be compared with each other for different solvents 
These results will be further discussed in the next section, together with the calculated results 
from the self—consistent field theories 
A Experiments 
Odd n—paraffins crystallize in the space group Pbcm with four molecules in an unit cell 
The structural parameters are α = 4 96, ò = 7 478, с = 2 546π + 3 75 À (π is the carbon 
number) 3 0 Theoretical analysis 3 1 indicates that crystals of odd n—paraffins are lozenge 
shaped, bounded by the large {001} faces on the top and the bottom and the narrow side faces 
of {110} Our concentrations are focused on the {110} faces 
In our experiments, n—paraffins, such as n—C21H44, n—C23H48, n—C25H52 etc , and various 
solvents, such as, n—hexane, cyclo—hexane, iso—octane, toluene, butanol, etc , were used The 
n—paraffins used in our experiments were from analytically pure chemicals (Alfa, > 99 %) and 
the n—hexane was spectroscopically pure (Merck, > 98 0%) The other solvents used in our 
experiments were analytically pure and purchased from Merck Materials were used without 
further purification 
In our experiments, observations of the growth forms and the morphological transitions 
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of crystals were made at various snpersaturations in different solutions These observations 
were earned out in a system of double—walled glass cells of cylindrical form, using a Leitz 
transmission microscope type Divert The temperature of the system could be stabilized 
within ± 0 003° С by the thermostat (Heto, Denmark) over several hours After dissolving the 
solid material, high supersaturations were imposed and the crystals nucleated Subsequently 
all but one of the crystals were dissolved, and the remaining one was used for carrying out 
experiments by observing this crystal The volume of this crystal was always very small 
compared to that of the cell, so that changes of concentration in the solution were negligible 
during the experiment 
In the experiments, two types of data were measured the saturation temperature, and 
the critical supercooling of kinetic roughening Δ 7* = T
s
 — Ί* ( Τ* is the temperature where 
kinetic roughening occurs) Dunng the measurements, the morphological changes are 
observed by varying the temperature in very small intervals (in the neighborhood of critical 
points or of the equilibrium temperature, the intervals are about 0 005-0 01° C) Each 
temperature is kept constant for at least half an hour to ensure that the morphology of the 
crystal is stable Suppose that the growth and dissolution of the crystal are not affected by 
impurities At equilibrium, the crystal neither grows nor dissolves If the shape and size of 
the crystal won't change with time, the temperature is the saturation temperature T
s
 To 
determine Δ T^, we lower the temperature from T
s
 At the temperature T^ where kinetic 
roughening occurs, the flat crystal faces will lose their original crystallographic orientations 
and become macroscopically rounded off Δ Ί* is then obtained from T
s
 and 7* 
According to the definition of supersaturation, it follows that for a regular solution the 
supersaturation is linearly proportional to the supercooling Δ Τ 
г г д ^ Д Г , AT=TS-T (8) 
Therefore, the critical supersaturation 0e of kinetic roughening can be obtained from Δ 7e 
Note that the experimental error of our measurements of Δ J* can in principle be reduced to 
the accuracy limit of temperature control (and the temperature measurement device) This 
implies that each determination of Δ Т^ is reproducible within the accuracy limit of our 
experimental set up (± 0 003° C) 
B. Thermodynamic properties of the solutions 
It is known that bulk properties of the solutions can be characterized by the solubility In 
the case of n—paraffin solutions, the solubilities can be fitted well by the van Hoff equation 3 2 
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(R is the gas constant) For a given solution system, it follows that a linear relation between 
In X and 1/TS can be obtained by fitting the experimental data Then Ah<i1$b and AS" rtiss 
can be obtained from the slope and the y-intercept The parameters Δ/idibs for different 
n—paraffin solution systems are given in Table I 
TABLE I Experimental data thermodynamic properties of the bulk phase and of the 
interface 
Solutions Abriss AS·,!,;* 1\
w
 0
s
ti *sn } 
[kcal/mol] [cal/(K-mol)] [K] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] 
nC21*/nC6 
nC23»/nC6 
nC2 5*/nC6 
ПС25/ПС12 
nC2 5/cyc-C6 
nCjs/i—Cg 
nCîs/butanol 
nC2s/toluene 
16 411 
18 022 
20 106 
19 453 
20 436 
21642 
23 132 
23 532 
52 925 
56 880 
62 429 
59 771 
64 319 
67 170 
64 225 
73 600 
273 25 
283 80 
287 64 
< 263 55T 
< 278 15 
292 77 
299 7 
298 00 
1 218 
1 301 
1 351 
< 1 238 
< 1 307 
1 376 
1 406 
1 400 
2 939 
3 240 
3 627 
3 509 
3 687 
3 904 
4 173 
4 245 
* For crystal of n -C 2 b n-C23, n-C25, Ф"г/2£'сг = 0 1791, 0 1798 and 0 1804, 
respectively, 0\ia = 0 8916, 0 8666 and 0 8458 respectively 
t For those n—paraffin solutions, the roughening temperature T1 of the {110} faces is 
lower than the melting point of solvents 
t "fcstr is calculated from Δ/^ 1 Μ according to Eq (6) 
Additionally, the interfacial properties are characterized by the roughening transition 
temperature It is explicitly shown in Eq (1) that for a given crystal surface, the interfacial 
bond energies are directly proportional to the roughening temperature T* Experimentally, 
"D can be obtained by determining 0e as a function of temperature According to recent 
investigations 3 3, the critical supersaturation is directly correlated to the step free energy by 
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<7<: = /-y2 ( 1 0 ) 
where the factor ƒ depends on the shape of the 2D nuclei 3 3 and the bond structure of the 
surfaces, and is constant for a given surface structure In particular, at Τ = Τ1, σ1- is equal to 
zero since 7 vanishes The resulting T* and 0
s t r of the {110} faces are listed in Table I for 
various paraffin crystal—solution systems 
Now, it can be seen that for a given crystal structure, the bulk property Д/чіьь has an 
influence on the mterfacial bond energy 0
s
tr Table I roughly indicates that as ΔΑ(ΐ155 
increases, 0
s
t
r
 is somewhat enhanced This can be interpreted as follows In the language of 
regular solution theories13"15, Δ/idiss is approximately expressed as 
Ah^zàhn + il-X^W^ (11) 
(For ideal solutions, W = 0, and Δ/ι<ι
ιν
, = Ah^ ) It then follows that W can be estimated 
from the data of Ahm and ДЛ<іі
і5 listed in Table I [Note that in our case, X « 1 Then (1 — 
Xi)2Wkii ~ Wk^ F o r n - C25Hs2 crystals, ΔΛ„ is about 20 kcal/mol 3 4 It can be seen that 
when n—C25H52 crystals are dissolved in an alkane solvent, Δ/ι,ι,!* is very close to Ahm, 
indicating that W ~ 0 This is because solvent and solute molecules have similar linear 
structures and similar intermolecular bonds Therefore, the mixing between solute and 
solvent molecules is very good On the contrary, if solvent molecules are not linear (such as 
cyclo—hexane, iso—octane, toluene etc ) or if the molecular structure and intermolecular 
bonds are quite different from the n—alkane molecules (such as butanol, toluene etc ), the 
value of Ahdus (or W ) of the solution increases, indicating that the mixing between solute 
and solvent molecules is poor We notice that m the case of butanol, a hydroxyl group OH is 
attached to an alkane chain It follows that in the solutions, hydrogen bonds occur between 
butanol molecules, resulting in an association structure between the molecules 3 5 This 
association causes an independent solvent unit in the solutions to have a structure much 
different from that of an independent solute unit (consisting of a linear carbon chain 
molecule) In this sense, the shape of butanol molecules differs considerably from that of 
alkane molecules, when these molecules are considered as the solvent Therefore АКІ\Ы, (or 
W ) is much larger than Ahm 
The cyclo—hexane and iso—octane molecules, considered as a whole taken in their entirety 
are not like normal alkane molecules However, the basic structures of those molecules, such 
as the chain form of the ring of the cyclo—hexane and all the branches of the iso—octane 
molecule, are very similar to the basic structure of normal alkane (the zigzag bond chain) 
Hence the degree of fitting between solvent and solute molecules in solutions is reasonable, 
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resulting in a modest increase in Δ/ijiss (or W ) On the other hand, the toluene molecules 
are have a Qat shape This turns out to be very different from the molecular structure of 
alkane, so that the fitting between solute and solvent molecules is poor As shown in Table I, 
this results in a significant increase in ¿^h¡¡lbb (or W ) Regardless degree of the fitting 
between solute and solvent molecules, the interfacial structure has a significant influence on 
the value of φι It can be seen from Table I that first φ5ίτ is much smaller than <i\ti-, due to the 
more than equivalent wetting Secondly, 0bti is not linearly proportional to $Su A typical 
example is n—C25H52 crystals grown from cyclo—hexane solutions Compared with the case of 
П-С25Н52 crystals grown from n-hexane solutions, the n-C25H52/cyclo-hexane system has a 
larger ΔΛ,ι,ν, (or Ф5іг), but a smaller 0 s t r Evidently, the character and the structure of the 
interface play a key role in those issues As mentioned in Sec I, we use the surface 
characteristic scaling factor C\ to characterize the interface According to Eq (5a), this factor 
TABLEΠ 
The experimental and the calculated data of the surface characteristic scaling 
factor СЧ for various paraffin solution systems 
Solutions * 
пСгі/пСв 
пСгз/пСб 
nC25/nCe 
пСгб/пСіг 
nC 2 5 /cyc-C 6 
nC 2 5/1—С g 
nC25/butanol 
nC25/toluene 
Cfiexp) 
0 4144 
0 4015 
0 3735 
< 0 353 
<0 355 
0 3523 
0 3369 
0 3298 
C^cal) 
0 41 
0 39 
0 38 
0 32 
— τ 
0 35 
0 33* 
- t 
Order of RT TT 
First order 
First order 
First order 
-
-
First order 
Infinite order 
Infinite order 
* The fee lattice is chosen as the basic structure of systems 
t For the time being, SCF calculations could not be applied to systems consisting of 
molecules with a ring structure 
t For butanol molecules, it is estimated according to Table I that χ
 n
= χ . - 5, x
r 
3 (the subscript с denotes OH segments) 
t t Order of RT represents the order of roughening transition, which is determined by 
the critical behavior of the edge free energy 7 at 7*1 0~1 2 
4 s ' 
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can be calculated from the experimental data listed in Table I. The results denoted by 
C*Jexp.) are given in Table II. These results will be compared with the results calculated 
according to self-consistent field (SCF) theories described in the next section. A detailed 
discussion on the influence of solvents on the interfacial structure will also be given in next the 
section. 
In addition to the thermodynamic properties mentioned above, it is also interesting to 
compare the character of the roughening transition occurring in different paraffin solution 
systems. As discussed in Sec. I, the character of the roughening transition can be identified 
from the critical behavior of 7 (or crc) at the roughening transition temperature 10"12. It is 
found from our experiments that when n—paraffin crystals grow from alkane solutions 
(including iso—octane solutions), the roughening transition turns out to be a first order phase 
transition. When non—alkane solvents are chosen, such as the toluene and the butanol, the 
roughening transition occurs as the conventional infinite order phase transition. (These 
results are summarized in Table II). Obviously, solvents have a significant influence on the 
nature of the roughening transition. We will discuss this issue later in Sec. IV. 
Ш. SCF CALCULATION AND THE STRUCTURE OF INTERFACES 
A. SCF theory calculation 
Calculations employing the SCF theory are based on lattice models; that theory was first 
developed by Scheutjens and Fleer 2 4"2 7, and is based on an inhomogeneous cell model, where 
the same type of units (or cells) are characterized by the distance (z) to the solid surface. 
(Here ζ is normalized by the interplanar distance of the solid surface ¿hki) Within the 
framework of this theory, paraffin molecules are regarded as chain—like molecules formed by 
segments of the same size, which are connected to each other. (Each segment represents a 
CH2 or a terminal CH3 group). Systems are homogeneous on a segmental scale, meaning that 
the Bragg—Williams (or mean field approximation is applied in the calculations. This implies 
that fluctuations on a monomer scale are negligible. Since in paraffin systems van der Waals 
interactions are dominant, only the nearest neighbor interactions need to be taken into 
account. In SCF theories the modeling and the calculation of various units in systems are 
carried out at monomer levels. Therefore, the concentration of solutions is expressed by the 
volume fraction <p, (k = A, B, C, etc.; A denotes segments of solute molecules, and B, C, etc. 
denote various segments of solvents, respectively). To carry out SCF calculations, some 
parameters, such as the exchange energy between different segments and the bulk 
concentration, are needed. The bulk concentration can be determined from experiments, and 
in the following we assume that ρ = 0.1. It can be seen that energy parameters must be 
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estimated. The exchange energy between segment к and segment 1 can be expressed in terms 
of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ, (к and 1 = А, В, С, etc.), defined as the 
energy change (in units of к
ъ
Т) associated with the transfer of a segment of type к from a 
solution of pure к to a solution of pure 1. For segments of equal size, the same energy effect 
occurs upon the transfer of a segment 1 from pure 1 to a solution of pure k, so that χ „ = χ„ and 
χ
Ά
 = 0. Actually, for paraffin solutions χ
Α Β
= W^/I^T, xkQ = WkJkbT, etc.. It follows 
that the χ.„, χ.
η
, etc. can be estimated from the difference between the enthalpy of 
AB AC 
dissolution and the enthalpy of melting according to Eq. (11). (For paraffin—butanol 
solutions, the exchange energy between paraffin segments and the segment OH can be 
estimated in this way.) Obviously, if paraffin segments in solute molecules are denoted by A 
and those in solvent molecules by B, due to the very good mixing we have χ s 0. Another 
important energy parameter is the adsorption energy between the solid surface and various 
fluid segments. This can also be defined by a Flory-Huggins parameters χ. (к = А, В, С, 
etc.). This energy (in units of k^T, if not specified, Τ = Т
й
 = 298.15 К) corresponds to the 
interaction between a segment к and a surface site, resulting from bringing a segment from 
pure к into an environment of pure s (s: solid). Based on this definition, χ can in principle 
AS 
be estimated for the case of paraffin molecules from the enthalpy of melting. For n—C25H52, 
on average ν ~ 1.30 3<. Those segments of CH2 (or CH3) in solvent molecules (denoted by 
B) which are on the crystal surface will behave in a similar way to rotatory paraffin solid 
segments in the hexagonal phase 1 5 '3 4. Then ν ~ - 0.901 + 2.1/n. Here η is the carbon 
number of the solvent paraffin chain. Note that χ , as given above, is averaged over the CH2 
and CHj segments. Due to this averaging, χ becomes dependent of the carbon number of 
the paraffin molecules. 
In spite of those energy parameters, the torsional energy of molecular chains 6 t o r can also 
be taken into account in SCF calculations. This is the energy difference between the trans-
and the gauche conformation of the paraffin chains, and is about 2kbT0
 3 5
. For more details 
concerning SCF calculations, we refer to Refs. 24—27. 
B. Thermodynamic properties of the solid—fluid interface 
It follows from the foregoing sections that in order to obtain the values of the interfacial 
bond energies and information about the interfacial structure, the surface scaling factor СЧ is 
relevant and must be available. Using SCF techniques, the distribution of the density of fluid 
units at the interface can easily be calculated. Therefore, C'. may be estimated according to 
Eq.(5a). For the above—mentioned systems of paraffin solutions, the calculated values of (X 
СЭДсаІ.), are listed in Table II, and compared with experimental data. It can be seen from 
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Table Π that CVexp ) and Су (cal ) are very close to each other This implies that our 
calculated results are quite convincing 
0 4β τ 
О 44 ; у 
О 40 ; \ 
^ 0 Зв : N^ 
0 32 : 
О 28 1 ι •"!" ι ι "> ' 
г 4 β β io і г и 
Segment Number 
FIG 1 The surface characteristic scaling factor O. plotted versus the carbon number of 
solvent chain molecules for n-CjjHji in various alleane solutions φ =0 1 
Concerning crystals of a certain paraffin grown from n—alkane solutions, within a certain 
range Су decreases with increasing the chain length of the solvent alkane molecules This can 
be seen from Fig 1, where C4is plotted versus the carbon number of solvent alkane molecules 
This result can be interpreted as follows The value of O. depends on the concentration of 
solute (or solvent) at the surface in comparison with that in the bulk This depends on the 
competition between solute molecules and solvent molecules Since the more than equivalent 
wetting case occurs on paraffin crystal surfaces, this implies that solute molecules are 
preferentially adsorbed on solid surfaces For a given solute system C*„ is directly dependent 
on the structure of the solvent molecules Suppose that in all cases the bulk concentration is 
constant If the solvent molecules of one type fit on the surface much better than of others, 
the interfacial concentration of the solvent will be higher than other types of solvents It 
follows that X (0) may then decrease [A. (z) + XÀZ) = 1] It turns out that Carnereases 
For a molecule in interfacial regions, two effects occurs On one hand, the molecule can 
be adsorbed at the surface, releasing adsorption energy (This is called the energy effect) On 
the other hand, the solid surface will impose some restrictions on the "freedom" of the fluid 
molecules, resulting in loss of the conformational and other entropy of the fluid molecules 
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(This is called the entropy effect) In the context oí the free energy, whether a fluid molecule is 
adsorbed on the surface or is repelled from the surface depends on the competition between 
those two opposite effects If the entropy effect can be completely overcome by the energy 
effect, the molecule will be adsorbed onto the crystal surface Otherwise, it will be repelled 
from the surface 
For alkane solvent molecules, the increase of the chain length of the molecules will at the 
same time increase both the entropy effect and the energy effect However, it is obvious that 
in a certain range of chain lengths the increase of the entropy effect is much larger than the 
increase of the energy effect This causes more solvent molecules to be repelled from the 
surface Then Cy decreases It is evident that the entropy effect of solvent alkane molecules 
with branches (such as iso—octane) or with a ring structure (such as cyclo—hexane) will 
certainly be larger than that of linear molecules, because branched structures and ring 
structures cannot fit on the solid structure of the surface as well as linear structures can 
Therefore, O. will be smaller than linear solvent molecule solutions This can be seen from 
both the calculated and the experimental results given in Table I 
For solvent molecules with a geometrical structure or intermolecular bond structure 
quite different from that of solute molecules, the fitting between solvent molecules and solid 
molecules at the surface may be very poor This implies that the entropy effect of the solvent 
molecules may become very pronounced Subsequently, the energy effect can be relatively 
weak Toluene and butanol belong to those solvents Toluene molecules are flat because of an 
aromatic nng This shape of the molecules cannot match the surface structure of solid 
paraffin molecules, which possess a zigzag chain structure On the other hand, butanol 
molecules have a geometric structure similar to alkane molecules However, because of the 
existence of the hydroxyl group, OH, those molecules are linked by intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds This association structure may in some way be broken near the solid surface, which 
causes a negative energy effect In addition, the association also causes poor matching 
between solvent molecules and the paraffin crystal surface As a consequence, the solid 
surface strongly repels those solvents It follows that the density of the solute at the solid 
surface will be enhanced, resulting in a further decrease of C\ These results can be seen from 
Table II 
C. Theinterfarial structure 
Normally, the structure of solid—fluid surfaces includes both the solid and the fluid part 
In this paper, we only concentrate on the fluid part of the interface 
For paraffin crystals dissolving in various solutions, the mterfacial structure of the the 
fluid phase depends directly on the structure of both solvent and solute molecules Within 
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FIG.2. Profiles of the segmental density of n-C2jHS3 in various solutions, plotted versus 
distance ζ away from the solid surface, φ = 0.1 (a) n-C^Hsa in various alkane solutions. 
The minimum positions (·) of the profiles ζ = Х
я
„ are related to the chain length of solvent 
molecules В (A,i„ : AJ}»if + 3), the position where the depletion of the solute almost vanishes 
r = A„M (*) is related to the chain length of the solute (Аяаж = AJ»'f + 3), A„i„ and АШ1І 
correspond to the position where the entropy effects of the solvent and solute vanish, 
respectively, (b) n-CjsHjj in iso-octane and in butanol solutions. The former has a shape 
similar to the П-С25Н51/П-С}Нц system; the latter shows oscillations with the distance z. 
much higher than that of the bulk fluid phase, due to the more than equivalent wetting. In 
the fluid layers following the first fluid layer, depletion of the solute occurs, and (at least) one 
minimum can be found in the ψΑζ) curve at ζ — A
ra
i
n
 Profiles of the solute density ψ.{ζ) for 
n—C25H52 crystals grown in various alkane solutions are shown in Fig.2a. For those alkane 
solvents λ„ί
η
 is directly correlated with the chain length of solvent molecules. Assuming that 
дьаіг denotes half the chain length of the paraffin molecule к (к = A or B; A represents solute 
ind В solvent), it can be seen from Fig.2a that in every case, Л
т
і„ = A_ ~ AJjaif + 3. 
В в 
Obviously, the depletion occurs in these interfacial layers where the entropy effect of the 
solute plays a major role. Those layers are then mainly filled with solvent molecules which 
have a smaller entropy effect. When ζ = λ , the entropy effect of the solvent molecules 
vanishes. Then the fluid is best filled with the solvent molecules, and φΑζ) reaches its 
n-C 4 
n-C, 
n-c» 
П - С 1 0 
n-C I 2 
(a) 
20.0 0.0 
Iso-octane 
Dutanol 
(b) 
10.0 1S.0 20.( 
7. (n) 
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minimum. Moreover, When ζ > λ ~ AJillf + 3, the entropy effect of the solute vanishes. This 
implies that the depletion disappears and ψΛζ) - Ψ.- This is clearly demonstrated in Fig.2a. 
(The variation of λ with respect to different solutes is discussed in Ref.36.) 
For n—C25H52 crystals grown from other solutions, a specific structure of the solvents 
molecules may significantly influence the interfacial structure. It is shown in Fig.2b how 
φ {£) is affected by the structure of the iso-octane and butanol molecules. Compared with 
Fig. 2a, it can be seen that the λ of iso-octane is shorter than that of n-C 8 , and very close to 
n-C 5 (or n-C6). We notice that the iso-octane we used is 2, 2, 4 -trimethyl pentane. Then 
those molecules have a molecular length similar to П-С5. This molecular structure will cause 
a similar disturbance on the interfacial structure as the n—C5 molecules. 
For butanol molecules, the hydroxyl group, OH, is attached to a alkane chain. As we 
mentioned earlier, those hydroxyl groups will repel paraffin segments and tend to become 
mutually associated by intermolecular hydrogen bonding. This tendency will cause a 
remarkable disturbance on the interfacial structure. It can be seen from Fig. 2b that 
oscillations of φΛζ) occur in butanol solutions. If the density (or the volume fraction) of the 
hydroxyl group is plotted versus the distance from the solid surface, a profile of the density of 
the OH group in the interfacial regions is obtained (see Fig.3), showing oscillations in the 
φ0H(z) curve . This indicates that some specific ordering and structuring take place in the 
interfacial regions. 
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FIG.3. Profiles of the OH group in butanol molecules, plotted vs distance z. The oscillations 
indicate the specific ordering and the structuring occurring in the interfacial regions. 
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In order to clarify the ordering and the structuring, a segment order parameter can be 
calculated for both n—C25H52 molecules and butanol molecules. The segment order 
parameters is defined as 
3 = ( 3 < C O S 2 Q > - 1 ) / 2 , (12) 
where α is the angle between the axis of a unit and a given direction. Here, the orientations of 
the segments refers to the normal to the solid surface. For a certain species, the order 
parameter s(z) is a function of z. In the case of a chain molecule, we use <s(z)>, which is the 
ensemble average over all segments of the molecule, to characterize the ordering of this 
molecule. According to the definition of the order parameter, if <s(z)> = — 0.5, all bonds of 
the molecule are completely parallel to the solid surface. If all bonds of the molecule are 
perpendicular to the surface, <s(z)> = 1. On the other hand, a random distribution of bonds 
leads to <s(z)> = 0 2 6. In Fig.4, the calculated values of the order parameter <s(z)> of the 
solute and solvent molecules are plotted as a function of the distance z, for an n—C25H52/ 
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FIG.4. The order parameter <s(z)> of solute and of solvent, plotted against distance ζ for the 
n-CjsHjj/n-CsHu system and the a-CjjHjj/butanol system, φ = 0.1, curve 1. the order 
parameter of n-CijHjj in the first system; Curve 2: that of n-CjHjj in the first system, 
Curve 3: that of n-CjjHjj in the second system; Curve 4; that of butanol in the second 
system. 
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butanol solution system In order to make a comparison, the parameter <s(z)> for a 
n—С25Н52/П—pentane solution system is also plotted in Fig 4. 
First of all, it can be seen that in two cases, solute molecules are preferentially adsorbed 
parallel to the solid surface in the first fluid layer adjacent to the solid phase This kind of 
ordering also happens to a large extent to solvent molecules in the Erst fluid layer. For 
n—С25Н52/П—C5 solutions, this ordering disappears at ζ = λ (к = A and В) due to the 
vanishing of the entropy effect. For the n—C25H52/butanol solution, two tendencies exist 
simultaneously· the ordering as П-С25Н52/П—C5 solutions and the additional ordering due to 
the OH group of butanol molecules. The latter can be considered as the perturbation of the 
OH group in the interfacial structure which causes the oscillations. 
FIG.5. Illustration of the ordering and the structuring in the interfacial regions of the 
n-C]jH]2/buianol system. See the text for more details. 
Based on the above—mentioned results, the specific ordering at the interface due to 
butanol molecules is illustrated Fig 5. This can be explained as a major character of this 
system. It can be seen from Fig.4 that some butanol molecules are ordered in the first fluid 
layer (z = 0) (indicated by 1 in Fig. 5), while many other butanol molecules are adsorbed 
perpendicular to the solid surface as a molecules in conformations 2 and 3. Due to the 
repulsion between the OH groups and the solid surface, the ends of the butanol molecules 
containing the OH group are oriented toward the fluid bulk, away from the surface. A 
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consequence of this is the fact that OH groups are very rich at ζ = 4 It can be seen in Fig 3 
that a peak occurs in -ρ
η
Λζ) at ζ = 4 The OH groups of those "perpendicular" butanol 
UH 
molecules will be associated with OH groups of other butanol molecules Typically, the OH 
groups of butanol molecules can be associated in two ways, denoted by ζ and 3, as shown in 
Fig 5 In the conformation 2, butanol molecule b is associated in parallel with a molecule a 
This association may be easily extended by a solvent molecule с attached to molecule b In 
this way the association structure may continue over some distances away from the surface 
Tbs continuous association results in the second and the third peaks of <і°
иН
(г) found m Fig 3 
Correspondingly, this causes the ordering of solvent molecules perpendicular to the solid 
surface As can be seen in Fig 4, the resulting order parameter of the butanol molecules 
(curve 4) shows positive peaks in the layers corresponding to the middle positions of molecules 
a and molecules b in conformation 2 For conformation 3, a butanol molecules a is associated 
with a butanol molecule b which is parallel to the solid surface This conformation will 
explicitly result in the parallel ordering of solvent molecules at ζ — 4—5 This corresponds to a 
negative peak on curve 4 of Fig 4 
Undoubtedly, this ordering and the structuring considerably influences distribution 
profiles of the density of the solute Because of the repulsion between CH2 (or CHj) groups 
and OH groups (which are abundant in the layer ζ = 4), the packing of the solute molecules 
parallel to the solid surface becomes almost untenable in the layer ζ = 5 Instead, the packing 
vertical to the solid surface becomes a favored conformation It then follows that the 
segmental density of the solute reaches a minimum in the layer ζ — 5 (see Fig 2b), and at the 
same time a positive peak appears on curve 3 of Fig 4 In the layer z~ 10, a similar behavior is 
observed For the aforementioned reason, conformation 2 will result in packing of solute 
molecules parallel to the surface in the layers ζ s 7—8 This can be identified from the order 
parameter curve of solute molecules <s(z)> which shows a negative peak at z~ 7 5 (see curve 
3 in Fig 4) It can also be seen from profiles of the segmental density of the solute ψ.{ζ) that a 
density peak occurs at ζ ~ 7 5 (see Fig 2), implying that the segmental density of the solute 
increases due to parallel packing 
The particular structuring and ordering due to the associations between butanol 
molecules is expected to form a certain network structure at the interface, which will affect 
the kinetic condition of crystal growth A direct influence is the enhancement of the diffusion 
resistance This network will obviously hinder the diffusion of paraffin molecules from the 
bulk to the crystal surface To transport a certain number of growth units to the crystal 
surface, an extra driving force is needed This implies that for a given system the 
supersaturation at the crystal surface is much smaller than the bulk supersaturation if σ » 
0 Our experimental results for П-С25Н52 crystals show that although the edge energy 0ыг(ог 
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the roughening temperature 7Λ) increases by only about 2% from n-hexane solutions to 
butanol solutions, the critical supersaturation of kinetic roughening σ^ in the bulk phase 
increases by about a factor 10. Moreover, at the same bulk supersaturation, n—C25H52 
crystals grow much more slowly in butanol solutions than in n—hexane solutions. 
D. Mixture of solvents: thermodynamic properties and the interfacial structure 
In the light of the results presented in the foregoing sections, it may be interesting to 
examine systems of paraffin crystals in contact with a two-solvent mixture solution. We 
notice that the relevant equations presented above were derived on the basis of binary 
solution systems. However, it can be seen from the discussions in the Appendix that the 
principles may straightforwardly be applied to multi-component solution systems, giving rise 
FIG.6. (a) Profiles of the segmental density ι (г) [expressed by Pht(z) (solute) in the Ggurej 
of n-CijHj] in the n-CijHjj/butanol/n-hezane ternary system, plotted versus distance ζ 
and the bulk concentration of n-hexane φ [expressed by ΡΛ:(η—hexane) in the figure] φ = 
0.1, -р
ъ
 + φ = 0.9 {φ • the bulk concentration of butanol). (b) The order parameter of 
n-CjjHj] in the ternary system, plotted as functions of zand ψ , the bulk concentrations are 
the same as (a). In the ternary solution system, that φ = 0 corresponds to the 
n—CjsHjj/n—hexane binary system. The specific character of the ordering in the 
n—CijHjj/butanol disappears when an amount of n—hexane (φ. > 0.3) is present in the 
system. 
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to analogous equations (see Appendix). 
In the following, we will treat ternary interfacial systems consisting of n—C25H52, 
(denoted by A), butanol (denoted by C) and n—hexane (denoted by B), by self—consistent 
field calculations. In our discussions, we first start with a n-C25H52/butanol binary solution 
system. The n-hexane is gradually added into the system, in order to enable observation of 
the changes of the interfacial structure and thermodynamic properties of the system. Finally, 
we end up with the n-C25H52/n-hexane system. During the entire process, the bulk 
concentration of n—С25H52 is maintained at φ = 0.1. This implies that φ + φ — 0.9. 
Figure 6a shows how the profiles of the segmental density of the solute φ (ζ) change with 
increasing concentration of n—hexane φ . In comparison, the variation of the order parameter 
<s(z)> of the solute due to the change of φ is given in Fig. 6b. Obviously, the oscillations of 
the profiles of n—C^sl^/butanol systems due to the particular structuring and ordering will 
gradually disappear with increasing φ . The specific behavior of the n—Cís^/butanol 
system is hardly observed in Fig.6 when Ψ
Β
/ψ~ I 2/7 (or φ > 0.2). This can be attributed to 
the stronger interaction of the n-hexane molecules with the crystal surface than the butanol 
molecules. We notice that this is consistent with the result relating the corresponding scaling 
factors that Of (n-hexane) > C% (butanol) (see Table II). 
1.70 
0.4 
φ (n-hexune) 
0.2 0.4 
Çi> (n-hexane) 
I M I I I I I I 1 1 1 
o.e o.a 
FIG .7. (a) The surface characteristic scaling factor C\ of the ternary system (see the caption 
of Fig.6) plotted versus the concentration of n-hexane. (b) The step energy plotted as a 
function of the concentration of n—hexane. 
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The surface characteristic scaling factor СЧ shows an unexpected behavior in the ternary 
solution system when the concentration of n—hexane increases (see Fig 7a) The change of СЧ 
is not linear (indicated by the broken line) with increasing φ but approximately parabolic 
This implies that a maximum of СЧ occurs at a certain concentration of solvents (in this 
system ψ ~ 0 5), and С*, (max ) > O. (n-hexane) A consequence of Fig 7a is that m any 
case, when a small amount of the second solvent (or impurity) is added to a binary solution 
system, C, always increases 
As a consequence of Fig 7a, it may also be interesting to see the change of the edge energy 
0
s
tr with increasing φ This can be obtained from Eq (7) and the experimental and 
calculated data presented earlier According to Eq (7), for a given crystal structure, 0
s t r 
depends on СЧ and Д/ц,8і) Since C\ has been calculated and presented in Fig 7a, the main 
problem now is to estimate for the various φ the value of Δ/idiss of the ternary system 
Based on Eqs (A 13b) and (A 14b), Δ/ι<ι,54 can be expressed for this ternary regular solution 
system as 
A^ 1 S S = Ah. + X¡ WkB + X¡ WkC (13) 
Now, the key point is to estimate ΔΛ„ It is however difficult to find accurate data in the 
literature We assume that for the n—С25Н52/П—C12H26 binary solution system, the solvent 
molecules n—C12H26 have a similar structure and thermodynamic behavior as the solute 
molecules n—C25H52 in the liquid phase This implies that the mixing between the two 
components is ideal Then the enthalpy of dissolution of this system can be used to estimate 
the enthalpy of melting (Ак^
ьь
 ~ Ah
m
) Subsequently, W and W may therefore be 
estimated from the difference between the quantity Д/і^т of n—С25Н52/П—hexane and the 
quantity Ah
m
 together with the difference between Д/щ^ь of n—С25Н52/П—butanol system 
and A/in,, respectively From the data listed in Table I, it turns out that W ~ 688 cal/mol 
and W ~ 3768 cal/mol Based on those results, ф
м
 is plotted as a function of φ in Fig 7b 
It can be seen that the shape of the φ^
τ
 curve is somewhat similar to the shape of C*. 
The results of this section are relevant for understanding the influence of impurities on 
the edge energy or the free energy For crystals in contact with a binary solution, the addition 
of a small amount of the third component (or impurity) usually results in an increase of the 
edge energy of the crystal surface 
Г DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In Sections II and III, the influence of solvents on the interfacial structure and interfacial 
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properties of η—paraffin solution systems have been discussed from both the theoretical and 
experimental points of view. In general, it can be said that the interfacial properties, such as 
the edge energy and the edge free energy, depend, first, on the bulk properties, (such as the 
enthalpy of dissolution), and second on the ordering and the structuring of interfaces. The 
former is correlated to the degree of matching between the solute and the solvent molecules in 
the liquid bulk phase. The latter is to a large extent determined by the geometrical and the 
bonding structure of the fluid units. Different types of solvents may result in completely 
different interfacial structures at the crystal surface, which then significantly affect the 
interfacial properties. In this sense, the properties of the solvent may in many cases exert a 
stronger influence on the interfacial regime than the bulk properties. 
We note that similar investigations on the edge free energy in relation to ordering in 
crystal—solution interfaces for the naphthalene crystal system have been carried our by 
Elwenspoek et a l 2 8 _ 2 9 . In their studies, a non—equivalent wetting case has been identified (φ\ 
Φ Фі, meaning that C"f Φ 1). To interpret their observations, they suggested that a 
certain—smectic—like ordering of fluid naphthalene molecules occurs near the crystal surface. 
This ordering of solute molecules could be optimized or disturbed by different types of 
solvents, which might lead to a reduction or an increase of the step free energy in the presence 
of solutions. In fact, the idea of ordering of the interfacial fluid units is very much in line with 
the modern concepts of the solid—fluid interfaces l 6 2 J . However, the main interpretations of 
the influence of different solvents (such toluene and n—hexane) on the edge free energy of the 
crystal surface are inaccurate both experimentally and theoretically. 
First, the edge free energies of the crystal surfaces were measured by determining the 
critical supersaturation of kinetic roughening σ°. Since 0e is related to kinetic processes, 
volume transport resistances play a certain role under experimental conditions. These 
resistances consume a certain amount of driving force. This has the consequence that the bulk 
value of ^(bulk) is larger than the corresponding value (^(interface) at the interface. This 
implies that to derive directly the absolute value of the surface free energy from the data of 
«^(bulk), the resistance effect needs to be taken into account 3 7. {Only when the actual 
temperature is slightly lower than T1 and 0e is very close to zero, may the volume resistances 
be neglected [^(bulk) = ^ (surface)]. Then the edge free energy can directly be derived from 
(^(bulk).} In the case of naphthalene crystals, the actual temperature is far from V of the 
crystal faces in various systems. Obviously, if the volume transport resistances are not taken 
into account, the comparison of the edge free energy between different solution systems will 
be misleading. 
Secondly, the picture of the ordering of the interface and the influence on the edge free 
energy (or the edge energy) proposed by Elwenspoek et al2B"29 is rather vague. In his model, 
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Elwenspoek on one hand realized the failure of the equivalent wetting condition in the 
prediction of the edge energy of the crystal surface, but on the other hand limited his 
sk Ak 
investigation to the trivial terms φ1 — φλ [see (A 18) and (A 19a)], without abandoning the 
homogeneous phase approximation Since as is known 14, the main drawback of the 
equivalent wetting is the homogeneous phase approximation, it is not surprising that his 
analysis based on cell models led to a contradictory conclusion 2 8 _ 2 9 
It can be seen from our recent investigations 1 4"1 5 and the discussions given in the 
foregoing sections that, for the purpose of describing the interface, the inhomogeneous cell 
model should replace the homogeneous cell models employed in the past Moreover, not only 
solute molecules but also solvent molecules in the interfacial regions are ordered Generally 
speaking, the ordering is due to the energy and the entropy effect Therefore, the solid—fluid 
interaction, the fluid—fluid interaction and the molecular conformations of the fluid units can 
directly affect the ordering, and consequently the interfacial structure profiles of the density 
of fluid umts (Note that the fluid includes both the solute and the solvent, so that the 
interfacial structure is commonly determined by solute and solvent units ) Regardingless of 
the value of the enthalpy of dissolution, the edge energy and edge free energy, as indicated by 
(5b), are determined directly by the concentration of solute at the surface This depends on 
the competition between the solute and the solvent molecules at the surface If due to a 
certain interfacial structure solute molecules are preferentially adsorbed on the surface, -^.(0) 
will be enhanced Then the edge energy will in principle decrease If solvent molecules are 
strongly adsorbed onto the surface X (0) will decrease This results in an increase of 0Str, 
otherwise it results in a decrease 
Concerning the influence of solvent molecules on the character of the roughening 
transition, it can be seen from Table II that, in the case of n—paraffin crystals growing from 
alkane solutions (including iso-octane solutions), the roughening transition is first order 
According to our investigations11"12, this special type of roughening transition is due to the 
coupling of the conventional Kosterhtz—Thouless roughening transition 2 _ 3 and a surface 
structural phase transition, in the neighborhood of the roughening temperature The results 
from our experiments indicate that solvent molecules having a basic mtermolecular bond 
structure similar to that of the solute paraffin molecules may stimulate the surface to undergo 
a structural phase transition, a subsequently a first—order roughening transition Solvent 
molecules having a different functional group (such as the OH group) within the molecular 
structure or having a different mtermolecular bond structure (such as toluene) may result in a 
particular interfacial structure That particular interfacial structure may substantially 
reduce the influence of fluid umts on solid units at the surface This will prevent the 
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occurrence of the surface structural phase transition, and thus the first order phase transition 
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APPENDIX 
The thermodynamic properties of the multi-component systems can be expressed in a 
similar way to those of binary systems, within the framework of the mean field or 
Bragg—Williams approximation 13 The essential assumptions of this approximation are that 
the free enthalpy of mixing (per mole) is expressed as 
<Δ$">ιχ> = <Δ№™> + <Д5° т 1 Х > (Al) 
where the molar enthalpy of mixing is given by 
< A A » « > = k E i J J T k ^ W k l (A 2) 
The molar entropy of mixing is ideal and is given by 
<Δ5""»χ> = - Α Σ Χ 1 η Χ (Я the gas constant) (A3) 
к
 k k 
W is the exchange energy between molecules of type к and 1, and is written as 
W.. = Î Ф?(кі), Ф?(кі) = Ф^-і(Ф^ к + Φ1/) (A 4a,b) 
κι i = [ 
Obviously, W = 0 and W = W [This is the reason that a factor \ appears in Eq ( A 2) ] 
From thermodynamics, the free enthalpy of a multicomponent solution is 
Geoiunon = Ï G k + û O , x (A 5) 
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Here G, is the free enthalpy of pure liquid к Assuming that A denotes the solute of the 
solution, then the chemical potential of a solute unit in the solution is 
iMjsoIuCion - [~Щ~\ Т,Р,{Ъ} 
\dGk 
Ж 
τ,Ρ,{Νί} (А 6) 
Неге N is the number of solute units and N. is the number of к type of units (Note that in 
Eq (A 6) N' t {N} ) It follows from Eq (A 6) after substituting Δ Ο " (= Σ ЛГ
к
 Δ^"»*) given 
by (A 1) that 
[/^Wution = K 1 A + RT\n xK + Σ xl wKV (A 7) 
Note that [μ ] = [dG JdN ] is derived for the pure liquid state A, and the molar enthalpy 
of mixing A with solvents is given by 
·
Δ \ >Mlution - [ ¿Ш J Г,Л{АГк} 
k*A * A l t 
(A8) 
(ДЯШ1Х = Σ N àhmix) Assume that solvent units can not be incorporated into the crystals 
In the case of thermodynamic equilibrium, the chemical potential of A m the crystal is equal 
to bjsoiution for a given Ρ and Γ It follows from (A 7) that 
[MA]S = [μΑ]Α + ЯТІп Xk + <ДЛ™1х>ьоіи(1оп 
According to statistical thermodynamics, áhm( Τ,Ρ) has the form 
(A 9) 
(AIO) 
AA .SS·. 
Δ Μ Γ , Ρ ) = Σ ^ Φ * Α - Φ , ) , 
ι » ! 
A/idlss = ΔΛη, + <ΔΛ^
, χ> 5 0ι υ 1 1 0 Ι 1 
( A H ) 
(A 12) 
Finally, the usual expression for the solubility of regular solutions is obtained, 
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l n X A = ~ ^ T Ü S S + A I ' ''1SS' Ä*du· =,?*b (Al3a,b) 
Ф, = #Ф А А -Ф* Σ X^-5(kl),A5-(1.^AS-m (Al4a,b) 
k*A 
The bond energy of the interface 0, is generally expressed within the framework of cell 
models as 
Фг= tf-K4? + tf) (A 15) 
According to the mean Geld approximation, the multicomponents are distributed at random 
and the mixture behaves as a uniform liquid with average intermolecular potential 
«№>=ΣΧ.Χ.^ (A 16) 
k ' l K l 
Similarly, the solid units are treated as if they have their own type of equilibrium liquid with 
average intermolecular potential 
<φ]{>=ΣΧ^ (A 17) 
Combining (A 15)-{A 17) yields 
01 = ^
A
- 0 f ) + E Хгф°иь) + А[ (A 18) 
VU * ' 
к * ' 
(А 19а,Ь) 
It can be seen that Eq (A 18) is similar to Eq (2) Based on Eqs (A 14a) and (A 18), the 
surface scaling factor C. and the surface characteristic scaling factor СЧ can also be given for 
crystals in contact with multicomponent solutions According to the definition 14'15, the 
surface scaling factor is expressed as 
C,= Σ φ,/ Σ Φ, = C-,+ CV (A 20) 
t 1-1 1=1 L L 
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Ci 
ϊ= AhLs Ahaus = i? π « к М : , 
' 8 [ - # Ф 1 А - Φ5,3) + Е
к
^ Ф ? ( А к ) ] 
(А 21) 
and <7/=ΣΔΐ/ΔΑ«ιΜβ (A 22) 
Чк Âk 
In the case of regular solutions, the term ф
г
 - φ-, is normally a very small number, 
compared to Δ/idiss· It then follows that С. ~ 0 and С» = Cy In connection with the 
concentration (or the density) of solute in different regions, Cy can be derived in the same way 
as shown in Ref 14, so that Eq (5b) still holds 
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Chapter 5 
MORPHOLOGY OF CRYSTALS: INTERNAL 
AND EXTERNAL CONTROLLING FACTORS 

The morphology of crystals: internal and external controlling factors 
Xiang-Yang Liu and P. Bennema 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 
ABSTRACT-Internal and external factors which influence the morphology of crystals are 
studied based on an inhomogeneous cell model. After discussing the reason of the failure of 
two basic assumptions: the equivalent wetting condition and the proportionality condition, 
the influence of the ambient phase is explicitly taken into account in terms of the surface 
characteristic scaling factor Cy In connection with the solid-fluid interfacial structure which 
is commonly determined by the crystal and the ambient phase, Cy will provide the essential 
information concerning how the morphology of crystals is affected. Within the framework of 
our formalism, internal and external factors controlling both equilibrium forms and growth 
forms of crystals are described separately. This offers a guideline for the modification of the 
habit of crystals. To describe the morphology of crystals, the Periodic Bond Chain (PBC) 
analysis can be used to determine the internal controlling factors, and the Interfacial 
Structure (IS) analysis, which is developed in this paper, can be used to determine the 
external controlling factors. These analyses are applied to predict the growth forms of 
orthorhombic n—paraffin crystals. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
As a historical subject, the morphology of crystals has drawn attention for centuries 
Initial problems were related to why a particular crystal possesses a certain shape when it 
grows from a certain environment With the development of theories in crystal growth 
mechanisms and in the structure of the solid—fluid interface 1_2, knowledge of this subject has 
been improving Recently, research on the influence of tailor—made additives on the 
morphology of crystals has been earned out for various practical reasons It is known that the 
morphology of crystals is controlled both by the structure of crystals and the growth 
parameters 1_2 As was realized nearly three hundred years ago 3, the amsotropy of the growth 
rates determines the morphology of crystals This amsotropy is partly determined by the 
crystal structure, but can be drastically influenced by the growth parameters Therefore, as a 
key step for the molecular design of tailor-made additives, understanding the internal and 
external factors affecting the morphology of crystals is necessary 
To predict the growth morphology of crystals, theories like the Hartman-Perdok theory 
4 _ e
, have been developed According to the principles of the Hartman—Perdok theory, the 
relative growth rate of faces {Ш} on crystals is assumed to be proportional to the attachment 
energy of faces {hkl} E$fc[ This is the energy released per structural unit when a slice of 
crystal (with the thickness ¿hkl) is attached to the crystal surface 8 This relationship 
between the relative growth rate and Efcfö has been justified by Hartman and Bennema,7 
based on the theories of growth kinetics and certain conditions like the proportionality 
condition (this condition will be discuss in the next section) This theory is successful to some 
extent, especially in the case that crystals are grown from the vapor phase However, in many 
cases discrepancies between the theoretical morphology and the observed morphology occur 
especially when crystals are grown from solutions or the melt To remove this difficulty, some 
prescriptions based on statistical mechanical Ising models have been developed to predict the 
growth forms of crystals 2l9"10 In the context of these prescriptions, the concept of 
roughening phase transition is introduced This implies that the influence of the ambient 
phase is to some extent taken into account Indeed, compared with various theories, the 
results obtained from the approach of roughening transition theories are much closer to 
reality 9"10 Nevertheless, some deviations still remain 
We notice that the crystal surfaces are boundaries between the crystal phase and the 
ambient phase (including solute, solvents and impurities) Therefore, in the growth process 
or when crystals are in equilibrium with their mother phase, the structures of both the crystal 
and the ambient phase will influence the shape and the size of the surfaces of the crystals, and 
the morphology of the crystals Since the growth of crystals is determined by thermodynamic 
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driving forces, parameters, such as temperature and supersaturation, will also affect the 
morphology of crystals In the cases of the Hartman—Perdok theory and Ising models, 
although the influence of the mother phase can be taken into account in a limited way, they 
are still based on the assumption that the structure and molecular behavior of solid and solute 
molecules is similar (This is one of the basic assumptions of cell models The proportionality 
condition results from this similarity ) Hence those theories are still mainly based on the 
structure and properties of crystal phases This is the main cause of the discrepancies between 
predicted and observed growth forms. 
Contrary to growth forms, the equilibrium form of a crystal can unambiguously be 
described using the surface free energy of the faces {hkl}, according to the Gibbs—Wulff 
theorem u However, calculations of the surface free energy for crystallographic orientations 
{hkl} remain problematic due to lack of knowledge of the structure of the solid—fluid interface 
This paper describes a study on the morphology of crystals from both points of view of the 
internal structure of crystals and the external effects of the ambient phase We will start from 
the interfacial region to analyze the mutual influence of both the solid and the ambient phase 
on the morphology of crystals The basic idea is that we first analyze the influence of the solid 
structure (this can be done by the conventional PBC analysis or the network analysis l"2'8) 
The results of the PBC analysis are coupled with the influence of the ambient phase (or fluid 
phase). Since the interactions between the solid and the fluid phase occur at the solid-fluid 
interface, this coupling is related to the interfacial structure In order to characterize this 
coupling, a so-called surface characteristic scaling factor C·, is introduced The following 
discussions will be primarily devoted to investigating this factor Note that other growth 
parameters, such as the supersaturation, which may also affect the growth morphology of 
crystals, will be left out of consideration for the time being 
Π TWO BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND THE RELATION TO AN INHOMOGENEOUS 
CELL MODEL 
In the world of crystal growth, cell models or Ising models are commonly used, both 
implicitly and explicitly In cell models, both the crystal and the ambient phase are divided 
into cells of the same shape and size When each cell has m bonds connecting to neighboring 
cells, the dissolution enthalpy (per structural unit ) for a solution system consisting of the 
solute A and the solvent В is given by 
ЬНл„ = І *i (1) 
J = I 
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Here Φ] is the exchange bond energy between cells in the two bulk phases in the j t h direction, 
and is expressed as 12~14 
Ф
Л
 = 4(Ф?А-ФГ) + ( 1 - Ф ? (2a) 
and Φ ί = * Ϊ " 4 (*"-*?") (2b) 
where X is the mole fraction of solute A, the superscripts AA, BB, AB, SS represent the 
interaction of solute—solute units, solvent—solvent units, solute—solvent units and solid—solid 
units respectively. 
We notice that we still cannot use expressions (1) and (2a) to calculate Φ] directly from 
experimental data The values of Φ
ί
 in Eqs (2a) and (2b) may often be calculated from 
general physical chemical consideration or quantum chemical considerations However, the 
values of Φ
:
 , Φ] and Φ: are normally unknown In order to overcome this difficulty the 
proportionality condition was introduced l"2 This condition implies that in this case the bond 
energies Φj , Φ
ί
 and Φ} are supposed to be proportional to Φ ; . In other words for bonds 
in all directions, we may write 
Ф і
 φ , . . .
Ф ] . . . ф т = ф
А А
 ф
А А
 . . . ф
А А
. . . ф
А А
= . . . 
=
 ф φ*»· . . . ф
АА
 ... ф« = ф? φψ ... Φ«5 ... ФІ5 
(3) 
FromEq (3) we find 
(I) cc m cc 
Φ ^ Σ Φ ^ Φ ^ Σ Φ Ε
5
. (4) 
It then follows from Eq.(4) that, after substituting Eq (1), 
Ф> = (ФІ*/Е«)АН
а
^, (5) 
E%=ì*l* (б) 
which is the crystallization energy if a molecule crystallizes from a very dilute vapor, in the 
absence of interaction between molecules. It has to be noted that normally the 
proportionality condition introduced in (3) is associated with the equivalent wetting 
condition when morphological issues are discussed It follows that Eq (3) is equally applicable 
to different faces on a crystal. This implies that the anisotropy of the interaction energies of a 
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sobd—fluid system is the same as that of the crystal structure In other words, the 
morphology referenced to vacuum is supposed to be the same as that referenced to the fluid 
phase 
The exchange bond energy between the first interfacial fluid layer adjacent the the solid 
phase and the first mterfacial solid layer adjacent to the fluid phase, is expressed by 1 2 '1 4 
Ф, = НФ"-Ф?) + [1 -A'A(0)p(tf + Хк(0){Ф?-Ф?) + 
[1-Х
А
(0)](^ В -О (7) 
Χ (0) is the concentration of the solute in the first fluid layer, the expression for φ} is similar 
to (2b), and the superscripts SA and sn denote the solid-solute, solid —solvent interactions, 
respectively The value of φ1 is directly related to physical processes occurring at the 
solid—fluid interface, such as the roughening transition, 2—dimensional nucleation etc i-*i2'H 
The bond energies and the structure of the interface determine the growth kinetics and the 
growth rate of a crystal surface 
To estimate the bond energy at the surface, the so-called equivalent wetting condition was 
for the first time introduced by Jackson 1S Although there are various expressions for the 
equivalent wetting condition depending on the case, in general this condition implies 
Φ, - * j (8) 
As a consequence of Eq (8), various bond energies in the bulk phase (such as φ]5, $¡ , Φ
ϋ 
etc ) are equal to the corresponding bond energies at the interface (such as φ
ί
 , φ¡ , ф
і
 etc ) 
It thus follows that the concentration of solute (or solvent) in the bulk phase X (or Χ
ΰ
) is 
equal to that at the interface This implies that both the fluid and the solid are completely 
homogeneous throughout the bulk up to the dividing surface 1 2 , 1 4 This is the so—called 
homogeneous phase approximation or the first approximation of the equivalent wetting On 
the other hand, it can be seen from Eq (7) that to fulfill Eq (8), we must have ф]К ~ ф1 and 
SB AB 
φ ~φ
 12
 We call this the second approximation of the equivalent wetting condition 
From past research on the growth and morphology of crystals, the equivalent wetting 
condition leading to (8) has turned out to be invalid in most cases For crystals grown from 
systems consisting of simple structural units, the use of the equivalent wetting condition 
underestimates φ}, while for systems consisting of chain like molecules, the equivalent wetting 
overestimates φ} According to our recent investigations '
4
, the main reason for the failure of 
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the equivalent wetting is the application of the homogeneous phase approximation Progress 
concerning the structure of crystal—fluid interfaces has been made recently by computer 
simulations and density—functional theories 1β 2 0 The results show that due to the ordering 
of fluid layers and the relaxation or reconstruction of solid layers in the interfacial regions, the 
structure of the solid—fluid interface is different from that of the bulk This explicitly 
indicates that the homogeneous phase approximation and hence the equivalent wetting 
condition are invalid (Note that the second approximation of the equivalent wetting 
condition is somehow considered to be reasonable if the homogeneous phase approximation is 
modified ) In addition, the mterfacial structure in one crystallographic orientation is 
different from the others Therefore the proportionality condition is also questionable 
To describe the solid—fluid interface of a crystal—solution system, the so—called 
mhomogeneous cell model has recently been developed 12-14.21 According to this model, the 
surface characteristic scaling factor is defined in the following way 
Ο^Σ^/ΣΦ^άΗ^/ΑΗ^, (9a) 
A¿d.ss=S i *j (9b) 
This factor depends on the orientations of the crystal faces 2l In terms of the concentration or 
the density of the structural units, this factor can be written as l 4 
CJ=lnJrA(0)/ln*A (10a) 
or in the case of crystals in contact with the melt, as 
C)=ln(pí/pí)/ln(pf/A), (10') 
where p( and ps denote the density of structural units in the fluid and in the solid phase 
respectively, and the superscript "I" indicates the corresponding properties in the regions 
adjacent to the dividing plane between the solid and the fluid 
Based on this factor, the character of solid-fluid interfaces can be classified in three 
different cases (1) equivalent wetting [Cy — 1, -K.(O) = X this is the same expression as 
Eq (9a)], (11) more than equivalent wetting case [Cy < 1, X.{0) > X ], and (111) less than 
equivalent wetting case [Cy > 1, ^.(0) < X.\ The equivalent wetting case is an artificial 
reference state, which seldom occurs In contrast to this, the other two cases occur in most 
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systems. The more than equivalent wetting case implies that crystal surfaces show an 
adsorption effect to solute units, and the less than equivalent wetting indicates that the 
reverse effect occurs. 
For an interfacial system consisting of isotropic structural units, profiles of the 
concentration of fluid units at the interface can be described by an exponential law 2 1 as 
XK(z) = Xk[l + (Χκζ-1) exp (-z/w)\ (11) 
where г is the distance away from the solid surface (normalized by the interplanar distance of 
the crystal face dnhnkni), the exponent ( = O, — 1, n* is the normalized characteristic 
thickness of the interface, and defined in such a way that at ζ = η", [Χ.(η*) — Χ }¡[X (0) — 
Χ ] = e-1. Using Eqs. (9a) and (11), the surface free energy may in principle be calculated for 
interfacial systems of isotropic units if the factors Cjand n' are known 22. 
We notice that within the framework of cell models the proportionality condition given 
by Eq.(3) is in principle valid for the bulk phase. However, directly extending Eq.(3) to all 
crystallographic orientations is invalid. Here we assume that the principle of the constancy of 
the ratio in of Eq.(3) can be independently applied to different crystallographic orientations. 
This means for crystal face (h¡fci¿i) 
^
,
' : ^
і
' : . . . : 0 } , ' : . . . : 0 і 1 , > = Ф 1 : Ф , : . . . : Ф і : . · . : Ф т 
= Φ
8
,
Β
: Φ?: · - · : Ф 5 8 (12) 
It follows from Eq.(9a) that for a particular orientation, 
^ ' 1
і
' / Ф 1 = 0 <
і
' / Ф 2 = . . . = ^
і
' / Ф з ~ . - - = 0 ; і ' / Ф
г л
^ д я ' У ' / д я ( 1 і 5 5 = с г ( і , 
or (13) 
φ\* /Φ-s фр /Ф«г · - - = ф\5> / Ф ^ • • • = ф^ /Фй8= CJ, i, &Hdijm. 
Equation (12) therefore holds for each crystallographic orientation i, provided the ratio C\ 
depends on i. The surface characteristic scaling factor is explicitly used to scale the bond 
energy difference between the bulk phase and the interfacial phase in a certain 
crystallographic orientation. In order to get reasonable results, it is necessary to apply both 
(12) and (13). In contrast to the proportionally condition given by (3), Eqs. (12) and (13) are 
called the generalized proportionality condition, and form the basis for the following 
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treatment. The following discussions are based on Eqs.(12) and (13). It can be seen that the 
proportionality condition is a special case of the generalized proportionality condition. Under 
the assumption that C4is independent of the surface orientation, Eqs (12) and (13) reduce to 
Eq.(3). 
Note that if Eq.(3) expresses to a large extent the basic factor determining the 
morphology of crystals due to the bond energy structure of crystals, Eq. (13) shows the 
modification in the morphology of crystals due to surface specific influence of the fluid phase 
(or the ambient phase ) at equilibrium. This influence of the fluid phase includes mainly the 
conformation entropy effects of the fluid molecules. (In the case of crystal growth, kinematic 
factors, such as surface integration kinetics and mass and heat transport also play an 
important role. However, we will not discuss those kinematic factors in this paper.) 
Ш. EQUILIBRIUM FORMS AND GROWTH FORMS OF CRYSTALS 
A. Equilibrium forms 
Αε mentioned in Sec.I, equilibrium forms of crystals can be described on the basis of the 
Gibbs—Wulff theorem. Within the framework of this theorem, equilibrium forms of crystals 
depend on the surface free energy in different orientations and can be constructed by Wulff 
plots. In Wulff plots, sharp cusps occur corresponding to all orientations of flat (or F) faces. 
In case the temperature is relatively low ыы4
і
 the equilibrium form has a polygonal shape 
due to the occurrence of those sharp cusps in different directions, and is bounded by F faces. 
In this case, the equilibrium form can be determined by a complete set of F faces and their 
radius vectors11. On the other hand, according to Herring 23, the surface free energies of rough 
faces, such as stepped (S) or kinked (K) faces, are linearly related to the surface free energies 
of flat (or F) faces. Therefore, F faces play an essential role in the determination of the 
equilibrium forms of crystals. In the following the equilibrium form will be discussed from 
this point of view. 
Suppose that in total η F faces are identified from a given crystal structure under certain 
conditions1. The radius vector Di indicates the orientation of F face (hih\ki) (i = 1,2, · · ·, n), 
and the distance from the face to the origin( \Di\). The set of mutual ratios of the radius 
vectors is well defined and represent the main characters of the Wulff plot1 '1 0 '2 4. Therefore, 
the shape of crystals can be fully determined by that set. This implies that the equilibrium 
form of crystals E.F. can be described by a set of radius vectors 
E.F. = D={Dl,D2,...,Da}. (14) 
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Presume that the crystallographic orientations of those F faces are set in a certain order from 
1 to τι. Then the equilibrium form of crystals E.F. can be simply expressed as an ordered set of 
elements by 
E.F. = D={Dl,D2,...,Dn}. (15) 
(We will define the order of the crystallographic orientations 1,2, ... , η in later discussions.) 
Here Di denotes the length of Di, and is proportional to a certain physical property (such as 
the surface free energy). From a physical point of view, the values for different orientations 
are independent. 
According to the character of the Wulff plot, D\ is indistinguishable from CDi, where Cis 
any constant independent of i. It follows that the set D is indistinguishable from the set 
C{Di} (i = 1, 2,..., n). The shape-determining factor is the set of τι-I ratios (^ 1) among the 
{Di}. That set of ratios can be expressed by setting C= (Dm¡n)-1 and writing the set Das 
0={Ь
и
Ь2,...,Ьп}, (16) 
bi=Di/D
ain. (17) 
Based on this convention, if two ordered sets are equal to each other, the the same 
morphology of crystals is defined. 
According to the Gibbs—Wulff theorem, the following proportionality relation holds 
Di = Ka\ ( K: const. ), (18) 
where σ\ denotes the surface free energy of face [h\k\k). It follows from Eqs.(16) and (17) 
that, 
D = a , (19) 
<Г={СГІ} and σι = (Ti/íTrain. (20) 
(Here the subscript i = 1, 2, ... , η). In this sense, the ordered set σ is the key factor to 
determine the equilibrium shape of crystals. 
It is known from our previous research 2 2 that for a crystal in contact with 
two—component solutions, the surface free energy can be expressed for crystal surface (АІОД) 
as 
σ
ί
Μ
ί
=σ\Ο
ί{ν+σ[ (21) 
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where Μ
λ
 is the mesh area of the face, 
σ\ = Jh ΔΑΑ (22) 
ind 
σ[ = щХ
к
 W, { -kT
s
 In {XJXJ + [ И\/(2 ln* A ) + 1] 
+ AhBd [(Χχ WJ2 - *B)/(*D lnXB) -1]} (23) 
[Wi = Χλ^ — 1) Δ/ι3 (q = A or В ) corresponds to the (bulk) exchange energy due to bringing 
ι structural unit q from an environment of the pure solid state into the solution state For the 
solute units (q = A), it can be seen that Δ/Μ ~ ΔΗ^υ,·, Í?I 's the orientation factor of crystal 
face (Λ,λ,/,) Presuming that only the first or somewhat the second nearest—neighbor 
interactions need to be taken into account, this factor can be defined according to the 
Hartman—Perdok theory 8 as 
= Еы
п) / (2Щ1)~ Ef\f / Δ~Η(ί^ (24) 
where Ef\¡ is the attachment energy of crystal face ι in the environment of solutions, £ | t t ( ^ 
is the attachment energy in reference to the vacuum 
From Eqs (21), (22), (23) and (24), it is clear that each element σ, in the set σ is a 
function of the parameters M„ Cy ,), τ/, and σ[ This implies that in relation to σ, the other 
four ordered sets of parameters can be defined in the following way 
M= {M,}, (25) 
=Ш, (26) 
Ot={Cì{l)} (27) 
and σ' = {σ[} (28) 
(ι = 1 , 2 , , π) The relation between σ and those parameter sets is defined by Eqs (21) and 
(22) In other words, the set is determined by those parameter sets element by element 
Obviously, η and M are determined by the bond structure of crystals Therefore they 
represent the influence of the internal structural factor on σ (or the morphology of crystals) 
On the other hand, Cîand σ* are determined by the structure of the solid-fluid interface 
and thermodynamic properties of both the solid and the fluid bulk phase Therefore, in spite 
of the crystal structure, various spatial conformations of fluid units (including impurities), 
and interactions between those units and the solid surface will affect the parameter sets O, 
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ind (f. In this sense, both sets incorporate the symmetry and properties which the crystal 
md the mother phase have in common. 
Let us now define the crystallographic order oí elements in D. In the description of the 
morphology of crystals, the ordering of the face orientations which follows from the structure 
should be invariant with respect to the mother phase and independent of the external factors. 
The elements of η possess that character. Therefore, we define that the order of 
crystallographic orientation i is set in such a way to be ηι < J\I < ... < η„. This order of 
crystallographic orientations from 1 to η is maintained in the elements of D and other 
parameter sets, disregarding the magnitude of each element in those sets. 
B. Growth forms 
In analogy with equilibrium forms, growth forms of crystals may also be constructed by 
the Wulff plot. Instead of Di, we use R\, the relative growth rate of the face i, to describe 
growth form of crystals. Then analogous to (15), the growth form of a crystal G.F. can be 
described in the following way 
G.F. = Ä = {Ä1,Ä2,...,Än}, (29) 
where ДІ is the normalized growth rate of face {hikik), and the crystallographic order of 
elements in R is followed according to the aforementioned convention. Similarly to the 
equilibrium form, the growth forms of crystals having a given structure are determined by set 
R. The elements of set R depend on the growth rates in different orientations. Therefore, R is 
related to the growth kinetics. Obviously, the growth kinetics will be influenced by the 
structure of different crystal surfaces, kinetic factors, and conformations and configurations of 
fluid molecules. Again, these factors can be classified as internal and external factors, i.e., can 
be attributed to the structure and properties of the crystal, and of the ambient phase, 
respectively. 
As mentioned in Sec.I, up to now there is no unambiguous theory to describe growth 
forms of crystals. The ad hoc theories developed so far, which to some extent work reasonably 
well, are the Hartman—Perdok theory and the approach of the roughening transition theory. 
Similar to the former theory7, the latter may also be qualitatively justified 25. In this section, 
we will discuss these two approaches in the context of the inhomogeneous cell model. 
According to the approach of the roughening transition theory 2 · 9 , 2 5 , the growth rate of 
flat faces (Äifaii) may be expressed as 
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Äj = ART /Δθ[ ( ART the normalizing constant) (30a) 
where Щ=0[- , 
0[=2кТ[/ф\ІТ, =2кТ/фЬІТ (31) 
[Eq (30a) is valid in the domain Αθ\ > 0] Here 0\ is the dimensionless roughening 
temperature of face (MiM> 1\ is the actual roughening temperature, ф\ІТ is the strongest 
bond energy in the structure, and θ is the dimensionless temperature The expression (30a) is 
inspired by the fact that the larger the difference between θ and 0[ (for a flat face, в < (ft) the 
higher the resistance against growth (or surface integration), and hence the lower the growth 
rate 
In this approach, it is assumed that if a surface has Δ 0е < 0, it is a rough face Rough faces 
grow faster than flat faces, and ultimately disappear from the growth form Therefore those 
rough faces (áff2 < 0) are crystallographically irrelevant, and are not taken into account in 
this approach 
There are various approximate versions of the principle of the Hartman—Perdok 
theory1ιβ Here we would express this approach in the following way, 
Ri = Κ (£^"/Δ tfdibs) ( К the normalizing constant) 
(32a) 
We note that Eqs (30a) and (32a) are introduced on the basis of the proportionality 
condition and the equivalent wetting condition Since the growth of crystals is directly 
correlated to the interfacial structure and interfacial bond energies, Eqs (30a) and (32a) 
should be modified within the framework of the ïnhomogeneous cell model According to the 
definition of the surface characteristic scaling factor C*. given by (9a), (30a) can be rewritten 
as 
Α ^ Α ι τ ^ , , , θ ΐ - θ ) - ! , (30b) 
θ\ = 2кГ1/Ф
ьіт
, θ = 2Α;Γ/Φ51Γ (33) 
When C¿( j , θ[ » θ, Eq (30b) can be simplified as 
Я^Кгі(О
іи) \)-У (30c) 
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In Eq.(32a), the proportionality condition given by (3) is implied. If it is assumed that in 
a certain direction, interfacial solid units have bond energies close to those of bulk solid units, 
then it follows that £^u in Eq.(32a) is independent of the interfacial fluid structure, and this 
value remains almost constant. However, AtfdiSS in Eq. (32a) is correlated to the exchange 
energy at the surface. For this reason, it must be replaced by its value at the interface, 
AHiiss- Then Eq.(32a) upon substitution of (9a) becomes 
Ai = tfHpWO¿<i> (32b) 
Following (30b) and (30c), a new ordered set of parameters is defined as 
Г
= { Г} (i = l,2,...,n). (34) 
Similar to η, this set is also determined by the structure of crystals. 
In the case of the proportionality condition, expressions (30b) and (32b) are converted to 
Яі = Юп"( {- ')- 1 (30d) 
and ДІ = Κ
Ηρ
'η (32c) 
where Акт' = Κιτ/C*., θ ' = Θ/Λ and АГ
нр
' = ^ H P / C ^ . As expected in Sec. Ill A, this 
implies that the growth form of crystals is almost only determined by internal factors of 
crystals ΘΓ or η. 
Similarly to D, the set R is also dependent on the parameter sets η, ΘΓ and Су Those 
parameters will influence R in such a way as expressed in Eqs.(30b) and (32b). It is clear that 
η and ΘΓ represent internal factors which influence growth forms, while C*. represents the 
influence of the ambient phase on the morphology of crystals. 
It has to be noted that for complicated molecular systems, conformations and 
configurations of growth units are very relevant in considering the structure and properties at 
the surface. In relation to the solid surface structure, configurations and conformations of 
interfacial fluid units vary for different crystallographic orientations. Some of those growth 
units adjacent to the solid surface are in such favorable conformations, that they can be 
directly in equilibrium with solid units at the surface. (We call them the "effective growth 
units" in what follows). Others may be in unfavorable conformations, which cannot come 
directly in equilibrium with the solid units at the surface. Therefore, in the calculation of C*. 
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mainly the effective growth units are taken into account. Concerning the effect of molecular 
conformations, it can in principle be estimated by means of Cj. We will come back to this 
issue in Sec. IV. 
C. Principles of prediction and modification of the morphology of crystals 
It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that the internal and external factors 
controlling the morphology of crystals can easily be separated within the framework of our 
formalism as η, г, OÍ and σ'. It can be seen that factors expressed in terms of η and г are 
subject to the bond structure of crystals, and cannot be changed. They in principle determine 
the characteristic habit of crystals. From this point of view, they belong to the internal 
controlling factors. As mentioned earlier, these factors can be determined by the network 
analysis or PBC (Periodic Bond Chain) analysis 1,2,9,1°. 
On the other hand, changes in the external factors affect C*. and σ' and consequently the 
shape of crystals. In this sense, C4and σ' represent the external controlling factors. Since O. 
and <? are directly related to the interfacial structure of crystals, they can in principle be 
determined by an Interfacial Structure (IS) analysis. (We will practically describe this 
analysis in Sec IV). As soon as η, г, C4and σ' are available, the morphology of crystals can 
finally be predicted on the basis of Eqs.(21), (30a) and (30b). 
We notice that the habit of crystals with a given structure can be modified by changing 
СЧ (as well as σ'). This can in principle be done by introducing tailor—made additives to the 
system, or changing the concentration and other growth conditions. Using tailor—made 
additives is obviously one of the most efficient ways, because СЧсап be directly affected in the 
way as shown in (10a) or (10a). Suppose that some impurity or solvent molecules are 
preferentially adsorbed on crystal faces {hikik}. Then, in competition with those impurity or 
solvent molecules, growth units are repelled from the surfaces. According to Eq.(lOa), the 
value of Cy{ ¡j will be enhanced resulting in the modification of Cy. From the point of view of 
growth kinetics, it follows that the roughening temperature of those faces will increase, and 
the growth of the faces becomes relatively slower. Therefore, the growth habit of crystals is 
modified. 
Based on this principle, the molecular design of tailor—made additives becomes possible. 
Let us consider the way to modify the shape of crystals by inhibiting the growth of crystals in 
some directions. (This is relatively easy to achieve.) We may design additives which can 
preferentially adsorb onto the surface, leaving other important surfaces unaffected. Then, for 
the aforementioned reasons, the growth habit of crystals will be changed. The efficiency of 
specific tailor—made additives and the influence on the morphology of crystals can be 
estimated by calculating C*f for different crystal faces. The value of C% can be calculated by 
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computer simulations, density-functional theories etc.. At present, the calculations can 
easily be carried out by self-consistent field formalisms 2 6 ' 2 9 . In the near future, we expect 
significant progress to be made in the field of molecular design for tailor—made additives. 
IV. THE MORPHOLOGY OF N-P ARAFFIN CRYSTALS 
As mentioned in Sec.III.C, the morphology of crystal can be predicted by carrying out the 
PBC analysis and the IS analysis. In this section, we will apply this principle to predict 
growth forms of n—paraffin crystals. We will pay more attention to the IS analysis since the 
concept is for the first time put forwards in this paper. In the following, growth forms of 
crystals of n—C21H44 and n—C36H74 are described independently according to Eq.(32a) (only 
the PBC analysis is performed) and the modified approach given by (32b) (both the PBC 
analysis and the IS analysis need to be carried out). The theoretic growth forms will be 
compared with observed growth forms. 
Normal paraffins crystallize in four modifications: triclinic, monoclinic, orthorhombic 
and hexagonal, depending on the number and parity of the number of carbon atoms in 
paraffin molecules, and on the temperature, impurities and other factors 30. Recently the 
morphology of n—paraffin crystals with different structures has been investigated in great 
detail 9"10. In the following, we focus our concentration only on normal paraffin crystals 
having orthorhombic structure, in the space group Рь
о т
 for odd numbered paraffins 3l~32 and 
Pca2i for even numbered paraffins 3 1 '3 3. According to (32a), the elements of η must be 
calculated. This can be done on the basis of the Hartman-Perdok (or PBC) theory 1 ,2 ,B. 
First, important bonds in a given crystal structure should be first calculated. It follows that 
PBCs can then be identified from the crystal structure. A PBC is defined as an uninterrupted 
chain of bonds which has the periodicity [urai] of the lattice. From the obtained PBCs, F faces 
(or flat faces) can be found. For those faces we can carry out further calculations. (An F face 
is a crystallographic face having two non—parallel sets of PBCs, both parallel to the surface). 
For more details concerning the PBC analysis of paraffin crystals, we refer to Refs.9-10. 
Note that under certain conditions, some roughened F faces whose roughening temperatures 
are much lower than the actual temperature. In most cases, such faces are very unlikely to 
occur on crystals. Therefore, they can be excluded from our considerations. In the following 
discussions, only those faces whose roughening temperatures are above or slightly below the 
actual temperature under current growth conditions are relevant and are taken into account. 
Following the ordering convention mentioned above, the elements of those sets are ordered as: 
the faces {001}, {110} for n-C 2iH 4 4 crystals, the faces {001}, {OOl}, {110}, {111} and {i l l} 
for n—C36H74 crystals. According to our results 9"10, the growth forms of n—C21H44 and 
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η—С36Н74 are defined according to (32a) in the following sets, 
Л = T7= {1,12.6} (forn-C2 1H4 8) (35) 
and Ä=tj={l,l,23.8 )23.9.23.9} (for П-С36Н74). (36) 
Constructed according to the Wulff plot, П-С21Н44 and п-СзбН74 crystals have a lozenge 
shape, bounded by the large {001} faces and the narrow {110} side faces. The growth forms of 
crystals of n—C21H44 and П-С36Н74 according to (35) and (36) are shown in Figs.la and lb, 
respectively. 
(a) (c) 
(b) (d) 
FIG.l. (a) and (c) : theoretical growth forms of n-C31H44 crystals; (b) and (d): theoretical 
growth forms oí п-Сэ(Н74 crystals. The growth forms of (a) and (b) correspond to Eq.(33a) 
and (c) and (d) to Eq.(33b). The growth forms of n-parafCn crystals are plat у, bounded by 
the large {001} faces (and the {001} faces for п-С36Нг( crystals) and the narrow side faces 
{110}. After considering the influence of the ambient phase, the growth habits given by (c) 
and (b) are much thinner. 
For the purpose of comparison, the theoretical and observed growth forms of n—C21H44 
crystals (grown from a n—hexane solution) and of n—C36H74 crystals (grown from a m—xylene 
solution) are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that orthorhombic paraffin crystals indeed have a 
lozenge shape. Nevertheless, some discrepancies between predicted growth forms and 
observed growth forms remain. The predicted growth forms show too thick a growth habit for 
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the η—paraffin crystals. From the discussions given in Sec. Ill, we can see that those 
contradictions result from the application of the proportionality condition given by Eq. (3). 
In the morphological analysis, Cy was implicitly considered to be independent of 
crystallographic orientations and the carbon number of n—paraffin molecules. According to 
our recent studies 2 1 '2 9, Cy depends not only on orientations of surfaces, but also on the chain 
length of paraffin molecules. Undoubtedly, to improve our predictions, Eq.(32b) is a better 
alternative. 
FIG.2. (a) A crystals of n—C21H44 grown from a n—hexane solution; the equilibrium 
temperature T
s
 2 —3.23° С and the supercooling Δ Τ ~ 0.03" С. (b) A crystal of n—C36H74 
grown from a m—xylene solution; T
s
 = 33.08° C, Δ Τ = 0.16° С. 
Now the problem is how to calculate Cy for different surfaces. This is the question of the 
IS analysis. The calculation is carried out using Eqs. (10a) or (10b). In the equations, the 
term X (0) can be evaluated according to various theories. Here a self—consistent field theory 
2β-28 i
s USed to calculate X.(0). (This formalism was first developed by Scheutjens and Fleer 
to investigate solid—fluid interfacial systems of polymers. Now a computer program has been 
developed to calculate profiles of density at the interface according to this theory. For more 
details, see Refs.26—29). As discussed in Sec. IV B, we notice that the fraction of effective 
growth units at the surface is in a subtle way related to the interfacial structure, and hence 
influences the morphology of crystals. In order to predict the morphology, an analysis of 
effective conformations and configurations of n—paraffin molecules at different surfaces 
becomes necessary. 
According to the results obtained from self—consistent field calculations 29, at 
equilibrium, most fluid paraffin molecules in the first fluid layer adjacent to the solid phase 
are preferentially lying parallel to the solid surface, while only a very small number of fluid 
n—paraffin molecules are transverse. As regards the surface structure of n—paraffin crystals, 
at the side faces (including the {110} faces) solid paraffin molecules are packed lying parallel 
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crystal fluid / \ crystal fluid 
FIG.3. Illustration of the structure of the crystal surfaces and the conformations of 
n—paraffin molecules at the interface, (a) The {110} faces of orthorhombic n—paraffin 
crystals, (b) The {001} faces of n—paraffin crystals. Conformation " 1 " indicating the 
molecules lying parallel to the surface; conformation "2" indicating the molecules 
"standing" on the surface. 
to the surface having a similar alignment as molecules in the crystal structure (see Fig.3a). 
Note that among those parallel fluid paraffin molecules, different orientations of molecular 
chains within the XY plane and different chain conformations of molecules still occur. 
However, they can easily be converted from one state to another by thermal fluctuations, and 
for that reason, we will not distinguish between them. Non—parallel fluid paraffin molecules 
have higher energy levels than molecules lying parallel to the surface. They tend to transfer 
spontaneously to parallel conformations, provided the available space is sufficient. Therefore 
all fluid paraffin molecules are considered to be effective with respect to the solid surface 
structure of the {110} faces. For the {001} faces, the surface structure of the crystal phase is 
different Solid n—paraffin molecules are positional with their chain axis transverse to the 
surface. Therefore, for fluid n—paraffin molecules to be incorporated in the structure, their 
molecular chains must also be aligned transversely to the surface; thus, only those molecules 
which "stand" on the surface will become effective (See Fig.3b). Because this transverse 
orientation of the fluid molecular chain axis does not correspond to the ground state, an extra 
driving force is necessary to activate the parallel—lying molecules causing them to "stand" on 
the surface; the longer the molecular chains, the larger the driving force. Ultimately, the 
"standing" molecules are effective, the parallel—lying molecules are ineffective. In the 
calculation of X (0) at the {001} faces, only the portion of "standing" n—paraffin molecules is 
taken into account. 
In addition to the effect of molecular conformations, the excess energy (per structural 
unit), has a direct influence on СЧ. In this case, the excess energy is proportional to Щ11. This 
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0.600 
0.5S0 
0.500 -
' 0.450 
ЕГ/Е" 
FIG.4. The surface characteristic factor O. plotted versus the relative attachment energy 
£b"/£o" for П-С21Н44 crystals Here the influence of chain conformations is not taken into 
account £*" = E>[\¡¡ 
implies that C4( ¡> depends monotonically on £*j« Fig.4 shows the value of C".{ ¡j, calculated 
by the self—consistent field theory, as a function of £Ш/£ііи (here £*gu = E>\\1). It is clearly 
indicated in this figure that as the relative attachment energy i?att/£ìiu decreases, C4( i) 
increases almost linearly. 
From the results of the self—consistent field theory calculations 26~29, the values of the 
elements of CMor both n—C21H44 and n—C36H74 crystals are now given by 
and 
(^={3.1,1} (forn-C2iH44) 
C*t= {3.32, 3.32, 1 003,1, 1} ( for п-С36Н74) 
(37) 
(38) 
According to (32b), (35) and (36) should be modified according to 
R= {1,39.6} (forn-C2iH44) 
Я = {1, 1, 78.6, 79.1, 79.1} (for n-C3 6H44) 
(39) 
(40) 
Based on Eqs.(39) and (40), the modified growth forms of n—C21H44 and n—C36H74 crystals 
are constructed by the Wulff plot, and shown in Figs lc and Id. It can be seen that the 
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modified theoretical growth forms are now much closer to the observed growth forms 
The simple example discussed in this section demonstrates the relevant formalisms 
discussed in Sec III In this case, only a small number of different crystal faces are in 
competition The influence of the ambient phase causes the change in the thickness of the 
crystals If the influence of the ambient phase is very strong, the shape of the crystals can 
change drastically For example, when some tailor—made additives are added to the system 
for that purpose, the paraffin crystal shape is modified from plate—like to needle-like 9 On 
the other hand, when many different crystal faces are in competition, small changes in R, 
brought about by the influence of the ambient phase, may cause the disappearance of some 
crystal faces Then a considerable change in the crystal shape can be observed 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
Internal and external factors controlling the morphology of crystals are given by Μ, η, г, 
Су, σ' etc If we define the behavior of fluid units and other external factors as the 
"symmetry" of the ambient phase, it follows from (21), (30b) and (32b) that the shape and 
external symmetry of crystals is a composite result brought about by the macroscopic 
symmetry of crystals and the "symmetry" of the ambient phase In the case of crystals in 
contact with an isotropic medium, the highest external symmetry of crystals, which is 
determined by the macroscopic symmetry of crystals, occurs (In fact, crystals consisting of 
isotropic building umts growing from vapor come very close to this situation) Otherwise, the 
actual external symmetry of crystals may be lower than the highest external sjmmetry We 
may in principle influence the shape and external symmetry of crjstals by changing the 
"symmetry" of the ambient phase 
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Chapter 6 
RELATION BETWEEN ROUGH AND FLAT 
GROWTH OF CRYSTAL FACES: AN 
EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO VOLUME 
TRANSPORT RESISTANCES 

The relation between rough and flat growth of crystal faces: 
an effective approach to volume transport resistances 
Xiang—Yang Liu, G Arkenbout, Ρ Bennema and Ρ van Hoof 
RIM, Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT-In this paper, a simple approach has been presented to describe and to estimate 
the resistances against volume transport during crystal growth Following from a simple 
model, it is obtained that the resistances against volume diffusion can be estimated, using the 
relation between the kinetics of rough growth and that of flat growth Within the framework 
of this approach, a so—called auxiliary straight line method is developed for the faceted 
growth to extract the faction of the total driving force remaining at the surface As 
applications and an experimental verification, the kinetic data of different n—paraffin and 
naphthalene crystal—solution systems are analyzed by the aforementioned method For the 
n—paraffin systems, the data obtained from kinetic roughening experiments are compared 
with those obtained from thermal roughening experiments The results turn out to be in 
excellent agreement with each other 
J Cryst Growth (m prest) 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Crystal growth is usually described in terms of surface integration kinetics depending 
non—linearly or linearly on the driving force according to different mechanisms, and a 
first—order relationship for transport of the solidifying materials from the bulk to the crystal 
surface. According to thermodynamics and the definition, the driving force for crystallization 
in reference to the bulk phase is expressed as the difference of the chemical potentials of the 
crystallizing component Δμ between the actual state and the equilibrium state: 
0=Др/*Г=1п(хь/хь) (1) 
where іь is the bulk concentration of the solute, к is Boltzmann's constant, the asterisk 
denotes the equilibrium value at temperature Tand pressure P. In the case of a relatively low 
deviation from equilibrium,Eq. (1) becomes equal to the the relative supersaturation. By 
expanding the logarithmic term in a Taylor series and truncation after the first term it can be 
seen that 
0*{хъ- )ІЪ- (2) 
In the process of crystal growth, growth units must be first transported through boundary 
layers to the surface. In boundary layers resistances against mass and heat transport occur. 
Consequently, the resistances will more or less result in a reduction of the original 
supersaturation at the interface. To describe this decrease of supersaturation, the fraction of 
the total driving force remaining active at the solid—liquid interface is introduced by the 
factor m, defined as 
m=ßi/ß (3) 
where ß\ is referred to as the effective interfacial supersaturation, and has the form 
ßi»(xi-Xi)/x], (4) 
To determine the value of ß\ is a very important step in the research of crystal growth 
kinetics. 
To describe volume transport processes and surface integration kinetics, Goede et al. ι 
developed a simple model, assuming that the growth of crystals is analogous to the electric 
current in the series of electric resistances. The same subject was treated theoretically by 
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other authors 2~3. Moreover, surface supersaturations were measured precisely by Onuma et 
oí. 4, using an optical method. In this paper, we will attempt to find a simple and effective 
way to estimate the effective supersaturation at the surface by considering volume transport 
resistances, based on Goede's results. 
Π. MODIFIED APPROACH 
In a crystal growth process, the resistances against volume transport are mainly 
concentrated in a thermal and diffusion layer, respectively. The mass flux and heat flux can 
be expressed as follows: 
J« = ^ k(*b-*ùfò = RU (5) 
Л = а ( Г і - Г
ь
) = А ^ Д Я . (6) 
and 
Here J
a
 denotes the mass flux, Λ the heat flux, k¿ is the mass transfer coefficient, α is the heat 
transfer coefficient, ρ is the density, Mis the molecular weight of structural units, Я is the 
growth rate of a crystal face, AH is the enthalpy of dissolution (or melting), and the 
subscripts i, b, 1, and s are referred to as the interface, the bulk, the liquid and the solid, 
respectively. 
On the other hand, surface integration kinetics can be expressed as 
R=kG{ßir (7) 
where k. is the growth kinetic coefficient at the surface, the superscript π is the kinetic order 
of surface integration. In case that the condition 
[АНг/(кТ
ъ
)2}[рь/(М*а)]Я (8) 
is fulfilled, (in fact it is the case for n—paraffin/n—hexane solution systems, e.g. for 
n-C2iH44/n-hexane solutions [AHl/(kTb)*][ps/(Msa)]R ~ 3.4 « 10"2 << 1), then it can be 
derived from (1), (2), (4), (5) and (6) ι that 
ßi = ß-T7 (9) 
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where fc¿ is a total resistance to transport phenomena, and depends on ki, а, хь, Ps, Pi, the 
enthalpy of melting Atf
ra
, the melting point T
m
, etc ' 
For η = 1, substituting (9) into (7) and rearranging yields 
R
= ЩІ 1A/ < 1 0 > 
Goede et al l suggested that for the dissolution of a crystal, η = 1, and the disintegration 
process at the crystal surface proceeds without any resistance, so λ.—» co It follows that k'A 
can be measured by determining the dissolution rate Ä<i1Sb versus 0 However, it is known 
that dissolution is a kind of "unstable growth" for many organic crystals, and all results 
obtained above is only valid for stable growth Therefore, using R<hSs to estimate k¿ is 
improper Also, in many cases the data of #,hSS versus β are very difficult to determine with 
sufficient accuracy due to the instability of dissolving crystal surfaces 
For a face which roughens on a molecular scale, every site on the surface can be seen as a 
kink site Thus the growth umts can be incorporated directly into the crystal, although in this 
case surface integration still needs some relaxation time This implies that if the anisotropy of 
rough faces does not play an important role, the surface integration can be regarded as a very 
fast event m comparison with the volume diffusion (к » k¿) The growth rate is then 
controlled by transport of the growth units across the diffusion layers Subsequently (10) is 
rewritten 
Aroughzfcà/J (10') 
and compared with (9) it follows that 
msl- t f /ßrough (11) 
Explicitly, for a given crystal face, once we know the ratio of Ä/Ärough at a certain 
supersaturation, m may be evaluated The key issue now is how to derive Är0Ugh at a 
supersaturation where a smooth growth occurs In case that the growth of a flat surface takes 
place in the neighborhood of the roughening transition temperature TT, the data Är0Ugh(/3) 
may be determined from a referent system with Г
ь
 slightly above TT In this case the 
temperature of systems is only slightly different from the referent system Then k¿ can be 
seen as a constant However, when the experimental temperature is quite below the 
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roughening temperature, this method is inapplicable For many organic crystals, phenomena 
of kinetic roughening are frequently observed on some flat surfaces In the following, we will 
show how to derive the relevant data from kinetic roughening data 
Ш ROUGH GROWTH DUE TO THERMAL ROUGHENING AND KINETIC 
ROUGHENING 
As mentioned before, rough growth will take place at the temperature above the 
roughening temperature for the whole range of supersaturations In this case the growth rate 
is linearly related to the supersaturation 
Ärough = A0 (12) 
where Л is a kinetic coefficient 
When the temperature is lower than the roughening temperature and the supersaturation 
is relatively small, the faceted growth of the crystal face occurs, and к is relatively small It 
follows that the surface integration is a very important step in a growth process In this case, 
the growth rate is a non—linear function of supersaturation 5 7 
When β is sufficiently large, the originally flat face will kinetically roughen According to 
a recent survey 8 based on computer simulations and experimental data, in this case, the 
relation between R and β is given by 
RyT=A'(ß-ßc) (ß>ßc) (13) 
where ß° is the critical supersaturation of kinetic roughening, A' a kinetic coefficient and the 
subscript kr denotes kinetic roughening In our experiments it is found that for some systems, 
such as n—paraffin/n—hexane solution systems, the expression (13) also holds According to 
the Wilson—Frenkel model 9, assuming that the surface integration is a very fast event, the 
coefficient A in (12) A' in (13) can approximately be expressed as 
AxA'~!jfrxbap(-Qi/kJ) (14) 
(h is Planck's constant, и the frequency of lattice vibration and Q{ the activation energy to 
transport growth units trough boundary layers ) Here A and A' are in fact comparable with 
fc¿ The implication is that for a thermal rough growth or a kinetically rough growth of a face, 
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the linear parts of R(0) expressed either in (12) or in (13) have the same slope In practice, 
when the faceted growth occurs at a crystal face, the real rough growth does not always occur 
in the neighborhood of the experimental temperature However, in the case of organic 
crystals, kinetic roughening may often be observed Then the above—mentioned principle can 
be applied to estimate the relation between "Ärough" and β for a flat face This implies that in 
this case 
Ärough s Α'β (15) 
It comes that once curve R(ß) of this face is measured both in the flat and the kinetically 
rough regime, an auxiliary straight line can be drawn through the origin in parallel to the 
linear part of the curve R(ß) This straight line corresponds to the curve " Ärough" (/?)• which 
may be employed to evaluate m based on (11) This method is known as the auxiliary straight 
line method hereafter 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND DISCUSSION 
A. Experimental 
Crystal—solution systems investigated in this paper are the n—paraffin/n—hexane 
solution system. The solutions which are used m our experiments are prepared from 
analytical grade n—paraffins (Alfa, > 99 0%) and spectrum grade n-hexane (Merck, > 
98 0%) 
The experiments were earned out in a double—walled thermostated glass cell system of 
cylindnc form, using a Leitz transmission microscope—type Divert The growth cell is a 
cylindnc glass cell of about 60 mm in diameter and 4 mm in height During experiments, the 
solutions in the growth cell were non-stirred In order to trace the growth of crystals, a video 
camera was employed to record the growth process To determine the growth rate of a crystal 
face, the growth process was recorded on a video tape by means of a video camera, which was 
directly adapted to the microscope The recorded video image was processed later in a digital 
image processing computer system, to improve the quality and to measure the displacement 
of the growth front at a certain time interval (For more details about the experimental set up 
and the experimental procedures, see Refs 8,10 & 11 ) 
The experiments of n—paraffin crystals growing from n—hexane solutions were performed 
with a crystal growing on the bottom of the cell at constant β. According to our investigation 
l2
, the growth habit of odd—numbered n—paraffin crystals is platy The external shape of 
these crystals is lozenge, with the large faces {001} and the narrow side faces {110} In our 
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experiments, we only concentrate on the growth kinetics of the {110} faces 
B. Results and discussion 
1. Some organic crystals growing from solutions 
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FIG 1 Growth rate of the {110} faces plotted 
versus supersaturation for different n-paraf&n 
crystals growing n-hexane solutions (a) 
n—CÎSHSI crystals growing from n—hexane 
solutions. Curve 1. Ts = 14 30*С (Τ, < Tr), 
Curve 2 T
s
 = 16.66' С ( r
s
 > 7» Curve 1 is 
parallel to the linear part of curve 2 (dashed 
line), (b) n—CIJH4S crystals growing from 
n-hexane solutions, T
s
 = 9 43'С (T
s
 < Г
г
), (с) 
п-СцН4( crystals growing from n—hexane 
solutions, Г, = - 0 07* С ( r
s
 < T
r
) The dashed 
lines in (b) and (c) correspond to the auxiliary 
straight line in the two systems respectively 
These are used to estimate curve fi
rough(/J) of the 
systems 
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As shown in Fig la, the growth rate is plotted versus supersaturation for n—C25H52 
crystals growing from n—hexane solutions with an equilibrium temperature Tb below and 
above TT (corresponding to Curve 1 and Curve 2, respectively) The difference of Ts between 
the two systems is less than 2 5 ° С So we can consider fc¿ as a constant It can be seen that 
for the solution with Г, < T
r
, at β < ßc the growth rate Я is a nonlinear function of β, as 
expected from theories 2"4 As soon as β > /3е, the R(ß) curve turns to linear due to kinetic 
roughening Obviously, in this situation relation (13) is satisfied Comparing with the case 
that Ts > TV, it is found that the slope of the linear part of Curve 1 is truly equal to that of 
Curve 2 This indicates that the auxiliary straight line method is an effective method to 
derive the relation between Ді-ough and β for a flat face Based on the kinetic data R{ß) of the 
flat {110} faces, Ärough(/3) of the faces is estimated in figs lb and lc for of П-С23Н48 and 
n—C21H44 crystals growing from n—hexane solutions, respectively 
1 0 
ο β 
о 6 
0 4 
0 2 
0 0 
0 00 2 00 4 00 6 00 β 00 
ß ( % ) 
FIG 2 The fraction of the total driving force remaining effective at the solid—liquid interface, 
m, asa function of the supersaturation β (1) n—C21H44 cryatal/n—hexane solution system, T
s 
= — 0 07°C, (2) П-С23ГІ48 crystal/n-hexane solution system, T
s
 = 9 43°C, (3) П-С25Н52 
crystal/n—hexane solution system, T<¡ = 14 30" С 
It follows from Fig 1 that m as a function of β for the systems of n—C21H44, n—С2зН48 and 
n—C25H52 crystals grown from n—hexane solutions in the neighboring temperature of TT are 
obtained and plotted in Fig 2 The equilibrium temperatures for the three systems are 
—0 07° C, 9 43' С and 14 30° C, respectively It can be seen that at a low supersaturation, m is 
1 n-C¿1H,4 in hexane 
2 η—Г
гэ
Н41і in he\ane 
3 n-C2sH,2
 l n
 hc\ane 
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very close to unity With increasing 0, the value of m will progressively decrease This means 
that the rate limited step of crystal growth is the surface integration at a low supersaturation, 
then gradually changes to the transport of heat and mass with increasing supersaturations It 
is also shown in Fig 2 that at the same supersaturation, the resistances against volume 
diffusion become greater when the chain lengths of n—paraffins become larger This is more 
pronounced at higher supersaturations, where the transport of heat and mass is much more 
important We notice that the experimental temperatures for the three systems are not much 
different Therefore, the decrease in diffusion coefficient due to the increase of the chain 
length will have a dominant influence on volume transport This will substantially enhance 
the resistances against mass transport, resulting in the decrease of effective supersaturation at 
the interface 
ooo 
1 = slm»»<l 
-i = I IOI l —-C I I Г r ll 
0 20 0 40 
ß ( % ) 
0 80 1 00 
FIG 3 m versus β for systems of naphthalene crystals grown from a mixture of biphenyl and 
toluene (9 1) under different hydrodynamics conditions хь = 0 36, 1 = stirred, 2 = 
non-stirred 
In order to investigate the influence of different hydrodynamic conditions on the effective 
interfacial supersaturation, the R(0) data of naphthalene crystals grown from a mixture 
solvent system (biphenyl toluene = 9 1) under an uncontrolled stirring and a non-stirring 
condition are selected from Ref 13 Again the auxiliary straight line method is applied The 
results of m{0) are given in Fig 3 Stirring in solution will improve the volume diffusion 
condition In that case, growth units are more easily transported through the diffusion layer 
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It follows that the effective supersaturation at the interface and the growth rate increase 
evidentially, especially at a higher supersaturation Note that here we just demonstrate the 
influence of hydrodynamic conditions on m (or /?,) 
2 Comparison of kinetic Toughening with the thermal roughening 
The thermal roughening and kinetic roughening are two very important concepts in the 
theory of crystal growth Many phenomena related to crystal growth can be explained based 
on the two concepts Actually, these two kinds of phenomena can be associated with each 
other by the edge free energy, ykT, at crystal surfaces So we can compare the results 
obtained from thermal roughening and kinetic roughening experiments It is noted that since 
the thermal roughening occurs only at equilibrium, volume transport does not influence the 
results Therefore, the experimental data of the thermal roughening directly reflects the 
physical state of interfaces We use the dimensionless roughening temperature Q1 to 
characterize the thermal roughening at a surface, which is defined as 
< b a - | ^ (16) 
Since for a given face, 0£ia IS ^ х е с * l4> t n e n Фъи a n c* t n e r e ' a t e d edge energies can be 
determined by measuring TT On the other hand, according to a recent paper
 15
, the relation 
between critical supersaturation of kinetic roughening and the edge free ykT energy is 
TABLE I Anisotropy of interaction energies Í, geometric factor of growth units and 
the calculated dimensionless roughening temperatures \
і0 for the {110} faces of the 
thxee n—paraffins, and the actual roughening temperatures TT of those n-paraffin 
crystals growing from n—hexane solutions 
n-Paraffins 6 η (F
m
 T
r
(K) 
П-С21Н44 22 34 
П-С23Н48 24 51 
n—C25H52 26 78 
6 377 0 8916 273 27 
6 944 0 8635 283 95 
7 511 0 8458 287 58 
expressed by 
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fi = 47x7yí/(ft?) (1?) 
where the shape factor ξ = (1+η)2/(4η), the anisotropic factor of interaction δ = 7y/7x, and 
the geometric factor of growth unit η = ly/l* These factors are fixed for a given crystal 
structure 
For n—paraffin/n—hexane solution systems, it is found Іб that up to Τ
Γ
, φ is equal to fkT, 
because in this case the edge entropy does not play any role This implies that β\ can be 
derived by substituting the determined ф/кТ for 7 For the η-paraffins, the determined 
roughening temperatures of the {110} faces, and the relevant factors δ, 77 and 9fa\ a r e given in 
Table I Based on these data and eqs (16) and (17), we can derive critical supersaturations of 
kinetic roughening /3c(den) which are listed in Table II 
TABLE Π Comparison between experimental data of critical supersaturation of 
kinetic roughening and those derived from the thermal roughening transition 
η-Paraffins p (%) m fi (%) 04 den) (%) 
Q-C21H44 - 1 55 ± 0 02 0 845л ) 1 31 1 33 
п-СгзЩв 143*002 0 791 а ) 113 110 
n-C2sHs2 135 ± 0 02 0 734
а )
 0 99 0 99 
а )
 The relative error is about ± 5% 
In comparison, the determined data (f and the corresponding data fi resulted from 
modification according to Eq (3) and Fig 2, are also given in Table II It is shown in Table II 
that without considering the resistances against volume transport, the data β<- show about 
15%—30% deviations from the data /3«(den) derived from the thermal roughening 
experiments In contrast, after considering the resistances, β{ is surprisingly close to /3ç(den) 
(The difference is less than 4% This is within the range of experimental error ) 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
As a conclusion of this paper, it can be stated that starting from the Goede's result, the 
kinetic data of rough growth, Ärough(/?)i can be used to estimate the resistances to the 
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transport oí growth units through the diffusion layer. Correspondingly, the interfacial 
effective supersaturation remaining for surface integration can be deduced from a simple 
relation [Eq.(ll)]. For the faceted growth, the so-called auxiliary straight line method is 
developed suggested to derive the relevant data RT0»sh~β and m. This method turns out to be 
a reliable and convenient method for the estimation of the resistance against volume 
transport. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Sedert september 1989 ben ik werkzaam op het laboratorium van Vaste Stof Chemie aan de 
KUN. In de afgelopen tijd is veel aandacht besteed aan problemen rondom vast—vloeibare 
grensvlakken. Kennis van vast-vloeibare grensvlakken is van groot belang voor 
fundamentele oppervlakte wetenschappen, industrie en andere wetenschapsgebieden. 
Wetenschappers werkzaam op het gebied van kristalgroei bestuderen de structuur en 
eigenschappen van het grensvlak tussen kristal en moederfase. Dit vanwege het feit dat de 
eigenschappen van het grensvlak rechtstreeks gekoppeld zijn aan fundamentele thema's van 
de wetenschap van de kristalgroei, als verruwingsovergang, groeimechanismen, groeikinetiek 
en morfologie van kristallen. Bovendien zijn wetenschappers die werkzaam zijn op het gebied 
van industriële kristallisatie geïnteresseerd in zogenaamde tailor made additieven, die 
speciaal ontworpen zijn om de habitus van kristallen planmatig te veranderen. Dit vanwege 
het feit, dat de efficiency van scheiding van vaste en vloeibare fase in de kristallisator afhangt 
van grootte en habitus van kristallen. Om de invloed van additieven op de vorm van 
kristallen te begrijpen is een beter begrip van interfaces noodzakelijk. Dit is voor mij een 
belangrijk motief om het thema "interfaces" tot een centraal integrerend thema van mijn 
proefschrift te maken. 
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de morfologie van drie verschillende paraffine structuren namelijk: 
trikliene, monokliene en orthorhombische structuren bestudeerd. De geïntegreerde 
Hartman—Per dok theorie, verruwingsovergangtheorie en Bravais—Friedel—Donnay—Harker 
theorie wordt daarbij toegepast om de morfologie behorende bij deze drie structuren te 
voorspellen, tegelijkertijd werden kristallen van deze paraffines gegroeid in de verschillende 
groeicondities om voorspelde en waargenomen morfologieén te vergelijken. In deze studies 
werd speciale aandacht besteed aan de invloed van de verruwingsovergang op de morfologie 
van kristallen. Bovendien werd de afhankelijkheid van de morfologie van de dimensieloze 
verruwingstemperatuur. die weer afhangt van het aantal С atomen, geanalyseerd, voor de 
drie paraffine structuren. Uit dit hoofdstuk volgt hoe de inwendige kristalstructuur tot op 
grote hoogte de morfologie van kristallen bepaalt. 
Hoofdstuk 3 handelt over het fenomeen verruwingsovergang en de verschillende mogelijke 
typen van verruwingsovergang, die voorkomen op de {110} oppervlakken van de oneven 
orthorhombische paraffine kristallen, kritische verschijnselen in relatie tot de aard van de 
verruwingsovergang vormen de kernproblemen van dit hoofdstuk. In hoofdstuk 3.1 wordt een 
geheel nieuw type kinetische fasenovergang, de zogenaamde ruw—glad—ruw overgang 
beschreven. Deze fasenovergang is voor de eerste keer waargenomen en geïdentificeerd. Deze 
fasenovergang kan worden toegepast om het speciale gedrag van vrije randenergie 7 in 
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afhankelijkheid van de temperatuur Ten om de verruwingstemperatuur 7* experimenteel te 
bestuderen In hoofdstuk 3 2 wordt een eerste orde verruwingsfasenovergang beschreven 
zowel vanuit een experimenteel als vanuit een theoretisch standpunt Dit wordt gevolgd in 
hoofdstuk 3 3 door de beschrijving van een ander nieuw verschijnsel de aard van de 
verruwingsovergang in afhankelijkheid van het oplosmiddel In dit hoofdstuk wordt 
beschreven dat de verruwingsovergang op de {110} vlakken van n—paraffine veranderen van 
een eerste orde fasenovergang naar een fasenovergang van oneindige orde als de oplossing van 
n—hexaan vervangen wordt door tolueen 
Er wordt gesuggereerd dat paraffine—achtige oplosmoleculen een fasenovergang op het 
oppervlak stimuleren, die gekoppeld is aan een KT type verruwing Blijkbaar resulteert deze 
kippelmg m een onconventionele verruwingsovergang van het n—paraffine systeem De 
koppeling wordt op een voorlopige wijze geïnterpreteerd binnen het kader van de gekoppelde 
Ising—SOS model In hoofdstuk 3 5 wordt de relatie tussen stepvnje energie en de kritische 
oververzadiging voor kinetische verruwing afgeleid voor verschillende structuren Om de 
relaties te bevestigen, worden vrije energieën van steps verkregen uit kinetische verruwing 
vergeleken met vrije energie van steps verkregen uit verruwingstemperaturen De morfologie 
van n—paraffine kristallen onder de invloed van de verruwingsovergang en kinetische 
verruwing wordt zorgvuldig bestudeerd met behulp van experimenten beschreven in 
hoofdstuk 3 6 
De structuur van het interface en de bindingsenergieen van het interface zijn het onderwerp 
van hoofdstuk 4 Studies van dit hoofdstuk zijn gebasseerd op een zogenaamd inhomogeen 
cellenmodel Dit model werd ontwikkeld om de structuur en eigenschappen van het interface 
te beschrijven De basisprincipes en het framewerk van het model worden eerst gepresenteerd 
m hoofdstukken 4 1 en 4 2 Om een relatie te leggen tussen de bindingsenergieen tussen bulk 
van kristal en moederfase en de overeenkomende bindingen van het interface wordt de 
zogenaamde karakteristieke schaalfactor O, geïntroduceerd Met behulp van deze factor 
kunnen de eigenschappen van de interface direct in relatie gebracht worden met de 
zogenaamde bevochtigingscondities van het vaste opperwlak Een vervolgstudie betreffende 
dichtheidsverdelingen en distributie van bindingsenergieen aan het interface wordt gegeven in 
hoofdstuk 4 3 Een relatie tussen de bindingsenergie van het interface en attachment energie 
van een knstalvlak (hkl) vanuit een kwalitatief standpunt wordt bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 4 3 
In hoofdstuk 4 4 wordt de oppervlakte vrije energie van kristallen die uit isotrope 
bouweenheden bestaan bestudeerd volgens de principes van statistische thermodynamica en 
het inhomogene celmodel De oppervlakte energie wordt op een kwantitatieve mamer 
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uitgediukt als een functie van factoren van het interface en buikeigenschappen Om 
eigenschappen van het interface te berekenen (zoals bindingsenergieen van het interface) en 
om de structuur van vloeibare deel van het interface te bestuderen wordt de zogenaamde zelf 
consistente veldtheorie (de Scheutjens—Fleer theorie) toegepast Met behulp van deze 
berekeningstechniek worden verschillende typen systemen monomeer en polymeer systemen 
respectievelijk tot in details onderzocht In het bijzonder wordt in hoofdstuk 4 7 de ordening 
van ketenachtige fluïde moleculen vlakbij het oppervlak zorgvuldig bestudeerd vanuit 
theoretisch en experimenteel gezichtspunt Daarna wordt in hoofdstuk 4 8 de structuur van 
oneven en even η-paraffine moleculen geabsorbeerd op een grafiet substraat en waargenomen 
met behulp van een scanning tunneling microscoop bestudeerd In hoofdstuk 4 9 wordt een 
systematische studie gepresenteerd betreffende de invloed van verschillende oplosmiddelen op 
de structuur van het interface en de trede energie van een n—paraffine systeem Uit de 
verkregen resultaten volgt dat binnen een zeker gebied van concentraties het gebruik van 
mengsels kan leiden tot een toename van de stepenergie van het systeem 
De invloed van de moederfase op de morfologie is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 5 Studies 
over dit onderwerp worden uitgevoerd door een analyse van de interface structuur (IS) De 
principes van de IS analyse wordt besproken in verband met de voorspelling van de morfologie 
van n—paraffine kristallen In deze analyse speelt de concentratie van effectieve moleculen 
met de juiste conformatie in het interface een centrale rol Deze analyse kan toegepast worden 
om het effect van tailor made additieven op de groei habitus en knstallisatie van n-paraffine 
kristallen te onderzoeken 
De invloed van volume transport op de groeisnelheid is een belangrijk probleem voor 
kristalgroei De weerstand veroorzaakt door volume diffusie en warmte transport tijdens 
kristalgroei zal de effectieve drijvende kracht voor kristalgroei aan het oppervlak van het 
groeiend kristal reduceren Weerstanden kunnen geschat worden uit de relatie tussen ruwe 
groei en gladde groei Binnen dit kader wordt een zogenaamde rechte lijn methode als hulp 
methode geïntroduceerd in hoofdstuk 6 Deze methode wordt toegepast op het n—paraffine 
systeem 
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